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ABSTRACT
Worldview Themes and Cultural Intelligence:
A Case Study of Leadership within Two Multiracial/Multiethnic Congregations
Christ has called his church to make disciples of all nations (Matt 28:19), for the
kingdom ofGod consists ofpeople from every nation, tribe, and language (Rev 7:9).
These biblical truths, coupled with the U.S. population growth forecast of 130 million
more people by 2050, which will mainly come from non-Anglo ethnic groups (Center for
Public Education 2007), stresses the importance of healthy interethnic relations within the
church. Multiethnic churches are being formed and planted as one strategy to address this
demographic reality. Currently, little if any formal evaluation of leadership within
existing multiracial/multiethnic congregations has been undertaken to understand their
perceptions of their multiethnic church experience. The purpose ofmy research was to
study the leadership of two multiracial/multiethnic churches to determine their worldview
themes and cultural intelligence (CQ). Worldview refers to how one finds meaning in
reality, drawing on deep and largely implicit cognitive (what is true), affective (what is
beauty and love), and moral (what is righteous) assumptions. Closely related to
worldview is CQ, which focuses on an individual's or group's intercultural skill sets (i.e.,
their ability to interact and work effectively in a multi- or intercultural context). An
understanding of both worldview and CQ can shed light on effective best practices from
those who are already engaged in multiethnic ministry. These best practices can then be
shared with those who have an interest in advancing their multiethnic ministries. A
mixed-methods approach-was used in this project. The methods included analysis of
selected archival data, as well as the qualitative methods ofparticipant observation from
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congregational events during a twelve-month period, and 121 one-on-one interviews
from leaders of two multiethnic megachurches. In addition, a quantitative survey
conducted of both churches was completed using the results from 997 participants.
Although CQ is a meaningful assessment tool, the most prominent learning centered
around worldview assumptions. The results revealed that nonbiblical worldview
assumptions about ethnicity, which determine the meaning of the multiethnic church co
exists with biblical beliefs and practices in these two churches that are attempting to be
multiethnic. One significant conclusion from this research is that the definitional index of
a multiracial/multiethnic church accepted by sociologists Edwards, Christerson and
Emerson as having "less than 80% of attendees represent a single ethnic group" (2013,
217), is a useful metric to track visible social composition, but multiethnic ministries
should go deeper to discern the biblical nature ofworldview assumptions about
interethnic interactions that operate in the church. Such understanding can assist in
removing unseen barriers that contribute to interethnic tension, in order to aid the
church's advancement in multiethnic development.
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CHAPTER ONE
RESEARCH PROJECT INTRODUCTION
Personal Interest
I have been involved in interracial work as a research chemist and business
manager for most ofmy professional corporate career. In addition, I have actively taken
part in interracial Christian initiatives for the past twenty years. The idea of the US
church becoming multiracial is not new to me. I have witnessed, participated in, and
experienced many aspects of its diverse expressions, including events such as
interracial marches, foot washing services, prayer vigils, church exchanges, and deep
interpersonal relational interactions and reconciliation ministries. Such experiences
have enlivened my Christian faith on race and ethnicity, broadened my vision, and
increasedmy ability to embrace those who are racially/ethnically different. It also has
deepened my understanding of other religions. Thus, in my personal journey, I have
experienced the positive contributions ofmeaningful knowledge and practice of
Christian racial/ethnic equality and mutuality. However, I have also witnessed and
experienced the church's struggles with the lack of knowledge and awareness, fear,
misplace priorities, and fragmented Christian theological reflections and practice about
interracial/interethnic interactions within the Christian community. For me these
experiences indicate that churches within the United States continue to struggle with
their ability to demonstrate interracial/interethnic competency that leads to church unity
and effective kingdom witness to racial/ethnic others. Stated more simply, there is still
more room for personal and communal growth. This research is offered as one
conversation to advance the development in multiethnic church initiatives.
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The General Problem
The racial/ethnic landscape of the US is changing, demographic data reveal that
"In 2000 there were 277.8 milhon people in the U.S. It is expected to increase to 407.7
million by 2050. This projection shows an increase of 130 million people, with the
largest increases coming from minority populations" (Center for Public Education
2007). (see Table 1.1). The data is helpful for understanding multiracial/multiethnic
trends.
Table 1.1 Demographic changes
Group
2000 2050 Impact
Population in
Millions
Total Population
%
Population in
Millions
Total
Population
%
Increase %
2000-2050
Hispanic 35.6 12.6 102.6 24.4 188
Asian/Pacific
Islander
10.7 3.8 33.4 8.0 213
Black 35.8 12.7 61.4 14.6 71
Non-Hispanic
White
195.7 69.4 210.3 50.1 7
Total 277.8 407.7
Source: (Center for Public Education 2007, Clark-Ibanez 2004]
This demographic shift illustrates the need to bring the issue of racial/ethnic
unity and the multiracial church to the general forefront of the Christian conversation.
Only a minority ofUS churches is equipped to capitalize on the interracial/interethnic
harvest that is forming. Key reasons for this disempowerment of the majority of
churches come from "conflicting influences of the homogenous unit principle in the
church growth movement, unhealthy Christian individualism, and consumerism, all
which do httle to remove racial barriers" (Metzer 2007, 47-49, 55-57). These issues, in
addition to "historical and present-day unresolved racial issues within society and the
church create challenges for the church" (Rah 2010, 69-73). These factors leave most
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us churches ill equipped to reflect the racial/ethnic diversity of their surrounding
community within their congregations. When Hartford Religion Institute for Research
posted its Web site's Fast Facts question, "Are U.S. churches multiracial?" it provided
the following answer:
Sadly no. Eleven o'clock Sunday morning continues to be the most segregated
hour in America. A study by sociologist Michael Emerson showed that churches
where 20 percent ofmembers were of a racial minority comprised only 7
percent ofU.S. congregations. Overall, 5 percent ofProtestant churches and 15
percent ofRoman Catholic churches were multi-racial. But Sociologist Scott
Thumma found that megachurches, in the 2005 "Megachurches Today" study,
might be changing that balance. In his study, 35 percent ofmegachurches
claimed to have 20 percent or more minorities. What's more, 56 percent of
megachurches said they were making an intentional effort to become multi
racial. (Hartford Seminary 2010)
The Hartford quote provided a mixed review. The mixed review note additional
multiracial church growth is needed and that the megachurch community is either
active or seeking to be active in participating in multiracial/multiethnic church
development.
As noted previously, the increase in US population by 130 million people is
mainly a result ofminority population growth. This demographic shift will intensify
multiracial and multiethnic social phenomena within the US. As a result,
interracial/interethnic interactions and faith become prominent factors to consider when
speaking ofAmerican religious life. US racial/ethnic church trends have shown that
Protestant churches are not known for their racial/ethnic diversity as noted by the
Emerson study. These earlier findings reveal the church's weak interracial/interethnic
ministry that reflect the inability of churches to engage effectively in multiethnic
communities because of a lack of representation in their congregations, where
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multiethnic neighbors exist. However, the good news is that growth in
multiracial/multiethnic congregations has occurred.
A current report published by Korie L. Edwards, Brad Christerson, and Michael
O. Emerson provides the field assessment of research on multiracial/multiethnic
congregations. Their report reveals that "multiracial congregations grew from 7.4% in
1998 to 13.7% in 2010" (2013, 213). These numbers show a doubling of
multiracial/multiethnic churches in the course of twelve years. Although this overall
growth represents good news, Protestant congregational numbers are still low compared
to other religious organizations. For example, "non-Christian religious organizations
(27%) and Catholic churches (15%)) are far more diverse than Protestant churches
(5%))" (Edwards, Christeron, and Emerson 2013, 214). This study indicates that
additional multiracial/multiethhnic church development is needed in most Protestant
churches. Thumma' s findings suggest that multiracial megachurches may be a good
place to explore and identify effective best practices for improving US church
interracial/interethnic competency.
The Purpose of This Study
Explosive interracial/interethnic population growth is one of the most critical
issues facing US Protestant churches if they wish to be credible witnesses ofChrist to a
growing racially/ethnically diverse society. Currently, there has been little, if any,
formal evaluation of leadership within existing multiracial/multiethnic Protestant
congregations to understand how they see, think, and interact with the racial/ethnic
other. The purpose ofmy research was to address this void by studying the leadership
of two multiracial/multiethnic churches to detect their worldview themes and cultural
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intelligence (CQ) within the local churches where they serve.
Worldview refers to how one finds meaning in reality, drawing on deep and
largely implicit cognitive, emotive, and moral assumptions. Closely related to
worldview is cultural intelligence, which focuses on an individual's or group
intercultural skill sets (i.e., their ability to interact and work effectively in a cross- or
multicultural context). Both worldview and CQ understanding can shed light on
effective best practices from those who are aheady engaged in interracial/interethnic
ministry. These best practices, as understood and analyzed through empirical research,
can then be shared with those who have an interest in becoming more
multiracial/multiethnic. Understanding worldview and CQ can be quite difficult
because the former is built on assumptions (i.e., taken for granted) and the latter exists
in a complex relationship with the former (i.e., cultural intelligence develops out of the
cognitive, emotive, and moral assumptions a person or organization holds). I chose two
church case studies to try to understand this complex relationship and the leadership's
racial/ethnic worldview perspective and CQ action. However, for my purposes an
examination of cases where interracial/interethnic competencies are welcomed,
developed, and practiced, is required for empirical research analysis.
The two multiracial/multiethnic megachurches I chose for my research are
Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati, both ofwhich are a part of the Vineyard
Association ofChurches (VUSA). Their theological orientation of leadership builds on
the biblical idea of the priesthood of all believers. This theology maintains that all
believers are called to serve in some form ofministry. Therefore, no hard boundaries
exist in the qualifications to serve and lead; paid staffpastors serve alongside unpaid
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lay leaders. Thus, the term leadership encompasses all pastors; all paid staff and lay
leaders.
It is helpful to research churches because of their settings, where the gospel of
the kingdom ofGod is preached and practiced, creating religious norms, attitudes, and
behaviors to be expressed within and outside the church building. These norms are
based on biblical principles that address relational mutuality and equality (Gal 3:26-28)
and unity (John 17:20-2) found in Christ. Such norms and practices relate to how
leaders should be racially/ethnically inclusive to form and sustain a
multiracial/multiethnic community. The overall assumption ofmy study is that the
church makes disciples based on its theology; this theology affirms the church's values,
informs its Christian practices and influences other people. Based on their
demographics, both Vineyard Columbus and Cincinnati already show a commitment to
having a different worldview understanding of the racial and ethnic other than the
majority ofProtestant churches in the US.
Based on this statement, I explore several important questions in this study:
1 . What is the definition of race and ethnicity for leaders within the churches?
2. What are the leaders' cognitive/affective/moral worldview themes?
3. What is the cultural intelligence rating for leaders and church members?
Research Approaches
Researching leaders and their impact on their followers within church settings
required interviewing leaders and assessing the multiracial church environment. An
understanding of the leaders required an equal understanding of the context by which
multiracial/multiethnic churches are formed. The church should be viewed "as being
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simultaneously theological and social/cultural" (Ward 2012, 2). Thus, to understand the
theology of the multiracial church, one must look at both the church practices and
beliefs while recognizing that "every member of the church is considered a theologian
(seeking to understand their faith in God), whether or not they are formally trained and
have formal positions of leadership. Every member participates in the theological
process" (Ammerman 1998, 29). When understanding theology one needs to look for
"explicit [official] theologies found in official church doctrines, creeds, and
church confessions, liturgical practices, sermons, and musical expressions of
worship. Implicit [fragmented] theologies inform the congregation but are not
necessarily acknowledged or overtly expressed, which can be found in stories of
a congregation, styles of leadership, budget allocation, and whoever has power.
Explicit and implicit theologies can be at odds with each other and when this
occurs it is the implicit theology that wins out. (31)
Nancy T. Ammerman offers four research frames: cultural (all the things the church
does together�rituals, classes, artifacts and other elements), ecological (influence of
community), resources (capital defined as money, buildings, reputation and others) and
process (how things get done�flow and dynamics). The background analysis of the
church touched upon all four frames with emphasis on the cultural frame.
Methodology
The research focused on the leaders within the two Vineyard megachurches
located in Ohio. One church, Vineyard Columbus, has a large sanctuary serving 8,600
church members weekly with a global representation of 1 10 nations. It has grown from
4,000 members of 90 percent Anglo-American and 10 percent non-white in 2002, to an
8,600 member church, with a racial composition of 70 percent Anglo-American, 20
percent African American and 10 percent International" (Christenson 2012). Another
church within the denomination, located ninety minutes south, was also included as a
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point of comparison: "It has 5,600 people, with a racial/ethnic composition of 83
percent Anglo-American and 17 percent non-white" (Workman 2012). Both churches
are located in the suburbs of their city.
This case study research project employed a mixed-strategy, which included
both ethnographic (e.g., participant observation, personal interviews with pastors,
support staff, and key lay leaders) and survey methods. In addition, archival research
was used to construct a relevant background profile from key sermons, published
literature, and Web site information. The personal interviews, which were ninety
minutes long, asked key questions about race/ethnicity and ministry-oriented themes to
access worldview thinking. The complexity and size of both churches warranted
interviews from diverse participants (see Appendix B).
Survey Monkey, a computer-based online survey service, was employed to
carry out the survey quantitative research method. This method was included to
broaden the scope of learning and participation. The CQ assessment tool and key
demographic questions were included. The target population was all staff, members,
and regular attenders in the church database. Specific demographics included racially
and ethnically diverse members, adults 18 years and older, males and females, and all
available international participants. This approach was taken for both congregations.
Ethnographic Study
Below is a list of specific qualitative methods employed in the research project.
1 . Archival research�gather relevant documents (hardcopy and digital) from
1998 to current. This included congregational budgetary reports, mass communication,
and selected meetings, census data, and other resources.
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2. Observation and participant observation�a soft launch into the research
field began in mid-August 2012 at Vineyard Columbus. Key events such as citywide
outreaches and leadership meetings were attended. Complete field immersion occurred
by late September 2012. Participant observation was undertaken during weekend
worship services, liturgical events (e.g., Christmas, Lent, Easter), classes and special
events such as International Festival, and other intentional interracial/interethnic
meetings and services. Participant observation also was conducted in small group
participation, and with key service projects.
3. Interviews�a thematic assessment of the cognitive, affective, and
evaluative/moral elements of the church leaders, staff and key lay leaders was
conducted through the interview process. Questions focused on the various dimensions
of the Kingdom ofGod, theological language that is prominent within the Vineyard
movement. All cognitive questions dealt with the topic of race/ethnic relations in the
context ofbeing a follower of Jesus, influences within diverse context (i.e., work,
home), definitions of the multiracial/multiethnic church and its role. Affective
questions dealt with the topic of race/ethnic relations with the focus on the role of the
Holy Spirit and helpful character traits for effective interracial/interethnic interactions.
Evaluative questions focused on race/ethnic relations and "shalom or peacekeeping
about racial misunderstandings and disagreements within the church" (2008, 276-285).
The interview began with basic background information. It also included a set of
questions on defining race, ethnicity, and leadership. These questions were used as a
starting point to get people talking about how they interpret race within the church (see
Appendix A ). Table 1.2 details the target and actual personal interview plan.
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Table 1 .2 Personal Interviews
What: One-on-One
Interviews
One-on-One Interview Details:
Who: All leaders with
high public influence
and/or high interracial
interactions.
Board of Elders (3), Senior Pastors Team (5), All Pastors (22), 50% of Pastoral
Coordinators (5), 50% ofMinistry Coordinators (5), All Department Heads (6), All Non-
Anglo-American Staff (maybe 10), All Key Lay leaders connected to Community Center
(2), Worship Center (1) and Vineyard All Leadership Institute (Theological Training
Center) Staff (3) Satellite campus pastors and their ministry team will be interviewed (3).
Target Total 65 Interviews. Total interviews for both churches were 121.
Why: All staff members are leaders. This group has high leadership responsibility and/or
interracial contact. Many would have witness the transformation that occurred within the
past 10 years.
How: Senior Pastors will have (2) 1.0-1.5 hrs. Of interview time. The remaining staff will be
interviewed once within the 1.0-1.5 hrs. time slot. Will use interview questions. Take
handwritten notes and audio record. Actual occurrence was 1.5 hrs interview time.
Where: Vineyard Cincinnati and Columbus office for Pastors and others or neutral meeting place
within the building (i.e. cafe, lobby, community center). Target goal reached.
When: Scheduling starts mid-September, 2012 with completion by December 2012. Actual
occurrence. Started early October, 2012 and ended mid-April, 2013
Additional: Handwritten notes and audio recording will be made with a digital recorder. Goal
achieved
All interviews were audio-recorded. The informant's permission to conduct and
record the interview was obtained by means of an e-mail. All participants completed
confidentiality agreement statements in writing or by voice recording. Focus group
discussions were planned to increase the interview sample size, but they were canceled.
Getting scheduled interview slots with busy megachurch leaders was difficult. In
addition, interviewing one person required the entire ninety-minute interview time slot
to get through all the questions. The focus group did not fit well with the interview
process. Given these factors, the strategy was amended to include only one-on-one
interviews. Table 1.3 provides an overview of the 126 completed interviews and the 56
sample interviews selected for detailed textual analysis. Five of the interviews were not
included in the textual analysis sample pool. They were interviews conducted with
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national leaders who had multiracial/multiethnic church experience outside of the two
churches in this study. Moreover, 24 of the 29 leaders at Vineyard Cincinnati and 32 of
the 89 interviews were selected for textual analysis. The Vineyard Cincinnati-
Columbus interview ratio was defined by targeting race, gender, church leadership
position, and church location diversity for the final sample of 56 selected interviews.
Table 1.3 Vineyard Target Sample and Actual Samples Collected
Vineyard
Affiliation
Vineyard Target Audience Interviews
Completed
Interviews used for Textual
Analysis
Vineyard Cincinnati Staff and Key Lay leaders 29 24
Vineyard Columbus Staff and Key Lay leaders 92 32
Vineyard USA
(National Leaders)
National Leaders: Diversity Task
Force Director and 1 Diversity Task
Force Team Member
2 Not used in this context-useful
theological background on VUSA,
not immersed in the local church
Vineyard USA
(National Leaders)
National Leaders 3 Not used in this context-usefiil
theological background on VUSA,
not immersed in the local church
Total 126 56
Congregational Survey
After the interviews were completed, a thematic analysis of the findings was
conducted, where key insights was used to craft several select questions to be used on
the survey. Questions involved multiracial/multiethnic social networking, leadership
questions, and multiracial/multiethnic churchministry assessments. Other parts of the
survey include David Livermore's 20-point questions on CQ, Hofstede's question on
the "nation of origin," and demographic information. The survey provided feedback on
how well leaders influence those under their leadership. Table 1.4 is an overview of the
survey method. A detail breakout of the survey plan is included in Appendices B, It
includes the sample size from each church and the percentage ofparticipant response.
Table 1 .4 Survey Approach
Focus Description
What: Mass Survey Details: Includes Worldview Themes, Cultural Intelligence, Hofstede
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Congregational
Survey
5D-Model and spiritual discipline questions. Includes basic demographics e.g.
pastoral/ non-pastoral staff, lay leader, regular attendee, race, income, age questions.
Wiio: All staff, key lay leaders and 500-1000 members that represent the 70% Anglo-
American, 20% African American and 10% International (105 nations). Actual
response from both churches was 997.
Why: Mass survey linked worldview themes and cultural intelligence with specific
demographics, providing a quantitative assessment of the church. It also provided an
opportunity to gather these worldview and intelligence traits with the international
population in a user-friendly way, providing a frequency count of how people may be
interpreting race/ethnicity and at what level they are prepared to engage interracially. It
also provided a way to discover how well leaders are influence the larger
congregational community about important elements of the multiracial church.
How: Survey Monkey Online service.
Where: Use Vineyard Cincinnati and Columbus databases
When: July -August, 2013
Data Collection
All interviews were audio-recorded. Permission was asked and confidentiality
statements were signed. Qualitative responses were recorded and transferred to a
personal computer to uphold interviewee confidentiality. This information was later
used for textual data analysis. The quantitative survey was collected by Survey Monkey
online services (see Table 1.5 for details). Detailed research method processes that
explain online survey plans, interview preparation, post-interview dynamics, data
analysis preparation, and surveys are presented in Appendices C-J.
Table 1.5 Data Collection Plan
Church
Sites
Description
Sites
1&2
Site 1-Vineyard Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio (17% Non-Anglo-American)
Site 2- Vineyard Columbus, Columbus, Ohio (30% Non-Anglo-American)
Research Tool Target Audience Analytical Focus
Sites
1&2
Theological-Cultural-Material and Surface
Archival, Observation and Participant
Observation.
Cultural Demographics
Varies-race/ethnicity,
gender, age and leadership
role
Ethnography of a weekend
services
Sites Theological Worldview Interviews: Varies-race/ethnicity, Prominent worldview themes
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1&2 Beliefs and Assumptions
1 .Values
2.Beliefs
3.Practices
gender, age and leadership
role
drawn from combining both
churches highest results.
Sites
1&2
Cultural Intelligence CQ Native -Bom and
International Population.
Use 20-Point Scale for
different culture defined as
different race/ethnicity in the
church
Analytic Framework (Data Analysis)
One hundred and twenty one interviews were conducted in both churches where
56 interviews were extracted for thematic analysis. The research project costs
(transcription services) and time constraints (interview findings were needed to shaped
certain survey questions) were the major reasons for selecting a smaller sample of the
interviews for analysis. Selecting interviews was based on a goal for racial/ethnic
representations fi-om both churches close to 70 percent Anglo-American and 30 percent
non-Anglo-American. The final combined total from both churches was 64 percent and
36 percent. This final number was accepted to accommodate the target goal of getting
gender, leadership role, and age diversity (see Table 1.6).
Table 1.6 Interview Demographics for Textual Analysis
General Demographics
Specific
Demographics Combined
Columbus Cinti Churches
Total Persons 32 People
%of
Total 24 People
%of
Total 56 People
%of
Total
Race/Ethnicity
Anglo-Am 18 56% 18 75% 36 64%
Non-Anglo-Am 10 31% 4 17% 14 25%
International 4 13% 2 8% 6 11%
Sex Female 16 50% 9 38% 25 45%
Male 16 50% 15 63% 31 55%
Leader's Role Pastor 12 38% 9 38% 21 38%
Non-Pastoral 15 37% 9 38% 24 43%
Key Lay Leader 5 16% 6 25% 11 20%
Age Less than 37 years 11 34% 3 13% 14 25%
More than 37 years 21 66% 21 88% 42 75%
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Combining the interviews from both churches was a helpful strategy in that one
church had a small number of non-Anglo-American and age-specific participants. The
interviews were outsourced to professional transcribers after removing interviewee
personal information. All contractors signed a confidentiality agreement form, where a
request was made that all audio and digital text files be erased upon completion of the
contract.
Interview audio data was digitalized for transcription purposes. The 56
completed word-for-word transcribed files were formatted and imported into Nvivo
textual analysis software program. Each interview question contained responses from
the interviewees coded by common themes. The most prominent theme for each
question was noted and selected for interpretation. Survey Monkey online survey
service had a built-in resource to group responses, tabulate, and graph data. This
resource was used to explore racial/ethnic and leadership themes. More details of the
research method and findings can be found in Chapters Three and Five respectively.
Table 1.7 contains the plan of analysis used in the research project.
Table 1.7 Plan ofAnalysis
Data Type Source Method of Analysis Resource
Theological Framework
Archival Research Website-digital, Video/Audio
Sermons-digital, Recorded
Meetings-digital,
Congregational Reports-
digital/hardcopy
Personal Hands on Digital data and notes
Participant
Observations
Transcribed Notes-Digital Personal Hands on Digital data and notes
Worldview Interviews Transcribed Notes-Digital Taxonomic Analysis Nvivo Software/Personal
Proxemics-Spatial
Layout
Transcribed Notes-Digital Spatial Markers
Described
Computer Construction
National Cultural Traits Survey-digital collection Frequency of count
from those who state
their nation of origin
Survey Monkey Online
Cultural Intelligence-
General
Survey ofGeneral Questions Frequency of Traits Survey Monkey Online
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An Overview of Research Project Dynamics
A visuahzation of the research instruments and findings is explained in Figure
1.1. This framework is useful when considering the research features of this project.
They include the research instruments such as observation and archival data, interviews
and the survey. From these tools worldview themes, multiethnic services and CQ skill
sets are noted, which are the research findings. The research tools and their findings
yield worldview and CQ skill information about the leaders, which are the empirically
defined cultural resources.
Aichivai Data
and
Obeseivation
Research Instruments
Figure 1.1 Research Project Overview
'
Theological
Worldview
(Vision)
Church
Ministry
Serivices
Cutlural
Intelligence I
(Action)
Research Findings
Biblical
Worldview and
CQ Skills
Empirically Defined
Cultural Resources
Ethical Considerations
During my fieldwork and in the following reporting of the findings, I obeyed
the spirit of the code of ethics of the American Anthropological Association (1998).
Specific ethnical measures taken involved the process of voluntary participation and
completing informed consent forms, upholding research data confidentiality and the
control of data security, and offering research reciprocity (see Appendix D).
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Project Work Plan Overview
The field immersion project experience ran from August 2012 through August
2013. This one-year project entailed several phases due to the mixed method used in the
research. Resources of ethnographic research, such as observation notes, interviews,
archival research, and the survey, provided meaningful insight into the lives of the
members who attended Vineyard churches. Each of the research methods captured
relevant church data in a unique way.
Dissertation Chapter Organization
The dissertation is organized in the following manner. Chapter Two presents
information about key concepts and theories. In it are discussions of the elements of
theology, anthropology, and the multiracial/multiethnic church. Chapter Three presents
information on the theological and praxis background ofVineyard USA and the
denominational leadership of the two Vineyard churches. Chapter Four offers a brief
review of state and city race/ethnic history and church profiles. Chapter Five includes
the research data findings and analysis. Chapter Six presents data discussion,
recommendations, implications, conclusions, and project significance.
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CHAPTER TWO
TERMS, CONCEPTS AND THEORIES
Introduction
This research project employs three key themes that draw on a "triadic
conversation between theology, Christian cultural anthropology and missiology" (Conn
1992) and addresses the issue of church ministry in local context�in this case,
multiracial church leaders. This chapter discusses key research terms, concepts, and the
theoretical framework of the study. The three themes of theology, cultural
anthropology, and missiology (specifically, leaders within the multiracial/multiethnic
church) are explained within the theoretical framework.
The theology of the kingdom of God is briefly presented as introduction for a
detailed conversation in Chapter Four. This discussion notes the important theological
framework that shapes the biblical foundation and praxis for the two churches in this
study. The succeeding section discusses the cultural anthropological theme, explaining
deep culture known as worldview and the history of the concept's development. A
discussion is also presented on the diverse worldviews, including philosophical
knowledge categories such as modernity, postmodemity, and critical realism. These are
presented to define the position of the worldview concept employed in this study, a
theory developed by Paul Hiebert. The last section addressed the missiological aspects
of the study in the context of the local church. A brief review of the
multiracial/multiethnic church movement is presented, including an overview of key
empirical research resources and publications. The discussion sheds light on the current
state of the multiracial/multiethnic movement, a critical reference point for this research
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project. Although, Chapter Four contains a section that talks about the
multiracial/multiethnic movement, a general overview is presented in this chapter
because of its relevance to the theoretical discussion.
The chapter's discussion of the key terms, concepts, and theories lay the
theoretical foundation for subsequent chapters. The interdisciplinary theories present
the theological-cultural foundation that is at the heart of this study.
Definition ofKey Terms
Several key terms are used extensively throughout the dissertation. Their core
definitions are presented in this section.
Culture
Culture is "an integrated system, which organizes and regulates ideas, feelings
and values, patterns ofbehavior, products shared by a group; it organizes and regulates
thinking feeling and doing. The ideas and values are learned" (Hiebert 2008). This
characteristic of culture is important, for it provides the context for culture making.
Following Christian anthropologist Hiebert's theory of culture, a distinction is made in
this study between surface level culture and deep level culture. The former refers to
cultural behaviors that are reflective of ideas and values that are easily observed, for
example, different ways to greet one another or eat meals (including what is considered
appropriate to eat) as well as culturally produced artifacts such as music, dress, and
language. The latter (i.e., deep culture) lies hidden beyond human surface-level
observations. A deep cultural level would include values, thinking, and feeling; they are
the hidden assumptions that give meaning to life, shaping values and guiding behavior.
For this study, deep culture is equated with worldview.
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Worldview
Worldview, as I am using it, is a term drawn from Hiebert's definition:
The frindamental cognitive, affective, and evaluative presuppositions a
group ofpeople make about the nature of things, and which they use to
order their lives. Worldviews are what people in community take as
given realities, the maps they have of reality that they use for living. The
functional nature ofworldview. . . As Clifford Geertz points out,
worldviews are both models of reality�they describe and explain the
nature of things�and models of action�they provide us with mental
blueprints that guide our behavior. (2008, 15, 28)
Thus, according to Hiebert, a worldview is,
the active cognitive, affective, and evaluative assumptions about reality which
provide people with a way of looking at the world that makes sense out of it,
that gives them a feeling ofbeing at home, and that reassures them that they are
right. The worldview provides us with cognitive foundations, gives us
emotional security, validates our deepest cultural norms, it integrates our culture
and monitors cultural change. (2008, 47)
It is like a map that helps one to navigate life. This term is used throughout the
dissertation to describe deep cultural assumptions and beliefs that affect leaders' beliefs
and practices.
Cultural Intelligence
Cultural intelligence is "knowledge, motives, skills and practices that a person
has that makes them effective in interracial settings" (Livermore 2009b). The various
elements ofCQ, as discussed by Livermore, provide a usefiil means of assessing the
ability of leaders to engage interracially/inter-ethnically in the church. This concept will
be discussed in more detail in the theoretical framework section of this chapter.
Race
Race is a means of categorizing people for social purposes according to physical
differences: "Race as a biological construct is invalid, yet its social formation and
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construct is real, and must be understood and addressed" (Meneses 2007, 9). Scholars
differ on the most effective use of race and ethnicity. Although various attempts have
been made to dismantle the negative sociological and biological construction of race
within certain academic settings, the worldview of the mainstream populace in the
United States is still dominated by the ideology of race. Since the founding of the
country, racist ideologies that ascribe negative traits to people who are physically
different from Anglo-Americans continue to function within churches and society at
large. Racism 's image may have changed, but its influence on worldview and the
existence of a racial hierarchy within society have not been dismantled. In his book,
Anglo-American activist Reverend Joseph Bamdt states.
The purpose of creating and maintaining racial categories was to make
certain the United States would exist exclusively for white people. From
the moment of independence from Britain, the United States was
intentionally designed with a racial hierarchy dominated by the white
race. Racism became part of our national fabric, first of all, through the
ideology and practice ofwhite supremacy. The benefits ofnationhood,
the land, and all its resources were clearly identified as existing solely
for white people. The Constitution of the United States was written
exclusively for white people in the context of an explicit ideology of
white supremacy. Moreover, all of the systems and institutional
structures that were put in place under the shadow of the constitution's
wings were openly and explicitly designed exclusively for white
people.. . . It is a surprise for many people to realize that the primary
indicators of the foundations of racism in our nation are not just the
ways that were devised to oppress people of color, but even more
importantly, the intricately designed blueprint and legal structures that
proclaim and guaranteed that the entire nation with all of its resources
would exist exclusively for white people. That which still plagues us
today, far more than the legacy of subjugating people of color, is the
continued functioning of systems ofwhite power and privilege that are
still bearing the structures created exclusively for white people under the
ideology ofwhite supremacy. The preserving ofwhite power in the legal
framework and institutional structures of the United States ensured that
the wealth of our nation would be amassed and passed on to succeeding
white generations, creating a gap between white people and people of
color that has barely�if at all�begun to be closed. (2007, 27-28)
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Bamdt's statement indicate race as an ideology has deep roots within American
society including the American church, continuing to affect social relations in
both context.
Ethnicity
Ethnicity is a term often used to refer to the cultural rather than the physical
aspects of group identity where language, food, dress, customs, and/or values are used
as markers of identity. While the term race is used primarily throughout this study, an
important idea to note is that "intergroup division based on ethnicity can be just as
strong a boundary marker as race" (Meneses 2007, 34). I used the term race
interchangeably with ethnicity throughout the study because of its common usage. As
an ethnographer, I asked interview participants to define race and ethnicity to discover
how they were understood within their local church settings.
Multiracial/Multiethnic Church
A multiracial church is defined, following Curtiss Paul DeYoung et al, as a
church where the "dominant racial group accounts for no more than 80% of its
membership" (2003, 3). Non-Anglo-Americans may consist of native-bom minorities,
such as African-, Asian- and Hispanic Americans, as well as those who have emigrated
from countries outside the US. In my study, Vineyard Columbus has a membership
composition of 70 percent Anglo, 20 percent African-American, and 10 percent
intemational. Vineyard Cincinnati has a composition of 83 percent Anglo and 17
percent non-white. Multiracial/multiethnic, race/ethnicity, and interracial/interethnic
hybrid terms will be used to describe the churches' membership composition and
interactions throughout this report.
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Theoretical Framework
This research project employs three core themes: theology, anthropology, and
missiology (leaders within the multiracial/multiethnic church). The theological
questions are asked to get at the meaning of faith and interracial/interethnic relations
within the church context. Theology affirms people's values, informs Christian
practices, and influence believers interactions with others through discipleship.
Christian anthropology provides understanding of how persons from different
races/ethnicities interpret their Christian faith. Missiology focuses on how leaders
within two multiracial/multiethnic congregations are the primary change agents that
work towards creating and sustaining healthy interracial/interethnic interactions,
providing the human dynamic of forming the church. Drawing from these three core
research areas, the following discussion provides the theoretical framework employed
within this research project.
Theme 1 : Theological Foundations
One useful way to towards understanding theology is to first to define what it
means. "Theology is . . . from two Greek words theos and logos, meaning reflection or
discourse about God" (Demarest 2010, 415). Theology builds on Scripture to provide
the understanding of God. It engages skills in critical thinking and deepens the
understanding ofbelief, thus leading to Christian life practices. This requires reflection
about God, self, other people, creation, and aspects ofChristian ministry, such as
salvation, missions, and the end times (i.e., eschatology). Theology aids in the
understanding of correct beliefs so that biblical truths about God and the world can be
known and practiced. Knowing such biblical truth also aids in the discernment ofwhat
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is true for right hving and what is false. Such theological understanding provides a firm
foundation for forming mature Christians.
In the life of the believer, the gathering of church in a specific location provides
the space, resources, people, and communication to create a context for followers of
Christ to acquire and deepen their theological understanding. This theology, known in
most Christian congregations as seeking to understand God in order to live out
Christian faith, is displayed in many ways. It is interlaced in the words in songs, Web
site postings, and in sermons preached. It is embodied in the actions of those who
gather for worship service and other meetings and lived out in the wider community.
According to Robert Schreiter, theology is faith seeking understanding. He notes:
Understanding happens on many levels in the congregation. First, understanding
involves grasping more clearly what our experience of God tells us about who
God is and what God has done for us. Our knowledge ofGod is always indirect,
and the quest for God is often circuitous and obscure. Second, ifwe believe God
is not simply there, but is also active in the world, then experiencing God also
reveals something about ourselves and our world. To be a congregation is also
to engage in a quest to see our world in a special way from the perspective of
God who has created that world and sustains it. "Understanding" is therefore
about coming to terms with the world in which we live and things that make up
our lives�the hopes and heartbreaks, the triumphs and the tragedies, the
experiences ofjust getting by, and the moments of real transcendence�these
are all the stuff of theological reflection as we try to understand those
experiences from God's perspective as well as our own. Finally, faith seeking
understanding is also about action. The knowledge of God we seek is not simply
information about God. (Schreiter 1998, 23)
Schreiter suggests that faith seeking understanding happens on many levels and
involves community, for, "the entire congregational gathering is a theological formative
experience" (Ammerman et al. 1998). The Vineyard church's beliefs are based upon
the kingdom of God theology, which many Christian leaders and thinkers believe to be
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an important theological understanding ofChristian faith. R. Alan Streett, senior
research professor ofbiblical exegesis at Criswell College, states.
For more than a decade, learning about the kingdom of God has been my all-
consuming passion. In the course ofmy study, I have spent an inordinate
amount of time reading the major scholarly and popular books and journal
articles about it. I have enjoyed countless discussions and debates about the
kingdom, and I have written about it, lectured on it and taught courses on it. In
my opinion, nothing is ofmore importance than correctly understanding the
kingdom. It is the overarching theme of the entire Bible, a thread that runs
throughout it, and the great umbrella under which all other subjects are
subsumed. (20139-10)
Considering the importance of theology in the life ofbelievers and congregations, a
detailed discussion of the kingdom ofGod theology is presented with their other
denominational information in Chapter Three.
Theme 2: Anthropological Foundations
Studying leaders in a multiracial church requires understanding culture, not just
theology, in their local context. Such a study requires understanding the nature of
human beings as worshippers theologically informed by the beliefs (Streett 2013) and
practices of the God they serve. Christians are often not aware of the cultural influences
that shape their lives. They assume that their beliefs and practices are biblically based
and the norm for everyone. They tend to engage in little reflection to discern what is
derived from Scripture, the wider society, cultural influences, and historical contexts.
Thus, to deepen the understanding of human nature in the context of the church, the key
anthropological concepts used in this study are worldview and cultural intelligence. In
this section, I explore some of the more pertinent concepts and theories on race, culture,
worldview, and cultural intelligence.
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Race Theory
In order to understand the racial dynamics of the multiracial church, the cultural
context of the church is examined, for ascribed values and meanings of race from the
wider society are either reified or transformed within the Christian church. Christian
ministry will affirm racial meanings (reify) by not correcting nonbiblical interpretations
of race. Alternatively, it can teach biblical truth about race that should correct
nonbiblical racial understanding. In order to assess the theological-cultural worldview
of race in the church, I explored both its surface and deep culture through observing,
entering into, and recording the interracial dynamics of its racially diverse participants
(i.e., through using ethnographic methods). Anthropologist John Hartigan, Jr. provides
helpful insight about how to learn about and interact with the concept of race. He
writes.
Race entails a system of classifying people into groups, either explicitly
or implicitly promoting the notion that these groups are ranked in terms
of superiority or inferiority. But race is meaningful in a variety of
ways.... The sharpest impact of the meaningfulness of race is that people
are alternately advantaged and disadvantaged by their racial identity. But
the range of the racial meaning is not reducible to the problem of
inequality and discrimination. The cultural perspective developed here
suggests that given the extent that race permeates our culture, we need
more than the concept of racism to explain why race matters so
intensely. . .Making sense of race today involves understanding how
culture works. Culture shapes the terms of interaction even before
individuals are entirely clear how they feel about the other person or
situation. (2010, 2)
By definition, a multiracial/multiethnic church has people who are from different races;
studying such churches provided the opportunity to explore the meaningfulness of race
within a community of faith. In order to study a racially/ethnically diverse church,
understanding culture as well as race is important.
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Hiebert's Theory of Culture
Culture is multilayered. Understanding the many layers attempt to get at the
deeper meanings of beliefs and values that help people to understand and relate to those
who are different. Hiebert's culture theory helps Christians become better ministerial
servants. He defines culture as:
More or less integrated systems of beliefs, feelings, and values created and
shared by a group ofpeople that enable them to live together socially and that
are communicated by means of their systems of symbols, and rituals, patterns of
behavior, and the material products that they make. Human beings are social
beings and thus share life together in community. (2009, 150)
Culture can create common bonds with different people. Language, beliefs, and
worldviews are shared, thereby creating effective communication and facilitating
healthy interactions. By sharing the same culture, relational bonds can be created,
leading to relational space and interactions that foster healthy interpersonal dynamics.
Hiebert suggests a diachronic approach to the study of culture. Such an approach
focuses on the story of each individual, community, and nation and how he or she fits
into the comprehensive human story. This is different from a "synchronic approach,
which access[es] cultural dynamics for a specified amount of time, providing a static
view of events. One of its weaknesses is that it does not adequately address the change
nature of culture and human beings" (2008, 71). Looking at the overall picture of
culture, shows that culture expresses human beliefs, feelings, and morals. This study
used the diachronic approach to culture.
Hiebert identifies three core dimensions of culture�cognitive, affective, and
evaluative: "The cognitive dimension includes the beliefs and knowledge shared by the
members of a group or society. Without shared beliefs, communication and community
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life are impossible. Beliefs link categories into theories of explanation" (2009, 152).
Beliefs provide the causal explanation for phenomena. The second dimension is
affective, which "has to do with people's emotions, notions of beauty, tastes in food
and dress ... and ways of expressing joy and sorrow" (2009, 152). Different cultures
deal with their affective dimensions differently. The third dimension is the evaluative
or normative dimension of a culture, which "has to do with judgments of proper and
improper behavior.. . . It includes the moral code that determines what is legal and
illegal. . ." (2009,152-153). Thus, we see that culture is multifaceted.
Cognitive, affective, and evaluative dimensions of culture are important in
understanding the nature of human beings, their relationships with one another, and the
differences among cultures. In addition to the three dimensions of culture, different
levels of culture also exist. Hiebert identifies three such levels: sensory, explicit, and
implicit belief systems (2009)..
Sensory level culture relates to what can be seen: material culture, patterns of
behavior, signs, and rituals. Hiebert states:
There is material culture that come[s] from the products of the people who
make culture their home. This is seen in the dress, art, architecture, music,
houses, cars and other material goods, and any change of the environment such
as landscaping. ( 2009, 154)
This level of culture also includes patterns ofbehavior, such as greetings, cooking, and
religious worship. Signs and symbols, which are mental maps of the material world, are
also a part ofmaterial culture. For example, in the US, red roses suggest the mental
image of close intimate feelings. Last, this level includes rituals and rehgious
expressions that have meaning for those who practice them.
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Beliefsystems include beliefs that operate beneath surface culture. Hiebert's
belief theory provides a good framework to explain the purpose of belief systems and
how they relate to knowledge systems. He states, "Belief systems provide logical
explanations for reality as perceived by the people in a particular context" (2009, 157).
For example, leaders may cite the belief in God's love for all nations as a rationale for
forming a multiracial church. Hiebert goes on to share how embedded theories of
knowledge aid the formation of belief systems: "Knowledge systems guide the thought
processes and enable people to focus on experience and formulate theories to help them
solve the problems of life and to pursue their goals. In doing so, they help give meaning
to life" (2009, 158). The focus of this research project drew on a biblical theology of
race/ethnicity as a belief system in order to explore leaders' theological-cultural
interpretations.
Worldview, which is considered deep culture, is implicit; it involves hidden
assumptions and presuppositions of culture. Hiebert's unique contribution to cultural
theory comes into play with the concept ofworldview. He offers a biblically holistic
approach that tries to encompass the whole person, not just the cognitive dimensions.
He stated:
People [who] live in the same society share beliefs, feelings, and values.
Underlying these are the categories we create, the logic we use to form a
coherent understanding of reality and the fundamental cognitive, affective, and
evaluative assumptions we make about the ultimate nature of things. These
largely implicit cognitive substructures constitute our worldview. A worldview
is the most encompassing view of reality we share with other people in a
common culture. It is what we think with, not what we think about. It is the
mental picture of reality we use to make sense of the world around us. This
worldview is based on the deep assumptions about the nature of reality, the
'givens' of life. And it is clothed with a level of certainty that convinces us that
it is in fact, the true reality. To question a worldview is to challenge the very
foundation of life, [and] we resist such [worldview] challenges with strong
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emotional reactions. There are few human fears greater than the loss of a sense
of order and meaning. We are even willing to die for these beliefs because they
make death itselfmeaningful. (2009, 158)
Hiebert's statement reveals the complexity and interconnectedness of
worldview and culture.
Hiebert's worldview theory tries to explain both surface and deep culture. He
recognizes that, in the context of Christian missions, intercultural communication of the
gospel must be true to the gospel and meaningful for the recipient of the message. In
addition, the conversion experience is the beginning of the discipleship journey and old
non-Christian beliefs, values, and behaviors must change. Hiebert believes the
assumptions that create the foundation for beliefs and practices should be targeted for
Christian formation, as well as habits and practices that are not affirmations of the
Christian faith. The following is a briefhistory of the worldview concept.
Diverse Worldviews
It is a unique hallmark of humans to use their cognitive abilities to make sense
of the world around them. Today we find there is modest academic interest in the
worldview concept that includes human cognition. From 1996-2005, approximately
200-260 published theses and dissertations on the subject ofworldview each year was
found in the Proquest research database. Book publications in the past nine years in
which the concept dominates the writing are found in resources that address theoretical
and methodological issues, such as Hiebert's Transforming Worldview (2008);
Erickson and Muvghy' s. A History ofAnthropological Theory (2008); and, Kearney's
Changing Fields ofAnthropologyfrom Local to Global (2004). Others employ the
concept in local religious and cultural contexts. These resources include Shelley's Race
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in North America (201 1); Shaft's From Racism to Genocide: Anthropology in the Third
Reich (2007); Wagner's An Anthropology of the Subject: Holographic Worldview in
New Guinea and Its Meaning andSignificance for the World ofAnthropology (200 1 );
Zimmerman's Anthropology andAnti-humanism in Imperial Germany (2001); and,
Jordan's essay "The Materiality of Shamanism as a "Worldview: Praxis, Artifacts and
Landscape" (2001). A more detailed history of the worldview concept is provided later
in this discussion. The idea of Volksgeist (each culture has its own configuration),
developed by Franz Boas and his associates, changed the concept of culture from its
ethnocentric scale ofmeaning (primitive [pre-logical] to civilized [logical]) (Hiebert,
2008, 16) Culture became a unique set of meaningful beliefs and practices of a group
that make sense to them.
The anthropological concept ofworldview evolved over time. As Hiebert
(2008) articulates, the worldview concept received additional development through the
contributions of other anthropologists, such as Ruth Benedict who looked at the deep
affective themes ofpeople's lives, Mary Douglas who probed the issue of the
individual and group and the issue of equality, Edward Sapir and BenjaminWhorf
(who argued) that people who speak different languages have a different view of the
world, and Robert Redfield (who attempted comparative cultural studies by looking at
cultural differences in how people see the world and common elements of time, space,
self and others, and other common human experiences such as birth and death).
Michael Kearney built upon Redfield' s themes to create universal themes of (1) a
person with a sense of self in the world, (2) their notion of relationships to others
(people, gods, spirits and other non-self-entities), (3) classification�^people must
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classify perceived realities and organize into larger domains, (4) causality�people
explain their experiences in terms of cause and effect (use natural observation and
common sense), and (5) notions of space and time (sacred and secular space, e.g.,
heavens and hell) past, present, and future time. Later, contributions were made by
Morris Opler (he thought deep assumptions were understood by looking at themes
[individualism] and their counter themes [collectivism]), E. A. Hoebel (believed themes
form a logical structure of reality). W. J. Ong critiqued the sight orientation of
worldview and introduced the value of oral societies perspective on reality. Stephen
Pepper (believed people used common metaphors to create understanding of complex
realities) advanced the idea of employing metaphors. "A team of anthropologists led by
Talcott Parsons, Edward Shils, and C. Kluckholm determined officially that the
worldview idea consisted of cognitive, affective, and evaluative elements and provided
a general guide of how they interact. Moreover, Clifford Geertz introduced the notion
ofworldview as being a cognitive function and ethos (tone, character, quality of life)
defined by affective and emotive dimensions" (Hiebert 2008, 13-25). The worldview
theory developed by Hiebert incorporates cognitive, affective, and moral/evaluative
ideas.
Worldview conversations in Christian settings have a long tradition. The history
of Christians trying to understand key universal truths can be traced back to the Bible.
President ofWheaton College Philip Graham Ryken traces early worldview thinking in
the Bible. He states:
The concept ofworldview is a fairly recent development in Christian thought. In
one sense, of course, the people of God have always had a worldview�a
perspective on life that was guided by the Word ofGod. For Old Testament
Israel, that worldview began with a daily confession of faith: "Hear O Israel:
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The Lord our God, the Lord is one" (Deut.6: 4). The coming ofChrist opened
up new dimensions of a biblical worldview. The teaching of Jesus in the
Sermon on the Mount, for example, was not so much a code of ethics as it was a
new way of looking at the world and living in it. . .. For as long as God has been
revealing his truth to his people, he has been shaping their view of the world.
What is relatively new is that Christians are using the concept as a central
category for thought and life. (Ryken, 2013, 23)
Ryken notes the historical biblical worldview influence on Christian thinking and
living, and its new central role in Christian living. Modem Christian worldview
development took place beyond biblical literature. The credit for its use in
philosophical settings goes back to Immanuel Kant, and the beginning ofmodem
Christian conversation is traced back to theologians James Orr (1844-1913) and
Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920). Contemporary popular Christian leaders, such as Chuck
Colson, Nancy Pearcey, William Craig Lane, J .P. Moreland, and others have brought it
into mainstream evangelical settings.
Several Christian approaches are used that address the worldview question. One
approach is to offer a summary of core tmths Christians should believe. The summary
acts as a guide to discem false (Ryken and Dockery 2013) and syncretistic (a mixture of
indigenous and biblical) beliefs and to reinforce what is tme. There are five key
categories of questions that address the core beliefs of Christians and other religious
faith. They are summarized in Table 2.1. The core beUefs approach, reflect the thinking
of some Christian leaders who would argue that there are core beliefs that all Christians
should have in order to be considered Christian, such as Christ's virgin birth, sinless
life, death and resurrection. Because the world is religiously and philosophically
diverse, with a variety ofworldviews operating and having different levels of influence,
there is a public push for discipling people with these core worldview ideas. For the
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sake of space and time limitations, only the Christian worldview statements are offered.
This religious worldview approach provides a general meta-narrative to Christian
worldview understanding.
Table 2.1 Five Core Worldview Questions and their Christian Worldview Answers
General Christian Worldview bv the Five Core Areas�Biblical Worldview of Christianity
Theological Key Questions: Does God exist? What
is God like? Is God one or many? Is God personal
or impersonal? What is the relationship between
God and everything else?
Summary Answer: One God exists eternally as a tri-unitv of
persons: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. He is infinite in power,
knowledge, and moral perfection. He created the universe; all
that exists depends upon Him and is accountable to Him.
Anthropological Key Questions: What does it mean
to be human? Are humans free or determined? Are
humans basically good or evil? What are the
purposes of human existence? Is there life after
death?
Summary Answer: God creates humans in His image. Thev
are intended for responsible relationships with others and are
morally accountable to God. They are to develop and care for
creation.
Ethical Key Questions: What is right and what is
wrong? Are ethics absolute or relative? By what
standards should we make moral decisions? Why is
there evil and suffering in the world?
Summary Answer: God is the ultimate standard of goodness
of all kinds, including moral absolutes. The main problem is
sin-active or passive rebellion against God, which touches all
areas of life and makes an eternal break in relationship with
God. Each person is in a state of sin and is unable to repair
that break.
Soteriological Key Questions: What is the remedy
to the human condition? How is the remedy
applied? How soon does the remedy take effect?
Summary Answer: By faith in the risen Jesus Christ as God's
sacrifice for sin, one's relationship with God is restored. God
begins to make changes in the believer's life by the work of
His Holy Spirit. The changes will not be complete until
eternity, as believers still struggle in this life with their
propensity for sin.
Epistemological Key Questions: Where do truth and
knowledge come from? Who is the ultimate
authority regarding truth? How much of the truth
can we know? How do we come to know what is
true?
Summary Answer: God is the source of objective truth�
universal, absolute truth. God reveals true knowledge in
creation and most supremely in His Word, the Bible. Human
reason can apprehend truth, but only partially and sometimes
in flawed ways.
Source: Reformatted Data from (Huffman 201 1, 150-152)
Two Christian evangelical scholars, Charles Kraft and Paul Hiebert, contributed
extensively to the worldview concept in an effort to equip missionaries and other
Christian ministers to be more effective in evangelism and discipleship. Both agree that
worldview is about basic assumptions. Specifically, Kraft defines worldview as "the
culturally structured assumptions, values, and commitments/allegiances underlying a
people's perception of reality and their responses to those perceptions" (1997, 52;
Matthews 201 1). Hiebert defined worldview as "the cognitive, affective, and evaluative
assumptions about reality which provide people with a way of looking at the world that
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makes sense out of it, that gives them a feehng ofbeing at home, and that reassures
them that they are right" (2008, 47). Contemporary conversations about worldview
draw on the work of both of these authors. Hiebert's theory builds on Opler's themes
and counter-themes (e.g., individualism/collectivism) and Redfield's seven themes as
areas of exploration" (Blogspace: Christianity and Anthropology n.d.). Redfield's seven
themes relate to how people see the world and the common elements of time, space,
self, and others and such human experiences such as birth and death. Hiebert's theory,
model, and method will be employed in this research as his concepts offer worldview
identification and worldview transformation processes.
Further, Christian works that relate to worldview themes relevant to missions
and multiethnic ministry are: Douglas Huffman (2012); Glenn Rogers (2006); Michael
Goheen and Craig Bartholomew (2008); Charles Engen, Darrell Whiteman, and J.
Dudley Woodberry (2008); and, Darrell Miller, Bob Moffit, and Scott D. Allen (2005).
Epistemology, the study of knowledge and what is true, is related to the question of
worldviews. Thus, critical realism is the epistemo logicalapproach employed in this
project. This approach strikes a balance between modernity's positivism and
postmodemity' s instmmentalism by acknowledging that the world consists of things
that are real and knowable but that social location creates different understandings of
those objective traths. This approach offers a balance of both objective and subjective
perspectives (see table 2.2).
Table 2.2 Comparing Philosophical Worldviews (Epistemology, Anthropology and Theology)
Area of Focus Modernity Post-Modernity Globalism (Post-Post
Modernity)
Epistemology: Positivism Instrumentalism Critical Realism
Nature of knowledge: Photograph Rorschach, mental Maps, blueprints, models
Goal: Truth Pragmatism and problem
solving
Truth/truth and problem
solving
Nature of truth: Absolute Perspectival, relative Absolute/perspectival,
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approximate
Knowledge: Objective Subjective Objective/subjective
Unity: GUT Deconstructionist,
incommensurable,
Kuhnian paradigms
Complementary
interrelated models,
common human
experience
View of reality: Reductionist Pluralistic, fragmented Integrative
Anthropology: Evolution Functionalism Postfunctional
Culture and humanity: Unity of humanity and
civilization
Diversity of humanity and
cultures
Unity/diversity of
humanity and cultures
Viewpoint: Etic-outsider Emic-insider Etic/emic�
outsider/insider
Truth: Absolute Relative Absolute/relative
Communication: Sender oriented Receptor oriented Correspondence oriented
Theory: One comprehensive theory Particularistic theories Integration of several
comprehensive theories
Theology: Theology Theologies Meta-theology
Nature of: Systematic,
comprehensive
Deconstructionist,
pluralistic
Meta-theology leading to
community based theology
Focus: Text Context (social sciences) Text in context (social
sciences)
Hermeneutics: Literal Interpretive Double horizon
Source: Reformatted Data (Hiebert 1999, 107)
Therefore, this research employs a critical, realist, epistemological approach
that encompasses and models truth and problem solving with an objective and
subjective view of research methods and findings. The anthropological dimension
involves integrative themes of humanity's unity and diversity, culture with emic
(insider) and etic (outsider) views of the research findings.
Hiebert's Worldview Theory
According to a previous discussion, Hiebert defined worldview as the
fundamental cognitive, affective, and evaluative presuppositions a group of people
make about the nature of things. They use worldview understandings to order their
lives. A person's worldview declares the way things are and are true in an ultimate
sense�at least in their perception. Therefore, Hiebert argues, underlying explicit
beliefs is a part of a deeper level of culture that shapes the categories and logic with
which people think and the way they view reality. Worldviews are like maps, a
framework or assumptions people make about reality and life. According to Hiebert,
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worldviews are the "fundamental cognitive, affective, and evaluative presuppositions a
group of people make about the nature of things, and which they use to order their
lives. Worldviews are what people in the community take as the given realities, the
maps they have of reality that they use for living" (Hiebert 2008, 15). Worldviews are
founded upon implicit beliefs and assumptions. If one desires to transform a worldview,
say that of a non-Christian to a Christian, then all beliefs must be transformed by the
culture in order to develop a genuinely indigenous or contextualized biblical
Christianity in each person who believes the Good News. Thus, Hiebert states:
Conversion to Christ must encompass all three levels of culture: behavior and
rituals, beliefs, and worldview. Conversion thus is much more than an
emotional release and far more than an intellectual adherence to correct
doctrine. It is a basic change in life direction. (2008, 314-15)
Thus, the underlying nature ofChristian conversion entails a worldview change.
Therefore, worldview change is an important aspect of conversion and discipleship.
Such worldview change is not the end of the Christian story but the beginning
of a new way of living. Worldview change is not only needed for Christian conversion
but also for the continuing journey of discipleship. Biblical truths must be proclaimed
to change people's life trajectories, from darkness into the kingdom of light. However,
biblical truths must also be effective agents of changing our worldview assumptions
about Christ and his kingdom, if believers are to experience the abundant life Christ
promised (see Figure 2.1).
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Multiracial Material Culture-Surface Culture-
arts, dance, food,dress and language
Behavior Patterns-Actions Interracial Interactions
Signs, Myths and Rituals Related to Interracial Ministry
Figure 2.1 Racial Worldview Iceberg Source: Reformatted Text (Hiebert 2009, 154)
Transforming a worldview is an important aspect of changing culture. Christian
conversion and discipleship entail cultural change, for one of the central messages of
the gospel is the deliverance out of darkness into the kingdom of light. Such transition
initiates a new way of living. Culture changes all the time and at both surface and deep
levels. Deep level worldview change is needed for meaningful Christian transformation
to occur. Explaining how the hidden assumptions change, Hiebert states:
Normal worldview change occurs when changes on the level of conscious
beliefs and practices over time infiltrate and bring about change at the
worldview level. Paradigm shifts occur when there is radical reorganization of
the internal configurations of the worldview itself to reduce the tension between
surface culture and the worldview. In their own time these paradigm shifts
reshape surface culture due to two-way relationship. Conscious beliefs shape
worldviews and worldview assumptions mold conscious beliefs. (2008, 317-19)
Hiebert explains five ways to change worldview: (1) bringing them to the surface and
examining the unexamined assumptions; (2) obtaining an outsider's view of the
worldview, learning to see deep hidden assumptions from another perspective; (3)
articulating a biblical alternative to the worldview(s) operating within the community;
and, (4) creating living rituals such as singing, chanting, wearing special attire, and
celebrating holidays (5). The goal of this research project was to bring worldview
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assumptions to the surface so that a critique of how leaders are interpreting
race/ethnicity could be made "visible" to the leadership team. Assessing worldview
themes generated from the leaders presents an opportunity to effect change.
Cultural Intelligence
Cultural Intelligence is the ability to engage in a set of behaviors that uses four
skills�language or interpersonal skills�and qualities�flexibility and tolerance for
ambiguity�that are tuned to the normal culture-based values and attitudes ofpeople
who are different. CQ skills are taught in business to enable individuals and companies
to function well with people in intemational markets (Peterson 2004). In the context of
the Christian community, it is an aid to enable leaders to be more effective and
authentic in their interracial relationships. CQ is a relatively new concept developed by
Livermore and his research associates. Nag and Van Dyne. Livermore's CQ team
posited four key factors for interracial engagement: drive that relates to motivation,
knowledge that relates to cognition, strategy that relates to meta-cognition, and action
that relates to behavior. Livermore believes a rough assessment can be made by
observation. Viewing a person's intercultural interactions, determining a person's
weaknesses and strengths and comparing them to others can determine a person's CQ.
An online assessment tool is also available. The CQ four-point scale developed in 2003
by Nag at Nanyang Business School in Singapore, and Van Dyne at Michigan State
University measures CQ competency and has been tested by experts in the behavioral
and social sciences, as well as in education. It is the only instmment of its kind that has
been approved academically. In addition to its use in faith-based organizations, the CQ
assessment is now being used widely in business and at universities.
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When considering the benefits of the CQ assessment and training, Cultural
Intelligence Center, research completed in East Lansing, Mich., has found that
people with higher CQs are consistently more effective and enjoy greater
personal satisfaction and less burnout in all kinds ofmulticultural situations.
(Livermore 2010)
Thus, CQ assessment and training benefit those organizations who seek to increase
their organizations intercultural competency skills.
Cultural Intelligence Theory
CQ can be used effectively to adapt leadership strategies when working outside
one's own culture. It is a teachable skill set that enables a person to function effectively
as an insider within a culture different from his or her own. Livermore states:
Those with high CQ have the ability to encounter these types of confusing
situations, think deeply about what's happening (or not happening), and make
appropriate adjustments to how they understand, relate, and lead. Making these
kinds of adjustments involves a complex set of capabilities and processes that
come from intentional effort on the part of the leader, all ofwhich contribute to
the leader's CQ. (2009)
Livermore illustrates that a leader's strong intercultural competency is relevant in
complex intercultural settings.
CQ can be learned by anyone open to change and applied in diverse situations.
Based on academic research across 25 countries, Livermore identified four dimensions
that can lead to the development ofCQ. For instance, CQ drive addresses the question
ofmotivation. It deals with the leader's level of interest, drive, and energy to adapt
cross-culturally. CQ knowledge addresses specific cultural information that is needed to
fulfill a task. It deals with the leader's knowledge about culture and its role in shaping
how business is conducted. CQ strategy addresses a plan for a specific ministry. It deals
with strategizing and making sense of culturally diverse experiences. Moreover, CQ
action addresses the adaptive behaviors necessary to be effective. It deals with
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appropriate verbal and nonverbal actions when interacting cross-culturally (Livermore
2009b, 9-10). According to Livermore, the four CQ elements act as a working
framework to guide a person in intercultural interactions.
Hofstede's 5-Dimensional Model
A brief summary of the national traits is presented in Appendix K to aid the
understanding of how diverse nations approach cultural traits. Hofstede's summary is
offered as a reference for Vineyard Columbus, which has 1 10 nationalities attending the
church. The traits were identified using social anthropologist Gert Hofstedes's 5-
Dimensional Model. Because it is not related to the core research questions but offered
as supplemental information, the theory and method is presented in Appendix K.
Worldview and Cultural Intelligence Comparison
Worldview is how people think, the assumptions and presuppositions they have
with respect to a certain reality. These assumptions shape how a person perceives
reality. The worldview is hidden and intentional efforts are required to bring such
assumptions that lie in the context of the thinking mind to the surface for review. The
worldview is like an instrument that is used to understand what one sees�like lenses in
eyewear. CQ involves having knowledge, motives, behavior, and consciousness skills,
which draw upon more visible elements of surface culture in order to adapt and
function effectively in a different culture, thus enabling one to act like an insider in that
culture. Thus, CQ involves noting what is seen appropriately and having the ability to
interact effectively.
Knowledge of specific cultural content can make one more effective in
interracial/interethnic interactions. For example, when travelling to Israel and
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interacting with Palestinian Muslims, Palestinian Christians, Jews, and Anglo-
American Christians at Neve Shalom, twenty miles outside of Jerusalem, I was forced
to reflect upon my racial/ethnic views of these diverse groups. Because ofmy personal
journey to deepen my understanding of the equality of all races/ethnicities, I drew upon
my biblical worldview of race/ethnicity to discem that persons from these diverse
groups and I were all equal racially. Even though I had several experiences in which I
was treated as less than an equal due to unjust actions, I forgave such actions and
retained my perspective that all races/ethnicities were equal in worth and dignity. I did
not create a racial hierarchy between others and myself, nor did I yield to a view that
affirmed the racial/ethnic hierarchy that was being perpetrated within the land of Israel.
My biblical framework of race/ethnicity provided me with the assumption that all are
equal, and I lived out these assumptions (i.e., worldview) even though specific
interracial/interethnic interactions required me to adapt to feeling like an insider (i.e.,
CQ). For example, while visiting in the lobby of the Kibbutz where, I resided for five
weeks, I could reveal the bottoms ofmy shoes to Christians because such an action is
not offensive to that group. However, due to the transient nature of the lobby, where
Palestinian Muslims, Christians and Jews all moved freely, I had to refrain from this
practice. Certain Middle Eastem ethnic groups would find this offensive. Such
sensitivity demonstrated a culturally intelligent response to the diverse environment I
inhabited at the time. My racial worldview did not change (biblical context of
ethnicity), but I had to draw upon my CQ (knowledge, skill, motives, and behavior) to
know what actions would be appropriate in a given setting. Modeling proper cultural
behavior can be learned quickly, while worldview does not change as readily as surface
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cultural behavior. Worldview is more about cultural context influence and hidden
assumptions. CQ draws upon the obvious dimensions of culture that may provide
insight about how to interact in a different racial/ethnic or cultural setting. For the focus
of the research, the ideal is to have someone who has both a bibhcal worldview of
race/ethnicity and high CQ skills. Having a biblical worldview and high CQ makes
one's thinking and adaptive behavior with respect to the environment both biblical and
effective for building interracial/interethnic rapport. If one has a biblical worldview but
low CQ skills, then great awkwardness may occur and add tension to
interracial/interethnic interactions, such as when I reveal the bottom ofmy shoes to a
Palestinian Muslun. If I possessed only CQ, but not a biblical worldview, then racial
hierarchical attitudes would permeate my interactions even if I engaged in the culturally
correct behavior. Such would be the case if I did not reveal the bottoms ofmy shoes but
thought that I was a superior person due to my race. In that case, such attitudes might
be revealed inmy tone of voice, eye contact, and in other behaviors that could
communicate a sense of racial hierarchy within culturally acceptable practices.
The worldview theory was operationalized through the use ofprobing interview
questions about its cognitive, affective, and evaluative dimensions. Responses from
persons interviewed, which revealed what they were thinking within the context of their
Christian faith, came from questions that addressed kingdom of God themes on Christ,
his influence in the person's life, the multiracial church and its missions. These
questions addressed the cognitive dimension ofworldview. Responses from
interviewees that revealed their feelings about race/ethnic were derived from questions
that addressed the role of the Holy Spirit and helpful Christian traits. These questions
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focused on the affective dimension ofworldview. Responses from interviewees that
revealed their moral judgments were derived from questions about racial/ethnic
disagreements and misunderstandings that dealt with the evaluative dimension of
worldview. CQ was operationalized through the use of an academically approved
inventory instrument from the Cultural Intelligence Center. This instrument has been
tested and used in 25 nations, both within academia and faith-based organizations. CQ
core questions were slightly modified by Dr Linn Van Dyne, the designer of the tool
and a co-Director of the CQ Center to accommodate the goal of the survey.
Worldview and CQ Rationale
The two core theories that were explored within the context of this research are
CQ and worldview theory. Focusing on worldview analysis of race/ethnicity will lend
itself to revealing and potentially changing unwanted worldview orientations within the
multiracial/multiethnic church. The Anglo-American worldview of the other is the
foundation for racism within US society. During the early settlement of the US by
Europeans and Anglo-Americans, anthropology was used to justify racial hierarchy,
thus creating racism. Christian Scripture was also employed by leaders to affirm this
racism within the church and wider society. Although academicians have contributed to
informative interracial/interethnic understandings that have led to new public
racial/ethnic behavioral patterns in wider society, such understandings have had limited
influence upon the church. Marginal cultural understanding and nominal cultural
change exist in most churches. Limited interracial/inter-ethnic conversations within the
church, with a general focus on behavior and beliefs, and not on the worldview
assumptions that shape them, restricts the options to explore change within churches.
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Assessing the worldview of leaders within the multiracial/multiethnic church will bring
hidden assumptions to the surface, potentially providing insights about healthy and
meaningfiil interracial/interethnic dialogue. Those assumptions that are biblical can be
affirmed and shared with others to effect change. For other assumptions that need
correction, surfacing theses invite worldview transformation. Therefore, worldview
analysis offers a way to unveil hidden assumptions on the foundational level where
racism was constructed; moreover, it can function as an agent of change. Further, the
theological orientation of the analysis addresses Scripture, a resource misused to justify
African slavery. Surfacing these nonbiblical racial/ethnic assumptions will aid the
theological reflection needed to correct hermeneutics (i.e., biblical interpretation) and
homiletics (i.e., proclamation) where incorrect scriptural renderings add to racial
misunderstandings. The worldview analysis also represents emergent trends within
certain anthropological and evangelical settings. The idea has gained interest in some
select "anthropological fields such as cognitive, psychological, medical and linguistic
anthropologies" (Beine 2010, 2; Clark-Ibanez and Felmlee 2004). The worldview
concept has been discussed as well in several Lausanne Movement conversations and
has been endorsed strongly since 1996 in the evangelical International Journal of
Frontier Missions by the late Hans Weerstra. Such professional conversations, as well
as published literature by popular Christian authors such as Bama, Colson, Pearcey, and
others who talk about philosophical worldviews, indicate a strong interest in this
concept in general in the evangelical community.
In summary, I would like to state that the worldview analysis is not a silver
bullet that will address all the challenges in understanding the multiracial/multiethnic
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church; however, its bibhcal and anthropological ideas offer a novel approach to the
examination of deep culture in order to see more profoundly what is taking place in the
minds of those who are interacting in interracially/interethnically healthy ways.
Emerson and Smith's (2000) empirical research employed worldview elements, such as
individualism and structuralism, which were usefiil in understanding gaps in economic
thinking between black and white evangelicals; however, its scope was limited. No
empirical research conducted on multiracial/multiethnically church leadership exists
that employs the cultural worldview concept. Nor does research exist that use
theological themes and cultural intelligence concepts within multiracial/multiethnic
churches. Therefore, employing these theories within the multiracial church has the
potential to offer new insights about leadership racial/ethnic perspective and action.
Moreover, the concept ofworldview overflows into a conversation about worldview
change and its influence on identity formation, a topic briefly discussed later on in
Chapter Six.
Theme 3: Missiological: Leader's Context Multiracial/Multiethnic Church Foundations
Theological, biblical, and historical influences of racism contributed in forming
the churches in North America. Historical social and rehgious segregation has
contributed to the racial/ethnic division that exists between African- and Anglo-
Americans, and other minorities. Multiracial/multiethnic congregations that try to
create racially inclusive environments foster healthy race relations within their
congregations (Emerson 2001). Personal awareness of the issues of racial justice can
mobilize people to embrace this kingdom truth and experience transformation (Salter-
McNeil and Richardson 2004), but the solution to the racial division that impedes
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healthy interracial relations comes in many forms. Several views on the answer to the
race problem range from colorblindness, Anglo-conformity, multiculturalism (secular),
and white responsibility. The more biblical model offers mutuality, equality, mutual
submission, and individual and collective responsibility (Yancey 2006). These traits
come from forming people who live out a biblical worldview of race/interethnic
relations. The multiracial/multiethnic church topic has caught the attention of scholars
in recent times. Forty-three dissertations, nine scholarly articles and thirty-five books
published on the multiracial church have been published since 2008.
An article by Edwards, Christerson, and Emerson provides a state of the field
assessment of research on multiracial congregations. Their report reveals that
multiracial congregations grew from 7.4 percent in 1998 to 13.7 percent in 2010. The
review also discusses factors that contribute to the formation ofmultiracial
congregations and the most current findings regarding multiracial church formation,
such as historical involvement in racial justice and its influence in addressing racial
inequality. Research opportunities and challenges are identified with the need to look at
macro-level research methodologies to gain insight into how multiracial churches may
or may not influence racial stratification in larger society (2013, 213). Three core areas
are identified to advance multiracial congregational research. These areas include
"exploring more theory building or theory extension, interact[ing] with the broader
field of sociology, and explicat[ing] how religious racial diversity contributes to or
dismantles systems of social stratification" (211). Although this research project
adopted a theological-anthropological perspective, the majority of empirical research
on multiracial congregations is sociological. The key finding from the review is
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relevant to this project.
In addition to growth in multiracial congregations, Edwards, Christerson, and
Emerson gathered important insights about reasons for the 85 percent homogeneity in
churches. The pluralism ofUS society provides several options for members to join
volunteer organizations.
Church attendees seek out a congregation where [the] dominant culture is
similar to [their] own.. . . Religious organizations in American have historically
been important safe havens and sites for political mobilization for groups facing
discrimination in the larger society, as such, many minority group members will
choose monoracial congregations (DeYoung, et al. 2003).... Because social
networks in America tend to be racially homogeneous, monoracial
congregations are likely to remain so, given that new recruitment comes from
the networks of existing members.. . . The membership durations of attendees of
interracial churches who are in the numerical minority are shorter than those of
attendees in the numerical majority, making it difficult to sustain racial diversity
over time (Scheitle and Dougherty 2010).. . . Neighborhoods in America are
highly segregated by race (Emerson and Kim 2003, Massey and Denton 1993).
As a result, congregations that intentionally want to become more diverse may
not be able to do so if they [are] recruiting primarily from their neighborhood.
(Edwards, et al. 2013)
Edwards notes the influence of social networks in forming racially diverse churches.
Because of segregated neighborhoods, churches leaders may have to re-consider their
outreach strategies if they want racially/ethnically diverse members.
In additional to insightful information regarding the cause of church
homogeneity, Edwards, Christerson, and Emerson offer a definition of the 13.7 percent
of churches that are multiracial. Such a church is multiracial when "less than 80% of
attendees represent a single ethnic group" (2013, 217). They also offer their view of the
factors that predict multiracial church formation:
The bulk of the growing literature on religious racial diversity focuses on
identifying internal predictors of diversity in congregations. The most consistent
predictor of religious racial diversity is religious tradition or denomination. As
noted above, non-Christian congregations are the most diverse; among Christian
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congregations, Catholic congregations are the most diverse. . . . The next
predictor ... is Christian denominations with a long history of advocating for
racial justice are more likely to have racially diverse congregations than are
those that lack a sufficient history of racial justice advocacy (Ammerman 2005,
Dudley and Roozen 2001, Hadaway et al. 1984).. . . Catholicism has
demonstrated the most consistent support and participation. A third predictor of
racial diversity in congregations�in addition to religious tradition or
denomination and historical position on race relations�is whether
congregations have leaders who intentionally and regularly promote diversity
(e.g., Christerson, et al. 2005, DeYoung, et al. 2003, Kramer 1954, Yancey and
Emerson 2003).. . . Several other internal factors matter for racial diversity
congregations that embody a charismatic/Pentecostal worship style are more
likely than others to be diverse (Dougherty and Huyser 2008, Emerson and Woo
2006) because, it is argued, worship that is more experiential (using easily
accessible contemporary music, bodily responses, applause, jumping, saying
"Amen" and other verbal responses) creates an environment that is more
inclusive and participatory (Dougherty and Huyser 2008). . .Congregations that
are large and that have been founded recently are more likely to have a diverse
population (Dougherty and Huyser 2008).. . . And congregations that have high-
income and well educated attendees are more likely to be racially diverse than
are congregations that do not. ... In addition to these internal factors, there are
three external factors that researchers have shown are associated with higher
levels of racial diversity in congregations as well: urbanicity, neighborhood
racial composition, and geographic reach of a congregation's rehgious
marketplace. A host of other external factors affects the capacity of
congregations to become racially diverse and to sustain that diversity, not to
mention cross-racial relations that might play out in multiracial religious
organizations. These factors include, but are not limited to, the role of
immigration policy, immigrant migration patterns, and neighborhood
characteristics beyond racial composition such as crime rates, family types,
socioeconomic composition, and social capital. (217-19)
Edwards, Christerson, and Emerson's article not only provides key insights into internal
and external factors ofmultiracial church formation but also offers useful insights into
multiracial leadership strategies and church identity.
In addition to the field research report, other scholars and practitioners have
made significant contributions to the multiracial church conversation. Most scholars are
sociologists whose empirical research has advanced the understanding and development
ofmultiracial churches. Most practitioners are pastors who have focused on renewal or
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church planting as a way forward for multiracial/multiethnic church development (see
Appendix L).
This chapter presents the significance of theology, Christian cultural
anthropology, and missiology as they relate to understanding the worldview and CQ of
leaders within the multiracial/multiethnic church. This interdisciplinary approach keeps
the necessary tension between understanding the faith of the leaders and congregation
(i.e., theology and praxis) and understanding how persons see (i.e., worldview) and
interact interracially/interethnically (i.e., CQ) in the context of the multiracial church
(i.e., missiology). The theological theme lays a biblical foundation for understanding
the kingdom ofGod, an expression of religious faith found in the two churches in this
study. The Christian anthropological theme presents the cultural foundation, shedding
insight on the human dynamics of how leaders interpret their interracial/interethnic
ministry experience. Moreover, the missiological theme found in the context of the
multiracial/multiethnic church provides insight into the ministry dynamics that
racially/ethnically influence leaders and members. The locus of this research
conversation takes place at the convergence of theology-Christian anthropology-
multiracial/multiethnic church (see Figure 2.2).
Note: The star indicates the overlap
Figure 2.2 Triadic dialogue between theology. Christian anthropology, and missiology.
Theological-Anthropological-Missiological Interactive
Missiology
(Multiiethnic j
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This chapter discusses key terms and theories to lay a foundation for
understanding the theological-cultural dynamics of this study. Such a foundation will
be useful as Chapters Three and Four discuss the Vineyard USA denominational
history and key doctrine as well as Vineyard Columbus and Cincinnati local ministries.
Both Chapters Three and Four present the necessary history and context for interpreting
the findings presented in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER THREE
A KINGDOM-FOCUSED DENOMINATION
Introduction
Both of the case studies, Vineyard Columbus and Cincinnati, are affiliates of
Vineyard USA (VUSA). Therefore, in order to place these case study churches in their
broader historical and theological contexts, it is necessary to discuss the affiliate
denomination. In this chapter, I discuss VUSA's history including some of its key
people, such as founder John Wimber, as well the denomination's theological
understanding of the kingdom of God. Wimber greatly influenced the shaping of the
denomination, including its current leaders. Knowing the history of the denomination
sheds light on historical and theological influences that shaped current leadership.
Understanding the theology and praxis of the denomination sheds light on the bigger
ministerial narrative of the two case study churches. VUSA's beliefs and practices,
such as the role of the ministry of the Holy Spirit, reconciliation of all things, and
cultural relevance are a part of that ministerial narrative. Understanding these elements
in addition to VUSA national resources such as Vineyard Music, Vineyard Institute
(leadership training), and Vineyard Missions provides insight into the two local
churches' values and beliefs. The discussion of the VUSA background sheds light on
key events and ministerial resources that effect Vineyard Columbus and Cincinnati.
In addition to theological background, a brief discussion is presented on the
Homogeneous Unit Principle (HUP). The HUP historically has been a controversial
mission theory applied to US-based church-planting movement strategies. Based on its
insights about how people like to be with others similar to them, the employment of
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HUP historically has been applauded for its practical success. Nevertheless, opponents
critique the inclination for misuse and abuse, potentially leaving intact congregational
members' social habits that should be transformed. Wimber' s involvement with key
leaders and practitioners ofHUP is traced, revealing the employment ofHUP within
the early formation of the Vineyard denomination. The implications for the HUP
principle because of the purposeful design of the denomination to increase
racially/ethnic diversity are also presented. The discussion of the HUP principle in the
Vineyard USA context provides perspective on the history and current status of the
denomination's interracial/interethnic practice, shedding light on the extent of the shift
that these two local churches underwent to become multiracial/multiethnic
congregations. In general, the purpose of this chapter is to discuss the key historical and
theological factors that influenced the two case study churches.
History
A wave of revivals broke out in the 1700s and moved across Europe and
America in the First and Second Great Awakenings that began in 1730 and continued
through 1858. Names such as Jonathan Edwards, George Whitefield, John Wesley, and
others became well-known because of these Awakenings. Later, in 1906, the Spirit of
God moved into Los Angeles on Azusa Street, touching and changing a cross-cultural
gathering of people from all over the world. This movement, called the Azusa Street
Revival, would become one of the settings by which Charismatic/Pentecostals would
move ecumenically and globally. It emerged in the early 1900s, as an offshoot of
Methodism. The movement also influenced Catholicism. The Association ofReligious
Archives Data reveal, "as people began to search for the experience of the baptism of
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the Holy Spirit and view the sign of its arrival in the phenomena of speaking in tongues.
That movement spread globally, producing new denominations, and became a
prominent element of both the Protestant and Catholic churches" (ARDA 2010b., 2).
Currently, Pentecostalism is spreading rapidly in Africa, Asia, Latin America,
and Europe. Current research data reveal that in "2010, there were 2.24 billion
Christians; 583 million of them are affiliated with the Pentecostal, Charismatic and
Independent-Charismatic traditions. Doug Miller of the Center for Global Christianity
uses the term "Renewalist" to speak of this faith tradition" (Center for the Study of
Global Christianity 2013, 16-19, 62).
VUSA is classified within the Pentecostal/Renewahst family and has 225,000
members. In America, the Charismatic/Pentecostal expression of the Renewalist
tradition became a catalyst for the Jesus Movement, a youth-oriented renewal that
changed young lives during the late 1960s. Biographer Bill Jackson states, "thousands
and thousands of 'hippies' were saved from drugs, sex and secular rock n' roll between
1967 and the mid 1970s" (Jackson 1999, (Kindle Locations 335-336).). The
disillusionment ofwar and civil violence (e.g., the assassinations of John F. and Bobby
Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.) as well as materialism created a spiritual
vacuum that fostered the hippie movement. The so-called hippies consisted of those
who held anti-authoritarian attitudes with a lifestyle that often included drugs, rock
music, and liberal sexual standards (sometime referred to as free love). Campus
Crusade and Youth for Christ ministered to new believers. Emerging ministries such as
Calvary Chapel became a key resource for attending to young adults:
Calvary's movement began modestly with a man named Lonnie Frisbee, a
young ex-drug addict who received Christ and began to evangelize hippies. In
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the late 1960s, Frisbee moved from San Francisco, one of the focal points of the
hippie movement, to Costa Mesa, California. (Jackson 1999, 5405-07).
Frisbee became involved in Calvary Chapel and continued to evangelize young people.
Over the course of a few years, the church grew from 150 people to several thousand.
Later, Frisbee attended one ofWimber's home fellowships and became a catalyst for
renewal and church growth.
Wimber, a former rock musician and producer, became a pastor and church
growth consultant. In 1974, he joined Fuller Theological Seminary and traveled with C.
Peter Wagner as a consultant. In 1982, Wimber and other pastors left Calvary Chapel to
join Ken and Joanne Gulliksen's network ofVineyard churches. Under Wimber's
leadership this network of churches became a movement:
At Fuller, Wimber taught a class called MC 510, class that focused on signs and
wonders in the bible, which became very popular over the years, so much so
[that] in June of 1984, it had to be held in the Anaheim Vineyard, which had
2,000 people in attendance. (Jackson 1999, 1654)
The theology ofhealing and spiritual ministry was taught and a practicum was held
afterwards. People received emotional, physical, and spiritual healing. Wimber's views
about signs of the miraculous caused tension at Fuller, leading the seminary to close the
class in 1986: "They suggested that a better context for the course would be within the
local church with pastoral oversight" (1691-98). Wimber, who was considered the
denomination's architect, had a marked influence on the founding and shaping of the
churches. VUSA's national Web site states,
Wimber's influence deeply shaped the theology and practice ofVineyard
churches from their earliest days until his death in November 1997. When John
was conscripted by God he was, in the words ofChristianity Today, a "beer-
guzzling, drug-abusing pop musician, who was converted at the age of 29 while
chain-smoking his way through a Quaker-Led Bible study." (Vineyard USA
2012c).
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Wimber had a heart for evangehzing the lost. He was an accessible leader able to relate
to those seeking God. He led hundreds to Christ and planted many churches.
He also became an adjunct instructor at Fuller Theological Seminary where his
classes set attendance records. Wimber's ministerial foundation ofGeorge Eldon
Ladd's kingdom ofGod theology was at the core and heart of his theology and church
praxis. He was expressively intentional in the preaching and teaching ofHoly Spirit
manifestations (i.e., signs and wonders) and gifts. Other scholars and practitioners
shared this ministerial orientation in his day. George Eldon Ladd's theological writings
on the Kingdom shaped Wimber's understanding of Scripture, believing that all biblical
gifts of the Holy Spirit should be active in the local church. Wimber, affirmed by
encounters with Donald McGavran and C. Peter Wagner and others, was encouraged to
integrate evangelism, healing, and prophecy in ministry. Wimber, wanting to see the
ministry of Jesus in the midst of his congregation, started to teach and train his church
to imitate Jesus' ministry as he saw it in Scripture. Wimber's first congregation, mostly
Quakers, sought an intimate worship with God, resulting in Holy Spirit encounters that
brought spiritual gifts and renewal.
The Search for Balance
Wimber wanted to keep a centered set of values between Evangelicalism, by
some considered a Word-focused ministry orientation, and Pentecostalism, considered
by some to focus on spiritual gifts. The new openness to the Holy Spirit's power,
intimate worship, and the Word were the Vineyard trademarks that led to domestic
growth. Rapid increase in church numbers occurred within five years. "In 1983, there
were 32 churches in the United States. By 1988, this number increased to 221
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churches" (Jackson 1999, 4668). By 2008, more than 600 Vineyard churches in the US
existed. (See Table 3.1, p. 60).
Part of this early success was Wimber's and other leaders' desire to obey the
Holy Spirit completely. Within the movement, such an orientation would be considered
necessary to do the works of Jesus. For some outside the movement, there was pastoral
concern about an imbalance from such a Holy Spirit orientation. Two church cases in
the movement's history reflect such an imbalance. One case involved the association
with the Kansas City Prophets from Kansas City Fellowship and key Vineyard
leadership. Pastor Mike Bickle, considered by some to have a prophetic ministry, led
his church to join the Vineyard after a team of leaders ministered to Wimber and
several Vineyard Churches. Although the Kansas City Fellowship team of leaders
ministry to Wimber and his family is undisclosed, it was sufficient to gain Wimber's
trust. As the Kansas City Fellowship became a part of the association ofVineyard
churches, the prophetic ministry eclipsed other Vineyard valued ministries. However,
the lack of balance with other Vineyard ministry activities created tension that led to
dissociation between Kansas City Fellowship disassociation from the Vineyard in 1996.
The other case was the Toronto Blessing, a phenomenon that manifested itself at the
Toronto Vineyard in Canada. Founded in 1988 by John and Carol Amott, the Toronto
church, which was found near the airport, attracted people from around the world: "In
1994, the spiritual phenomenon 'Toronto Holy Laughter' revival received 250,000
pastors and other visitors across the world. The revival spreads to over 10,000 churches
in 50 countries within the year" (World Christian Database n.d.). Media coverage
created a stir in the Christian community because of the spiritual expressions of
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phenomena unusual for the Vineyard Churches. Christian critique and John Amott' s
lack of understanding the leadership requests from Wimber and the Vineyard national
board created stress within the movement. This tension, coupled with a mistaken
negative association withWord of Faith ministries, heightened Christian criticism.
Benny Hinn's ministry was considered a Word of Faith ministry, was under close
scmtiny by media skeptics who questioned the healing aspects ofHinn's ministry.
Rodney Howard-Browne received a similar response from conservative evangelicals.
The intemal Vineyard leadership tension and negative media connection with Word of
Faith (i.e., those who promise healing and wealth as an act of faith) ministries
eventually led to the Toronto church's disassociation with the Vineyard denomination.
These two cases reveal a history within the Vineyard movement that includes
openness to taking risk with the leadership of the spiritual gifts but also an ability to
recognize movement away from what was considered a proper balance of the Word and
the Holy Spirit. Both moves required Vineyard leadership to take corrective action
when necessary if activity might distract from the focus ofwhat Vineyard considers
Word-Spirit balanced ministry. Current Vineyard leadership note the tension in keeping
a Word-Holy Spirit balance:
. . .from the begirming, Vineyard pastors and leaders have sought to hold in
tension the biblical doctrines of the Christian faith with an ardent pursuit of the
present day work of the Spirit ofGod. Maintaining that balance is never easy in
the midst of rapid growth and renewal. (Vineyard USA 2012c)
Vineyard acknowledges that keeping a balance between Word (biblical doctrine) and
Holy Spirit work is challenging, but it places sufficient value on the Word-Spirit dyad
to continue to pursuit it as a theological praxis.
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21'' Century Realities
Over the past forty years, VUSA has grown to more than 1,500 churches
worldwide. Currently, more than 550 churches in the US, with 16 regions across the
country planting churches actively. Reviewing VUSA church numbers and membership
over the past decade reveals a slight decline in the total number of churches; however,
total membership numbers have increased. For example, between 2006 and 2010, the
number of churches declined from 600 to 552. Calculating the average church member
per church ratio, the trend reveals an increase in membership per church (see Table
3.1). Such an increase in membership with a related decline in the number of churches
could be caused by several factors. One of those is some degree of church adoption
(i.e., existing non-Vineyard churches becoming affiliated with the Vineyard
denomination); another is slower growth in church-planting sites while individual
church membership continues to increase. One can have the number of churches
decline by consolidating members to another Vineyard. For example, if two Vineyard
churches in one city had 250 attendees, they total 500 members. If one pastor decided
to move out of the city, the church can be folded into the other existing church. The
number of churches in the city declines by one, but total members remain at 500. This
existing church could continue to grow to 1,000 members and decide not to plant. One
church in that city with membership growth remains. Another reason could be the
Vineyard church movement towards "multisite ministry, a growing trend with
megachurches in the U.S." (Bird and Thumma 2006). The multisite campus strategy
offers existing churches penetration into new communities by sending existing staff,
teams, and mobile resources into new locations. It allows known ministries to extend
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their style of service to new members without building new church space. Worship
space is leased rather than purchased and managed. Many planters choose buildings
that are normally not used during the weekend. Such sites include school buildings or a
nonprofit organization's building. This strategy has the benefit ofnot employing a
financial campaign to raise money for another building, which has short-term and long-
term financial implications. No capital campaign or building asset management issues
are involved for use of the multisite church facility. Staff members remain at the main
campus but are present for coordinated weekend services in a leased space.
Membership is still attributed to the main campus church organization while more
space is created for growth at alternative sites. The multisite strategy provide a unique
way to offer contextualized ministries with reduced financial capital investment and
obligation. Ownership or facilities management overhead of the space is not require if
the property is leased. The building owner manages the building. Lease options may
entail negotiating terms such as space usage, chair usage, utilities, cleaning, and other
maintenance services. Financial capital investment is made into durable and mobile
items such as audio and video equipment, satellite link hardware technologies, and
communications. The satellite campuses meet in existing facilities, curtailing the need
for major capital expenses while extending that ministry into new communities.
However, it does require redeployment of staff and volunteers. Staffmembers,
volunteers from the main campus, and other ministry-related resources (e.g., bulletins,
fliers) are supported by the main campus. This deployment of staffmay require
additional staffhiring to supplement the leadership vacuum created by the refocus of
the lead team at the new multisite. Such a strategy places the burden of the risk on the
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deployment of staff and lease contract agreements. This approach minimizes the
potential loss if a multisite launch fails. All multisite campuses are leased property for
both Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati except for the Eastgate site located
southeast ofVineyard Cincinnati in Batavia, Ohio. The Vineyard churches continue to
invest in building renovations at their main campuses, but both Vineyard churches in
this study employ a strategy of using public space for their multi-sites.
Table 3.1 Vineyard U.S.A. Church Membership in the 21^' Century
Year Number
of
Clergy
Number of
Churches
Number of
Members
(Total Members/Total Churches)=Average # ofMembers Per
Church Index
2003 1200 600 140,000 233 members per church
2004 1205 600 140,000 233 members per church
2007 2495 592 188,000 318 members per church
2009 2463 556 189,000 340 members per church
2010 N.A. 552 220,941 400 members per church
Source: ARDA n.d.
Vineyard USA National Influence
Since VUSA's beginnings in 1988, the denomination has not only grown in
church numbers, from 221 to more than 550 in 2010, but also in denominational
complexity. It has its own national, church-planting and missions offices as well as its
own music label and leadership institute. The current president and national director is
Phil Strout, who succeeded his predecessor Bert Waggoner. The national office and its
board provide strategic pastoral, theological, and doctrinal oversight to the VUSA
churches. Local pastors make their own decisions because of decentralized church
governance. VUSA churches are broken up into sixteen regions across the US. A
regionalized team of pastors and leaders form a network to provide training, support,
and mentoring. Regional and national conferences are conducted in alternating years to
provide training and renewal to local church pastors and leaders.
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The Vineyard church-planting national office oversees the leaders and the
process for planting and adopting new churches within the Vineyard denomination. The
church-planting office provides helpful resources to identify, train, and launch people
interested in planting a church within the US. Church planters are encouraged to invest
their gifts in a local Vineyard to build relationships and become familiar with the
leadership. The church-planting national office aids local churches. They offer a social
network of relationships, mentoring training, and practical help to launch a church
plant. There is a four-step process that guides potential planters. Planters that become
involved and connect with the leaders of a local Vineyard church are assessed, given
access to the necessary training and launch activities with a two-year commitment of
coaching from local Vineyard leadership.
Vineyard Music is the denomination's music label, providing a place to support
Vineyard worship leaders and writers and to provide easy access to Vineyard branded
music:
Vineyard's songs, with their emphasis on intimacy with God, continue to
embellish the worship styles of tens of thousands of charismatic [renewalists]
churches today. The atmosphere ofVineyard's music resonates to a 'soft rock'
style suited to the mood and content of the lyrics. The intimacy ofworship is
seen as the basis of the 'power' ministry. As individuals come in close touch
with God, according to Vineyard's teachings, they are empowered for ministry.
(Hunt 2009, 343)
Vineyard Music sees itself as a nonprofit worship ministry that encourages, trains, and
provides pastoral care to experienced and emergent worship leaders. Worship in song is
a key core value within the Vineyard.
Vineyard missions and cross-cultural ministry developed over time. Historical
Vineyard data reveal that early on, VUSA confributed to most church growth from
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1983 to 1997; however, Vineyard intemational churches experienced sharp growth after
its first launch in 1987 (see Figure 3.1). The delay in the growth of the Vineyard church
intemationally was because ofWimber's reluctance to start churches overseas. He was
more interested in renewal services because of his evangelistic passion. The move to
plant intemational churches came slowly for Wimber, whose focus overseas was on
church renewal, a way for existing churches to experience the presence of the Holy
Spirit. Vineyard biographer Bill Jackson states, "It was not until 1993 that John heard a
specific word from the Lord to launch intemational churches" (1999, 261). Jackson's
statement reveals Wimber's primary church growth focus was on the U.S., and an
intemational strategy emerged later.
Wimber targeted the cultural bridge builders for their foreign missionary work.
He believed that they were linguistically and culturally accessible and would, in tum,
reach the indigenous populations. Many were English speakers or expatriates. Wimber
wanted to set up beachheads in nations that would be bridge builders to other nations,
ones that had greater linguistic and cultural challenges. For example, the English
churches became a beachhead to reach other parts of the churches in England and other
parts of the world:
Wimber's influence in Britain extended well beyond the Vineyard churches. At
the invitation of David Watson he visited Britain for the first time in 1981,
ministering in some of the leading charismatic Anglican churches, including
Holy Trinity, Brompton, the London church that was fast becoming the
"cathedral' of charismatic Anglican evangelicalism. (Stanley 2013, 207)
Wimber travelled sporadically to South Africa, New Zealand, and Australia and again
to Great Britain from 1981-1991.
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Figure 1. Graph of Vineyard U.S.A. Domestic and International Churches, 1983-1998
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Figure 3.1. History ofVUSA US and intemational church growth.
Before 2002, VUSA had a mission task force that coordinated overseas plants
and missions. Since 2002, the mission office has served as the mission arm of VUSA.
Each of the more than 550 churches belonging to the Vineyard community is an
independent local congregation and has full autonomy, with responsibility for its own
decisions, including its missional efforts. Vineyard Missions interacts with individuals
and organizations intemationally. It provides a network of resources for church planting
and cross-cultural skill development. Fields states,
. . .The mission of the church is inaugurated and sustained by the Missio Dei.
We join with the activity of God in the world. Our belief is that churches plant
churches, and so our primary missions activity around the world is the
establishment ofnew churches expressing the values of the Vineyard. (2009)
Vineyard's strategy is to have partnerships, regardless of church size, where local
churches create and sustain initiatives. Good communication inside and outside the
Vineyard movement advances mission initiatives and long-term vision.
Fields notes the complexity of 2 T'-century cultural realities and their effect on
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contextualization efforts within the Vineyard:
Culture is a complex phenomenon�what one person has called 'the collective
programming of the mind' (Hofstede) because it is so difficult for us to isolate
our culture from who we are; it is we. When we come to be missional people
and seek to serve people in other nations, people groups or cultures it takes even
greater wisdom, insight and awareness to be effective. (Vineyard Missions
2011)
Vineyard Missions seeks to strengthen its leaders to meet this challenge by
offering several different learning opportunities to increase cross-cultural intelligence
and to develop cross-cultural competencies. The fruit ofmission activities for the
Vineyard denomination is shown in Table 3.2. Some areas lack church-planting data
due to the sensitive nature ofmissionary activity in limited-access areas and the need
for confidentiality to ensure ministry staff safety.
Table 3.2. Vineyard Intemational Churches by Region
Region Location of Churches Number of
Churches
North America Mexico 50
Central America Belize, Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama
27
South America Panama, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela
73
Caribbean Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica and Puerto Rico 12
Eastern
Europe
Not available Not available
South and East Asia Not available Not available
Middle East, Northern Africa
and Central Asia
12 Countries 10
Sub-Saharan Africa Not available Not available
Source: Vineyard Missions 2011.
Vineyard Institute (VI) is the source of leadership training for the denomination.
Its mission is to provide an educational resource for its global community of churches.
Centered on the kingdom of God theology, its goal is to develop, train, and equip
leaders in biblical teaching, leadership development, and practical ministry. The
kingdom ofGod theology is the core of the educational curriculum, providing a
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framework (worldview lens) to read, understand, and interpret Scripture. This
framework shapes all aspects ofVineyard ministry praxis (e.g., missions, discipleship,
evangelism, church planting, and social outreaches). VI attracts global Vineyard pastors
and scholars to train, targeting emerging and experienced leaders. Its pedagogy draws
on a hybrid of local and virtual teaching methods. This method employs the flexibility
of traditional distance and online educational modes. Emphasis is placed on local
learning communities to maximize Christian formation. The program is self-paced,
where a 15 or 30 credit certificate can be earned. The institute director is John
Mumford of the United Kingdom, and the acting dean is theologian Dr. Derek
Morphew of South Africa. In addition to training offered at VI, Vineyard USA has a
scholar's society (Society ofVineyard Scholars), where Vineyard academicians,
scholars, scholarly practitioners, and other like-minded leaders gather to discuss
theological issues relevant to the denomination and the wider religious society.
Kingdom Theology, Beliefs, and Practices
Throughout this discussion, statements have been made about the kingdom of
God. There are several different types. Wendell Willis identify fourteen different
versions. Reviewing the diverse kingdom theologies reveal diverse viewpoints about
ecclesiology (i.e., contemporary church practice) and eschatology (i.e., the church
related to the end times). Because of the diverse theological interpretations of the
kingdom. Vineyard's version needs to be defined. Rich Nathan, senior pastor of the
largest Vineyard megachurch, employs Old Testament scholar and author Christopher
Wright to help with this definition:
The God of Israel, who is the only true and living God, has been faithfiil to his
covenant promise, originally made to Abraham and then amplified and testified
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all through the Law and Prophets (Rom 3:21). In and through the Messiah, Jesus
ofNazareth, God has decisively acted to deal with the problems of human sin
and division (Gen 3 and 11). Through the death and resurrection of Jesus,
according to the Scriptures, God has borne our sin and defeated its
consequences�enmity and death. And in Christ's exahation to God's right
hand (the place of government), the right of reign of God is now active in the
world. So tum your fiitile idols to the living God who alone can save you, repent
of your sins and believe in Jesus. (2010, 191)
Given this understanding of the gospel, the kingdom of God theology is a helpful
theological grid for understanding the core message of what Jesus preached. For the
Vineyard denomination, the key biblical theme throughout the Old and New
Testaments, including the central message of Jesus' words and works, is the kingdom
of God. It shapes VUSA's approach to Scripture and ministry practice. This theological
orientation recognizes dyadic tension of the inauguration the kingdom displayed with
Christ's life, ministry, death, and resurrection called the now and his future retum not
yet. The kingdom of God biblically informs the Vineyard of how to think, reflect, and
understand God and what he is doing through Christ, but it also informs the Vineyard
praxis. Every ministry practice tries to draw on this theology.
The kingdom of God theology, as defined by Ladd, is used as the foundational
theology that underpins the Vineyard denomination and local churches. Ladd states.
The Kingdom ofGod is basically the mle of God. It is God's reign, the divine
sovereignty in action. God's reign, however, is manifested in several realms,
and the Gospel speak of entering into the Kingdom ofGod both today and
tomorrow. God's reign manifests itself both in the future realm and in the
present and thereby creates both a future realm and a present realm in which
men may experience the blessings ofHis reign. (1959, 24)
Other denominations may focus on the salvation event or on the atonement process as
their integrative biblical theme. Although the kingdom of God theology incorporates
these two concepts, salvation and atonement are not considered the central message of
the gospel Jesus preached. The central message Jesus preached was about the kingdom.
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Vineyard's theology is at the heart of the ministry. It is the foundational understanding
ofGod that shapes Vineyard's values, beliefs, and praxis. The kingdom ofGod
theology functions as the thematic thread that connects Old Testament with New
Testament truths, informing members how to live today. This theology also functions
as the big universal biblical story that provides the main framework or worldview lens
for all biblical interpretation and praxis within the Vineyard.
The kingdom theology has many different interpretations. As shared in an
earlier discussion, Willis (1987) identifies fourteen distinct versions in the 20* century.
Ladd made it popular in the evangelical stream of faith in the mid-20* century. He
authored seven books, with the Gospel of the Kingdom (1959) and A New Testament
Theology (1993) used as primary resources in the Vineyard and in some evangelical
seminaries. Ladd contributed to the theology ofGod by deepening the understanding of
the now and not yet dimension of Jesus' gospel teachings on the kingdom found in the
New Testament. It is considered by theologians to be the central gospel message that
Jesus preached and has been widely used since the 1800s, gaining even greater
acceptance today. It focuses on Jesus' life and earthly ministry and helps the believer
understand how to live as a Christian. By focusing on Jesus' words and deeds, believers
ofChrist are inspired and encouraged to follow his example: "Throughout its history,
the church has employed the Kingdom concept to express its understanding of the
significance ofChristian faith" (Grenz 1994, 22). Beyond God's rule and reign,
kingdom of God theology is the understanding that Christ's life on earth ushered in the
rule ofGod for all humanity. It is a promise God made to the community of faith in the
Old Testament, now partially fulfilled in Christ. Grenz states:
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The Kingdom of God is that order ofperfect peace, righteousness, justice, and
love that God gives to the world. This gift is eschatological [relating to the end
times], for it comes in an ultimate way only at the renewal of the world
consummated at Jesus' retum. [Yet] the power of the Kingdom is already at
work, for it breaks into the present from the future. Therefore we can experience
the Kingdom [in] a partial yet vital manner en route to the great future day. (22)
As previously stated, the partial now and fuller later aspects of the kingdom of God are
called the now and not yet. One strength of this theology is its future orientation, which
provides a sense of hope for greater manifestations of God's promises to humanity and
creation on earth. An area ofweakness is that conversations about the kingdom of God
theology can be overly individualistic, potentially diminishing the powerful sense of
life together in Christian community, the context where individual Christian identity
and character formation occurs. Those who have a communal understanding of social
life value community as essential to human living, recognizing community's important
role in individual development: "Central to the knowing process is a cognitive
framework mediated to the individual by the community in which one participates.
Similarly, community is cmcial to identity formation" (Grenz 1994, 23). This
understanding that a person is formed and shaped within community is also noted in the
field of Christian formation and psychology (Beck 2005).
The concept that the kingdom of God with an integrated motif of community
affirms the social and relational dimensions of the Trinity, in the form of the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit, is seen in Scripture. It also relates to character and worldview
formation. Personal narratives shared in the traditions ofChristian communities shape
personal identity. Grenz states.
The community transmits to the individual the transcending story, as the
community carries from generation to generation and from group to group to
individual traditions of virtue, common goods, and ultimate meaning�that is of
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character and values. As a community of hope, the church facilitates the
development of the selfof its members.. . .The believing fellowship transmits the
redemptive story, which it recounts in word and deed. Thereby it mediates to
believers the framework for formation of personal identity, values and
worldview. In addition, however, through its life under the direction of the
Spirit speaking through Scriptures, the community ofbelievers offers its
members not only the cognitive framework for initial identity formation, but
also practical instructions concerning the life of discipleship from which we
derive our ongoing identity. (1994, 501)
The integrative motif of community in the kingdom ofGod theology not only aids in
the understanding of community for identity formation but also reveals the activity of
God with all humanity. As an individual becomes reconciled to God, Christ's
redeeming quality equips that person to become reconciled to others. Because God
made a new community of reconciled people, believers are to value community and
each other.
This theology of the kingdom has increased in popularity since Grenz made this
statement. As shared previously, the Vineyard movement embraces the kingdom of
God concept, as have others. In addition to its attractiveness with the now and not yet
aspects, as well as the communal dimensions ofChristianity, it also offers a more fully
orbed development of the gospel. It helps to address what is considered a narrow
gospel. Eddie Gibbs believes that the ".. .church in the West has succumb[ed] to a
gospel, narrowed to a concern for personal piety and Hfe after death" (2013, 1 1). Gibbs
cites church growth colleague Darrell Guder who expresses his concern about gospel
reductionism, the act ofmaking the gospel too small. Guder states:
My thesis is that our particularWestern reductionisms are the great challenge
that the North Atlantic churches face when they seek to develop a theology of
evangelistic ministry. ... It is a question of the church's radical conversion from
a deeply ingrained reductionism whose results is a gospel that is far too
small. . . .They define the air we breathe as Christians. . . .The reductionism we
struggle with is related to our attempts to reduce the gospel , to bring it under
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control, to render it intellectually respectable, or to make it serve another agenda
than God's purposes. (2000, 102).
Such reductionism leads to humanistic control, potentially changing the purposes and
plans of God. Guder believes it has existed in the history of the Western church and is
diffused into the fabric ofmissionary and church-planting ministries.
Gibbs outlines the several fronts of reductionism. He believes the good news of
God has been shrunk to ". . .privatized faith that has benefits, a focus on a future life
with a secure place in heaven, and avoids a too close identification with Christ's
suffering with a large focus on Christ's ascension and resurrection" (2013 1 1). Given
these dynamics, Gibbs concludes that the effect of this reductionism of the gospel and
an "other worldly" focus restricts the influence of its transformative powers on
individuals and wider society (12). Expounding on the decline of the Christian
influence, Alan Hirsch states, "Even America, for so long a bastion of distinct and
vigorous form[s] of cultural Christendom, is now experiencing a society that is
increasingly moving away from that church's sphere of influence and becoming
genuinely neo-pagan" (2009, 118). Gibbs, Hirsch, and other leaders have found the
West's (i.e., churches located in the Western hemisphere) understanding of the gospel
lacking. Leaders such as Richard Steams, president ofWorld Vision states, "Being a
Christian requires more than a personal and transforming relationship with Christ. It
also entails a public and transforming relationship with the world" (2009, 2). Gibbs,
Hirsch, and Steams shared the way forward towards a holistic gospel based on the
message of the kingdom of God. One can see clear evidence that the church should
make the gospel of the kingdom a high priority. Jesus is seen proclaiming it (Matthew
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4:23), modeling it with good deeds of healing (Matt 28:18-20) and commanding the
disciples in the Great Commission (Matt 24:14).
Like the Vineyard and others who employ the theology of the kingdom ofGod,
J. P. Moreland makes the connection between this theology and the vitality that the
Holy Spirit brings into ministry:
Among other things, the concept of the Kingdom brings to center stage the
supernatural power ofGod over disease, death, and the Kingdom of darkness.. . .
Jesus' proclamation of the Kingdom was accompanied by manifestation of
miraculous power as an accurate expression of the nature of the Kingdom and as
an extension of its rule and victory over Satan's kingdom. Paul flatly states that
"the Kingdom of God does not consist in words but in power" (ICor. 4:20).
(2007, 173)
Today, explosive and global growth is occuring with respect to the religious
experience and ministry of the Holy Spirit. According to the Center for Global
Christianity at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, by 2020 there will be 709.8
million Charismatic, Independent and Pentecostals (now called Renewalists) in the
world (Center for the Study 2013, 7). Given this large global population who self-
identify as people experiencing the Holy Spirit's presence and employing his gifts, a
broad spectrum of theological practices exist. Religious practices can be classified on a
continuum in order to understand the diverse religious camps that exist regarding Holy
Spirit church praxis. Moreland, a current member of the Anaheim Vineyard, has an
educational background in chemistry, theology, and philosophy. In an attempt to
encourage believers to be open to the experience and ministry of the Holy Spirit, he
shares his own testimony about his transition away from cessationism (i.e., the Holy
Spirit gifts are not for today) into a Spirit-empowered church. He uses a category of
spiritual experiences to encourage a balance between Scripture, theology, and the Holy
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Spirit experience. Moreland cites Wayne Gmdem's theology with a gentile admonition
for cessationist (those who do not believe gifts are for today) to seek a deeper Holy
Spirit praxis and for Pentecostal and Charismatic to more deeply explore ordinary
Christian study and disciplines, (see Table 3.3).
Table 3.3. Spectrum ofHoly Spirit Beliefs
Holy Spirit Belief
1) Cessationist�Definition: There are no miraculous gifts for today; gifts such as prophecy, healing, and
tongues ceased with the death of the apostles because their function of establishing the church was complete.
Moreland's Gentile Admonition: Spent 35 years in ministry and planted two "open but cautious" churches.
"Your emphasis on Scripture and theology is critically needed today, and I urge you to continually champion
these themes and the life of the mind as essential to discipleship. But frequently you too are too cautious and too
concerned about "being in control, to allow things to get messy and to take risks where you look foolish if God's
manifest presence does not show up. Too often, there is a rigid, controlling fearful spirit among you. Too often
you are stuck in tradition for its own sake. There is too little power in your churches, too little extravagant
worship in which your people pour out their hearts to God on Sunday. . .Things are too predictable and too, well
American. I love this branch of the church, [and] want it to lose its sterility" (Read Sam Storm's Convergence).
2) Open but cautious�Defintion: Cessationist arguments fail; miraculous gifts are, indeed, possible today, but
the teachings and practices associated with current use of gifts are unimpressive, frequently characterized by
abuses and not important for evangelism and discipleship compared to Bible study, obedience and allegedly
more traditional forms ofworship.
3) Third Wave�Definition: All Christians are baptized by the Holy Spirit at conversion, subsequent fillings
and anointings of the Spirit are achieved through yielding and faith; while the gift of tongues is for today,
tongues is not emphasized nor is it seen as evidence of the Spirit's filling; miraculous gifts, especially those
associated with healing , deliverance, and words of knowledge and prophecy, are important for the life of the
church.
4) Pentecostal/Charismatic�Defintion: While these two groups are different in some ways, they may be
understood collectively as accepting the current availability of the miraculous gifts; they often hold to a baptism
of the Holy Spirit subsequent to salvation and evidence by speaking in tongues, and if they do not embrace such
a second baptism, there is, in any case, greater emphasis on speaking in tongues than is advocated by Third
Wave believers.
Moreland's Gentle Admonition:
"I attend a Third Wave church and I have spoken in several churches at this end of the spectrum. In my view,
you have led the way in Spirit-filled worship, you have brought healing and deliverance, and the prophetic back
to the Evangelical community, and your message is dominating the spread of the gospel worldwide. But [you]
need to be careful about two things. First you are too anti-intellectual. . . As signs and wonders continue to
increase worldwide, there will be satanic counterfeits, and it may well be that the caution and the biblical fidelity
emphasized by the Word end of the spectrum will become more important than ever (Read Rick Nanez's Full
Gospel, FracturedMinds). The second is that too many of you are seeking experiences of the prophetic, as a
substitute for the day-in and day-out processes of faithful discipleship and spiritual formation. . .One can become
so focused on and addicted to them that one's strategy for sanctification centers on constant refilling of power,
anointings of the Spirit, receptions ofwords of knowledge/wisdom that one becomes bored with less 'dramatic,'
faithful processes of spiritual growth. It should be a 'both/and,' but too often in your circles. Christian
counseling, the life of the mind, studying, memorizing Scripture, and other things are not given their due."
Source: Moreland 2007, 177-81)
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The use of the kingdom ofGod theology within the diverse streams of
evangelicalism reflects its value to Christian ministry. Further, having a balance of
Scripture, theology, and Holy Spirit ministry also has merit as seen in the Third Wave
viewpoint noted in Table 3.3 (p. 72). Such a balance ofWord and Spirit offers a biblical
and theological foundation open to the ministry of the Holy Spirit within followers of
Christ and through them to minister to others. In addition to biblical Christian
formation, this view of the Holy Spirit lays a foundation that is very attractive to the
world, where head (mind), heart (emotions), and hands (action) reflect a spirituality that
is distinctive of the kingdom. Vineyard would identify with the Third Wave group.
Both the kingdom ofGod theology and a balanced Word and Spirit view of the Holy
Spirit are essential theological elements to the Vineyard denominational and local
church ministries. Both ideas are also core to the concept ofworldview in this study.
These themes, the kingdom ofGod and Holy Spirit ministry, will be used in this
dissertation.
This theological orientation is so foundational that it is mentioned first as one of
VUSA core values. Strout states:
We view the Kingdom of God as the overarching and integrating theme of the
Bible. From our beginning. Vineyard has been committed to proclaiming the
Kingdom ofGod and to bearing witness to the deeds of the Kingdom through
healing (physical, emotional, and social), doing justice, and delivering those
held captive by evil. Since the Kingdom ofGod is the future reign ofGod
breaking into the present through the life and ministry of Jesus, we are a
forward-leaning movement emphasizing the ever-reforming nature of the
church engaging the world in love. (Vineyard USA 201 2d)
Strout goes on to share the other core values of the denomination. The second core
value, experiencing God, is considered a dynamic reality within the Trinity. The
experience of God's presence is central to Vineyard's faith and Christian living. The
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third value is culturally relevant mission, which includes all of creation in its ministry,
sensitivity to contextualization to diverse people groups and culture, and launching
culturally relevant churches both locally and intemationally. The fourth value is
reconciling community. Vineyard believes it is called to bring the message of the
kingdom to every aspect of human culture, which includes languages and cultural forms
relevant to diverse peoples. Vineyard wants to plant churches in local and global
context with these values. Vineyard leaders speak ofChrist's reconciliatory work
within the world. Vineyard recognizes that the story ofChrist's reconciliation is more
than just restoration between God and a person (vertical relationship) but also that of a
person being reconciled with other people and creation (horizontal relationships). Using
the term "reconciliation of all things," the Vineyard identifies key areas of the agency
of the Holy Spirit: healing, liberating, restoring, and transforming creatures and
creation. These areas include, but are not limited to, reconciliation between God and
humanity, between men and women, and among ethnic groups. These areas provide
ministry focus for kingdom ministry (see Table 3.4).
Table 3.4. Vineyard Reconciliation ofAll Things
Elements of Reconciliation Ministry Activity
Humanity (men/women) to God Evangelism
Personal and inward Iimer healing
Relationships among people Fellowship/community
Stewardship/Resources Material elements and creation care
Classes-Rich and Poor Justice and Mercy
Within the Universal Church Ecumenicity
Among Cultural Groups Race, economic and ethnicity
Source: Reformatted Data from (Waggoner, B., & Best, ?. 2009). Waggoner, B. & Best, ?. "Revitaliation As
Experienced in the Association ofVineyard Churches." Pentecost and the New Humanity. Wilmore: Vineyard, 2009.
4-8.
The fifth core value is compassionate ministry. Looking to Jesus' compassion
with human need, the Vineyard strives to emulate Jesus' heart for those who are
broken. Vineyard believes that grace, compassion, and understanding human suffering
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is the leading edge of serving God and others.
Values defined by the Lausanne Congress on becoming a missional
congregation are incorporated into Vineyard's ministry. Key elements include the belief
in Holy Spirit empowerment, praxis of the priesthood of all believers, and an integrated
structure for worship, community, and mission activity. Vineyard historian Bill Jackson
states.
Vineyard key values include integrity with God and humanity, servant
leadership, collegiate relationships, living in reality and affirming both the
natural and the supernatural worldview while being culturally current by
contextualizing the gospel. Vineyard had understood its overall purpose was to
advance the rule ofGod through the power of the Holy Spirit, by continuing the
ministry of Jesus in word, and deed. (1999, 104)
Vineyard core values comes from a kingdom theology of the now and not yet, which
directs life, practice, and spiritual formation. It includes a liturgy that invites the Holy
Spirit to reveal Himself and speak within the church. This theology also creates a focus
on reconciling humanity in all its forms with a compassionate ministry to all people in a
culturally relevant way. This theology is at the core of its ministry. Strout explains that
the "mission ofVineyard USA is to join God's mission in the world by building a
community of churches that are proclaiming and practicing the fiill message and reality
of the Kingdom ofGod" (Vineyard USA 201 2d).
Doctrinal Statements
Integrating the denominafion's core values (i.e., summary of beliefs), purpose
(i.e., concise affirmation of the reason to exist) and statements of faith (i.e.,
foundational understanding for the nature of the Vineyard) provide focus and
foundation to the Vineyard denomination. However, to have a healthy praxis that flows
out of the kingdom of God theology and the doctrinal statements, proper
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contextualization is necessary to offer relevant biblical truth to those living in
contemporary society. For the VUSA denomination, Bible truth, Christ-centered
church tradition and an understanding of present-day culture are essential to belief and
practice (see Appendix M).
Vineyard USA Foundations of Faith Statements
Strout presents the denomination's faith statements but first offers a
foundational framework that forms these faith statements. The specific categories of
faith statements are with relevant Scripture is presented in Appendix N. Speaking for
the denomination, Sfrout states:
Our Statement of Faith is based on the conviction the Kingdom ofGod is the
cenfral theological motif that defines to all that we believe. It is a Kingdom of
God centered theology. This statement is our best current understanding of the
Bible from that Kingdom perspective. Our prayer is that God will bless our
sincere attempt to be humble ambassadors of His mle and reign and to be a
people that practice the presence of God and proclaim His Gospel, so His will
may be done on Earth as it is in heaven. For the greater glory of God and the
well being ofpeople! (Vineyard USA, 2012d)
Strout articulates the centrality of the kingdom ofGod theology within the Vineyard
denomination.
In its attempt to keep a balance between Evangelicalism and Pentecostalism,
VUSA's statement of faith builds on its kingdom ofGod theology and Holy Spirit
ministry. It includes such elements as God the King, the Holy Trinity, the Creator and
Ruler of all things, counterfeit Kingdom�Satan and demonic hosts, the kingdom in
Creation, the Fall and the doctrine of original sin, God's providence, kingdom law and
covenants, Christ the Mediator and Etemal King, the ministry of the Holy Spirit, the
sufficiency of Scripture, the power of the gospel over the kingdom of darkness, the
Church�instmment of the kingdom, baptism and the Lord's Supper, and the kingdom
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ofGod and the final judgment.
When considering what makes the Vineyard denomination unique among other
Pentecostals/Renewalists, it identifies ten elements that make it different from other
ministries. Shared by Wimber in the early days and passed on by key leaders, the ten
elements represent key church traits that make Vineyard churches unique. These are
presented as descriptive statements: keeping the Bible the basis of everything (1 Cor
2:2); recognizing the now and the not yet�"Your Kingdom come, your will be done on
earth" (Matt 6:10); inviting the Holy Spirit (Zech 4:6); worshiping in spirit and truth
(John 4:24); practicing the priesthood of all believers�everyone takes part in ministry
(Luke 10:1); being a reconciler ofmen and women (Luke 10:2); coming as you are but
being changed (John 8:10-11); being naturally supernatural�no hype or manipulation
in ministry (Acts 4:29-30); equipping the saints (Eph 4:1 1-12); and, multiplying church
plants (Matt 13:31-32).
Church Formation with Homogeneous Unit Principle and Racial Diversity
Three key causes in the denomination's formation are its kingdom theology and
practice, openness to contextualization of the gospel in local contexts, and biblically
healthy leadership principles (i.e., Vineyard church ethos). One other key cause related
to denominational formation is employing the Homogeneous Unit Principle to shape
church growth stiategies. The HUP is a church growth strategy developed in the 1970s
by Donald McGavran and made popular by C. Peter Wagner. It is based on
McGavran' s deciding assumption that
. . .men and women like to become Christians without crossing [necessary]
linguistic, racial and class lines. This affirmation is two-pronged. It recognizes
the sinfijlness of humans and their need for conversion (thus, there are necessary
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barriers) and yet people are free to become Christians within their own cultural
modes (thus, there are unnecessary barriers). (Van Engen 2004, 129-30)
McGavran assumed that people like to remain in their socio-cultural comfort zones
regarding their response to the gospel. Moreover, McGavran believed the cultural
comfort zone was appropriate.
Wagner, a close colleague ofMcGavran, designed church growth strategies that
capitalize on this idea, creating a plan that targeted specific people group to help church
formation and growth:
McGavran and Wagner first taught and trained intemational leaders in the Fuller
School ofWorld Missions, and later taught leaders from the American context.
Later, shortly after key two publications made by McGavran and Am titled.
How to Grow Your Church in 1973 and Wagner's Your Church Can Grow was
[sic] published, HUP received mixed reviews. (Mcintosh 2004, 17-18)
HUP's mixed reviews led to a global consultation that involved a wider audience of
scholars. The consultation allowed global leaders to discuss HUP's strengths and
weaknesses.
In mid- 1977, a Lausanne Consultation moderated by John Stott was held to
discuss the pros and cons ofHUP's theory. Twelve participants, including McGavran
and Wagner, and twenty-seven consultants were involved. A paper was published
sharing the findings from the consultation. The group stated that one of the key benefits
ofHUP was that it tried to understand the dynamics of effective evangelization. The
author of the team writes,
McGavran' s well-known statement is that people, "like to become Christians
without crossing racial, linguistic or class barriers." That is, the barriers to the
acceptance of the gospel are often more sociological than theological; people
reject the gospel not because they think it is false but because it strikes them as
alien. They imagine that to become Christians they must renounce their own
culture, lose their own identity, and betray their own people. Therefore, to reach
them, not only should the evangelist be able to identify with them, and they with
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the evangehst; not only must the gospel be contextualized in such a way that it
communicates with them; but the church into which they are invited must itself
belong to their culture sufficiently for them to feel at home in it. It is when these
conditions are fulfilled that men and women are won to Jesus Christ, and
subsequently that churches grow. (Lausanne Committee for World
Evangelization, 2013)
One result of the Lausanne discussion group was the publication in 1977 of a document
recognizing the attractiveness ofHUP, which tried to contextualize the gospel more
effectively by targeting specific groups. However, the paper also expressed concern
about untouched cultural blind spots shared within affinity groups that could lead to
unchecked racism, ethic bias and other sociocultural ills considered unbiblical
(Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization 1994).
Additional critical feedback came from an array of scholars. In 1996, Bruce
Fong published Racial Equality in the Church, revealing the history ofHUP and
offering a theological critique, including practical suggestions to strengthen its
weaknesses. Michael Emerson and Christian Smith published church research in 2000
in which they cited HUP's unforeseen and unintentional outcomes of racial segregation
as a contributor to racial segregation in the church in the US. Dave Ireland's leadership
thesis on multiracial churches notes, "[HUP's] negative effects on the congregation"
(2002, 7-8). Mark Deymaz, founder of the multiracial church movement Mosaix, who
attempted to bring clarity to the HUP concept, shows how the "HUP more accurately
and biblically applies to church planting, growth and developmenf (201 1). He tried to
show how the HUP should be used as a way to understanding how to evangelize people
with shared culture. Once members became a part of the congregation, they needed to
be discipled on how to be inclusive to others not like them.
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McGavran' s church growth leaders, proponents ofHUP authored a book of
essays. Evaluating the Church Growth Movement: 5 Views, to provide clarity on the
developmental history ofMcGavran' s work and diverse views of the church growth
movement itself. Charles Van Engen, who offers an essay that gave a central view of
the movement, shares what he saw as the need and purpose ofHUP and McGavran' s
gap in its development. HUP was employed as a means to recognize the multiplicity of
diverse cultures in the world. It was an attempt to highlight the impact of cultural
differences within theology. The Western mind-set there is one universal theology good
for everyone, normally from the West (Europe and North America) needs to be
deconstructed. Van Engen states,
[McGavran] had a nasty habit ofundervaluing social, economic and political
works of compassion in mission, relegating them to a category he called "other
things." Thus, he steadfastly refused to support mission endeavors related to
creation, development, health, agriculture, medicine, psychology, structural
social and political change, and such. His missionary experience in India kept
him from developing a holistic. Kingdom ofGod understanding ofmission. It
tended to undermine McGavran's credibility in some missiological circles.
(quoted in Mcintosh 2004, 129-30)
Van Engen's comment reveal specific weaknesses ofMcGavran's missiological
orientation, which minimized the value of faith outwardly expressed beyond the
church's borders. McGavran's orientation minimized the outward expression of
Christian ethics that should have been employed to address social, economic and
political issues.
Finally, authors Gary Mcintosh and Alan McMahan answer Fong's and
Deymaz's concerns, addressing the history and value of homogeneous and
heterogeneous churches. They offer instructive ways to help churches become
multiethnic, stating that muhiethnic churches are "one biblical" choice and not "the
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only biblical option" (2012, 40).
Wimber, who had close associations with McGavran and Wagner, and was the
Director of the Church Growth Department at Fuller Seminary, was obviously
influenced by the principles that affected the formation of the Vineyard churches during
his lifetime. Illustrating the close tie between Wimber and Wagner in particular,
Mcintosh states.
In 1973, McGavran and Am coauthored How to Grow a Church, a pioneering
book in applying Church Growth insights into North American churches. A few
years later, Peter Wagner wrote Your Church Can Grow, which became one of
the most influential books in North America on spreading Church Growth
thought. (2004, 17)
Wimber was asked by Wagner to pioneer the Evangelism and Church Growth
department at Fuller. He organized it as a consultant and then left in 1978 to plant a
church in Yorba Linda, Califomia.
Mcintosh goes on to share two key organizational prongs of the church growth
movement, one that involved Wimber. Mcintosh states:
By 1985, the classical Church Growth movement, with direct roots to
McGavran, was represented by two major prongs. One prong focused on
intemational missiology as designed and taught by McGavran and his
contemporaries at the Institute for Church Growth. . .The second prong focused
on North American missiology, as best represented by the Institute for
American Church Growth (Win Am), the Charles E. Fuller Institute for
Evangelism and Church Growth (Wagner, Wimber and George), the Fuller
Seminary doctor ofministry program (and the numerous centers and institutes
of Church Growth founded by graduates of these programs). (Mcintosh 2004,
19-20)
Thus, one can say that Wimber's relational connections and employment position as the
director of church growth brought him deeply into the stream ofHUP teaching and
training. The degree of its use within VUSA is unclear; however, the critique of the
HUP has not gone unnoticed within the Vineyard movement. As the denomination
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moves forward in its need to contextualize the gospel in diverse racial settings, leaders
have recognized the racial blind spots created by HUP.
VUSA has a national diversity task force designed to promote the
denomination's advancement towards becoming more racially diverse by moving away
from its deep HUP roots. One local Anglo-American pastor, JeffHeidkamp, who leads
Mercy Vineyard, a multiracial/multiethnic congregation, noted the change in an
interview with African-American scholar Christena Cleveland, author ofDisunity in the
Church and a VUSA diversity task force member. Observing the use ofHUP in the first
15-20 years of the denomination and its target strategy for growth, he shares its
influence on the denomination:
[The] early Vineyard was aimed at Califomia baby-boomers. White. Suburban.
Over time, people have begun to question and revise this underlying principle,
when it's suitable, when it's not. But I think the unintended result of that is that
for a long time there was almost zero discussion about diversity. Or at least it
was hard to find. (Vineyard USA 2012a)
Therefore, Vineyard USA as a denomination has a history of employing the HUP
principle, and Heidkamp notices a link between Vineyard's use ofHUP and an
historical absence of intercultural conversations within its churches.
VUSA recognizes that one of the weaknesses of employing the HUP is that a
thin understanding of its limits and the fact that the absence of a stiategy to compensate
for it can lead to unchecked racial/ethnic group thinking that excludes
interracial/interethnic conversation within its churches. Uncheck racial/ethnic bias then
leads to an inability to develop cross-cultural competency of its members, hindering the
necessary dynamics for healthy interracial interactions. In the same conversation,
Cleveland, who serves on the preaching team at Mercy Vineyard, provides her
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perspective on this issue. Summarizing some of her points, she notes that the race
conversation has been going on for 40 years. Believing HUP may have been useful
during times of greater segregation in the US, but increased ethnic population growth
and integration makes the principle not useful. Vineyard churches today have influence
and its time to change. Cleveland also notes that Vineyard has a theology compatible
with Pentecostals migrating from the global south to the US. In the interview she
shares,
I was reading just this morning in Ephesians 3. And it's interesting . . . when
Jesus talks about getting rid of the log in your eye, it goes hand in hand with
what Paul says: "There is neither Jew nor Gentile, slave nor free." You can't
really get rid of the log without being in a diverse setting, because diversity
awakens you to your myopia, to your legalism, to your rigidity, to all the things
that prevent us from grabbing hold of grace. For so many theological reasons,
diversity is an answer, a way that God uses people to show us his love and his
grace. It's good for us to be around people who challenge our points of view or
think differently about faith than we do, because then we can't take ourselves
that seriously. We have to be flexible, be humble, in order to really do it well.
Those are all things we need in order to truly understand our relationship to God
within the Kingdom. (Vineyard USA 2012a)
Cleveland notes a key benefit of racial/ethnic diversity. It is an agency that can
facilitate critical self reflection that can lead to a new way of seeing people who
racially/ethnically different. It is a way to see others with God's eyes of love.
VUSA has experienced advancement in its denominational efforts to be more
diverse. Rich Nathan, senior pastor ofVineyard Columbus, and Le Que Heidkamp,
director of the VUSA diversity task force, reports on the overall racial and ethnic
diversity within VUSA. Employing the definition of the multiracial church where 20
percent is not of the same race, she states.
In looking at our 2007 data, 21.7% of our churches self-reported as being
multiracial. In 2008, the number increased to 24.8%. By this definition, if
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Vineyard USA were a congregation, we've been a multiracial organization since
at least 2007. If you include Vineyard churches that are not considered
multiracial but are comprised ofmostly ethnic minorities (such as a primarily
Hispanic or Asian church), we have increased from 22.8% to 26.6% of our
churches being of the non-majority race. (Nathan 201 1)
Vineyard USA's diversity directives have resulted in increased racial/ethnic
memberships in their local churches around the country.
Concluding Thoughts
VUSA's kingdom of God theology creates a hermeneutical grid that envisions
its interpretation of the Bible and resulting church practice. The kingdom of God
theology is evident in its statements of faith and core values, as well as its own markers
of denominational identity. Its Pentecostal/Renewalist orientations, which are derived
fundamentally from the belief and practice of the Holy Spirit's gifts for prayer and
ministry, places it in a family of the faith tradition that is experiencing explosive growth
worldwide. Wimber's passion for a balance ofWord and Spirit positioned leaders and
congregations to tap into evangelical and Pentecostal/Renewalistministry gaps.
Infusing Holy Spirit ministry into the evangelical context allows greater movement of
the Holy Spirit in a conservative context and more theologically developed constructs.
Word-based praxis (e.g., prayer for healing and a thorough biblical understanding of the
Kingdom) is brought into the emerging Pentecostal/Renewalist context. This hybrid
nature ofWord and Spirit offers a more Trinitarian-shaped praxis for evangelically
oriented Vineyard members and more theologically nuanced Spirit-filled church praxis
for Pentecostal/Renewalist-oriented members. Keeping the Word and Spirit balance
offers the best of both worship orientations for Vineyard members and churches with a
need to see lives changed. The irruption of the presence of the Spirit during Vineyard
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ministry worship, preaching, prayer, healing, and dehverance is a kinetic experience of
God that is a distinctive signature and core value of the Vineyard denomination. Thus,
this practice is intentional and habitual. Finally, VUSA's movement away from its HUP
roots opens interracial dialogue with current and potential members. Such interracial
conversations have the potential to strengthen intercultural competency skills within its
churches, positioning the denomination to embrace the diverse racial/ethnic explosion
taking place in the US and abroad. Given this historical, theological, and strategic
understanding of the Vineyard denomination, I tum now to a discussion of two local
churches. Vineyard Cincirmati and Vineyard Columbus in Ohio, the two largest
megachurches in the denomination.
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CHAPTER FOUR
LOCAL KINGDOM MINISTRIES
Introduction
The discussion in Chapter Three provides a general overview ofVineyard USA,
the denominational leadership for Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati,
discussing the development of the denomination as well as its understanding of the
kingdom ofGod theology and church praxis. Vineyard's theological grid of the
kingdom has an orientation that includes orthodox theological doctrines, Trinitarian
church praxis, and an outward focus on a hurting world in need of the grace of the
Spuit ofGod. The denominational view of the Vineyard is the bigger ministerial
influence on the two churches' theology and praxis. Closer scrutiny to review the two
specific local churches. Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati, reveals how
these values are disseminated into local contexts as both churches attempt to be
multiracial/multiethnic congregations .
This chapter provides details about the local ministries of the two churches in
Ohio that form the case studies for this research project. A historical review of the state
of Ohio is presented with particular focus on historical race/ethnic patterns and
relations. Discussions of Columbus and Cincinnati include a brief discussion on the
forming elements of the city and include social aspects of the economy and race/ethnic
relations. The historical reviews of both the state of Ohio and the two case study cities
provide a broader context in which to understand issues of race and ethnicity in the
churches. The state of Ohio overview is followed by a brief discussion of key points of
the multiracial church and megachurch movement in general and both churches in my
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study in particular. Each church case includes a discussion of its foundations, staffing,
church ministry profile, and budget allocations. Moreover, an ethnographic essay on the
weekend services for each church is presented with selected quotes from leaders
sharing what they enjoyed most about their church. The information of this chapter is
offered to understand the local context of the churches, trying to describe key religious
influences that shape the congregation and its members. Knowing key aspects of
congregational life will give context for the following interview and survey discussions
in Chapter Five.
Race Relations in Ohio
Vineyard Cincinnati and Vineyard Columbus are located in the state of Ohio. In
2010, the total population of the state was "1 1,353,140 residents. The racial
composition in descending order is: 83.4% Anglo-American; 12.5% African-American;
3.3% Hispanic/Latino; 2.0%, two or more races; 1.8 % Asian and 0.3% Native
American" (U.S. Census Bureau 2013a). The state, founded in 1803, was considered
the seventeenth state in the Union. In the early 1800s, Ohio was considered a part of the
Northwest Territory, made up ofmodem-day Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and parts of
Michigan; its name comes from the Iroquois word 0-Y-O, which means "the great
river." Chillicothe was Ohio's original capital, but in 1812, the General Assembly
selected the city of Columbus to be the seat of government (Ohio History Central,
n.d.b). Large bodies ofwater include Lake Erie in the north and the Ohio River in the
south, creating a natural waterway between Ohio and Kentucky. It is a fertile land for
agricultural and industrial development.
Its early racial history consists ofNative American, French, and British settlers.
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In 1650, the Shawnee people moved to the Ohio Valley. Algonquian speakers who
traveled south were looking to hunt game in the woods, to fish the waters ofwhat they
described as.
The beautiful river. Two centuries later French traveler Alexis de Tocqueville,
seeing the area for the first time, called it, "one of the most magnificent valleys
that has ever been made the abode ofman." The Shawnee loved the region, too.
The appreciation for the beauty of the area was shared by many others. (Horton
2005, 43)
Over the years, through wars and treaty adjustments by white settlers, the Shawnees
were displaced and moved westward.
Racial strife and warfare raged among Native Americans, the French, and the
British in the early years of the state's European settlement. African-American
migration and slavery brought its own share of racial conflict. The early migration and
subsequent population growth ofAfrican-Americans added additional racial stress to
Ohioan communities, yielding unhealthy interactions with slaveholders seeking
runaway slaves and supporting overt racism. Ohio's first constitution in 1803 outlawed
slavery. Even with this law, Ohio residents were concerned about escaping slave
fiigitives from surrounding slave states like Virginia and Kentucky who might use Ohio
as a dumping ground for unruly slaves. Some were concerned about the African-
Americans who found sanctuary and intermarried with the Wyandots, the Delawares,
and the Shawnees. These concerns existed even though fewer than 400 African-
Americans lived in the old Ohio territory. Inspired by the Declaration of Independence,
the state ofOhio's constitution declares.
All men were "bom equally free and independent, and have certain natural,
inherent and unalienable rights." Yet, it also denied black Ohioans the right to
vote, to hold public office, and to testify against whites in court. Over the next
five years, more racial restrictions were built into the law. African Americans
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could not legally live in Ohio without a certificate proving their free status, and
that certificate had to be registered with the office of the county clerk. They had
to post a $500 bond guaranteed by two or more white citizens in good standing,
"
to pay for their support in case ofwant," and they were prohibited from
joining the state militia. (Horton 2005, 46)
These rules, called Black Laws, were designed to discourage African-American
migration into the area. However, they were not successful. From 1800-10, Ohio's
black population quadrupled to almost 2,000. Growth occurred again from 1830-40,
growing from 9,568 by 1830 to 17, 342 by 1840.
An Ohio historical Web site tells the story ofmigration and the racial
relationship among Native Americans and whites, offering historical context to
contemporary race relations in Ohio. Many African-Americans lived among Native
American settlements to avoid white contact. As urban areas such as Cincinnati and
Cleveland grew, many blacks migrated to these areas. They had little money, so they
were seeking jobs. They earned wages as skilled artisans, nannies, and other service-
oriented workers. In the cities, blacks faced racism because ofwhite fear of nearby
black housing settlement and any infringement on white opportunities. At times, local
anxiety and tensions would erupt into race riots:
Race riots sometimes occurred, especially ifwhites feared that African
Americans were gaining too much power or infringing upon white
opportunities. In 1829, one such riot occurred in Cincinnati, because Irish
immigrants disliked economic competition from the African American
community. The next year, Portsmouth whites forced approximately eighty
blacks from the community.. . . Sometimes African Americans formed their own
towns. Such was the case for Carthagena in Mercer County. During the 1 840s,
whites drove them from the area. The same type of event occurred in the Scioto
River Valley in the early 1800s. Racism towards African Americans clearly
existed in Ohio during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. (Ohio History
Central, n.d.b).
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The settlement of African-Americans in Ohio came with its own twists and turns.
Slavery ended in 1 865 with the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. In addition, African-Americans were given equal protection under
the law in the Fourteenth Amendment signed in 1867, and in 1870, the Fifteenth
Amendment gave African-American men the right to vote. In 1867, Ohio's government
passed the Fourteenth Amendment in 1867 and then revoked its approval in 1868. The
Ohio legislature reauthorizes its approval of this amendment in 2003.
Thousands ofAfrican-Americans migrated north during the Great Migration;
many settled in Ohio and established businesses in Cleveland, Youngstown, Toledo,
and Akron, the state's industrial cities. The growing African-American population
altered the state, for they were forced into separate communities away from whites.
These settlers experienced a building boom in the 1910s and 1920s, but not all was
peaceful:
Race riots also occurred in Ohio and other Northern states, as some whites
feared that they would lose jobs to the migrants, who commonly were willing to
work for less than other people were. Despite the problems that African
Americans faced in the North, the racism that they endured tended to be less
overt than that of the South. The Great Migration did create new opportunity
and hope for the blacks that migrated northwards, but true equality did not result
in the 1910s-1940s. Following WorldWar II, many African Americans and
whites united to protest the racism and discrimination that existed in the United
States. Before this point in time, smaller number[s] of blacks and whites had
fought for equality, but with WorldWar IPs conclusion a more organized
movement�the Civil Rights Movement�arose. (Ohio History Central, n.de.)
During the 1960s, the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Right
Act outlawed segregation, secured black men and women the right to vote. Due to
racism and discrimination in the North, activist organizations were formed and the push
to desegregate schools was made.
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Although more opportunity exists for African-Americans today, racial strife
continues. As recently as 2001, race riots occurred in Cincinnati, sparked by shooting
an unarmed youth by a Cincinnati police officer, yet another in a string of shootings. In
response, Cincinnati leaders are interacting with residents to note and track the progress
of race relations. One way forward has been through posting a Web site called ''Matters
ofRace: hosted by two local newspapers, the Cincinnati Enquirer and the Post, it draws
upon a range ofmedia resources to talk about racial issues within the city" (Cincinnati
Enquirer, Cincinnati Post n.d.). It also conducted empirical race research. A recent
telephone survey of 537 Cincinnati residents addressed citywide racial issues. Anglo-
American and African-Americans were the primary participants:
Nearly 63% ofwhites agree and 28.6% agree that Cincinnati has made racial
progress in the city. When asked what is the most important issue facing
Cincinnati today, the following responses were given in telephone interviews.
Crime/safety (31% white, 22.8% African American); Economy (18.7% white,
28.9% African American); Race Relations (14.7% Black, 12.5% White) and
Police Relations (7.9%) Black, 2.9%). (Applied Information Resources 2006)
The survey makes known the need to monitor city wide inter-ethnic relations.
One other notable effort to advance healthy interracial interaction is the funding,
construction, and management of the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center.
This effort entailed the cooperation of the city, state, and federal governments. Opened
in 2004, its
purpose is to tell the story of the struggle for freedom in the United States
through exhibits and programs that focus on America's battle to rid itselfof the
ugly scourge of slavery and treat all its citizens with respect and dignity. The
Underground Railroad was not an actual raikoad, but instead a secret network
of escape routes that existed in the years leading up to the Civil War with a
major escape route in and around Cincirmati. (National Underground Railroad
Freedom Center, 2004-12)
In my view, the musuem acts as a bridge. It notes past interracial/inter-ethnic truths.
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aiding contemporary interracial/inter-ethnic reflection to facilitate a brighter vision of
tomorrow.
Given this historical context of race relations in Ohio, one can see the roots and
current activities concerning racial strife in Ohio, particularly in Cincinnati. Later in the
report, this historical information will be useful to keep in mind when considering the
context ofVineyard Cincinnati, a congregation that is trying to be
multhacial/multiethnic. Before presenting a discussion ofVineyard Columbus and
Cincinnati, the following section reviews mega- and multiracial church features to
deepen the understanding ofVineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati, whose size
and racial diversity fit within the category ofmega- and multiracial churches.
General Trends among Megachurches
A Protestant megachurch can be defined as a congregation that draws 2,000 or
more attendees (adults and children) during a typical weekend service. Other qualities
include (1) a charismatic, authoritative senior minister; (2) an active seven-day-a-week
congregational community; and, (3) a multitude of social and outreach ministries and
complex and differentiated organizational structure. Hartford research reveals:
[There are] 1200 megachurches in the U.S, with an average budget of $6 million
and a total income of $7.2 billion per year. Roughly, 47% of the income goes
towards staff salaries and benefits. Some of the common traits are that they are
multicultural, use [a] contemporary worship style and are minimally involved in
politics. (Hartford Seminary, 2006)
However, most megachurches are accommodating growth by use of satellite-linked
campuses, multiple services at the same site, and church planting. The Hartford
Institute noted a shift toward greater involvement in community service, with increased
emphasis on small groups and decreased use of radio/television in favor ofministry-
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controlled podcasts, YouTube, and other Web-based media formats. At the time of the
writing of this report, greater use has occurred with personal pastoral Web sites and
blogs, Facebook, and Twitter.
Other Findings of the Hartford Institute 2008 Survey
Common ministry attributes shared by megachurches include:
1 . Worship�contemporary music led by guitar (97 percent), drams/percussion (96
percent), with visual projection (97 percent);
2. Worship experienced�]oyf\A (94 percent), experience God's presence (92 percent),
thought provoking message (88 percent), and welcoming (84 percent);
3. Megachurch themes�holding strong beliefs and values (98 percent), having a clear
mission and purpose (94 percent), being spiritually vital and alive (94 percent),
willing to meet new challenges (91 percent ), and welcomes innovation and
change (89 percent ).
4. Megachurch locations�Descending order of concentration is the South, West,
North Central, and Northeast; most are found in newly developed or older
suburban communities;
5 . Theology�conservative with the highest classified as nondenominational (34
percent ) and Southern Baptist (16 percent ).
6. Education and interns�^training leaders
a. Operates a Christian elementary/secondary school (25 percent ) down from
2000 (42 percent);
b. Maintains a Bible school or institute (2008�20 percent ) down from 2000
(30 percent);
c. Sponsors pastors or ministerial conferences (2008�54 percent) up from
2000 (47 percent);
d. Trains potential staffministerial candidates through internship/residency
programs (69 percent);
e. Shifts from formal pastoral schools or institutes toward informal on-the-job
internship programs for clergy training.
Models ofMegachurches
Although the megachurches share a common size, ministry, and theological
orientation by creating a sense of genuine and serious Christianity, their expression of
Christianity varies. Scott Thumma shares in his report that the content of the message
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and mission foci of individual megachurches are diverse. Nevertheless, when viewed as
a whole, three general approaches can be seen as guiding the message and mission of
megachurches. Each of these orientations differs in relation to the congregation's style
and worldview, its implicit or explicit message, its architectural representation, and its
sponsored ministries. These forms offer a similar message of "our church is an
extraordinary religious expression, but they address this message to three different
cHentele bases in three distinctive ways" (Thumma 1996). Such an orientation provides
common megachurch ministry attributes and room for pastoral distinctiveness.
Thumma describes a wide variety of styles ofworship and ministry, but one of
the three basic models inspires most pastors. The believer or seeker the ministry would
like to attract defines these models. The models range from a nontraditional image
reflecting basic Christian beliefs contextualized in modem trappings�for example,
architecture, fumiture, and format ofworship�to traditional Christian imagery with
modem resources. A third model tries to balance the nontraditional with the traditional.
Both churches fall somewhere between the nontraditional models, popularized by
Willow Creek, and the blended model, (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Models ofMegachurch Ministries
Model
Attributes
Nontraditional-the most
Prevalent
Conventional Composite-Blend of
Nontraditional and
Conventional
Imagery "Attracts religious seekers"
and the un-churched
Retains images of
traditional Christianity,
but
supersized=Traditional
Christianity Mega sized
Retains traditional forms, but
embraces contemporary
architecture and format
Explicit
Message
"This is not your ordinary
church"
Goal Creates new religious form-
remakes traditions to be
Your parents' church, but
bigger and better
Orthodox Christianity with
modern conveniences
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relevant to a modern person
turned off by traditional
religion
Architecture
Outside
Imagery
Modern office, warehouse,
school campus
Neo-Gothic or Colonial
with steeples, spires,
columns.
Traditional facade with
unconventional, user-friendly
structure.
Inside Layout Large narthex, info booths,
mall-like courtyard with
refreshments. Roomy
auditoriums, comfortable
chairs, large stages, minimum
religious symbols
Traditional narthex,
floral arrangements,
greeters in suits.
Sanctuary exaggerated
replica of a country
church, long wooden
pews, hymnals, poor
lighting, lots of crosses,
candles, doves and
stained glass windows,
choirs
Looks like a theater, with
comfortable individual seating,
state of the art sound and light
system, and an adaptable
performance stage.Worship
may be an equally eclectic mix
of hymns, jazz, and praise
choruses, combined with
liturgical readings and
charismatic healing sessions
Architectural
Message
Religion is connected to daily
life
Conveys the imagery of
your parents' church but
bigger and better
Traditional images with
contemporary conveniences
Sermon Plexiglas podium, well lighted
stage
Traditional = great
preaching
Combo-varies
Examples Willow Creek, Crenshaw
Center
First Churches, Southern
Baptist, Peachtree
Presbyterian, urban
mainline and liberal
Chapel Hill Harvester Church in
Atlanta
Strategy Impress seekers with
excellence-not opulence
Provide links to the past
for mobile cosmopolites
Traditional rites with modern
conveniences
Message
Focus
Practical life, no money
appeals or guilt trips=laid
back, but conservative
Parents' church, but
bigger and better
Orthodox Christianitywith new
fresh approaches
Language Contemporary sermon, drama,
music, language, but old truths
Traditional Blended
Demographics Those uncomfortable with
most churches
Those who value
tradition of past
Open
Source: Reformatted Data from S. Thumma, Exploring Megachurch Phenomena
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General Trends of Multiracial Churches
Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati are megachurches that have
embraced the call to be multiracial. The commonly used definition of a multiracial
church is "a congregation in which no one racial group is 80% or more of the people"
(Emerson and Woo 2006). This definition is used because:
(a) the presence of 20% or more of racially different others is, research suggests,
a point of critical mass, switching minority presence from tokenism to that of
having influence in organizational policies and practices, and (b)
mathematically, this level of diversity means that, under the assumption of
random contact, the probability of cross-race contact is 99%. (Edwards,
Christerson and Emerson 2013, 213)
Previously, it was shared that the 20% or more non-dominant racial group is a ministry
index used in many churches.
Given this definition, these types of congregations have almost doubled in the
past fifteen years. Edwards, Christensen and Emerson shares:
In 1998, based on the National Congregations Survey (NCS), 7.4% of all
congregations were racially mixed. . . . [The] most current data source to estimate
the presence ofmultiracial congregations is the 2010 Faith Communities
Survey, which sampled over 1 1,000 congregations. That survey found racially
mixed congregations, though still rare, became more common, with 13.7% of
congregations being racially mixed. (Edwards 2013, 213)
Therefore, multiracial/multiethnic churches almost double in twelve years.
In Chapter Two's discussion, Edwards, Christerson and Emerson offered
several insights regarding currentmultiracial church trends. In their report, they cite
several intemal and extemal reasons that contribute to multiracial church formation. As
the report moves into the specific discussion of the churches, their findings warrant
repetition. Moreover, a summary reveals that extemal predictors for multiracial church
formation are congregational settings, urban and diverse neighborhoods, and large
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congregational geographical draw. Intemal factors that predict the formation of
multiracial church include the following:
1 . The most important predictor of racial diversity is rehgious tradition. Non-
Christian congregations (27 percent) and Catholic churches (15 percent) are far more
diverse than Protestant churches (5 percent).
2. The second most important predictor for Christian denominations is the
historical position on race relations. Some Christian denominations have a long history
of fighting for racial justice. Again, the Catholic Church leads in this area.
3. The third most important factor is leaders who intentionally and routinely
promote diversity. Diverse strategies employed include (a) diverse pastoral and lay
leadership, (b) racially heterogeneous and some homogeneous small groups,(c)
integrated diverse music genre, (d) racially diverse groups sharing their unique
experiences and views with the congregation, (e) special programs to address ethnic
issues, and (f) diverse up-front leadership. Several other important predictors include
Charismatic/Pentecostal worship style, which presumably creates an inclusive and
participatory environment. Regarding size, larger congregations tend to be more diverse
with members that are more educated with higher income.
This discussion on the racial history ofOhio and mega- and multiracial church
qualities provide the social context and ministerial features that define both Vineyard
Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati. The following discussion presents relevant and
specific information for each church.
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Local Kingdom-Focused Ministry�Vineyard Columbus
The City of Columbus
Vineyard Columbus, is a mega- and multiracial/muhiethnic church that is a part
of this study, is located in Columbus, Ohio, the state capital and the county seat of
Franklin County. The city was first laid out in 1812 and incorporated in 1816.
Columbus became the capital after the government chose to move it from Chillicothe
and Zanesville due to its central location. Columbus, Ohio, had slower growth than
Cincinnati, Ohio, in the 1800s. Its early rapid growth occurred from 1880 with 50,000
residents to 237,000 in 1920. This growth was the result of ethnically diverse foreign-
bom immigrants from other parts of the US. It had a mixed economy of small business
and light manufacturing that attracted fewer immigrants from eastem and southem
Europe than did Cleveland where the heavy industrial refineries and steel mills
attracted immigrant job seekers.
The two main academic institutions. The Ohio State University and Capital
University were founded in the nineteenth century. Two medical schools, libraries, an
art school, and musical societies supplemented the centers of leaming. The Ohio State
University had one thousand students in 1900 and grew to 47,000 students in 2000.
Other major colleges in the city and suburbs include Franklin University, Ohio
Dominican College, Columbus State University, the Columbus College ofArt &
Design, and Otterbein College. In addition to local academic institutions, it has three
major cultural centers, the Columbus Museum ofArt, the Ohio Historical Society, and
the Center for Ohio Science and Industry. The city also hosts sports teams: The Ohio
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State Buckeyes, the Columbus Blue Jackets (Hockey), the Columbus Crew (Soccer),
and the Columbus Clippers (Baseball).
Columbus' early-industrialized economies evolved to include construction,
financial, and retail industries. Nationwide Insurance, Chase Bank, The Limited, and
numerous other prominent businesses are major employers. Census data reveals that:
The city has the largest population in Ohio, numbering 71 1,470 people in 2000,
an increase of 7.5 % since 1990. In 2012, the total metropolitan population
consisted of 809,798 residents, 49.3% Anglo-Americans, 61.5% African-
Americans, 28.0%) Hispanic/Latinos, 5.6% Asians and 4.1% Native Americans,
two or more races, 3.30%. (U.S. Census Bureau 2013a; see Appendix O)
Religious affiliates in Franklin County, where Columbus and Vineyard Columbus are
located, had "1,163,414 adherents, with 144,147 Evangelical Protestants, 19,363 Black
Protestants 105,457 Mainline churches and 153,400 Catholics, 5,360 Orthodox and
693,127 persons in the unclaimed religious category" (ARDA 2010a.).
Columbus' two largest religious groups are Catholics and Evangelical Protestants.
Race relations in Columbus differ from those in Cincirmati. Simply typing in
"race relations in Columbus" in the Encyclopedia ofAmerican Race Riots reveals a
difference in race riot frequency between the two cities. Only two entries for Columbus
exist. However, in the same volume, thirteen entries on racial disorder in Cincinnati is
recorded. The encyclopedia author compares Cincinnati's history of racial unrest in the
1960s to that in other large cities such as Los Angeles and Detroit during the mid-
1960s: "After the 1968 disorders, race relations in Cincinnati remained strained. Blacks
remained at the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder, and distrust between whites and
blacks were [sic] high. Sporadic racial violence, boycotts, and incidents ofpolice
brutality continued" (2006, 106-1 1). Cincinnati experienced a shooting ofblack youth
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by police in 2001, setting off racial tension and a riot in the city. Although this event
occurred 1 1 years ago, it sparked a Cincinnati citywide forum to have more open race
relation conversations. The conversation entailed the development and posting of a
Web site, Matters ofRace, for community-wide conversations hosted by the local
newspapers and media corporations and the founding of a museum on the National
Underground Railroad. Interracial/interethnic dialogue is important in Cincinnati.
Race relations between blacks and whites in Columbus took on a different form.
Very few Web site comments are made about poor race relations there. Historian
William Wayne Giffin offered a historical view of the roots of racial patterns in Ohio.
Griffm links public violence and riots in Cleveland, Toledo, and Lima, Ohio, in the
early 20* century, with white hostility towards African-American migration and
settlement. Such hostility varied by location, manifesting in diverse forms. He shares:
The trend in every Ohio region was toward greater exclusion and segregation of
African Americans in the period 1915-1920. The colorline encircled all African
Americans as one group, all African Americans in Ohio experienced
manifestations of color prejudice. The nature of the colorline, nevertheless,
varied from region to region in 1920, being most rigid in southem Ohio. For
example, racial segregation in hotels, restaurants, and other public
accommodations was greater in Cincinnati than Cleveland. Some all black
public schools existed in the state's southem and central regions, but there
[were] no separate schools in northem Ohio. Different colorline customs were
established in each Ohio region in the early 19* century and these heritages
were perpetuated in altered forms in the 1920's. (2005, 47)
These hostilities had regional patterns. Beginning in the 1800s, white
intolerance was greater in southem Ohio, decreasing as a person traveled to
central Ohio towards northem Ohio. Cincinnati is located in southem Ohio and
shares the northem borders of the Ohio River with Covington, Kentucky, which
owns the southem river borders. To travel between the two requires less than a
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minute drive across a short bridge. Giffm goes on to describe the nature of these
settlement patterns that affect black-white relations in the region today. These
geographic patterns were derived from Ohio settlement patterns. Early white
settlers brought their racial views with them when they settled into the Ohio
area:
In [the] early years ofOhio statehood, white natives of the south and their
progeny constituted most of the population in many counties and large parts of
cenfral regions population. Such migrants, often from Virginia and Kentucky,
came with anti-slavery and anti-black views. Generally, they were poor farmers
who had owned no slaves. They were previously disadvantaged in their
economic, social, political, competition with slave owning planters in the south.
They did not wish to see slavery and planter aristocracy establish in Ohio. At
the same time, their racial views were harsh and encompassed preferences for
the kinds ofblack subservience found in the south. (2005, 48)
Thus for some whites, ending slavery did not necessarily mean equal rights for blacks.
Historical race relations in Columbus were characterized by fewer incidences of
public conflict than in Cincinnati. One historical reason for this racial tone in the city
was the early influence of a social gospel pioneer, Washington Gladden who used his
church's pulpit, at the First Congregational Church, located across from the state
Capital [sic] building. He preached sermons about social justice for 32 years, from
1882-1914. He became the father of the Social Gospel movement in American
Protestantism. Theologically he feh that Christian practice should include all aspects of
life.
Politically he spoke out against trends that erode the common ground that
citizens shared. Socially he created a dialogue with others to seek shared
solution to social problems. Throughout his career. Gladden expanded the
common ground that people could share despite their differences�businessmen
and workers, African-Americans and whites, women and men. (Sklar 2005,
106)
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He published two books. Moreover, he interacted with W.E.B. Dubois due to his work
in the antebellum antislavery movement. In one ofGladden' s books he writes.
Now that slavery is out of the way, the questions that concern the welfare of our
free laborers are coming forward. They are not only questions of economy, they
are in large sense moral questions; nay, they touch the very narrow of that
religion of good-will ofwhich Christ was the founder. (Sklar 2005, 107)
Gladdens expresses his passion and call for social justice in controversial matters. At a
time when lynching was viewed to be just punishment by whites, his 1903 sermon,
"Murder as an Epidemic," condemned lynching. Affected by DuBois' call for full
political rights for African-Americans, Gladden wrote in 1903, "The health, the peace,
the vigor of our national life are involved in the destiny of this race" (Sklar 2005, 107).
These early race-relation dynamics set the tone for cities. Community development and
outreach initiatives for churches within each city are affected by the tone ofprevious
interracial/interethnic interactions. The roots ofpublic racial discord in Cincinnati are
noted and will be considered as a potential factor in Vineyard Cincinnati's
multiracial/multiethnic formation. It will be discussed in the recommendation. The city-
wide racial patterns and contemporary impact should receive additional attention;
however, this type of focus is beyond the scope of this research project.
Vineyard Columbus Church
Vineyard Columbus belongs to the same evangelical/Pentecostal (Renewalist)
denomination as Vineyard Cincinnati, VUSA. It is located in Westerville, Ohio, more
than 1 10 miles north ofVineyard Cincinnati and 20 minutes north ofurban Columbus.
Vineyard Columbus is nestled in a residential area that bridges the suburb of
Westerville and the city of Columbus. Its immediate neighbors to the north and south
are comprised of economically, racially/ethically, and culturally diverse groups.
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including Somalis, Latinos, African-Americans, and Anglo-Americans. Various retail
complexes are located close to the church, some thriving, others struggling or they are
closed. Major chains include Donato's Pizza, General Nutrition Center, and Dots
Clothing Store, and more intemational retail businesses are moving in that are worked
by and serve economically and racially/ethnically diverse customers. In general, the
entire area is experiencing an urban intemational transition. Moreover, a major medical
center, St. Ann's Hospital is near-by. Thus, the area is located in a hub of destination
shoppers, small businesses, and sports venues (family soccer and golfmini) that draw
people from around the city�homeowners, renters, and medical and business
professionals.
Vineyard Columbus, formed by integrating three different church groups, was
founded in the late 1970s. The church kept its independence until it decided to become
a part of the Association ofVineyard Churches in 1987, led by John Wimber. Then, it
was called the Vineyard Christian Fellowship of Columbus. Vineyard Columbus is led
by Rich Nathan, who has served as the church's senior pastor since 1987. Before
serving as the church's first senior pastor, Nathan taught business law at Ohio State
University for five years, where he received his Juris Doctorate. He is a graduate of
Case Westem Reserve University. He serves on the Vineyard USA National Board and
is a popular national and intemational speaker and author.
Nathan's leadership of the church led to changes in racial diversity. In 1987, the
church became affiliated with the Vineyard USA:
Since then, he has pushed to make sure Vineyard Columbus' (VCols) ethnic
makeup matches that of Columbus: currently 64 percent white, 28 percent
African American, and 4 percent Latino. Since 2001, VC has gone from 10
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percent to 28 percent non-majority persons, and each Sunday attracts people
from 44 ofOhio's 88 counties. (Vineyard Columbus 2013)
Thus, there is significant interracial/interethnic ministry change in the past eleven years.
Average weekly attendance at the time of this study was about 8,600. Four
campuses exist in different parts of the city, where VCols describes itself as "one
church meeting in multiple locations" (Vineyard Columbus 2013). The church is
involved in extensive local and intemational outreach. Nathan is involved personally in
interracial/interethnic relationships with pastors in the city and has been involved in
racial reconciliation efforts as well. The church has hosted a Sojoumers' Justice
Revival and many other conferences for the Vineyard movement and the local Christian
community. Behind the scenes, Nathan has built and keeps strong relational
cormections with other pastors from diverse races and ethnicities within the city. The
following is a briefprofile ofVineyard Columbus.
Vineyard Columbus Consist of the following organizational attributes.
Main Campus: Cooper Road Campus�3,200 seat auditorium�LaVina on-site Spanish
Service, Community Center
Three Satellite Campuses: Lane Avenue, Sawmill and East Campuses
Church Diversity 2002-2012: 10.8 Intemational with 108 nations represented and 20%
African American
Staff: More than 260 men and women; staff racial composition at the time of research=
21%(Heselton 2012)
StaffDiversity 2002-2012: 4.5% to 21% (Heselton 2012)
CongregationalRacial Composition at the time of the Study: 70% Anglo-American and
30% non-Anglo-American
VCols Budget Allocation And Structure:
Most megachurches attempt to spend 50 percent of their resources to serve and
disciple the congregation and outreach. Important ministry activities that are important
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priorities for Vineyard Columbus are funded. The adult and children's ministries and
outreach made up 50-59 percent of the budget from 2003-2012 (see Table 4.2 and
Figure 4.1).
Table 4.2 Vineyard Columbus Allocation
Budget Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 *2012
% of Total Budget % % % % % % % % % %
Payroll 47.8 48.3 46.3 48.2 50.7 48.5 53.0 52.8 55.8 56.9
Depreciation, Mortgage
and Insurance
12.8 13.5 14.0 12.8 12.5 10.7 10.1 10.2 10.3 9.6
R&M, F&F &Services 2.4 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.6 2.7 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.0
Utilities 2.9 2.9 2.6 2.8 3.2 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.6
Administration 6.6 5.3 4.1 5.9 7.1 4.9 5.0 4.9 4.5 4.5
Ministry/Other 27.5 28.0 30.9 28.3 23.9 30.4 25.7 25.9 23.1 23.4
*Projected Data
Source: Reformatted Congregational Report 201 1 (Vineyard Columbus 201 1)
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
i Payroll
^ Depreciation, Mortgage and
Insurance
& R&M, F&F &Services
Figure 4.1 Vineyard Columbus Budget Allocation (2003-2012: Projected; Vineyard Columbus 201 1)
Source: Reforma;tted Congregational Report 201 1 (Vineyard Columbus 201 l)*Projected Data
Vineyard Columbus' organizational structure is similar to Vineyard Cincinnati,
consisting of pastoral and operational support teams and little heirarchy. Volunteers are
employed for both types of teams (see Figure 4.2).
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Church Council and
Senior Pastoral Teann
1
Operational Department Pastoral and IVIInistry
Leaders and Staff Support Leaders and Staff Support
Volunteers Volunteers
Figure 4.2. Core Organizational Profile
Vineyard Columbus Ministry Consist of the following Buildings and Technology
Attributes:
Vineyard Columbus' main campus has four interconnected sections that
comprise one large building. The oldest section, built in 1996, consists of a small cafe,
chapel, meeting rooms, and a large convertible gym. A larger cafe, 3,200 seat
auditorium, large lobby area, bookstore, and additional meeting rooms are located in
section two, an expansion project completed in 2000. The phase-three expansion
includes the ministry center with staff offices, a counseling center, and a large
convertible meeting room. The work was completed in 2003. Phase four, the
community center, is connected to section one of the building. The location where free
medical and legal clinics are hosted; in addition, sports, academic, and life counseling
classes are provided there. This two-story building was completed in 2006. Except for
La Vina, the Spanish-speaking service hosted in the chapel, the three satellite campuses
are spread throughout diverse sections of the city. The layout of the main campus and
its distance to the other sites is shown in Figure 4.3. Vineyard Columbus makes use of
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the latest technologies to promote its ministry and communicate with its
members/stakeholders. Such technologies include Web site integration with the main
campus and its multisites; Facebook, Twitter and Vimeo clips; visual projection; and, a
member database.
Vineyard Cnlumhii�;
Main Campus
LaVina
�At IVIain Campus
�Spanish Service
Lane Avenue Campu-i SaiUmill EaSt
�15 miles South West of VCC 'lO miles West of VCC miles South of VCC
�Serving: Older suburbs near Ohio State 'Serving: Sawmilll and 270 Loop 'Serving: East Columbus
Figure 4.3 Distance between Vineyard Columbus Main Campus and Multi-sites
Within the Vineyard denomination. Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard
Cincinnati are the largest and second largest in the movement. Vineyard Columbus'
main campus is nested in a 275,000 square foot building space with multiple entrance
points and parking to host diverse church services and programs simultaneously. It
appears to have adopted the mix of the nontraditional and blended megachurch model
popularized by the Willow Creek Churches and others. Unlike Vineyard Cincinnati,
the main auditorium, ministry offices, and community center are connected, allowing
easy movement among building sections. Activities include weekend worship services.
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teaching classes, and various ministries that support nursery, middle, high school,
young aduh, and aduh populations. A food court and other ancillary services are also
available. In the past, it hosted a national Vineyard Conference and other local and
regional conferences. It is the home ofVineyard Institute, the leadership-training center
for the Vineyard movement worldwide. Its community center serves the church,
community, and city with its social, physical, and spiritual resources. More information
can be found at its Web site: http://wv\Av.vineyardcolumbus.org/ministries/.
Beliefs
As previously noted. Vineyard Columbus is affiliated with the national
Vineyard USA denomination. It is the largest church in the denomination and in many
ways is considered a flagship model. A more complete discussion of the Vineyard
USA's core beliefs is discussed in Chapter Three. Vineyard Columbus' core beliefs are
drawn from the church creeds: "We adhere to the Apostles', Nicene, and Chalcedonian
Creeds of the Christian church" (Vineyard Columbus 2013d). Its statement continues to
mention valuing the clear orthodox teaching of Scripture and having broad and
inclusive orthodox boundaries and an empowered (Holy Spirit-filled) evangelical
church.
Vineyard Columbus' mission and vision statements provide a sense of its
(mission) and how it sees itself (vision). The Vineyard Columbus church engages in
developing passionate and mature disciples ofChrist, planting churches with this same
ministry ethos engaged in transforming the world. Vineyard Columbus' vision is to be a
relevant and holistic church that exists to serve Christ and the world.
The foundational understanding ofVineyard Columbus' vision and mission
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statements offers a segue into what it values:
Every house is built upon a foundation. Vineyard Columbus is built upon the
foundation of our theology (how we think about God) upon which our values
(the kinds of ideas and attitudes that we feel are important) are built. Values
concern what a church feels like, the atmosphere, and the ethos. It's possible for
two churches to believe the same doctrine, but to feel very different due to the
differing value systems of the churches. (Vineyard Columbus 2013d)
More specific values include (1) responsiveness to the leading of the Holy Spirit in all
areas of church life, including the generous sharing of people and resources for God's
kingdom purposes; (2) reality-based expressions ofmusic, mannerism, and ministry
words and space that are natural and not contrived; (3) culturally relevant music, word
expressions; (4) a community ofpeople who are in relationships and share common
values; and, (5) consistent and transparent truth-based relationships with God, self, and
others. Additional beliefs statements are listed in Appendix P.
Vineyard Columbus Service
About its service. Vineyard Columbus describes its weekend worship
experience as "a place for everyone and every family.. . . It doesn't matter who you are
or where you've come from, you are welcome at Vineyard Columbus. Take a look at
the ministries we have for kids, teens, and adults" (Vineyard Columbus 2013c). Five
core age ministries exist to serve the diverse range of the social, economic, and
educational needs of its congregation and community. They are "Vineyard Kids
(programming from birth to fifth grade), middle school, high school, men and women's
ministries" (Vineyard Columbus 2013c). These ministries take place in designated
areas of the building and in the community center.
Church Services
Several observations were made at Vineyard Columbus during its weekend
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services from September 2012 through the Easter Celebrations in March 2013. From
my personal observation, a typical 9:00 am weekend service is as follows:
As I walk into the worship center through a set of doors at the
main entrance, I am greeted by a pair ofwomen, one African-American,
the other Anglo-American. They smile at me warmly, inviting me to
enter. As I move past the information counter where a foursome of
greeters is engaged in helping visitors and members, I give and receive
hugs and greetings from friends. Heading towards the main entrance to
the sanctuary, I follow others and receive a church program from a
female greeter who also gives me a warm smile. I walk through the
doors to pick up a sermon handout, and communion elements, all sitting
on a wooden table. There are two tables to serve the influx of the crowd
as people navigate through the doors to find a seat. I walk past the
wooden tables, where I encounter an usher who is willing to help me
find a seat. Given my familiarity with the church, I decline and keep
walking. I tum right at the back of the seating section and find a set of
eight chairs against the back wall. I take a seat on a green olive chair that
is coordinated with the multi-colored purple, green and gold carpeting,
which has a grape vine design. From my position, I can see that the
3,200-seat sanctuary is filling fast. The combination ofnatural lighting
fi^om a set of three large windows and stage and overhead auditorium
lights create a warm and welcoming atmosphere. From where I am
sitting I can look straight ahead at the platform and stage; there is a large
wooden cross against the far wall, centered between two large projection
screens.
I can see the whole expanse of the first floor, and part of the
risers, which are aligned with steps that lead to the second floor of the
auditorium. From what I can guess, there are about 1,000 people sitting,
milling around, chatting, visiting, and looking for seats. As I gaze
around, I see that more people are entering the sanctuary. A video loop
is playing, providing helpful information about the church services.
The worship team comes out to the platform, and a spotlight is
focused on the team worship leader for the service. The leader calls
everyone to worship and starts with a prayer. The praise team plays light
Christian rock music with a blend of rhythm and blues. People in the
congregations join in singing the lyrics posted on the projection screens.
After about twenty minutes of singing, a female pastor comes onto the
stage and leads us to take communion, first reading Scripture shown on
the screen. Communion is an individual serving consisting of a wafer
and grape juice in a small plastic container. After the congregation as a
community partakes of the communion elements, another prayer is said
in closing. The female pastor introduces herself, and invites others to sit.
She extends a warm welcome and explains the flow of activities, e.g.,
throwing away the plastic containers and receiving the offerings. Ushers
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also come by to give a welcome packet to first time visitors who raise
their hands.
After the video announcement is completed, the female pastor
introduces Rich Nathan, the senior pastor. Rich strides on stage, smiling
at the audience. He mentions a victory game the day before by the Ohio
State Buckeyes, and the crowd responds with applause and yelps. After a
reiteration of important church events, Rich launches into his opening
sermon statement. Like a skilled orator. Rich uses his persuasive skills,
laced with humor and the passion of personal narratives, to communicate
the sermon topic. His closing ends with an invitation to know Christ, and
he asks those who desire to respond to stand and pray. While Rich prays
for those standing, staff members and volunteers walk quickly to the
right side of the front of the auditorium. Rich directs the people who
have stood and prayed to come forward and receive prayer and
information from those waiting in the front. Rich then directs his
attention back to the audience, and gives a specific call for those who
need prayer who may be struggling with issues related to what was
covered in the sermon. Several persons come forward and ministry
leaders and trained prayer volunteers are asked to come and pray for
those who have responded to the second call. After several minutes of
prayer. Rich closes the service with a benediction, asking the people to
hold out their hands to receive God's blessings. Rich invites people who
are interested to meet him and other staff in the pastor's welcome area.
The service ends and I start to head out the door. As I walk through the
lobby, I note the racial diversity: Anglo-Americans, African-Americans
and fritemationals (known by their use ofEnglish) are intermingled.
Adults, teenagers and children are hugging, laughing, greeting and
milling around holding conversation within their small group.
These observations provide a summary of a typical Sunday weekend service at
Vineyard Columbus. A schedule outlining key service events is listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Vineyard Columbus 9:00 Service
Time Leader Weekend Service Activity
Pre-
Service
Video Loop Video announcement about Church Resources.
9:00 am Worship Band There are 1 1 worship band members. Four are non-Anglo-American. Two of
them are singers. Crowd shows bodily expressions, e.g., hand raising, body
movement, voice projection while singing.
9:25 Pastoral Leader Comes out and leads communion, offers welcome and an invitation to give
financially. Directs people to the video announcement.
Video Announcements Upcoming church events announced by a volunteer speaker-recorded video.
Ill
Also have special highlighted ministry.
9:28 Pastoral Leader Female pastor introduces speaker for the day, in this case Rich Nathan.
9:30 am Rich Nathan-Senior
pastor comes out.
Is introduced by pastoral leader who led communion.
9:32 Rich Nathan
Greets the audience, both live and via satellite, with some humor and
reiterates high priority announcements. Sermon is shared for 40-46 minutes.
10:20 am Rich Nathan Salvation call is extended and folks asked to stand and pray. Afterward
invited to connect with pastor and a team of people in the front of the church
to receive prayer and important information. Key prayer is called out for
those who need to respond to prayer and they are invited forward as well.
Trained pray(ers) are invited forward to pray with those who respond to the
call for prayer.
10:20 Worship Band 2 persons on keyboard come and sing and play soft music while others are
receiving prayer.
10:30 Rich Nathan Benediction is given and people are invited to greet pastors in the lobby.
The music worship normally entails an interracial band led by a young African-
American keyboardist, a young female Anglo-American guitarist, or a female
keyboardist or Anglo-American male keyboardist. A rotation of interracial singers,
sometimes are joined by an interracial choir and African-America dancers who support
the worship ministry. The music is a blend of light rock; sometimes the rhythm is
tweaked so it is a little more soulful. Hymns are also sung, always with a modem flair,
and sometimes an African-American singer is allowed to improvise and bring a soulful
sound to the song. The choir can range between 25 or more male and female cross-
cultural singers, ministering at special events, occasionally accompanied by the all
women's African-American dance team. On holidays, such as Christmas Eve services
and Easter, holiday decorations transform the church and thematic music is played.
Many staff and public leaders are dressed in suits, dress slacks, or dresses. The choir
normally wears color-coordinated clothing. In addition to these worship service
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elements, an intemational member of the church is asked to read communion Scripture
in his or her native language approximately once per month.
Vineyard Columbus is a mega- and multiracial church with 115 nations
represented and an average weekly attendance of 8,600. Adding the flow of 10,000
people a month in the community center makes this a busy ministry. It is obvious the
church is offering ministry to those who find its services valuable. When asking leaders
who serve in such an environment what they like most about the church, they gave a
spectmm of answers, such as, "the job experience, helping others and community life."
The following racially diverse leaders' quotes offer insight into Vineyard Columbus'
community life.
Personally, what I like most is community. I mean assuming the God,
the faith, walking with God, but for instance and for example, you know
like Joshua House [a young adult ministry], being part of the Joshua
House community in the past and currently it's just a good community
of people. People that you can be real [with], people you can be honest
with you can [be] raw [with], take the mask off so to say you know. Be
real about things you're stmggling with, be real about things you need
prayer for, you know, and a lot of encouragement. Just a good
community where people encourage you, you know, so not one little
segment of the church personally.
Love the community, love the staff here, you know s we got a good
staff, love the people. I personally like the idea that we can all join in;
we can all participate, like you know God we all have a voice.
[What I enjoy most is] that [we] serve the community.
I love the fact that I can be in a place where I can leam more about God
and I get to do what I love in terms of reaching out into the community,
with the love of Jesus towards intemationals. I love the diversity here.
I love that we are outwardly focused. You see the love of people, the
heart ofpeople.. . . You see them trying to be genuine, people trying to
love, people trying to be gracious and non-judgmental, that kind of
thing. You don't feel more welcomed being tolerated like somebody's
trying to tolerate you and you give space to do the stuff, but it's not even
like that, like we are trying to tolerate these people, but rather it feels
like home."
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The previous discussion offered city and congregational background for Vineyard
Columbus, as well as useful contextual information. I will now give a similar
discussion about Vineyard Cincinnati.
Local Kingdom-Focused Ministry�Vineyard Cincinnati
The City of Cincinnati
Initially called Losantiville at its founding in 1788, the settlement was renamed
after the society ofCincinnati, an organization ofRevolutionary War officers founded
by Henry Knox, a close associate ofGeorge Washington. In 1802, Cincinnati was
chartered as a village, and in 1819 a city. From the beginning, the city had a tight link
with its southem neighbors: "Just across the Ohio River lay slaveholding Kentucky, and
the Ohio-Mississippi River complex connected it to New Orleans and the Mississippi
Delta" (Horton 2005, 51). Cincirmati's population ballooned from 15,000 to over
500,000 people during 1810-30. This growth, about 150,000 people was precipitated
by the Miami Canal traffic from the city to Dayton, Ohio, and to northem Ohio. Its
economy was derived as a manufacturing and trading center for food commodities such
as flour, bacon, lard, pork, butter, beef, wool, beeswax and other farming products.
Whiskey and fumiture barrels were produced in the city. Diverse markets included:
Farmers, merchants, and manufacturers combined to make Cincinnati the
"Queen City of the West." Its most important markets were the plantations of
the westem Deep South. This trade made Cincinnati "Porkopolis," the major
mid-westem center providing supplies to feed the slaves in the Delta who
produced cotton on land too valuable for growing food. Cincinnati was thus
economically and politically bound to the cotton South. (Horton 2005, 51)
Horton articulates Cincinnati's close ties to the south. This geographic bond exists
today.
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Today, Cincinnati is a vibrant city with a healthy economy from corporate
residents such as:
Procter & Gamble, Kroger, Ashland, Inc., Cinergy, and American Financial
Group. Several of these businesses and many others have their national or
regional headquarters located in Cincirmati, including Chiquita, Star-Kist,
Federated Department Stores, Scripps-Howard, Totes, and Kenner. (Ohio
History Central, n.d.d)
Cincinnati's population has remained relatively constant since the 1880s, with a
population of 365,000 in 2000. Noting the racial demographics, Horton states:
The city encompasses just seventy-seven square miles of land. While only
365,000 people reside within the city's borders, more than 1.8 million people
live in surrounding communities. The total population of the city in 2012
consisted of 296,943 residents in the city, with 49.3% of those Anglo-American,
44.8% African-American, 2.5% Hispanic/Latino, 1.8% Asian and 0.3% Native
Americans. (U.S. Census Bureau 2013d)
In 2010, Hamilton County, where Cincinnati, Vineyard Cincinnati, and other
communities exist, had "802,392 religious adherents. The religious composition is
93,166 Evangelical Protestants, 20,814 Black Protestants, 76,354 mainline churches
and 205,094 Catholics and 381,386 persons in the unclaimed religious category"
(ARDA 2010c.). Cincinnati's top two groups were Catholics and Evangelical
Protestants.
Vineyard Cincinnati Church
Vineyard Cincinnati is an evangelical/Pentecostal (Renewalist) church
nationally affiliated with the Vineyard USA denomination. It is located in Springdale,
Ohio, about 18 miles north of downtown Cincinnati. Urban Cincinnati is on the
northem coast of the Ohio River. A short bridge connects Cincinnati to Covington,
Kentucky, just across the Ohio River. Vineyard Cincinnati is nestled in a wooded area,
neighboring a mixture ofmiddle-class homes, retail businesses, and a large and racially
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diverse higli scliool, Princeton Pike. One to two minutes from the church's main exit,
the area hosts the retail shopping giants Dick's Sporting Goods, Best Buy, Target, and
Costco. Other known retail shops are located nearby. These stores are part of the Tri-
County Mall shopping district.
Thus, Vineyard Cincinnati is at the hub of a cross section of destination
shoppers, homeowners, teenagers, students and businesses. Such dynamics were new to
the church. Steve and Janie Sjogren founded the church in 1983; it started by
. . .meeting with a handful ofpeople in homes around the Cincinnati area. By
1986, regular Sunday meetings in a vocational school drew 120 people. Moving
into their own facility on Crescentville Road in 1989, the growth continued with
450 people. Church growth continued so that by 1999, the church raised
$810,000 and was able to give away the church to an African-American
ministry. (Intemal Vineyard Cincinnati File, 2009)
This paved the way to move the ministry to its current location in the Tri-County Mall
area. Dave Workman, who began as a worship leader in 1984, leads Vineyard
Cincinnati Workman comes from a musical background and brings those gifts to the
church in 1989. In 1999, he became the lead pastor of the current 2,400-seat
auditorium. Since then, the church has moved into its current multi-building complex in
the Tri-County area, built a Healing Center and a Student Union. It considers itself a
relational church that creates a community ofpeople on a mission to love God and
others. It considers itself one church with many locations.
Average weekly attendance at the time of this research was approximately
5,600. The church has five campuses, each offering the same message, meeting in
different neighborhoods (Vineyard Cincinnati 2013d). The church is involved in
extensive local and intemational outreach. Workman is involved personally in
interracial relationships with pastors in the city and has also been involved in racial
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reconciliation efforts for many years, both publically and privately. For example.
Workman and Vineyard Cincinnati hosted a public conference that involved Bill
Hybels and other key black leadership. Nearly 200 people attended and learned more
about racial harmony. Workman's behind-the-scenes interactions entail meetings with
local African-American pastors, during which they discuss racial issues relevant to
local churches and the city. The following is a briefprofile ofVineyard Cincinnati.
Vmeyard Cincinnati Organizational Elements ofMinistry include:
Main Campus: 2,400-seat auditorium. Healing Center and Student Union, as well as
four Satellite locations
Weekend Services: Serves young children through adults
Main Campus: Tri-County Springdale, including the Healing Center
Satellites: Eastgate, Middletown, Uptown and LaVina (Spanish Service at Tri-
County). The Healing Center offers education, financial coaching,
healthcare, kids' clubhouse, prayer support, auto clinic, and food and
clothing "serving thousands monthly" (Vineyard Cincinnati 2013a). In
2007, it served 9,000 people/month.
Staff: More than 95 men and women
StaffRacial Composition at the time ofresearch: 3% Non-Anglo-American
Congregational Racial Composition at the time of the study: 83% Anglo-American and
17% non-Anglo-American
Volunteer Ministries:
Cincinnati: Church related opportunities: volunteer opportunities to be involved in
events and/or 24 different serving roles at church sites. This includes the
Healing Center, where practical, social and spiritual resources are offered to
uplift individuals and families in need.
Near: Local outreaches to the city ofCincinnati�Perform acts of compassion, e.g.,
hand out winter survival kits; share donuts at Christmas and other acts of
kindness.
Elsewhere: Domestic and Intemational Involvement�"Arizona, Mexico, Colombia,
Cambodia/Thailand, Ireland and Nigeria" (Vineyard Cincinnati 2013c).
Vineyard Cincinnati Elements of Budget and Ministry Allocation
Most megachurches target 50 percent of their resources to serve and disciple
their congregations and to conduct outreach. Ministries fimd activities that are
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important priorities, which appears to be true for Vineyard Cincinnati. The adult and
children's ministries and outreach made up 50-59 percent of the budget from 2002-12.
Vineyard's budget ranged from $4.8-12.1 million from 2002-2012 (see Table 4.4 and
Figure 4.4).
Table 4.4. Vineyard Cincinnati Budget and Allocation
Budget Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Budget
Allocation
% % % % % % % % % % %
+Adults
20 NA 28 NA 24 26 27 26 28 26 26
Children &
Teens Ministry
11 NA 14 NA 12 12 11 "11 11 11 "11
Facilities
Payment
16 NA 15 NA 18 15 14 "15 13 13 "14
Facilities and
Equipment
12 NA 12 NA 10 9 13 "10 10 10 "10
Ministry
Support &
Communication
21 NA 18 NA 17 19 17 "16 15 14 "16
Capital Expense
NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 NA 4 8 NA
Outreach
20 NA 18 NA 13 19 15 "15 19 18 17
Source: Vineyard Cincinnati Financial Reports Reformatted (2002-2012)
*Income is estimated to the nearest $100,000 for ease of reporting the data.
+/- Percentage reported is rounded to the nearest 1%
-Note that many ministry categories have overlaps and connections to outreach.
"=Data extrapolated from previous year reports.
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
� +Adults Ministry
� Children& Teens Ministry
� Facilities Payment
� Facilities and Equipment
Figure 4.4 Vineyard Cincinnati Budget Allocation
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Source: Vineyard Cincinnati Financial Reports Reformatted (2002-2012)
Church Structure
The organizational structure of the ministry has the senior pastor interacting
with the church board, as well as with the executive pastor and other leaders. This
pattern provides a team-oriented organization with a limited hierarchical structure. The
organizational dynamics can be broken up into pastoral team leadership with staff and
volunteer support. The pastoral team has a more public leadership role, designed to
interact directly with the congregation and facilitate ministry activities. The operational
department heads, their leaders, and support staff also have volunteers. This type of
team consists of leaders functioning in areas such as human resources, facilities,
finance, and communication. They have lower public leadership visibility. Their main
contribution is in supporting the core structural operations of the ministry (see Figure
4.5).
Board of Trustees
Senior Pastoral Team:
Senior&Executive Pastors, Leader of
Celebrations and Communications
Operational Department Pastoral/Ministry Leaders & Staff:
Leaders and Staff: HR, Financial Student Services, Multisites, Groups,
Services, Healing Center, IT, and others LaVina and others
Volunteers Volunteers
Figure 4.5 Vineyard Cincinnati's Core Organizational Profile
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Buildings and Technology
Vineyard Cincinnati's main campus has four buildings. One houses the 2,400-
seat auditorium. Another is the ministry office, and the last two house the Healing
Center and Student Union, respectively. The buildings are separated by a two-minute
drive or ten-minute walk. The complex is larger than 220,000 square feet in size. The
layout of the main campus and its distance to the multi-sites in other parts ofCincinnati
is depicted in Figure 4.6. Vineyard Cincinnati makes use of the latest technologies to
promote its ministry and communicate with its members/stakeholders. These include
Web site integration with main campus and multisites, Facebook, visual projection, and
member database. For a review of the Web site go to
https://wvvw.vineyardcincinnati.com (Vineyard Cincirmati 2013c).
Vineyard Cincinnati's "weekly attendance of 5,829 people marks it as the fifth
largest megachurch in the state ofOhio, according to the Hartford Religion Institute.
Vineyard Columbus is considered third in the state at its 7,800 level ofweekly
attendance" (Thumma 2006). Within the Vineyard denomination. Vineyard Columbus
and Vineyard Cincinnati are considered the largest and second largest in the movement.
As the fifth largest megachurch in Ohio, Vineyard Cincinnati includes the main campus
and four other multi-sites. The main campus is situated in 1 15 acres and includes
multiple buildings and enough parking to host diverse church functions. It appears to
have adopted the nontraditional megachurch model popularized by the Willow Creek
Churches. Activities include weekend worship services, teaching classes, and various
ministries that support nursery, middle, high school, young aduh and aduh populations.
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There is a food court and other ancillary services. In the past, it hosted Willow Creek
Global Leadership Summit gatherings. Its Healing Center serves the church,
community and city with its social, physical and spiritual resources.
Tri-County VCC
IVIain Campus
LaVina
*At Main Campus
�Spanish) Service
Middlptnwn
*20 miles South of VCC
*Serving:Middletown, Ohio
Uptown
*14 miles South of VCC
�Serving: Urban Cincinnati
Eastgate
*23 miles SE of VCC
�Serving: Batavia, Ohio
Figure 4. 6 Distance ofVineyard Cincirmati Main Campus from Multi-sites
Beliefs
While a more complete discussion of the movement's core behefs is discussed
in Chapter three. Vineyard Cincinnati beliefs are made tangible by what it spends its
money and energy on. Its website states, "in our post-Christian, post-modem culture,
we want to communicate what we value first, things like authenticity, generosity,
transparency, acceptance, a heart for the poor, people who don't yet know Jesus,
diversity, servanthood. Biblical tmth, simplicity, worship, a dependency on the Holy
Spirit and so on" (vinevardcincinnati.com 2013). Vineyard Cincinnati's vision is to be a
community of transformed people with a heart to serve God and others. Serving others
drawn out of Luke 4: 18, which is empowering the poor, strengthen the weak, embrace
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the outcast and seek the lost. Ministry is offered with the hope to changes lives, the city
and the world. This vision is share with a specific horizon. Vineyard website states,
"We Will Be: A diverse, celebratory church ofmissional, disciple-making communities
in every neighborhood. A relational citywide network strategized on reaching Greater
Cincinnati. Reproducers and developers of outward-focused churches worldwide"
(Vineyard Cincinnati 2013). A statement ofVineyard Cincinnati's beliefs is similar to
the denomination's statement. It explains a belief in the worship of one God, both Old
and New Testament as Scripture, the trinity (Father, Son and Holy Spirit), the
sinfulness of humanity and the redemption offered in Christ. It also stated belief in
baptism and the Lord's Supper as church ordinances and the practice of the laying on of
hands empowered by the Spirit. Last, it mentioned the belief in the retum ofChrist, the
consummation ofHis kingdom and bodily resurrection and final judgment.
Vineyard Cincinnati Church Services
About its service. Vineyard Cincinnati describes its weekend worship
experience as a "celebration." It is casual in dress, upbeat in tone, and an attitude of
inclusion that welcomes everyone. "Nearly 40% of the people who attend the Vineyard
each weekend have either never been to church or went twice a year max. You're in
good company with those ofus who are exploring who God is�or rediscovering what
church can be" (Vineyard Cincinnati 2013). From this statement we clearly see the
outreach focus of this church.
I made several trips to Vineyard Cincinnati to watch and take part in the
weekend celebrations in the fall of 2012, at the Christmas and Easter Celebrations and
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in March 2013. A sample field trip experience of weekend celebrations during the
month of October is shared below to provide context for the church's 9:00 am services.
Walking into the worship center, I step up the stairs and open the
glass doors, where a forty-something woman greets me with a warm
smile. As I move towards the auditorium doors, I am greeted again by
another smiling forty-something woman, and handed a program listing
church activities. At this point I can go straight ahead into the
auditorium and grab a seat.
Instead, I veer to the left, following a small crowd. I see a station
with coffee urns on the right as I head down a set of stairs towards an
open expanse. While walking down the stairs, I note that this expanse is
designed like a shopping mall food court. Looking down, I see there are
several sets of tables and chahs, and probably 75 people or more. To the
immediate left is a counter with several urns of coffee. I note by the
crowd's movement that people are rushing to get their drinks, greet each
other and make their way to the auditorium for service. Continuing to
look farther to the left, I note a food station where coffee, other
beverages and small food items are available for purchase. I continue my
survey of the room. Next to the food station is an alcove, with two
computer stations and a small seating area with comfortable chairs
(Later, I found out the open-ended area of this alcove is where pastors
and other public leaders stand and greet people. This is called the "10
minute meet up"). As I continue to move clockwise to the right, now
directly opposite the stairs, there are more tables. Directly opposite on
the far side of the room are large undraped windows that look out on
landscaped grounds. The natural light softens the room, minimizing the
starkness of the high ceilings.
After my descent down the stairs, I decide to tum right, where
there is a set of doors that takes me into the auditorium. The room is
darkened like a movie theatre and there are no windows. I notice the
lights are dim so people can watch a video clip projected on the far left
of the stage. I grab a seat. The seating section is also designed like a
movie theatre, with cushioned and adjustable seats. I sink into one in the
last row. Viewing the flow ofpeople, I note there is an aisle behind me
to allow people to walk to other portions of the auditorium. On the other
side of the aisle is a single row of seats flush to the wall. Looking
around, I see that people are coming in slowing and the video loop mns
a second time, accompanied by soft music. The floor tilts towards the
stage.
Musical instmments are centered on the stage, which is set up
with dmms, keyboards and technical equipment. Soft lighting from the
stage and spotlights are reminiscent of live theatrical shows. Simple
paneled drapes fall from the top to the bottom on both sides. On the left
is a large screen, playing a video clip showing four Anglo-Americans in
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sepia tones. ..More people start to arrive and some sit close by. Adult
men and women are wearing all kinds of dress, including khaki's, jeans,
and cargo pants with polo and cotton shirts, as well as T-shirts and are
taking seats in the auditorium. Some have sweaters and leather jackets.
No one is wearing a shirt and tie. About 80% of the crowd is Anglo-
American, and most are forty and over.
The band members come on stage and a non-Anglo American
male starts to lead worship with his guitar. An invitation is made to
participate. We stand and sing, following the lyrics on the projector
screen. After several light Christian rock songs, the crowd sits down. An
Anglo-American woman announcer comes and shares important
information about what is happening in the church.
Then Dave Workman comes out. He is wearing jeans and a white
shirt. Dave has a warm conversational style of speaking and a
welcoming presence. He shares the words of the teaching in a
conversational style that is inviting and easy to understand. Everyone
within my line of vision appears to be engaged in the sermon. After the
teaching, Dave invites attendees to meet him out in the lobby area after
the service. Dave dismisses the crowd and the lights come up. I walk out
to the meet and greet area and wait in line to chat with Dave.
Listed below is the structure of the celebration service. Attending special
services at Vineyard Cincinnati, I noted that, except for the flier response, the format is
consistent with their other services. Special services, such as Christmas and Easter
celebrations, were similar except for holiday thematic music, message and special stage
preparations, e.g., special drapes and streamers flowing from the ceiling.
4. 5 Vineyard Cincinnati's 9:00 Service Average Schedule
Time Leader Weekend Service Activity
Pre-
Servlce
Video Loop Playing Video Images:
Stage Images: 5 diverse-shaped images in the middle of the stage with sepia
image of branches-old photo look.
9:00 am Worship Band 1 Anglo-American (Caribbean descent) worship leader, guitarist, 1
Asian/Hispanic drummer, 1 Anglo-American guitarist, 1 Anglo-American
vocalist. Crowd shows few outward expressions, e.g., hand raising, body
movement, voice projection while singing.
9:10 am Crowd given a chance to respond to handout.
9:15 am Soft background music playing. Crowd asked to fill out form. Asked to stand
after form is filled out.
Prayer given before people given direction. Communion taken with people
going to back or front of auditorium. Communion is tray of nickel sized white
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wafers and grape juice in cup. The "Great 1 am" played during communion.
Show video on the
Healing Center-I
ask for a copy.
Volunteer for blacks and other minorities to demonstrate social engagement
It's about bringing the Kingdom to Cincinnati and beyond.
9:22 am Dave Workman-
Senior pastor-
comes out
9:28 Monica Roberts-
Anglo-American
female, makes
announcements.
Announcements. Inform folks how to get connected at Healing Center. There
are 500 volunteers now. Invite attendees to use Kroger card online to buy
grocery, or give to the ministry..
Observation: Can
text email to note a
visitor.
9:31 am People walking
around and
passing offering
plate.
Music video playing. Offering is being taken.
9:34 am Dave Workman Teaching: The journey series-satellite link. Need to have a place to call home-
will create own empire. God fills our void. Appetite, ambition and others'
approval-fear of rejection. If you lose identity-will have addictions/driven by
hunger. If lose identity-will be ambitious, wantingmore things will be
enslaved. When is enough? If lose identity, tempting to want approval-
perform to get it have a fear of rejection that leads to loneliness- fear of being
unloved and unaccepted.
10:01
am
More instructions
about the form.
Filled in part one and two, now Fill in part three and 'girl.'
10:03
am
Dave Workman
now plays acoustic
guitar.
Reflective time to fill out form-playing quiet song about God's love.
10:07
am
Dave Closing prayer dismissed shortly afterward. Offered to meetwith folks in
Atrium, called "10 minute meet-up" with the pastoral team.
10:11
am
Milling around the
lobby
About 60 people in Atrium 3 African-American adult males-Most 40 years and
older crowd. Some eating, others talking-have 3 stations for computer in use
by 2 African-American youths. Resembles food court in a mall on an average
busy day. Folks busy talking and greeting. Someone stopped to help me look
for hot cocoa. Friendly chatter, but no hot cocoa.
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Given the building aesthetics (two story glass windows, modem equipment, and
comfortable chairs), hospitality (greeters, food and drink), and preaching, one can
understand the appeal that it offers to seekers and members who attend. These are just a
few of the notable church qualities that probably help to keep its average weekly
attendance of 5,600 people. During the interview process, leaders ofVineyard
Cincirmati were asked what they enjoyed most about where they serve. A spectmm of
answers was offered. These included responses such as, "the job experience, the
realness of the people, balance of Scripture and grace." The most common response
was "helping others." Here are some of the responses by leaders who felt that helping
others was what they enjoyed most about Vineyard Cincinnati.
"I really like helping people and serving. In the position that I'm in, I get
to work on a lot of special projects, and so that gives me exposure to a
lot of different things."
"The church really has the heart of a servant."
"[I enjoy] the relationships and fellowship in serving [with others]."
"I've always loved the recovery ministry here."
"The thing I enjoy most about Vineyard Cincinnati is an opportunity to
serve my Lord. This is the only church I think at this stage of the game,
we've been [at] for 20-something years, and the thing I like most is
serving the children. That's what floats my boat."
Concluding Thoughts
The above discussion reveals that both Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard
Cincinnati are robust mega- and multiracial church ministries located in a state that has
a spotted history of healthy race/ethnic relations. The state of Ohio has had a mixed
history ofbeing abolitionists and enforcers ofnon-Anglo-American civil rights.
Depending on the place ofEuropean and white settlement, race/ethnic pattems were
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developed early on in the states formation. Racial/ethnic tension is lowest in the north
(Cleveland). In the central areas such as Columbus, the tension increases with the
highest levels in Cincinnati, which is considered southem Ohio. Border state relations
among Virginia, Kentucky, and other parts of the south created relational ties that
started in the 1800s. The abolition of slavery, the spotted history of the Amendment's
enforcement, which gave African-American rights as citizens, was not enough in local
practice to dismantle inherent white prejudicial and discriminatory social practices.
Employment tensions contributed to race and ethnic tensions, which sporadically
empted in violence in different parts of the state, with repeated cases throughout
Cincinnati's history.
Columbus' central location and the pioneering practices ofWashington Gladden
contributed to a different racial/ethnic social climate of Columbus than was found in
other parts of the state. Vineyard Columbus' engagement in local community as a
multiracial and multiethnic church benefited from this more positive race relations
history. The presence of Ohio State University with its current global student
population and major national corporate offices adds to this legacy. Vineyard
Cincinnati has a greater challenge due the city's history of social violence in the form
of race riots and geographical connections with the south. Although city wide race talk
is taking place on a city-wide basis as an attempt to address submerged racial and social
issues. Vineyard Cincinnati will have to deal with this historical aspect as it tries to
advance its multiracial/multiethnic ministry within the city. The attraction of the
multiracial/multiethnic church draws people who want to participate. Unlike
Cincinnati's tense racial history, the motivation to share space with ethnic others can be
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stated as a given within the church. However, for the church to be
multiracial/multiethnic in representation and leadership, a movement from sharing
public congregational space to sharing lives is necessary. This aspect of community is
what makes Christ's church unique. A multiracial/multiethnic church in name and
character requires an investigation of leaders' perspectives and of their
interracial/interethnic behavior. This exploration of the leaders' views will entail
gaining an understanding their worldview assumptions and cultural intelligence, the
focus of the next chapter's discussion.
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CHAPTER FIVE
WORLDVIEW THEMES AND CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE RESULTS
Introduction
A general overview of the last four chapters gave an overview of the project
with methodologies, Vineyard USA denominational background, key terms, and
theories, including two local case churches. More specifically. Chapters One and Two
discussed relevant project and church denominational background while Three and
Four addressed the nuts and bolts of the study, namely key terms and theories and local
church background information. From a disciplinary perspective. Chapters Two and
Four reflect extemal theological and sociocultural influences that contribute to the two
Vineyard churches' formation. Church background such as racial/ethnic composition,
budget allocation, services, and ethnographic essays provided key intemal church
information.. The background provided a glimpse ofwhat leaders and members
encounter as they serve and worship within the two churches. Such a glimpse provides
usefiil reference points for understanding and interpreting worldview perspectives and
CQ responses, the two core questions addressed in this research project.
In this chapter, research findings are reported from the one-on-one interviews
and survey research conducted at Vineyard Cincinnati and Vineyard Columbus from
2012-13. Previously shared in Chapter One's research methodology section, I
conducted 121 individual interviews with leaders in various roles between two churches
(92 at Columbus, 29 at Cincinnati). An additional five national leaders were
interviewed but not included in the textual analysis due to their having
multiracial/multiethnic experiences away from the two study churches.
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The research study involved asking three core research questions:
R. 1 What is the leaders view of race and ethnicity?
R.2 What are the cognitive, affective, and evaluative worldview themes of
leaders?
R.3 What is the cultural intelligence of the leaders?
As previously discussed, the target sample of leaders reflected racial, gender,
and ministry diversity within each church. Diverse leadership levels consisted of
pastors, ministry coordinators, operational support staff, and key lay leaders. The
interviews averaged 90 minutes with some shorter and longer. I conducted all of them.
The completed interviews totalled 121 separate files, ofwhich 56 were extracted for
focused data analysis. Not all of the 121 interviews were analyzed due to budget and
time constraints. Word-by-word transcription services for 121 interviews averaging 90
minutes each became a monetarily expensive activity. Moreover, processing all 121
interviews would have been time consuming, when considering the goal to have
interview results to help shape survey questions that had target launch dates at the two
churches. Given these two factors, a sample of 56 selected interviews were chosen
instead. The interviews were selected to provide racial, gender, church location, and
ministry diversity.
The survey was launched to obtain information on interracial/interethnic
dynamics from a broader sample within the congregation. Key survey questions were
included to helped assertain the CQ of the church leaders and members used to assess
cultural or interracial intelligence. Surveys were distributed via Survey Monkey both to
staff and members contained in each church's database. Survey results included basic
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demographic data, spirimal life, multiracial ministry service assessement, and the CQ
data.
The worldview results represent perspectives ofVineyard Columbus and
Vineyard Cincinnati leaders immersed in theirmultiracial/multiethnic church
community. Previously discussed in Chapter Two, a worldview consists of basic
assumptions that give meaning to life located in the hidden foundational level of
culture. A worldview consists of cognitive (what is true), affective (what is beauty and
love), and evaluative (what is righteous) ideas that interact. Obtaining
multiracial/multiethnic church leaders' worldview ideas provide a glimpse into how
they interpret the ministry dynamics of their churches. Cultural Intelligence ratings
obtained from leader and member responses provide a self-rated skill assessment of
interracial/interethnic competency within the churches. Worldview results and CQ
together provide insight on how leaders interpret their church ministry
(multiracial/multiethnic) worldview and the level of interracial/interethnic competence
(i.e., CQ) within their church contexts.
Worldview Data Analysis Discussion
This project generated a large volume of data that required a systematic
approach for it to be manageable for analysis and interpretation. The Framework
Method of analysis was employed. It labels commonalities and differences among data
to aid the identification of data clusters that generate themes. This approach was chosen
over other thematic analysis methods due to its ability to systematically process large
volumes of data, allowing for analysis within a case study and with other cases. It is
also compatible with NVivo analysis software program, a tool used in this project. The
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worldview cognitive, affective, and moral elements were the analytical framework used
for analysis, while the two churches were treated like cases. A summary of the data
types employed to generate the fmal worldview findings is presented in Table 5.1. The
56 select interview responses, each containing 49 questions, yielded 2,744 interview
responses. The large volume of data was processed to identify the dominant idea for
each of the questions (see Appendix Q).
Table 5.1. Summary ofData Types Used to Generate Worldview Findings
Data Type Description
Total Interviews Completed Total Interviews=126, Sample of 121 Local Leaders and 5 National Leaders
Total Interviews Available for
Textual Analysis
1 2 1 (92 Vineyard Columbus, 29 Vineyard Cincirmati) based on gender,
racial/ethnic, leadership and church location diversity
Total Transcribed
Interviews for Textual Analysis
56 Selected interviews taken from both churches sampled to generate
gender, racial/ethnic, leadership and church location diversity
Number of Interview
Questions Coded
49 Interview Questions per leader
Coded
Responses
2,744 Responses Derived from �49 Interview Questions Asked Structured
by Cognitive, Affective, Worldview Categories multiplied by 56 Interviews
Framework Analysis Results 1 Dominant theme per question identified by highest agreement among
leaders
Worldview Findings Reported 1 Dominant Idea per Question from Each Church and the combined total
response for both churches together-There are 3 types (Vineyard Columbus,
Vineyard Cincinnat, and combined together) of reporting per key research
question asked.
The dominant response chosen by leaders was derived by selecting the highest
percentage level of leaders who agreed with that idea. For example, the response to
what it means to be a follower of Jesus from Vineyard Cincinnati (VCinti) is that Jesus
is "Lord and Savior and we need to obey Christ." More than half of the leaders at
VCinti (54 percent) responded with this statement. Therefore, the data I present reflects
information about what leaders think about a specific aspect of the multiracial church
and how many of the leaders think in the same way. Table 5.2 provides key terms that
are useful throughout the discussion.
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Table 5.2. Data Terms and Their Definitions
Terms Definition Additional Comments
Worldview Framework All worldview components include; cognitive, affective,
and evaluative (moral) categories.
The Big Picture�includes
all three worldview
categories
Worldview Category
Questions
A worldview interview question placed within a cognitive,
affective or evaluative (moral) category. It is that interview
question which is part of the research project design to
answer a core research question. Example, "what is race"?
Worldview question
contributes to making a
worldview category
Worldview Category
Responses
One leaders response to a worldview interview question
placed within a cognitive, affective or evaluative (moral)
category. It is the response that contributes to answer the
research question.
Leader's response to
Worldview Questions
Thematic Responses A group of common responses labelled by a unique theme.
All the leaders answers to a question.This is just one of
many ideas that is offered by leaders to respond to a
specific question.
A grouping of different
ideas that respond to a
specific interview question
Worldview idea The label of a specific thought shared by other leaders.
Derived from coding and data analysis and used to speak
about leaders' worldview perspective. This would be
reported as the dominant worldview idea research result
The dominant thought or
idea that leaders provided
about a specific question.
This is the research data
resported as results.
Helpful Terminologv for Worldview Data Review
Cognitive Theme How people think about what is truth
Affective Theme How people feel-what is lovely and beautifiil
Evaluative (Moral) How people judge what is good or normal-(what is holy and righteous)
Interview Response Response to questions grouped into their respective question category
Vineyard Columbus VCols
Vineyard Cincinnati VCinti
Reported percentages Represent total frequency for that "idea" divided by the total frequency for all ideas given
by leaders for that question.
Combined total count
and percentage
Represents both VCols and VCinti numbers and percentage for that specific "idea."
Highest agreement,
consensus or dominant
idea
The highest percentage of a particular "idea" statement is reported.
Worldview Results
Leaders self-described their race at the beginning of the interview. Thus, these
terms were used to define racial categories for demographic purposes. Table 5.3 (p.
131) presents the racial and gender composition of the 56 selected interviews,
representing the sample from Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati. The
majority of responses came from VCols (59 percent), with a good representation from
VCinti (41 percent).
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Table 5.3 . Demographic Background on Sample of Interviewees by Church location
Vinevard Columbus (VCols) Vineyard Cincinnati (VCinti) Aggregate
VCoIs+
VCinti
Leader
Type
AA NAA Int M F VCols AA NAA Int M F VCinti Leader
s
Number
of
Leaders
19 10 4 17 16 33 18 3 2 14 9 23 56
% of
Total
58% 30% 12% 52% 48% 59% 78% 13% 9% 61% 29% 41 % 100%
**Notations: AA=Anglo-American, NAA=Non-Anglo-American, Int=Intemational, M=Male, F=Female, Both
Vineyard churches=all responses in both churches. % Total=all responses in both churches divided by total
responses for the question.
Key background information explored the leaders' length of service at the
church, previous church leadership experience, racial mix of the previous church, level
of religious education, and other questions used to understand the personal context and
experience of the participants. However, the selected 56 leaders' data set provided the
following answers to the background interview questions. Not all leaders answered all
the background questions due to their time constraints, or they could not recall the
information to answer the questions. Variations exist in the number of leaders
responding to individual questions. Of the 29 leaders who answered the question about
the number of years on staff, 66 percent stated that they had five years of experience on
staff at their church. Of the 28 leaders who answered the question on the number of
churches they attended prior to coming to the Vineyard, 71 percent mentioned they
attended 1-2 churches prior to their Vineyard experience. Of the 40 leaders who were
asked to describe their previous church, 2 percent considered their previous church to
be relational (i.e., personal inclusion from members and leaders was a strength of the
church). Of the 45 leaders who answered the question about the racial/ethnic mix of
previous church before the Vineyard, 58 percent stated that it was a white dominant
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church with a racial mix less than 20 percent non-dominant ethnic representation. Of
the 44 leaders who answered the question regarding their level of religious training, 25
percent stated they had informal education or were self-educated, 23 percent stated they
had some Bible college or undergraduate training, and another 23 percent stated they
have graduate school and/or seminary training.
When leaders were asked what they liked most about their churches, some of
them provided more than one answer. Therefore, of the 60 responses, 30 percent of the
answers related to their churches' ministries that help others. Last, when leaders were
asked if there were any racial/ethnic diversity training in the church, of the 61 responses
provided, 49 percent stated that their churches' strategies and programs for developing
the multiracial/multiethnic church community included staff hiring and mentoring.
R.1-R.2�Worldview Themes
This section presents the data dealing with worldview themes based on
leadership and race data findings; cognitive, affective, and evaluative worldview
questions; and, ideal worldview and current worldview research findings. Data analysis
of the interview responses per case study church is discussed. Examining the data by
gender and nondominant ethnic groups did not yield significant differences. Table 5.3
indicates the gender and racial/ethnic composition of the respondents in the 56 selected
interview sample. The discussion in this section focuses on the two church location
results and combines them.
The data management approach comes from reviewing coded worldview data
responses within each worldview question. The coded data was grouped with similar
responses. Grouped responses were clustered together by common ideas. Such a
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process resulted in 4-7 types of ideas within each worldview question. A heirarchy of
ideas was then discerned by looking at the idea types and their frequency of occurrence
per question. From this hierarchy of ideas, the idea with the highest number of
responses was determined to be the dominant idea for that specific question. The
sorting and labelling of data to generate a hierarchy of ideas analysis was completed
for each church location. Then the churches' data was combined to create an aggregate
view in order to identify the dominant idea the leaders from both churches had about a
specific question. Combing the two churches helps to get at an Ohio Vineyard
leadership view of the issues since the central and southem parts of the state are both
represented. The following discussion contains text and tables that list the category of
responses offered by leaders.
R. 1 Race and Ethnicity Worldview Themes
This section of questions and responses relate to determining how leaders
understand the terms leadership, race, and ethnicity. All questions were asked in the
context of the leaders' church environment. Both race and ethnicity questions and
responses comprise the first core research question: "What is your definition of race
and ethnicity?" It was helpful to start this section of questions to have the leaders define
leadership prior to talking about race and ethnicity. It provide context for their
discussion.
Three types of responses was given for the question, "What does leadership
mean to you?" The question was asked in the context of the church environment. One
defined leadership by describing ways to do it. For example, leadership is "mentoring"
or "nurturing someone else." Another definition was "intentional way of influencing
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others," and the last response described different models of leadership. For instance,
examples provided were the attributes of a visionary leader or a servant leader as
models. The most dominant idea from both churches was that leadership is "an
intentional way of influencing others." It received a 55 percent aggregate response.
Leaders had a response rate of 57 percent at VCols and 53 percent at VCinti (see Table
5.4).
Table 5.4 What does leadership mean to you?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCintt
Aggregate
VCols+VCinti
What does leadership mean to you? Total Total Total Total Total Total
How to do leadership 2 10% 8 24% 10 18%
Intentional way of influencing others 12 57% 18 53% 30 55%
Model of leadership 7 33% 8. 24% 15 27%
Total Frequency Count ofResponses to
the Question 21 100% 34 100% 55 100%
Four main types of responses was given to the question, "What does the term
race mean to you?" The responses included the following: Race is "a negative word due
to racism," "physical features�^biological and skin color," "similar to ethnicity," and
"socially constructed." The most dominant idea reveals what most leaders are thinking
about the question from both churches. Therefore, "race is physical features�it is
biological and skin color" received the most responses at 59 percent when the churches
were combined. Leaders had a response rate of 60 percent at VCols and 44 percent at
VCinti (see Table 5.5).
Table 5.5 What does race mean to you?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
VCols+VCinti
What does race mean to you? Total Total Total Total Total Total
Race is a negative word due to racism 3 7% 3. 10% 6 8%
Race is physical features-biological,
skin color 27 60% 17 57% 44 59%
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Similar to ethnicity 11 24% 10 33% 21 28%
Socially Constructed 4 9% 0 0 4 5%
Total Frequency Count 45 100% 30 100% 75 100%
Four types of responses was given to the question, "What does the term
ethnicity mean to you?" The responses were ethnicity means a term "tied to geography
or nations," "similar to race," and the "cultural dimensions of a person's background."
The most dominant meaning for leaders from the combined total was to view ethnicity
as a "cultural dimension." This response had an aggregate total of 49 percent. VCinti
had a response of 71 percent, while at VCols the response was split with 39 percent for
"cultural dimension" and "tied to geography or nation" (see Table 5.6).
Table 5.6 What does ethnicity mean to you?
VCols %VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
VCols+VCinti
What does ethnicity mean to you? Total Total Total Total Total Total
Tied to geography or nations 17 39% 1 5% 18 28%
Similar to race 7 16% 4 19% 11 17%
No Response 3 7% 1 5% 4 6%
Cultural dimensions of a person's
background 17 39% 15. 71% 32 49%
Total Frequency Count 44 100 21 65 100%
R.2A Cognitive Worldview Assumption Results
The cognitive dimensions of the interview consisted of questions derived from
Hiebert's kingdom of God cognitive themes. Questions were worded to determine how
each leader viewed himself or herself and multiracial church ministry. Questions
included determining views on being followers ofChrist, the nature of the church,
church ministry, and the church's influence on community. Ministry questions included
defining evangelism, discipleship, and missions. Additional questions included, "What
should the church display to attenders?"
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The overarching theological framework that functions within the Vineyard is
that the church is an instrument of the kingdom of God. This theological framework
focuses on Jesus as King, someone to obey and follow. Moreover, by yielding to Jesus
and his guidance, one is believed to experience his kingdom rule and reign. When
trying to understand how these leaders used their beliefs to see themselves as followers
ofChrist and leaders in the multiracial church, the first question asked was, "What does
the term 'follower of Jesus' mean to you?" Two dominant answers were given. Drawn
from the combination of both churches, the first was, "Christ is my leader," at a
response level of 46 percent, and, second, "Jesus is my Lord and Savior; I obey Him,"
at 46 percent. VCols responses were at 50 percent for the first response and at 41
percent for the second. VCinti response was at 42 percent for the first response and 54
percent for the second. One leader described this view well by saymg,
[It's] someone who is totally submitted to his leadership, willing to not only
accept his grace but also His disciplme. The Vineyard is very seeker friendly
but there needs to be a balance between grace and truth, love and discipline. [In
addition] I think that being a follower ofChrist, it's not always easy. I think
there's great joy in following Christ. But I think that He calls us to a higher
calling, a higher purpose. This means that sometunes there are painful moments
trying to get the stuff out of you that you don't want to see. (Leader 121012-
002)
The responses expressed two similar ideas from the two churches IfChrist is my leader
and Christ is my Lord and Savior, and I obey Him" is combined with I obey Him was
combined it would be 92% for both churches combined. VCols and VCinti responses
would be 91% and 96%) respectively (see Table 5.7).
Table 5.7 What does being a follower of Jesus mean to you?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aeeregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Question: A follower of Jesus Total Total Total Total Total Total
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means...
Christ is my leader 16 50% 10 42% 26 46%
Core and center of person's life 3 9% 1 4% 4 7%
Lord and Savior, obey Jesus 13 41% 13 54% 26 46%
Total Frequency Count 32 100% 24 100% 56 100%
The next question dealt with how leaders defined the ways in which their faith
aids their interactions with others. The most dominant idea for both churches was that
faith helped leaders to approach other persons as equals, with a response rate for the
two churches combined at 21 percent, VCinti's results were the same, with 33 percent.
The highest for VCols was different. Its dominant idea was that their faith "leads to a
relationship with others." At VCols, 23 percent of the leaders thought this way. One
leader shared.
Okay, so as a follower of Jesus, we are all equal. God created us all equal and
that is my premise. I don't know if that is from a Christian perspective or what,
but I always say, nobody ever chose which womb to be bom in, we had no
choice so you can't think of yourself superior than me, because there's nothing
you did to end up in the womb you ended up in. You know you got the genes
you got. You just are Caucasian or Hispanic, Asian, or African American, so
we're all equal before God's eyes. Yeah and Christ came to die for all of us, you
know, the Jew, the Gentile, and all of us. (Leader 130327-002)
This leader's view shed light on the issue of equality as leaders interact with ethnic
others (see Table 5.8).
Table 5.8 How does your faith help you to interact with others?
VCoIs VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
How does faith interact with
others Total Total Total Total Total Total
Empathy for others 3 6% 2 6% 4 5%
Equality 7 13% 11 33% 18 21%
Forgiveness 1 2% 2 6% 3 4%
Leads to a relationship with
others 12 23% 3 9% 15 18%
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Love 7 13% 6 18% 13 15%
Racial Wisdom 11 21% 2 6% 13 15%
Respect for others 10 19% 6 18% 16 19%
Welcoming and Affirming 1 2% 1 3% 2 2%
Total Frequency Count 52 100% 33 100% 85 100%
The question, "How does your faith aid interracial interactions within the
multiracial church?" meant for several leaders that it "aids relationships." The
combined church response was 42 percent. For VCols the response level was 52
percent, and for VCinti it was 26 percent. A leader who held this view stated.
It's not that you would think your race is better than the other. And so we're the
same, and we just look different, but we are the same and even as we interact
with one another in our hearts for service, how to serve God, how to allow
Lordship ofChrist in our lives, we just discover we are the same. It's just that,
we're also a little bit different. Yeah, we're a little bit different from each other,
but we're the same. So it does make it easier, you know, of course the human
aspect, sometimes you can sense it.. . . Yes, we are believers. Yes, we are
followers of Jesus. But then there's that, how can I say it, the kind ofman, the
kind ofworld that we are in, needs to be under the Lordship of Christ. You can
see people treating others differently because they look different, you know, you
can sense that sometimes. But I think in the general sense, most people, at least
in this church, I sense people truly yearning to follow Jesus and his will and
what he's taught us at the pulpit. It is consistent with what the Word ofGod
says, what Jesus says. (Leader 130327-002)
The leader's input helped to articulate the equality aspect of the relationship and the
need for yielding to the Lordship of Christ (see Table 5.9).
Table 5.9 How faith aid interracial interactions within the multiracial church
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Usefulness of faith in interracial
interactions Total Total Total Total Total Total
Aids relationship 22 52% 7 26% 29 42%
Can share with others 2 5% 0 0% 2 3%
Help feel comfortable 1 2% 4 15% 5 7%
Its biblical truth 10 24% 2 15% 12 17%
New way of looking at race 4 10% 8 15% 12 17%
Not framed in racial terms 0 0% 2 15% 2 3%
Weakness in interracial interactions 2 5% 4 15% 6 9%
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Program foundation 1 2% 0 0% 1 1%
Total Frequency Count 42 100% 27 100% 69 100%
Exploring the question further, leaders were asked if their view of race shaped by faith
was helpful outside the church. Most leaders from both churches (98 percent) answered
"yes." One leader shared. It helps me by trying to help others, to try and discourage
them from seeing race or looking at one's color to determine how they should treat that
person" (Leader 121105-002).
The last section of questions was grouped into the muhiracial/multiethnic
church community category. They addressed questions about the kingdom ofGod,
Christ, and the multiracial/multiethnic church. These questions consisted of the
cognitive dimensions ofworldview based on Hiebert's kingdom ofGod themes. These
questions focused on how leaders viewed the multiracial/multiethnic church context as
community. Questions asked for a definition of the muhiracial church, the rewards and
challenges, and what should be communicated to attenders, other churches, and those
outside the church community�the world. Questions about evangelism, discipleship,
and missions were also included because these were ministry functions within church
community life.
Leaders were asked, "What is the multiracial church?" This question had a
dominant response from VCols whose leaders stated the church was "a fully engaged
multiracial ministry." This view was held by 23 percent of the combined churches'
respondents with VCols at 21 percent and VCinti at 27 percent. One leader shared.
It means a congregation that is multiracially led, multiracially driven, meaning
that we will experience different styles of teaching. We will have opportunities
to fellowship together. We will have opportunities to leam from one another,
mb shoulders with one another. It will be a church that will be actively
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alleviating stereotypes and assumptions that people have through direct teaching
and exposure. But primarily it means that for me, there'll be not just people
sitting in the seats that sat there. Maybe [it means] people leading with
multiracial deliberateness in the church. (Leader 121017-002)
This leader's understanding of the multiracial/multiethnic church went beyond having a
20 percent non-dominant ethnic presence in the church. This leader articulated diverse
aspects of the church as a community (see Table 5.10).
Table 5.10 What does the multiracial church mean to you?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
The multiracial church is... Total Total Total Total Total Total
80% or less dominant culture 1 2% 2 9% 3 5%
Expression ofmultiracial church
development 3 7% 0 0 3 5%
Expression ofmultiracial church e.g.
music 7 16% 0 0 7 11%
Fullv multiracially engaged ministry
(interactive relationships and
representation) 9 21% 6 27% 15 23%
Heaven�different races worshipping
together 8 19% 4 18% 12 18%
Many countries represented 3 7% 0 0 3 5%
Many races represented 6 14% 6 0 12 18%
Nature of church is multiracial 3 7% 0 0 3 5%
People growing in Jesus regardless of
extemals 1 2% 3 0 4 6%
Racially diverse staff, leadership and
congregation (representation
oriented) 2 5% 1 5% 3 5%
Total Frequency Count ofResponses
for the Total Frequency Count 43 100% 22 100% 65 100%
When asked the question, "What are the rewards ofbeing a leader in this
multiracial church?" the dominant response was, "[It] broadens my world-thinking,
seeing, and doing." The combined church response was 42 percent.. VCols' results
were at 45 percent and VCinti's at 39 percent. One leader shared,
I think it is usually broadening, because you are dealing with different cultures
and so I think broadening makes one more skilled and savvy in terms of how to
navigate cross-cultural context. I think there is a richness that comes, because
there is a different perspective, you have biblical narrative that would be missed
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apart from other voices interacting.. . . There is a give and take that I really think
is rich, where, even though I've got an extensive theological background, that I
still have things to leam from other brothers and sisters in Christ from other
places on the planet. (Leader 130206)
Additional leader ideas can be found in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11 The rewards ofbeing a leader in a multiracial church
\Cols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Rewards�Being a leader in
multiracial church Total Total Total Total Total Total
Taste ofHeaven 1 3% 2 6% 3 4%
Broaden my world-thinking,
seeing, doing 17 45% 12 39% 29 42%
Racially diverse people 10 26% 4 13% 14 19%
Seeing God at work 7 18% 6 19% 13 19%
Serving people 3 8% 7 23% 10 14%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 38 100% 31 100% 69 100%
The most popular view of challenges in the multiracial church was
"misunderstandings." The combined church leaders' response was 23 percent. VCols
and VCinti results were at 23 percent and 24 percent respectively. One leader stated the
challenge this way:
I think ofnot being sensitive enough to realize that you know we do have 110
nations here. Culture really shapes us, the culture we grew up in, and ifwe do
not understand those cultures then we can really offend people. They can
misunderstand what we are trying to say to them and I think that's a challenge.
And I think we're always coming up against what's okay in the American
culture doesn't necessarily mean the same thing in the African culture, you
know what I mean, or the Asian culture and so we need to, like, get to know
each other here. So to me, that's a challenge but also that's exciting. It's a
challenge, but it's a good challenge. (Leader 121207-002)
This leader notes that the multiracial/multiethnic church presents a greater opportunity
for misunderstandings to occur. This leader attributes one source ofmisunderstanding
coming from a lack of knowledge of other cultures compared to the American norm
(see Table 5.12).
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Table 5.12 The challenges of being a leader in a multiracial church
VCols lVCoIs VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Multiracial church challenges as a
leader... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Misunderstandings 11 23% 7 24% 18 24%
Relationships Challenges 7 15% 3 10% 10 13%
Thinking the world is like me�but
different way to do things 5 10% 5 17% 10 13%
Unspoken�Unknown needs 6 13% 3 10% 9 12%
Comfort level 3 6% 2 7% 5 6%
Maturity level 2 4% 0 0% 2 3%
Diverse staff 0 0% 4 14% 4 5%
Language issues 5 10% 2 7% 7 9%
Navigate change 4 8% 1 3% 5 6%
Sinfulness 0 0% 1 3% 1 1%
Spiritual warfare 1 2% 1 3% 2 3%
Worship experience 4 8% 0 0% 4 5%
When considering the traits the multiracial church needs to display to its
attenders, the dominant response was, "racially diverse leadership including staff." The
agreement level was at 30 percent. For the same answer, VCols frequency of agreement
occurred at 23% and VCinti at 44%. However, VCols' most prominent response was
for the church to display "welcome, hospitality and inclusion." VCols response was at
30 percent. VCinti's response was 20 percent and the combined church results for this
same idea was at 26 percent (see Table 5.13).
Table 5.13 Traits the multiracial church should display to attenders
VCoIs VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Traits multiracial church display
to attenders... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Racially diverse leadership,
including staff 10 23% 11 44% 21 30%
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Racially diverse branding-
literature, website, media, people 11 25% 5 20% 16 23%
Welcome, hospitality, inclusion
(actions) 13 30% 5 20% 18 26%
Openness to others (a mindset) 3 7% 3 12% 6 9%
Divisions 1 2% 0 0% 1 1%
Collaboration� joining in 4 9% 1 4% 5 7%
Model power 2 5% 0 0% 2 3%
Total Frequency Count 44 100% 25 100% 69 100%
Expanding the question to address what the multiethnic church should display
to other churches, this question had a cluster of related answers. They were
"intentionality," "welcome, hospitality, and inclusion," "collaboration and partnership,"
and that "the multiracial church was doable." The highest response was "welcome,
hospitality, and mclusion." The combined church response was 20 percent, VCols at 15
percent and VCinti at 33 percent. VCols' most prominent idea differed from the
combined church response. The church's highest score did not coincide with the
aggregate. VCols believe that the church should display "intentionality" with strategies
and programs. The response rate was at 17 percent, VCinti at nil and at 13 percent for
the combined churches. Notable is that the kingdom of God idea, a core Vineyard
doctrine for the denomination had a combined church response at 9 percent (see Table
5.14).
Table 5.14 The traits the multiracial church should display to other churches
Multiracial Church Traits VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Traits multiracial church display to
other churches: Total Total Total Total Total Total
Welcome, hospitality, inclusion 7 15% 6 33% 13 20%
Collaboration and partnerships 5 11% 5 28% 10 16%
Multiracial church is doable 7 15% 3 17% 10 16%
The church is following Jesus and
helping others 7 15% 1 6% 8 13%� �
Intentionality 8 17% 0 0% 8 13%
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Kingdom of God 5 11% 1 6% 6 9%
Multiracial benefits 5 11% 0 0% 5 8%
Multiracial leadership 1 2% 1 6% 2 3%
Humility 1 2% 1 6% 2 3%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 46 100% 18 100% 64 100%
In answer to the question, "What traits to display to the world?" the strongest
VCols' response was "welcome, hospitality, inclusion, and acceptance." The combined
church response was at 36 percent. VCols and V Cinti had agreement levels at 46
percent and 21 percent respectively. VCinti's most dominant response occurred with
the idea of "unity, collaboration, and partnership" as traits to display to the world. This
idea was at 42 percent. A good insight was articulated by a leader who stated,
[The world] should experience forgiveness and they should see fellowship and
communion like they have never seen before. They should see it and say,
"Whoa, what's going on here?" And it should point them to their Messiah, to
their Savior. (Leader 121212-002; see Table 5.15)
The leader's remark reveals the impact of church unity as an expression ofwitness to
the world, (see table 5.15).
Table 5.15 Traits the multiracial church should display to the world
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aeeregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Traits multiracial church display to
world. . . Total Total Total Total Total Total
Welcome, hospitality, inclusion,
acceptance 13 46% 4 21% 17 36%r
Unity, collaboration and
partnerships 4 14% 8 42% 12 26%L 1- .
Jesus and the Kingdom 8 29% 4 21% 12 26%
Multiracial church is doable 3 11% 2 11% 5 11%
Multiracial leadership 0 0% 1 5% 1 2%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 28 100% 19 100% 47 100%
When leaders were asked, "What are the roles members should play to help
their church?" the dominant idea for the combined church aggregate was "interact with
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the people and congregational activities"�to get involved. The idea had data resuhs at
22 percent for both churches, VCols at 33 percent and VCinti at 10 percent. VCinti's
prominent idea clustered at 33 percent, reflecting the thought that church roles should
"have no participation restrictions�get involve with everything." (see Table 5.16).
Table 5.16 Roles members should play in helping the multiracial church develop
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Roles members should play to
help the multiracial church Total Total Total Total Total Total
Need congregational and personal
interracial interactions 8 33% 2 10% 10 22%
Welcome, love, embrace others 1 4% 6 29% 7 16%
Have no participation restrictions-
get involved in everything 2 8% 7 33% 9 20%
Invite others 3 13% 2 10% 5 11%
Be sensitive 1 4% 1 5% 2 4%
Involve classes 3 13% 1 5% 4 9%
Meaningful interactions 4 17% 1 5% 5 11%
More leadership involvement 2 8% 1 5% 3 7%
Total Frequency Count 24 100% 21 100% 45 100%
The questions regarding interracial evangelism, discipleship, and missions
sought how leaders viewed these church fiinctions in light of the multiracial/multiethnic
aspects ofministry. The dominant idea for interracial and interethnic evangelism was
"leading others to Christ." The agreement level for the churches combined was at 62
percent. VCols and VCint responses were at 67 percent and 58 percent respectively.
One leader shared, "For me, the term 'evangelism' is preaching the gospel with your
words or actions. I think in terms ofmuhiracial, I guess we preach the gospel in
whatever way we can to show someone the love of Jesus" (Leader 130118-001; see
Table 5.17).
Table 5.17 What does interracial/inter-ethnic evangelism mean?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Evangelism means... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Leading others to Christ 16 67% 14 58% 30 62%
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Includes discipleship 3 13% 4 17% 7 15%
Serving others 3 13% 4 17% 7 15%
Rebirth, conversion and
regeneration 1 4% 1 4% 2 4%
Transformation 1 4% 1 4% 2 4%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 24 100% 24 100% 48 100%
For leaders at both churches combined, discipleship was "mentoring and leading
others to Christ." This response occurred at 37 percent. VCols and VCinti had response
levels 44 percent and 3 1 percent respectively. One leader drew upon several derivatives
of disciple to provide their view. The leader stated.
Disciple, disciplined, and being led by Christ and disciple by Christ and by
others who love you and want to point you to Jesus [is discipleship]. Growing in
the knowledge of God and maturity. . .not maturity of God but just growing in
maturity as you grow in the knowledge of God" (Leader 121212-002; see Table
5.18).
The leader's definition of disciple incorporated a dimension ofmaturity.
Table 5.18 What does interracial/inter-ethnic discipleship mean?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Veinti
Discipleship means... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Mentoring and leading others to
Christ 12 44% 10 31% 22 37%
Leaming to follow Christ 8 30% 9 28% 17 29%
Leaming to live a sold out life 2 7% 6 19% 8 14%
Living a transformed life 4 15% 3 9% 7 12%
Spiritual disciplines 0 0% 2 6% 2 3%
Relational hub 1 4% 2 6% 3 5%
Total Frequency Count 27 100% 32 31% 59 100%
The definition of interracial and interethnic missions had the idea of "daily
living in context�near or far." The agreement level was 38 percent for the combined
churches. For the churches separately, VCols and VCinti had a response level at 32
percent and 43 percent respectively. One leader expressed this view well, stating.
Missions means, to me, that everybody matters to God, and irrespective of
which part of the world they are located in, as long as I find myself there.
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they're my target. Those who are closer to me are my target, and those who are
also far [away] are my target. (Leader 13021 1-001); see Table 5.19)
According to the above statement, mission occurs wherever a person may be located.
Table 5.19 What does interracial/inter-ethnic missions mean?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Missions means... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Context of daily living-near or
far 8 32% 10 43% 18 38%
Serving others out of cultural
comfort area 7 28% 4 17% 11 23%
Serving in another nation 4 16% 3 13% 7 15%
Knowing and sharing with others 5 20% 2 9% 7 15%
Indigenous church planting 1 4% I 4% 2 4%
Purposeful objective 0 0% 3 13% 3 6%
Total Frequency Count 25 100% 23 100% 48 100%
The presentation of these findings provides a useful overview of leaders'
thinking concerning their local multiracial/multiethnic church contexts. The cognitive
worldview themes draw upon community life intemal and extemal to the church. These
groupings help to show how leaders view the church's nature (what it is), the benefits
and challenges (rewards/tests) and how attenders can participate by including others in
community life. This information sheds light on how leaders see their ministry, giving
meaning to how they treat and interact with others in the church context.
An overview of this section of the cognitive worldview themes is presented in
Figure 5.2. It reveals the dominant responses to key cognitive questions. The response
levels reflect the average of the combination of both VCols and VCinti data. The
meaning of being a follower of Jesus and interracial/inter-ethnic evangelism had
response levels more than 50 percent.
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Afollowerof Jesus means...Christ is my leader& He , ,_.,�,, ,.,���,,
is my Lord and Savior, I obey Him J^�}1J^^9}!^^L(??^13:??J^^
Faith aid my interactions with others.. see people as
equals
Usefulness of faith aids relationship with ethnic
others
VCols (13%)+VCinti (33%)=avg-21%
VCols (52%)4-VCinti (26%)=avg-42%
The multiracial church is... fully multiracially engaged
ministry
The leader's reward in the multiracial church..
broaden my world thinking, doing and seeing
VCols (21 VCinti (27%)=avg-23%
VCols (45%)+VCinti (39%)==avg^2%
Research Question R.2A
Cognitive Worldview
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The leader's challenge in the VCols (23%)
mutliracial +VCinti
church...misunderstandings. (24%)=avg-24%
Traits church display to
attendees, racially ^Cois (23%)+VCintidiveree leadership (44%)=avg-30%including staff s-^ =
VCols (15%)' jTraits church display to other churches. ..welcome, +vCinti
^hospitality and inclusion (33%)=avg-20' '
I %
/raits church display to the world. ..welcome. .� , ,,.,�,. ���,
/hospitality, inclusion and acceptance VCols (41%)WCinti (21%)=avg-36%
nterracial evangelism is. . .leading others to Christ VCols (67%)+VCinti (58%)=avg-63%
^rracial discipleship is...mentoring and leading , ,..,�,, ..,�,�,,
�^^others to Christ (44%)-fVCinti (31%)=avg-37%
Ipferracial missions is...context of daily living�near , ..,.��,, ��.,
^fg^ VCols (32%)+VCinti (43%)=avg-38%
Worldview Categories
Research Question R.2B Afectlve 1
Responses
"4 Research Question R.2CMora! (Evaluative)[ Responses
Figure 5.2 Overview Cognitive Worldview Responses
R.2B Affective Worldview Results
This section addresses R.2B�the affective worldview assumptions leaders
expressed in the interview. The responses reflect the leaders' emotive ideas about
interracial/interethnic interactions. The first question in the affective worldview
category was, "Who is the Holy Spirit?" Two similar prominent responses was given
for this question. They were the Holy Spirit is "God" and the "presence ofGod." The
total response when combining both churches was "God" at 23 percent and the
presence of God at 24 percent. VCols and VCinti had similar responses for both terms
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at 23 percent and 24 percent. These views are similar and, when combined, total 47
percent. One leader explained this view:
[The] Holy Spirit is the experience ofGod that is present in our midst as we
gather as the Body of Christ. He is the active presence of God among us who
brings conviction of sin, draws people to Jesus, and heals people. All of the
active things that are happening in church life are caused and affected through
the work of the Holy Spirit, so that's kind of how I conceive of it. (Leader
130123-003; see Table 5.20)
The leader considers the Holy Spirit to be a pervasive presence in church ministry.
Table 5.20 From your perspective, who is the Holy Spirit?
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
The Holy Spirit is... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Comforter 4 5% 4 8% 8 6%
Friend 3 3% 2 4% 5 4%
God 20 23% 11 23% 31 23%
Guide 15 17% 3 6% 18 13%
Helper 2 2% 1 2% 3 2%
Other comments 8 9% 5 10% 13 10%
Power of God 9 10% 10 21% 19 14%
Presence of God 21 24% 11 23% 32 24%
Teacher 5 6% 1 2% 6 4%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 87 100% 48 46% 135 100%
When asked about the role the Holy Spirit plays in interracial interactions in
their multiracial church, the dominant response for leaders with both churches
combined was, "The Holy Spirit mediates relationships," at 36 percent. VCols'
response level was at 33 percent while VCinti's response level was 41 percent (see
Table 5.21).
Table 5.21 The role of the Holy Spirit in church interracial interactions.
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
V.53.The role of the Holy Spirit
in interracial interactions Total Total Total Total Total Total
Active aid in ministry 19 28% 8 28% 27 28%
Bridge the gaps in situations 7 10% 2 7% 9 9%
Helps to create and share space 2 3% 0 0% 2 2%
Creates unity 5 7% 1 3% 6 6%
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Helpful illustrations 10 14% 2 7% 12 12%
Helps to be invitational 1 1% 2 7% 3 3%
Makes no difference in interracial
interactions-treat the same 2 3% 2 7% 4 4%
Mediates relationships 23 33% 12 41% 35 36%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 69 100% 29 .100% 98 100%
In order to understand why the role of the Holy Spirit was useful for
interracial/interethnic interactions, the ensuing question was, "Why is the role of the
Holy Spirit important?" For leaders, the dominant reply was that " the Holy Sphit helps
where there are differences" in interracial interactions. The agreement level for this
response was 39 percent when both churches were combined. VCols' response rate was
40 percent, and VCinti's was 36 percent. One leader shared,
I haven't thought about this so much about how the role of the Holy Spirit really
affects relationships, except in specific�ifwe ask that in sort of specific ways
about how the Holy Spirit helps me forgive somebody that's harmed me or hurt
me or something like that, but in terms ofjust how we relate across diverse
lines, I think so in the sense that I do think the Holy Spirit plays a significant
role in how all Christians relate with one another. [In addition], I do think that
there just are more issues and areas ofpotential miscommunication and
potential hurt feelings and differences of opinion across multiracial lines, and
abuses of history and all of that. [Therefore], I think all the more we need the
Holy Spirit to assist one another in being in relationship with each other.
(130123-003; see Table 5.22)
The leader's comment suggest the Holy Spirit role is important in church relationships.
Table 5.22 Why the Holy Spirit's role is important
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
The Holy Spirit role is important
because... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Gives to me to share with others 7 14% 2 6% 9 11%
Helpful illustrations 9 18% 7 21% 16 19%
He is the core and center ofmy life 14 28% 12 36% 26 31%
Need Holy Spirit to aid in
differences 20 40% 12 36% 32 39%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 50 100% 33 100% 83 100%
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Leaders should know what attributes are effective for creating and sustaining
healthy interracial interactions. Such knowledge not only informs leaders ofpersonal
character and development issues but also enables them to affirm these traits in others
for discipleship and leadership development. When asked what traits are healthy for
interracial interactions within the church, the highest combined church response was
"love, humility, embrace, empathy,... fruits of the Holy Spirit." The dominant idea had
a response rate of 41 percent. For VCols and VCinti it was 48 percent and at 22 percent
respectively. VCinti had a different prominent response for this question, which was
"openness to new ways of thinking, seeing, doing, and living" with an agreement level
of 50 percent. VCols and the combination of churches had an agreement level of 27
percent and 33 percent respectively for this perspective. One leader shared this view:
I think we need to be open to differences and empathetic that not everybody is
just like you. ... I just I think of the fruit of the Spirit. . . .To me the fruit of the
Holy Spirit is all of the Holy Spirit, love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
gentleness, faithfiilness, and self-control. I think that those are the qualities that
a believer needs to have to have any relationship and that that's what God's
growing us in all the time. And also to know that we're not perfect, nobody's
perfect. (121212-002)
According to this leader, the traits of the Spirit apply to interracial interactions as well
(see Table 5.23).
Table 5.23 Qualities followers of Jesus should have for healthy interracial interactions
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Qualities followers of Jesus
should have for healthy
interactions Total Total Total Total Total Total
Character traits e.g. love, humility,
empathy, embrace and et al 25 48% 4 22% 29 41%
Friendliness 6 12% 1 6% 7 10%
Intentional about diverse racial
relationships 4 8% 4 22% 8 11%
Openness to new ways of thinking,
seeing, doing and , living 14 27% 9 50% 23 33%
Tolerance 3 6% 0 0% 3 4%
Total Frequency Count 52 100% 18 100% 70 100%
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When the leaders were asked how these traits are useful, the dominant idea
states that it "reflects the God we serve" with a response level of 35 percent for both
churches combined. VCols and VCinti answered with 22 percent and 55 percent
respectively. One leader shared this rationale by saying, "because I think they
demonstrate God's love and care for other people, that he cares about each person"
(Leader 121025-001). VCols had a different dominant viewpoint, stating the traits "help
to keep the relationship at peace." The response level was 28 percent when combining
the churches together. The agreement level for the VCols was 35 percent and for VCinti
14 percent (see Table 5.24).
Table 5.24 Reasons the Holy Spirit traits are useful
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Reason to have these traits for
interracial relationships... Total Total Total Total Total Total
Helps keep the relationship with
peace 16 35% 3 14% 19 28%
Reduce unhealthy assumptions 11 24% 6 27% 17 25%
Reflects the God we serve 10 22% 12 55% 22 32%
Affirm church as a family 2 4% 0 0% 2 3%
Keeps you teachable and leaming 3 7% 1 5% 4 6%
People treated as important 4 9% 0 0% 4 6%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 46 35% 22 100% 68 100%
An overview of the affective worldview themes is presented Figure 5.3. The
meaning of the Holy Spirit as the "presence ofGod and is God" express the dominant
idea for this category ofworldview assumptions. The level of response was 47 percent
when combining the churches. The leaders' affective worldview assumptions within the
multiracial church reveal that all the responses are less than 50 percent for VCols and
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VCinti, and when the results are combined from both churches to determine the
average.
Research Question R.2A
Cognitive Worldview
Responses
Research QuestioiTR!2BAffective 1
Jn^lTi^"h/l?''"*"^''�"^'''* is...prejudice, assumpaons ycois (29o/,)WCinti (32%)=30%
Leader experience racial misunderstanding and conflict... VCols (53%)+VCinti (60%)=57%
Research Question R.2C
Moral (Evaluative)
Responses
iCial conflict racial.., lumping people by VCols( 38%)+VCinti (27%)=33%
How totespSnd to racial misunderstanding and conflict... try
Jo4gHrit out & take proper action VCois (64%)+VCinti (63%)=64%
Figure 5.3 Overview ofAffective Worldview Responses
R.2C Moral (Evaluative) Worldview Results
Moving to the questions that address moral worldview assumptions, leaders
were questioned to determine their views on racial conflict and resolution. These
questions probed for their assumptions about shalom (i.e., peacekeeping) within the
multiracial church. The first question asked, "What is racial conflict or
misunderstanding?" The dominant idea was it is "prejudice, different assumptions, and
stereotypes." Combining both churches yielded a response level at 30 percent. The
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agreement level for VCols was 29 percent, and for VCinti 32 percent. One leader was
able to articulate the struggle leaders had regarding misunderstandings and conflict:
A definition of racial misunderstanding or disagreement can take more than one
form. One can be more innocent and one can be less innocent. The more
innocent form is we have grids through which we see the world that we've
learned within our own cultural and ethnic traditions and we're not even aware
of them. And that's what culture in many regards is, they are the things that we
just assume about the world that we've never stood back and realized were
assumptions. And so we encounter people different from ourselves and our
immediate response for many, or most, people is, "Why are they doing that?"
"WTiy do they do it that way?" And so I think that we are not conscious of our
own grids - we're not conscious of that. So I think part ofwhat it is to open one
another's eyes to these things is to make ourselves aware of the grid that we're
superimposing on the world that we previously had been unaware of. It's like,
"Oh, I was wearing glasses and I didn't realize that." That kind of stuff. I think
the other ones are�I mean some of the more�ifwe are unwilling to have those
grids challenged, then we can become actually in sin for that unwillingness.
It can become something for which we are culpable and responsible. I
think the other thing is that - and when it gets to that point where we are
refusing�I mean, so [many] forms ofbigotry and prejudice and hatred and
racism are clinging to judgments that we attach to our perceptions of difference
that obviously contradict the heart ofGod. And so it can be kind of inadvertent
or culpable. You can be culpably clueless or you can be innocently clueless.
(Leader 121120-001)
This leader's view provided insight into the known and unknown aspects of interracial
interactions, noting that the culpability ofmisunderstanding still lies with the leader
(see Table 5.25).
Table 5.25 Define or describe is interracial/inter-ethnic misunderstanding and conflict
VCoIs VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Define/describe racial
misunderstanding/conflict Total Total Total Total Total Total
Prejudice, different assumptions and
stereotypes 12 29% 7 32% 19 30%
Historic attitudes, beliefs and
understandings about other people 9 22% 5 23% 14 22%
Narrow thinking 7 17% 4 18% 11 17%
Being comfortable around like
minded people 2 5% 1 5% 3 5%
Expression of human brokenness 0 0% 2 9% 2 3%
Not having the same meaning to the 2 5% 0 0% 2 3%
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same words
Not looking for affirmation from
others 0 0% 1 5% 1 2%
Not seeing the big picture of cultural
diversity 4 10% 1 5% 5 8%
See more difference than similarities 5 12% 1 5% 6 10%
Total Frequency Count of Responses
for the Question 41 100% 22 100% 63 100%
A majority of the leaders also shared they had personally experienced racial
conflict or misunderstandings. The agreement level was 57 percent when combining
both churches' responses. VCols and VCinti response was 53 percent, and VCinti's was
60 percent.
Probing more deeply to understand how conflict and misunderstanding was
defined, some of the leaders shared that "lumping by race and making broad group
statements" was the most prominent. The response level was 33 percent when the
results for both churches were combined. VCols had two equal responses. In addition to
"lumping by race and making broad statements," it also answered with the idea of "not
knowing the other person's world." The agreement level was 38 percent at VCols for
both of these ideas. VCinti had 27 percent for "lumping" and 18 percent for "not
knowing the other's world." One leader shared the influence of both upbringing and the
media in shaping how people can "lump and make broad statements." The leader stated.
Because people are drawing their beliefs and decisions based on their
stereotypical ways and what they heard or learned from their parents or TV, or
whatever, and not really get to have an understanding. [Misunderstanding will
occur] if you don't understand, if you do not go ask, leam it, research it. Ask
what would Jesus do? What does the Bible say about it? (Leaderl212 12-001)
This leader links seeking understanding, including searching the Bible with how Jesus
would address the issue (see Table 5.26).
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Table 5.26 Factors that make racial conflict racial
VCols VCoIs VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Factors that made racial conflict
racial versus something else Total Total Total Total Total Total
Lumping people bv race and
making broad statements 9 38% 6 27% 15 33%
Not knowing the other persons
world 9 38% 4 18% 13 28%
Assumptions about ministry role 3 13% 5 23% 8 17%
When one race not seen as equal 2 8% 4 18% 6 13%
different races involves make it
racial 1 4% 2 9% 3 7%
Opposite ofwhat God wants 0 0% 1 5% 1 2%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 24 100% 22 100% 46 100%
Given the nature of the church's value to reconcile differences, the question on
how to respond to conflict and misunderstanding was presented. The two highest
responses were related ideas: "try to talk it out" and "take proper action." The total
agreement level for these two related responses was 39 percent and 25 percent
respectively when the responses from both churches were combined. Adding these two
ideas brings the aggregate response to 64 percent. Adding the response levels of each of
the statements from VCols and VCinti separately yields total of 64 percent and 63
percent respectively. These two ideas were viewed to be two aspects of the same
process, meaning that to "try to talk it out" involved taking "proper action by getting
with the person in conflict" and "taking proper action" entailed a conversation to
reconcile differences. The following is a quote from a leader who offered an example of
"talk it out and take proper action" leading to reconciliation:
Yeah, I would say like if it were somebody bringing the person who is offended,
like talking to them whether it was me who offended them, I would want to talk
to them about it. But also, if I leam that someone was offended, talking to him
or her is to make steps towards reconciliation. We just have to be intentional
about reconciling when dissonance is present on the individual level.
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[Relational] dissonance occurs.. . . Reconciliation is not just like no longer being
upset or offended. It's like steps past that to where you can now come to my
home and have dinner with me or if you are within the church setting, you can
have dinner.. . . It's not like we're not going to avoid each other or we're not
going to not retum to the church because of something happening. We are
family again and we love each other like family again. (Leader 12121-003)
This leader reveals that taking proper action includes movement towards reconciliation.
It involves restoration back into what the leader considers family (see Table 5.27).
Table 5.27 How to respond to racial misunderstanding and conflicts
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
How to respond to racial
misunderstanding/conflict Total Total Total Total Total Total
Try to talk it out 17 40% 8 36% 25 39%
Take the proper action 10 24% 6 27% 16 25%
Church come together 1 2% 2 9% 3 5%
Empower people 0 0% 4 18% 4 6%
Express empathy 2 5% 1 5% 3 5%
Have an open attitude give benefit of
the doubt 3 7% 0 0% 3 5%
Leam to live together 2 5% 1 5% 3 5%
Look for a common bridge 4 10% 0 0% 4 6%
Pray about it 3 7% 0 0% 3 5%
Total Frequency Count of Responses
for the Question 42 100% 22 100% 64 100%
A summary of the moral worldview assumptions is presented in Figure 5.4.
The most pronounced idea shared in this category answered the question, "Have you
experienced racial misunderstandings or conflict?" The answer was "yes" at a VCols
(53 percent ), VCinti (60%) and 57 percent for combined church response level. Other
responses had less than 40 percent agreement.
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Research Question R.2A
Cognitive Worldview
Responses
Research Question R.2B Affective
Responses
Racial misunderstandingfconflict is...prejudice, assumptions ,
and stereotypes VCols-t-VCinti-30%
Leader experience racial misunderstanding and conflict... , ,,�. ,
Yes VCols+VCinti-57%
Research Question R.2C
Moral (Evaluative)
Responses
racial conflict raciahTJumpIng people by VCols+VCinti-33%
Howte-fespond to racial misunderstanding and conflict... try , i^qo/
'"^ it out & take proper action VCols+VOint-J9/o
Figure 5.4. Overview ofMoral (Evaluative) Worldview Responses
Additional Worldview Questions and Responses
The end of the interview allowed the opportunity to directly capture the leader's
worldview vision of their church. Two additional questions required an articulation of
the leaders' ideal and current worldview of race and ethnicity with the leaders'
multiracial church. I asked these questions last after providing a simple definition of
worldview of race. The additional questions were asked to better understand how the
leaders were seeing and giving meaning to the multiracial church as a whole and the
vision they had for it in the future. They were also asked to offer their understanding of
the current reality within their own churches. I was seeking to listen to the leaders'
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view ofwhat they thought the current worldview of their multiracial church consisted
as they functioned as leaders within their ministry.
The ideal worldview question had the highest aggregate response describing it
as "the kingdom ofGod." The agreement level was 41 percent when both churches
were combined. VCols' response level was 49 percent, and VCinti's was 26 percent.
VCinti had a different dominant response where the answer was, "Racial diversity is a
good thing," with a 30 percent level. The remaining themes tapered off after these two
responses. One leader described their kingdom worldview theme as the following:
Well, I think some of it is the Scriptural background and again that part is for
me kingdom theology. This isn't you know it isn't a Tower of Babel like we're
sent out in our separate languages. It it's a coming together and I think that the
way that that is done is in how people of different backgrounds within a
commonality of theology and submission to whatever it is that we're all being
asked to submit to at whatever level that there's opportunity for different
expressions and different kinds ofpeople to lead here.. . . So the lenses is the
Scriptural theology of the kingdom ofGod and the core essence of that is we
have diversity coming together united in unity or submitting to these ideas and
then because of that, we are going to have this vision of race.. . . We're
celebrating that we all believe that we're created in the image ofGod and we
honor each other. (121205-002)
The leader articulated within the framework of the kingdom of God theology a vision to
see diversity and unity coming together through mutual submission. According to the
leader, this diversity and unity coming together enables a person to see the ideal biblical
worldview of race in the church (see Table 5.28).
Table 5.28 The ideal worldview of race your church
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Ideal worldview of race for this
multiracial church Total Total Total Total Total Total
Kingdom theologv and worldview
of race 22 49% 6 26% 28 41%
Racial diversity is a good thing 4 9% 7 30% 11 16%
See Jesus first and race second 4 9% 2 9% 6 9%
Openness 5 11% 2 9% 7 10%
A worldview that notes a 1 2% 2 9% 3 4%
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worldview exists
Celebrate the racial differences 4 9% 0 0% 4 6%
Church model larger society 0 0% 1 4% 1 1%
Emphasize the immigrant 3 7% 0 0% 3 4%
Many races participate in
leadership 1 2% 1 4% 2 3%
Serving and being served 0 0% 1 4% 1 1%
Transform those racial things that
need healing. 1 2% 1 4% 2 3%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 45 100% 23 100% 68 100%
The highest combined response to the question, "What is the current worldview
of race in the church?" was, "It is a continuous work." The agreement level was 40
percent when the churches' responses were combined. The response for VCols was 62
percent, and VCinti's response level was nil. The VCinti leaders had a different
dominant meaning for the current worldview. Their response was a "right vision but a
struggle with execution" at 50 percent (see Table 5.29).
Table 5.29 Current Worldview Vision of the Multiracial/Multiethnic Church
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti VCols+VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Vcinti
Current Worldview of this church Total Total Total Total Total Total
Continuous work 18 62% 0 0% 18 40%
There is mixture 8 28% 4 25% 12 27%
Right vision struggle with
execution 2 7% 8 50% 10 22%
Apathetic 0 0% 1 6% 1 2%
Not talked about a lot 0 0% 1 6% 1 2%
Openness 1 3% 0 0% 1 2%
Similar to surrounding culture 0 0% 2 13% 2 4%
Total Frequency Count of
Responses for the Question 29 100% 16 100% 45 100%
The presentation of these findings for the research questions R.2A-2C provides
a useful overview of how leaders are thinking, feeling, and moralizing about key
multiracial/multiethnic worldview themes. These groupings helped to see how leaders
see themselves as followers of Jesus and the church (cognitive themes), the place for
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the Holy Spirit in interracial/interethnic interactions (affective themes), and
peacekeeping when conflict and misunderstanding occurs (moral themes).
Worldview Results Comparison with Hiebert Themes
Hiebert's worldview theory includes helpful themes about the theology of the
kingdom ofGod, the fruit of the Holy Spirit and shalom for worldview assessment.
These themes were used as a guide to construct the interview questions. This approach
was taken to compare Hiebert's suggested worldview assumptions against the actual
viewpoints held by the leaders within their church contexts. This step was employed to
facilitate data finding analysis, undertaken in chapter six. This section presents a
discussion on the comparison between the research project key worldview responses
and Hiebert's suggested worldview themes that defined the worldview interview
questions.
Results classified by cognitive, affective, and evaluative/moral themes were
presented with their respective Hiebert theory foundations. Figure 5.5 depict the
process used to compare research findings' worldview themes with Hiebert's themes.
The process entails pulling out the key prominent responses discussed in the previous
and comparing the text content against Hiebert's text, used to craft the cognitive
worldview questions. Each core quesfion and response per category is set alongside
Hiebert's theme and the content is evaluated to determine how much ofHiebert idea is
represented. This to discem how the prominent leader response content relates to
Hiebert's suggested themes. The underlying theology ofHiebert's themes is based on
the kingdom ofGod, which is the theology that is core to the ministry of the Vineyard
churches.
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Kingdom nffinrf
Ideas on cognitive
worldview
questions
HolvSnirit Fniits
Ideas on affective
worldview
questions
Shalom
Ideas on
evaluative
worldview
questions
Cognitive,
Affective
Evaluative
Ideas
Categorized
into Hiebert's
Schema
Figure 5.5. The Construction of the Leader's Worldview Profile
The cognitive worldview assumption findings from the research had some
semblance to the cognitive kingdom of God worldview assumptions used to shape the
questions. These assumptions dealt with the meaning of following Jesus, the definition
of the church in terms ofmultiracial aspects, and the attributes that should be seen by
those in the community (attenders), other churches (fostering Christian unity and
inclusion), and the world. Definitions of evangelism, discipleship, and missions
addressed ideas that relate to the church's nature and function.
It is helpful to consider two areas when comparing Hiebert's kingdom ofGod
worldview biblical assumptions with the research data. One was the assumption
statement made by leaders that reflected Hiebert's assumptions (content issue), and the
second was the level of agreement within both churches (consensus issue). The findings
are listed in Table 5.30. They reveal that each of the research worldview assumption
statements contained some portion ofHiebert's biblical worldview statements.
However, all of them did not fully represent Hiebert's ideas.
One of the more closely aligned worldview assumptions related to interethnic
evangelism. This response paralleled Hiebert's themes, capturing the idea of the need
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for leading others to Christ (VCols percent and VCinti 58 percent) This idea was
similar to Hiebert's expression non-believers and believers being totally committed to
follow Christ. The total response of these ideas given by leaders from both churches
combined is 62 percent. Other comparisons of the leaders' prominent responses
compared to Hiebert is shared in Table 5.30
Table 5.30 Cognitive worldview results compared to Hiebert's kingdom ofGod themes
Cognitive Theme Research
Results: They Focus on the
Multiracial Church
Community aspects of the
research e.g. what are the
church and its fiinctions
regarding multiracial
ministry.
VCinti+
VCols
Component that Aligns
with Hiebert's
Description
Remaining Hiebert Kingdom of God
Themes not Stated in Leader's
Worldview Response
A follower of Jesus
means... "[Jesus] is Lord &
Savior and to obey Him
(46%) and "Christ is my
leader" (46%). These two
have equal research results
and meaning.
VCols
(91%)
VCinti
(96%)
Combined
(92%)
"The central message of the
gospel is the coming of
Jesus Christ is King and
Lord over all creation"
When we preach Christ as Savior and
Lord, we speak of His rule in the lives
of His people. . .To follow Christ means
to relate to one another with the mind of
Christ. . .to relate to one another as
Christ did us in servanthood and
humility" (Hiebert, 277, 281).
The multiracial church
is... "fully engaged
muhiracial ministry"
VCols
(21%)
VCinti
(27%)
Combined
(23%)
"It is He whom makes them
one body, drawn from every
tribe, tongue and nation. . .
This love transcends all
social, economic, sexual and
racial distinctions that
divide human societies"
(Gal 3:26-28, Col 3:10-11).
(Hiebert, 280-281).
Churches are made up of people who
follow Jesus as Lord and Savior. . .It is a
sign of the kingdom...Membership is
based. . . on their relationship to the
same Lord. . .It is Him whom they
gather to worship. Because they follow
the same Lord, members are committed
to one another. The inner bond and
essence of life that hold him or her
together is love�the commitment of
each member to "be there for" the other
in self-giving service.
Multiracial church show to
attenders. . ."racially diverse
leadership"
VCols
(23%)
VCinti
(44%)
Combined
(34%)
[Attenders are to seel "this
love transcends all social,
economic, sexual and racial
distinctions that divide
human societies" (Gal 3:26-
28. Col 3:10-11). In such a
communitv, members must
leam to live in harmony�
when necessary sacrifice
their personal interests for
the sake of the unity of the
body and it's good. They
are not free to reiect one
another" (Hiebert, 280-281).
The result is a new family, a new race, a
gathering of those who share the same
Lord and Spirit, and who devote
themselves to one another's well being
(Acts 2:42).
Traits show to other
churches . . . "welcome,
hospitality and inclusion"
VCols
(15%)
VCinti
(33%)
The same Spirit that makes
us one body sends us out to
be ministers of
reconciliation, beseeching
Unity of the church is its essence, not a
goal to be sought. There is but one Lord
Jesus Christ so there can be only one
church. Christ is not divided. There is
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Combined
(20%)
people to be reconciled to
God.
one Spirit and so there is one Body.
(Hiebert 281, 282).
Traits to show the
world. . ."welcome,
hospitality, inclusion and
acceptance"
VCols Participates in the Spirit's The church is the beachhead of God's
kingdom on earth. By bemg something
the world is not and can never be, it is a
sign to the world of God's presence and
rule on earth. (Hiebert, 284).
(46%)
VCinti
(21%)
Combined
(36%)
ministrv ofwitaessing to the
Lordship of Christ to the
world and of inviting people
to follow Him and join His
body
Evangelism means "leading
others to Christ."
VCols
(67%)
VCinti
(58%)
Combined
(62%)
Encourage everyone,
nonbeliever and believer
alike, to become a totally
committed follower of
Christ
"Our task in evangelism, then is not to
determine who is in and who is out, but
to encourage everyone, to grow in
relationship with Him" (Hiebert, 282).
Discipleship means
"mentoring and leading
others to Christ."
VCols
(44%)
VCinti
(31%)
Combined
(37%)
Discipleship is walking
together on the same path.
While still subject to the
power of the world and
deeply involved in human
struggle, we have become a
new people with a new
mind, a new way of seeing
and hearing, a new hope
because of our common
relationship. With Christ
While still living wholly in this world,
we have discovered each other as
companions on the same path and have
formed new community. (Hiebert 281).
Missions is done
interracially in the "context
ofministry in daily living-
near or far"
VCols
(32%)
VCinti
(43%)
Combined
(38%)
It is the body, his family,
and his colony. Its mission
At the heart of the kingdom is
missions... The church is the
community called by God to invite
people to enter the kingdom of
God.. .The church exist because of and
for Jesus Christ. (Hiebert, 283).
is to announce the coming
of the kingdom to all
peoples on earth.
Source: Reformatted Data (Hiebert, 277-284)
The affective worldview responses more fUlly reflected Hiebert's themes,
revealing, no content gaps. Fruit of the Holy Spirit responses occurred at VCols (48
percent), VCinti (22%) and 41 percent for the combined church results (see Table
5.31).
Table 5.31Affective Worldview Assumptions Results Compared to Hiebert's Themes
Affective Theme Research Results:
These themes on the Holy Spirit's
fi^it and traits persons are to have in
interracial interactions.
VCinti+
VCols
Component that Aligns with
Hiebert's
Description
Remaining Hiebert
Holy Spirit Fruit Ideas
not Stated in Leader's
Worldview Response
Qualities one should have for healthy
interracial relations in the
church. . .character traits of love,
humility, and patience; fruits of the
Spirit.
VCols
(48%)
VCinti
(22%)
Combined
(41%)
The fruits of the Spirit are
affective signs of
Christlikeness�love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, and gentleness
(Gal 5:22).
Leader's statement
contains all of
Hiebert's ideas.
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Moral judgment assumptions regarding conflict resolution with interracial
interactions in the church address the issue ofpeacekeeping (i.e., shalom). The leaders'
response rate at VCols (64 percent), VCinti (63 percent) and 62 percent for both
churches combined, is aligned with Hiebert's biblical worldview assumptions (see
Table 5.32).
Table 5.32. Evaluative Worldview Assumptions Results Compared to Hiebert's Themes
Evaluative/Moral Theme
Research Results: These
themes Shalom and
peacekeeping of church
members
VCinti+
VCols
Component that Aligns with Hiebert's
Description
Remaining
Hiebert Shalom
Ideas and
Leader's
Worldview
Response
How to address
conflict... "try to talk it
out" (39%) and "take
proper action" (23%) that
leads to reconciliation.
VCols
(64%)
VCinti
(63%)
Combined
(63%)
At the heart of the gospel is shalom. Shalom begins
with a right relationship with God. . . It also involves
right relationship with humans. Hierarchy and
exploitation in which the strong lord it over the weak
do not characterize right relationships. Right
relationships are expressed in loving and caring for
one another as people created in the image ofGod,
however broken or flawed we are. It means to be
conditionally for the other, rather than oneself and
commit oneself to the other. . .God's goal is to win the
enemy [us] over and bring peace, reconciliation and
shalom.
Leader's
statement
contains all of
Hiebert's ideas
Source: Transforming Worldviews (Hiebert 2009, 303-304).
Reviewing the Hierarchy ofWorldview Results
In order to understand the prominent assumptions across all worldview
categories, the findings were grouped and sorted together. Key cognitive, affective, and
moral worldview ideas were sorted by the highest response rates. The four highest
levels of agreement occurred within the cognitive and moral themes. The first was a
response to the question defining the meaning ofbeing a follower of Jesus: "Christ is
my leader and Christ is my Lord & Savior, I obey Him" occurred 92 percent of the time
for the combined churches. The second highest response related to how to address
interracial/interethnic conflict. The idea was to "try to talk it out" and "take the proper
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action" witli a response rate of 64 percent for tlie combined church total. The third
highest answer related to the definition of interracial/interethnic evangelism. The idea
was that it means "leading others to Christ" with a 63 percent level for a combined
church total. The fourth highest response related to the leader having racial
misunderstanding and conflict experience. The yes response occurred at 57 percent for
both churches combined. The highest responses had strong agreement levels above 50
percent from both churches. Table 5.33 provides a complete listing of key worldview
themes sorted by their level of combined response from both churches.
Table 5.33 Summary of core research findings by worldview themes
Worldview
Category
Key Worldview Summary VCols VCinti From Both
VCols and
VCinti
Cognitive A follower of Jesus is... Christ is my leader & Christ is my
Lord& Savior, I obey Him
91% 96% 92%
Moral How to respond to racial misunderstandings and conflict
. . .try to talk it out and take the proper action
64% 65% 64%
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic evangelism is ...leading others to
Christ
67% 58% 62%
Moral Leader experience
Racial misunderstanding. . .Yes
53% 60% 57%
Affective The Holy Spirit is. ..presence of God & God 47% 46% 47%
Cognitive Usefulness of faith with ethnic others. ..aids relationship
with ethnic others
52% 26% 42%
Cognitive The leader's reward in multiracial church is...broaden my
world thinking, doing and seeing
45% 39% 42%
Affective Traits to have for healthy interracial/inter-etbnic
relationships ...
love, humility and fruits of the Spirit
48% 22% 41%
Ideal The ideal worldview of race for your church. . .the Kingdom
ofGod theology and race
49% 26% 41%
Current
Reality
The ideal worldview of race for your church... is a
continuous work
62% 0% 40%
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is important due to. . . need Him in
helping with differences
40% 36% 39%
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic missions is. ..context of daily living-
near or far
32% 43% 38%
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic discipleship is...mentoring leading
others to Christ
44% 31% 37%
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is.. .an active aid in ministry 33% 41% 36%
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Moral Factors that made the issue racial. . .lumping people together
by race
38% 37% 33%
Affective Reason why traits are important... keep peace in the
relationship
22% 55% 32%
Affective Racial misunderstanding or conflict is...prejudice
assumptions and stereotypes
29% 32% 30%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to attendees. ..racially
diverse leadership including staff
23% 44% 30%
Cognitive The leader's challenge in multiracial church
is . . .misunderstandings
23% 24% 24%
Cognitive The multiracial church is... fully multiracially engaged 21% 27% 23%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to the world...welcome,
hospitality, inclusion and acceptance
46% 21% 22%
Cognitive How faith aids interactions with others. ..see people as
equals
13% 33% 21%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church should display to other
churches. ..welcome, hospitality and inclusion
15% 33% 20%
Probing More Deeply into Cognitive Worldview Results
A review of the hierarchy ofworldview findings in Table 5.33 reveals that the
response level of the cognitive worldview assumptions was widely dispersed from 20-
92 percent for the combined church total. Reviewing the type of questions asked in this
category revealed that most questions related to the ministry activity of the multiracial
church. Further cognitive data review brought the understanding that the leaders' views
of race and ethnicity can shape their views of the muhiracial/multiethnic church, for the
church is the gathering ofmultiracial/multiethnic people. Therefore, a presentation on
the detailed data of how leaders view race and ethnicity, concepts that shape their view
of the multiracial/muhiethnic church, is discussed. The church leaders defined race as
"skin color," "similar to ethnicity," and "physical features such as skin color." Leaders
reported that race is a "negative word due to racism," and "it is socially constructed."
Categories ofmeaning for ethnicity included a "person's cultural background," such as
language, dress, and ancestry, "geographic location," and a term that "is similar to
race." Probing further, when leaders were asked what resources they used to shape their
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view of tiiese terms, tlie Bible was cited the least. Fewer than 10 percent of the leaders
reported that the Bible shaped their views of race and ethnicity; it was the second-to-
last resource mentioned for shaping their views of these terms. Rather, the leaders
mentioned college education and experience, life experience, and formal forms such as
census applications as the top three shapers of their views of race. Ethnicity, life
experience, and books and media were the top resources used to shape their views.
Table 5.34 details the leaders' resources used to give them understanding of race and
ethnicity terms.
Table 5.34 VCols+VCinti terms and resources used to define race and ethnicity
Race Categories Ethnicity Categories
Race is... Freq Total Ethnicity is... Freq Total
Skin color 23 34% Cultural dimensions 34 60%
Similar to ethnicity 21 31% Geographic location 12 21%
Physical features-biological 13 19% Similar to race 11 19%
Race is a negative word due to racism 6 9%
Socially constructed 4 6%
Resources Used to Shape the
meaning of Race
Total Resources Used to Shape the
meaning ofEthnicity
Total
College Education /Experience 9 19% College Education /Experience 5 10%
Life Experience 9 19% Life Experience 20 40%
Formal Forms (Apps/Census) 8 17% Formal Forms (Apps/Census) 1 2%
Books/Media 6 13% Books/Media 8 16%
Christian Experience/Books 5 11% Christian Experience/Books 5 10%
Bible 4 9% Bible 4 8%
Not Sure 4 9% Not Sure 6 12%
Opinion 2 4% Opinion 1 2%
Total 47 100% 50 100%
The survey conducted at VCinti and VCols aids in understanding how leaders
and the congregations rated their CQ. Brief demographic data is offered to provide
context. Key summaries of interracial social network, interracial ministry assessment.
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and other survey resuhs with general CQ findings are presented in Appendix R. The
following section focuses specifically on survey demographics, race and ethnicity
terms, interracial/interethnic leadership questions, key research-related CQ findings,
and Hofstede's reference on national traits.
R.3�Cultural Intelligence and Church Survey Results
Background
As shared in the introduction to this chapter, the mass survey was conducted to
obtain a sample description of interracial dynamics within each Vineyard congregation.
Leaders such as pastors, nonpastoral staff, key lay leaders, and regular attenders were
asked to participate. Both surveys were launched in July 2013 and terminated by late
August 2013. The surveys were managed by Survey Monkey, an online survey service.
Each church provided access to their membership e-mail database. Approximately
3,177 addresses from VCols were merged into a survey invitation. The e-mail address
list totalled 3,177. The returned responses yielded 749 participants, which is a 24
percent retum rate. VCinti list consisted of 1,044 e-mail addresses. .They were merged
into a similar survey invitation that yielded 249 completed survey responses, also
yielding a 24 percent retum rate.
Participant Background
The following sections discuss basic demographic information. Demographic
information from the VCols and VCinti reveal that a majority of the respondents were
female (62 percent at VCols; 67 percent at VCinti), married (74 percent at VCols; 67
percent at VCinti), and native-bom Caucasian (87 percent at VCols; 75 percent at
VCols) respectively. Table 5.35 details the demographic information.
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Table 5.35 Survey demographic results
Survey Demographic Information per Church Location: VCols VCinti
Size (748) Size (249)
Abridged Survey
Question:
Highest Response: % Of Total
Response
% Of Total
Response
Q.2. 1 regularly attend Sunday 9&10:30 am (combined
response)
55% 51%
Q.3. Main church
involvement
Stakeholder/member 62% 56%
Q.4. 1 am.... Female 67% 62%
Q.5. lam.... 46-65 years old (combined response) 40% 65%
Q.6. Ihave... Graduated from college 38% 36%
Q.7. Religious
background is...
Protestant 72% 66%
Q.8. Relationship status
is...
Married 67% 74%
Q.9. lam.... Caucasian 75% 87%
Q.IO. I was bom in... U.S. (Caucasian only) 73% 86%
Q.ll. My income is... $50,000-74,999 22% 21%
Q.12. 1 attend Vineyard More than 10 years 24% 50%
Race, Ethnicity, and Leadership Findings
Data results were grouped by the level of involvement in the church. This
approach was taken to detect a spectrum of attitudes, behaviors, and practices from the
pastoral level to the membership level within the congregation. Thus, each church had a
group of data for pastoral staff, non-pastoral staff, small group leaders, and volunteer
and member categories. Participants answered questions recording their level of
agreement, from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The data results presented reflect
the percentage of agree/strongly agree results that occurred.
VCols and VCinti's survey participants were asked to answer questions related
to race and ethnicity. The data grouped by church involvement provided a range of
answers for both VCols and VCinti. For the definition that "race is about physical
traits," at VCols, 65-85 percent agreed/strongly agreed to this statement. Answers for
the same question ranged between 53-80 percent at VCinti. The definition of ethnicity
is "a person's culture or heritage such as language, food and dress" with VCols
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responding at a rate of 81-85 percent agreed/strongly agreed to the statement. This
same question had an agreement response range of 87-93 percent for VCinti (see Table
5.35).
Table 5.35 Key Ministry Questions for VCols and VCinti
Total who
answered these
VCols (Total =713) VCinti (Total=242)
questions=955
(5,6,7 =Agree and Non- Small Non- Small
strongly Agree Pastoral Pastoral Group Volunt Memb Pastoral Pastoral Group Volunt Memb
Responses) Staff Staff Leader eer er Staff Staff Leader eer er
(22) (75) (83) (93) (440) (15) (16) (25) (49) (137)
Race is about
physical traits 82% 71% 79% 71% 69% 53% 69% 71% 80% 73%
Ethnicity is term
talk about heritage 82% 81% 86% 84% 85% 93% 88% 88% 92% 87%
The findings related to the category of questions regarding openness to
interracial/interethnic leadership provided a range of agree/strongly agree results across
all church involvement groups. The question, "If language is not an issue, I feel
comfortable following a leader from a different race/ethnicity within this church," had a
range of agree/strongly agree answers. For VCols, the range of response was 87-96
percent, and for VCinti 87-100 percent. The question, "If language was not a factor, I feel
comfortable leading others from a different race," had agree/strongly responses at VCols
of 81-100 percent, and at VCinti 82-100 percent. The question, "If language is not a
factor, I feel comfortable co-leading with someone from a different race," had a response
rate at VCols between 88-100 percent, while VCinti responses ranged from 80-100
percent. Survey participants were also asked about the reliance on the Holy Spirit for
interracial/interethnic interactions. VCols had agreed/strongly agreed answers between
77-86 percent. VCinti had responses in the 67-90 percent range. Survey participants were
also asked if they had the skills to resolve interracial/interethnic misunderstandings and
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conflicts. For VCols participants, 66-85 percent agreed/strongly agreed that they had the
skills, while 73-87 percent at VCinti stated they had the skills. The last question in this
section asked about interest in improving skills to build interracial/interethnic
relationships in the church. VCols had 73-90 percent who agreed/strongly agreed to the
statement, with a similar response of 73-80 percent from VCinti (see Table 5.36).
Table 5.36 Interracial/Inter-ethnic Leadership and Interactions
VCols (Total =713) VCinti (Total=242)
Multiracial
Leadership and
Interactions
(strongly
agree+agree only)
Pastoral
Staff
(22)
Non-
Pastoral
Staff
(75)
Small
Group
Leader
(83)
Volun
teer
(93)
Mem
ber
(440)
Pastora
1 Staff
(15)
Non-
Pastora
1 Staff
(16)
Small
Group
Leader
(25)
Volun
teer
(49)
Mem
ber
(137)
I feel comfortable
following a leader
from different
race 95% 96% 92% 88% 90% 87% 100% 77% 93% 95%
I feel comfortable
leading other
racial people. 100% 94% 84% 83% 81% 80% 100% 82% 93% 89%
I feel comfortable
co-leading with
someone of
different race 100% 90% 90% 88% 88% 80% 100% 86% 98% 92%
I rely on the Holy
Spirit for church
interracial
interactions 86% 86% 81% 77% 84% 67% 80% 68% 67% 76%
I have the skills to
resolve interracial
misunderstanding
and conflicts 85% 69% 76% 66% 66% 80% 87% 73% 63% 74%
I have an interest
in getting training
in building my
interethnic
relations skills 90% 83% 71% 73% 77% 73% 80% 73% 78% 74%
Cultural Intelligence Findings
The major focus of the survey was Cultural Intelligence. The questions related
to this aspect of the survey were presented last. As was shared earlier in the literature
review, CQ is the ability to naturally engage in a different culture. The ability is defined
by a set of behaviors that use skills, language and interpersonal qualities, showing
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flexibility and tolerance for ambiguity, and for tuning into the correct culture-based
values and attitudes ofpeople who are different. These skills are taught in the
marketplace to enable members to do well with interracial/interethnic interactions so
that they might function more effectively in the global market.
Skills and behavioral practice are important dimensions of this concept in the context
of the Christian community. Intercultural adaptive skills can empower leaders to be
more authentic in their interracial relationships. The CQ survey used a seven-point
scale with l=strongly disagree, 2 and 3=disagree, 4=neither agree nor disagree, 5 and
6=agree, and 7=strongly agree. The scale offers options of agreement level to specific
cross-cultural questions for each category: strategy, knowledge, motivation, and
behavior. Under the leadership of Linn Van Dyne, researcher and codirector of the CQ
center, the questions were modified to reflect interracial context within the church. A
clause was placed at the begirming of the CQ section to guide the participants on how
to respond to the questions.
The CQ responses were analyzed within each church setting. Data was grouped
by levels of leadership involvement (pastoral staff, non-pastoral staff, small group
leaders, volunteers, and members) and by race/ethnicity. Due to the project focus on
skill sets, only high-end responses that ranged from 5-7 (moderate to high agreement)
are discussed. Therefore, the data presented consists of the combined totals of 5, 6, and
7 agreement levels, where 7 has a strongly agree value. Clustering these three,
agreement responses simplify tracking and analyzing the data. This approach enables a
focus on strong CQ ratings results for leaders and others within the congregation.
Therefore, the 5, 6, and 7 values reported represent the percentage of people having the
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upper-end strong skill set. For example, a CQ strategy score from the pastoral staff at
VCols, for the question, "I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact," is 94 percent.
This resuh means that 94 percent out of 100 percent of pastors at VCols had a response
score in the 5-7 range, which translates into saying 94 percent of the pastors agree and
strongly agree that they "adjust their cultural knowledge" when they interact with
someone of a different race/ethnicity within their own multiracial church.
The first cultural intelligence category of questions involves the CQ strategy.
This category relates to the processes used by a person to gain and understand cultural
knowledge. It makes sense of intercultural experiences and includes thinking ofways to
effectively interact with someone in a cross-cultural situation, checking assumptions
while encountering the person and making adjustments from what was expected to the
actual experience. The pastoral level responses had the strongest ratings for all four CQ
categories. The pastoral level response for the CQ strategy at VCols was 76-94 percent
for all four statements, with the highest at 94 percent for the question,
" I am
consciously aware of cultural knowledge and information." VCinti's range of ratings
was lower at 66-73 percent. The highest VCinti agreement measured for the statements,
"I am consciously aware of cultural knowledge and information." And, "I adjust my
cultural knowledge to interact," both at 73 percent. CQ knowledge relates to a person
having general knowledge and understanding of cultural similarities and differences,
including the need to know core structural ideas about a different culture. Core
structural ideas include knowledge about economic and legal systems, interactive social
norms, religious beliefs, sense of beauty, and language in different cultures. This
category had five statements and the lowest range of scores for all four CQ categories.
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VCols' ranges of scores were 14-38 percent with the pastoral staff The highest
agreement score occurred with the statement, in the muhiracial/multiethnic church, "I
know the cultural values and religious beliefs" with 38 percent from pastoral staff.
VCinti had a similar low range of agreement scores from 20-40 percent, with its highest
occurring for the statement, "I know the cultural values and religious beliefs,"
occurring at 40 percent with the pastoral staff. CQ motivation relates to a person's
interest in experiencing other cultures and interacting with people from different
cultures. It includes the amount of energy and direction a person employs towards
leaming about and functioning in cross-cultural situations. It also represents the
intrinsic value placed on intercultural interactions. This category had five statements.
VCols' range of answers were 57-95 percent, with its highest response occurring with
the statements, "I enjoy interacting with people from another culture," and, "I am
confident I can socialize with the locals," responses supplied by the pastoral staff. Both
of these statements had a score of 95 percent. VCinti had a range of responses from 40-
100 percent within this same CQ category, with 100 percent occurring for the
statement, "I enjoy interacting with people from another culture." The last category, CQ
behavior has five statements and relates to a person's appropriate verbal and nonverbal
adaptive capabilities in a different cultural setting. CQ behavior involves an array of
skills to properly respond to a person in a different cultural setting with the ability to
modify behavior in context if necessary. For this category, VCols' range of scores was
71-91 percent, with its highest rating for the statement; "I pause and use silence
differently in different situations." This score was 91 percent generated by the pastoral
staff responses. VCinti's range of scores for the five statements was 40-73 percent, with
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its liigliest agreement rating for tiie statement, "I vary my rate of speaking in cross-
cultural situations." It had a score at 73 percent generated from the pastoral staff All of
these ratings describe the response of the pastors for both churches. Their responses
were greater than all the other non-pastoral staff, small group leaders, volunteers, and
church members (see Table 5.37).
Table 5.37 CQ Scores and Church Involvement Levels (Pastor to Member Levels)
I am a
pastoral staff
person
I am a non-
pastor staff
person
I am a small
group leader
I am a
volunteer
I am a
member
Sample Size (16) (25) (49) (137)
CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE
(5,6, 7 strongly
agree) VCols VCinti VCols VCinti VCols VCinti VCols VCinti VCols VCinti
STRATEGY
I am consciously
aware of cultural
knowledge and
information 94% 73% 62% 57% 65% 48% 67% 54% 61% 62%
I adjust my cultural
knowledge as I
interact 90% 73% 62% 64% 68% 67% 71% 59% 62% 59%
I am conscious
(aware) of the
cultural knowledge 90% 47% 58% 57% 65% 52% 64% 61% 58% 58%
I check the accuracy
of cultural
knowledge as I
interact with people 76% 60% 62% 50% 62% 62% 63% 41% 51% 52%
KNOWLEDGE
I know the legal,
economic system of
other cultures 24% 27% 16% 14% 19% 20% 22% 16% 20% 17%
I know the rules
(word arrangement)
of other languages 19% 20% 19% 21% 13% 19% 13% 14% 17% 16%
I know the cultural
values and religious
beliefs 38% 40% 33% 28% 26% 24% 28% 21% 22% 24%
I know the marriage
values of other
cultures 28% 20% 30% 21% 18% 10% 19% 7% 19% 18%
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I know the arts and
crafts (visible
artwork) 24% 40% 26% 21% 17% 28% 19% 9% 21% 20%
I know the rules to
verbal behavior 14% 20% 22% 28% 21% 5% 12% 4% 16% 16%
MOTIVATION
I enjoy interacting
with people from
another culture 95% 100% 90% 93% 91% 76% 62% 75% 74% 77%
I am confident I can
socialize with locals 95% 87% 71% 71% 69% 57% 70% 65% 67% 51%
I am sure I can
adjust to culture
new to me 76% 60% 59% 71% 72% 62% 65% 52% 56% 55%
I enjoy living in
cultures that are
unfamiliar to me 67% 40% 46% 64% 52% 43% 48% 30% 42% 39%
I am confident I can
become accustomed
to shopping
conditions in
another culture 57% 53% 61% 71% 59% 57% 59% 45% 51% 47%
BEHAVIOR
I change my verbal
behavior when in
cross-cultural
interaction 76% 67% 52% 36% 47% 57% 47% 43% 46% 43%
I use pauses and use
silence differently
to suit different
situations 91% 40% 68% 36% 68% 33% 69% 41% 58% 44%
I vary my rate of
speaking in cross-
cultural situations 90% 73% 68% 57% 68% 52% 69% 59% 58% 55%
I change my non
verbal behavior
when needed 76% 67% 55% 43% 55% 48% 57% 48% 47% 48%
I alter my facial
expressions when it
is required 71% 67% 51% 28% 45% 38% 47% 34% 40% 41%
The CQ knowledge category had response levels that were less than half of the
other categories. Graphing the responses by category makes it easier to compare the
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responses across the statements concerning church involvement and church location.
Both VCols and VCinti graphs reveal the significant drop in what all people are saying
about their culture knowledge (see Figures 5.6 and 5.7).
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Figure 5.7 VCols CQ Category Results
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Figure 5.6 VCinti CQ Category Result
Non-Anglo-American and Anglo-American Grouping
VCols' responses were analyzed for CQ ratings across racial categories. The
racial composition consisted of 558 Anglo-Americans, 90 non-Anglo-Americans, and
107 intemational participants from VCols. Reviewing VCols' racial/ethnic breakout.
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CQ comparisons across racial categories revealed a similar CQ clustering pattern as
seen in VCinti's and VCols' church involvement results. Due to the very low levels of
non-Anglo-American participation at VCinti, a racial comparison could only be made
for VCols. Just like the church involvement comparison, CQ strategy, motivation, and
behavior demonstrated the strongest agreement responses. A review of data with
participants of 19 people or more was chosen because the percentage of responses was
not meaningfiil with fewer participants. Looking at participant response levels of 19
people or more across these categories, African-Americans had the highest range of
scores. Their agreement levels were at the 62-92 percent levels. Anglo-Americans,
Asians, Pacific Islanders, and those with dual ancestry were less.
In these categories, comparing VCols and VCinti, CQ knowledge was the
lowest when reviewing the data across all four categories. The highest range of
response in the knowledge category with a participant population of 19 or more
occurred with the Asian/Pacific Islanders. Their range of scores was 35-53 percent.
Responses from those with dual ancestry were at 37-47 percent, African-Americans at
18-24 percent, and Anglo-Americans at 15-24 percent (see Table 5.38).
Table 5.38 CQ Findings by VCols Racial/Ethnic Groups
CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE (5,6, 7
strongly agree)
Anglo-
Americ
an
(558)
Native
Americ
an/Alas
kan (3)
Asian/Paci
fic
Islander
(22)
African
American
/Black
(118)
Hispanic
Am (10)
Middle
Easter
n(2)
Dual
Ancestr
y(19)
STRATEGY
I am conscious aware of cultural
knowledge Information 61% 67% 88% 72% 60% 100% 68%
I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact 62% 100% 76% 72% 90% 100% 79%
I am conscious (aware) of the cultural
knowledge 58% 100% 71% 71% 80% 100% 74%
I check the accuracy of cultural knowledge
as I interact with people 52% 100% 64% 68% 60% 0% 74%
ICNOWLEDGE
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I know the legal economic system of other
cultures 18% 33% 41% 24% 20% 0% 37%
1 know the rules (word arrangement) of
other languages 15% 0% 35% 18% 10% 0% 42%
I know the cultural values and religious
beliefs 24% 33% 53% 22% 20% 0% 47%
1 know the marriage values of other
cultures 19% 33% 47% 21% 20% 0% 47%
I know the arts and crafts (visible artwork) 19% 0% 53% 23% 20% 0% 47%
1 know the rules to express non-verbal
behavior 14% 0% 35% 19% 30% 0% 42%
MOTIVATION
I enjoy interacting with people from
another culture 77% 100% 71% 92% 90% 100% 84%
I am confident I can socialize with locals 66% 100% 59% 85% 80% 100% 84%
I am sure I can adjust to culture new to me 57% 33% 59% 80% 80% 0% 68%
I enjoy living in cultures that are
unfamiliar to me 40% 33% 53% 65% 80% 0% 63%
I am confident I can become accustomed
to shopping conditions in another culture 49% 33% 71% 74% 90% 0% 58%
BEHAVIOR
I change my verbal behavior when in
cross-cultural interaction 47% 67% 71% 48% 40% 0% 74%
I use pause and silence differently to suit
different situations 45% 33% 70% 44% 60% 0% 58%
I vary my rate of speaking in cross-cultural
situations 64% 67% 71% 56% 70% 0% 68%
I change my non-verbal behavior when
needed 50% 67% 65% 52% 50% 0% 74%
I alter my facial expressions when it is
required 45% 0% 71% 36% 40% 0% 68%
A graph ofCQ knowledge data is presented in Figure 5.8 to provide a focused
view of the CQ knowledge trend. Given the graph's limitations, all the non-Anglo-
American data is collapsed into one group and is labeled as "Bom in U.S. Non-Anglo-
American," along with separate categories for Anglo-Americans bom in the United
States and for all who were not bom in the United States.
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CQ Results by Race/Ethnicity
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Figure 5.8 VCols CQ-Knowledge agreement ratings across diverse racial groups (5,6,7=Strongly Agree)
The graph data reveal that CQ knowledge is the lowest in all ethnic groups. This is the
same pattern seen in the church involvement data.
Closing CQ Remarks
Therefore, in addressing the research question regarding leadership CQ ratings,
the conclusion is that CQ ratings varies across levels of church involvement (pastoral
staff, non-pastoral staff, small group leader, volunteer, and church member), trending
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the highest with pastoral staff. This trending was similar for all CQ categories except
CQ knowledge where every response clustered at 40 percent and below. Racial analysis
followed this same trend of higher CQ category ratings and dramatic drops within the
CQ knowledge category as well.
Hofstede National Cultural Traits
Using the latest in computer programming and mobile technology, Hofstede
developed a model tool for the common person to use more effectively when engaged
in cross-cultural relational dynamics. It is based upon the General 5-D Model, a
research-based model that explains intercultural differences. As shared in the previous
discussion in Chapter Two, this information is presented as a reference for both
Vineyard churches to understand their intemational members. Background and
reference information is presented in Appendix U.
Summary of Research Results
R. 1 Worldview Leadership, Race, and Ethnicity Results Summary
Previously discussed leamings in this chapter revealed that leaders offered three
types of responses to the "What does leadership mean to you question, the most
prominent being "leadership is an intentional way of influencing others," which had a
total response of 55 percent for both churches combined. Previously leamings also
showed that one core research question, "What is race?" had four types of responses.
The most prominent definition of race offered was "a physical feature
�it is biological
and skin color," at 59 percent for both churches combined. Separately, leaders had a
response rate of 60 percent at VCols and 44 percent at VCinti. Four types of responses
were given to the quesfion another core research quesfion, "What does ethnicity mean?"
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The most dominant meaning for leaders was a "cultural dimension." This response
measured at 49 percent for both churches. VCols and VCinti separately had a response
level of 39 percent and 71 percent respectively. VCols' leaders equally expressed that
ethnicity meant, "tied to geography or nation" at 39 percent.
These findings reveal how the leaders are thinking about leadership, race, and
ethnicity. However, probing this finding more deeply revealed that the majority of
resources leaders used to craft their definifion of race and ethnicity was not the Bible.
The firequency by which leaders referenced the Bible was next to last. They most often
referenced other sources, such as life experience, academic training, and formal forms
such as the census application for race and life experience, books, and media for
ethnicity. Fewer than 10 percent of leaders' responses referenced the Bible as the
source to shape their views of race and ethnicity. The Bible was the second-to-last
resource mentioned for shaping their views of these terms (see Table 5.39).
Table 5.39 Prominent Terms for Race and Ethnicity Worldview Summary
Questions Prominent Response by
Leaders
Consensus
VCols
Consensus
VCinti
Consensus
Both Churches Combined
What is race? Race is a physical feature-it is
biological and skin color
60% 44% 59%
What is
ethnicity?
A cultural dimension of a
person's background
39% 71% 49%
Race and ethnicity terms were presented on the survey distributed at VCols and
VCinti via Survey Monkey's online service. The survey discussion revealed that when
participants were asked if "race is a term used to talk about a person's physical traits
(e.g. skin color)," 69-82 percent of the participants agreed or strongly agreed to this
definifion at VCols. This answer reflects the range of responses among pastors, staff.
small group leaders, volunteers, and members from VCols survey The highest response
came from the pastoral group at 82 percent. This same race question had a range of
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responses of 53-80 percent% at VCinti. Tlie highest response came from volunteers at
VCinti at 80 percent. When survey respondents were asked to indicate their agreement
level with the statement, "Ethnicity is a term used to talk about a person's heritage (e.g.,
language, food, dress)," the range of responses were slightly higher from pastors, staff,
small group leaders, volunteers, and members when compared to the race responses.
This statement had a response range of 81-86 percent, with the highest agreement
response from small group leaders at 86 percent at VCols. This same question yielded a
response of 87-93 percent, with the highest response coming from the pastors at VCinti
at 93 percent.
R.2 Cognitive, Affective, and Moral Worldview Themes Summary
Cognitive Worldview Summary
Earlier in the chapter, there was a discussion about the leaders' responses to a
group of core research questions about worldview. A summary of the core cognitive
worldview themes identifies what leaders are thinking about what is true regarding their
muhiracial/multiethnic church context. In the earlier cognitive worldview discussion
the findings showed that the strongest consensus thinking within the cognitive
worldview category was the response to the question, "What does being a follower of
Jesus mean?" The response, "Christ is my Savior and Lord, and I obey Him," had a
consensus level of 92 percent when both churches were combined. VCols and VCinti
separately had responses of 9 1 percent and 96 percent respectively. The second highest
response from leaders at both churches was then- definition ofmultiracial/muhiethnic
evangelism. About 63 percent responded that it meant "leading others to Chrisf when
looking at the churches combined. VCols and VCinti separately had responses of 67
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percent and 58 percent respectively. The third highest cognitive response came from the
question, "What is the usefulness ofmy faith in interethnic interactions?' The response
was "it aids interethnic relationships" with a combined church response of 42 percent.
VCols and VCinti separately had responses of 52 percent and 26 percent respectively.
A detailed summary of the cognitive worldview responses is presented in Table 5.40.
Table 5.40 Cognitive Worldview Themes Summary ofResuhs
Worldview
Theme
Key Worldview Questions and Prominent Responses Conse
nsus
VCols
%
Conse
nsus
VCinti
%
Consensus
Both VCols
and VCinti
Combined
%
Cognitive As a follower of Jesus, He is my Savior & Lord, and I
obey Him and Christ is my leader
91% 96% 92%
Cognitive Multiracial/multiethnic evangelism is ...leading others to 67% 58% 62%
Christ
Cognitive The usefulness of faith with ethnic others... it aids the
relationship
52% 26% 42%
Cognitive Multiracial/multiethnic missions is. ..context of daily
living�near or far
32% 43% 38%
Cognitive Multiracial/multiethnic discipleship is...mentoring 44% 31% 37%
leading others to Christ
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to attendees...racially
diverse leadership including staff
23% 44% 30%
Cognitive The multiracial church is. ..hilly multiracially engaged
and many races represented
21% 27% 23%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to the world...welcome. 46% 21% 36%
hospitality, inclusion and acceptance
Cognitive The leader's reward in multiracial church is. ..broaden my
world thinking, doing and seeing
45% 39% 42%
Cognitive The leader's challenge in multiracial church
is. . .misunderstandings
23% 24% 24%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church should display to other
churches. ..welcome, hospitality and inclusion
15% 33% 20%
Cognitive How faith aids interactions with others. ..see people as
equals
13% 33% 21%
Affective Worldview Summary
Earlier in the chapter, there was a discussion about the leaders' responses to a
group of core research questions about worldview. The affective worldview theme
results address the issue of how leaders view love and beauty in their
interracial/interethnic interactions. This theme help to identify what is pleasant. Thus,
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for the affective theme, questions about the Holy Spirit engagement in their
interracial/interethnic interactions formed a foundation for this group of questions. This
approach was undertaken to explore how Vineyard's core value of the Holy Spirit
influences interracial/interethnic interactions. As we learned in the previous affective
worldview theme discussion, the prominent affective idea in the affective worldview
category came from the response to the question, "Who is the Holy Spirit?" The
answer, "The Holy Spirit is the presence ofGod and is God," had a consensus level of
47 percent when the responses were combined from both churches. VCols and VCinti
separately had responses of 47 percent and 46 percent respectively. The second highest
response level came from the question, "What are helpful traits to have for healthy
multu-acial/multiethnic relationships within this church?" The combined response from
both churches was "love, humility,. . . fruits of the Spirit," at 41 percent. VCols and
VCinti separately had responses of 48 percent and 22 percent respectively. The fruit of
the Spirit represented Christ-like character. The third highest response came from the
question, "Why is the role of the Holy Spirit important in multiracial/multiethnic
relationships?" The combined response was, "He is needed to help with differences," at
39 percent. VCols and VCinti separately had responses of 40 percent and 36 percent
respectively (see Table 5.41).
Table 5.41 Affective Worldview Results Summary
Worldview Kev Worldview Questions and Prominent Responses Consensus Consen Consensus
Theme VCols sus
VCinti
Both
VCols and
VCinti
Combined
Affective The Holv Spirit is...presence of God & God 47% 46% 47%
Affective Traits to have for healthy multiracial/multiethnic
relationships ...
love, humility and fruits of the Spirit
48% 22% 41%
Affective he role ofHoly Spirit is important due to... need Him in 40% 36%, 39%o
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iielping with differences
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is...an active aid in ministry 33% 41% 36%
Affective Reason why traits are important. . . keep peace in the
relationship
22% 55% 32%
Evaluative/Moral Worldview Theme
Earlier in the chapter, there was a discussion about the leaders' responses to a
group of core research questions about worldview. The evaluative or moral worldview
themes relate to how leaders at both churches place value on what is holy and righteous
in their interethnic interactions. These assumptions provide a sense ofwhat is normal
social and moral order within the church with racially/ethnically diverse people: "They
include such notions as virtues, standards, morals and manners" (Hiebert 2008, 60).
The overall theme of this section is to review how leaders define and address racial
conflict and misunderstanding. When leaders were asked if they experienced
multkacial/multiethnic conflict, 57 percent of the leaders combined from both churches
responded, "Yes." VCols and VCinti separately had responses of 53 percent and 60
percent respectively. When leaders were asked "how to respond to racial/inter-ethnic
misunderstanding and conflict," the most prominent response from both churches
combined was to "try to talk it out and take the proper action." This response occurred
at 64 percent when both churches were combined. VCols and VCinti separately had
responses of 64 percent and 65 percent respectively (see Table 5.42).
Table 5.42 Moral/Evaluative Worldview Summaries ofResults
Worldview Key Worldview Questions and Prominent Responses Conse Consen
sus
VCinti
Consensus
Both
VCols and
VCinti
Combined
Theme nsus
VCols
Moral How to respond to racial misunderstandings and conflict
. . .try to talk it out and take the proper action
64% 65% 64%
Moral Leader experience racial conflict/ misunderstanding...Yes 53% 60% 57%
Moral Factors that made the issue racial. . .lumping people together 38% 37% 33%
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by race
Moral Racial misunderstanding or conflict is...prejudice
assumptions and stereotypes
29% 32% 30%
A more complete table of data sorted by the highest agreement levels is in Appendix T.
R.3 Cultural Intelligence Results Summary
The last research question addressed, "What is the cultural intelligence of the
leaders?" As shared in previous discussions in Chapter Two, the literature review, CQ
is a user-friendly tool, employed to assess a person's intercultural skills. These skills
are assessed to see how well a person can function as a native within a different culture.
As shared earlier in this chapter, each of the four CQ categories, strategy, knowledge,
motivation, and behavior, reference different skill sets. Reviewing the church
involvement data set as a whole (collapsing separate CQ attributes into each category),
three of the four CQ categories had results across the church involvement spectrum
levels that ranged from 40-100 percent. These categories include CQ strategy,
motivation, and behavior while CQ knowledge was an outlier with responses from 14-
40 percent. The responses were very similar for VCols and VCinti for the CQ
knowledge category (see Table 5.44).
Table 5.44 Summary ofCQ Results by Church Involvement Levels
I am a pastoral
staff person
I am a pastor
staff person
I am a small
group leader
I am a volunteer I am a member
CQ
CATEGORy
(5,6, 7=
strongly
agree)
VCols VCinti VCols VCinti VCols VCinti VCols VCinti VCols VCinti
STRATEGY 76-94% 47-73% 58-62% 50-64% 62-68% 48-67% 63-71% 41-61% 51-62% 52-62%
KNOWLEDGE
14-28% 20-40% 16-33% 14-28% 17-26% 5-28% 12-28% 4-21% 16-22% 16-24%
MOTIVATION
57-95% 40-100% 46-90% 64-93% 52-91% 43-76% 48-70% 30-75% 42-74% 39-77%
BEHAVIOR
71-91% 40-73% 51-68% 28-57% 45-68% 33-57% 47-69% 34-59% 40-58% 41-55%
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The racial group data set analysis yielded a trend similar to the church
involvement data set where the strongest CQ responses were in the strategy,
motivation, and behavioral categories, and the weakest in the knowledge category. The
findings reveal a dramatic drop in the CQ knowledge category across all racial
groupings, (see Table 5.45).
Table 5.45 Summary ofCQ Results by Racial Groups (VCols Only)
CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE
(5,6, 7-agree-
strongly agree) they
have the following
skills
Anglo-
American
(558)
Native
American/
Alaskan (3)
Asian/Pacifi
c Islander
(22)
African
American/
Black (118)
Hispanic
Am (10)
Middle
Eastem
(2)
Dual
Ancestry
(19)
STRATEGY 52-62% 67-100% 64-88% 68-72% 60-90% 0-100% 68-79%
KNOWLEDGE 14-24% 0-33% 35-53% 18-24% 10-30% 0% 37-47%
MOTIVATION 40-77% 33-100% 53-71% 65-92% 80-90% 0-100% 58-84%
BEHAVIOR 45-64% 0-67% 65-71% 36-56% 40-70% 0% 58-74%
Worldview and CQ Results Discussion
Gathering each worldview category highest responses, looking at the top
eighteen worldview themes summarized in the previous section, six of the worldview
ideas had a majority consensus when looking at combined church responses. The
majority is defined by a 50 percent or more agreement level. The six areas occurred in
questions defining the meaning of being a follower of Jesus, evangelism, usefiilness of
faith in interethnic relationships, the reason the fruit of the Spirit is important,
experience in interracial/interethnic conflict and misunderstanding, including ways to
resolve them. VCols and VCinti separately had their highest consensus with these same
six questions, except VCinti had another majority response of 55 percent for answering
the question that addresses why the Holy Spirit traits are important in relationships
within the church. Earlier data results showed that there are content gaps in the leader's
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cognitive worldview themes when compared against Hiebert's content (the source used
to create the worldview questions. Most of the cognitive worldview themes had
missing content, meaning gaps existed in the knowledge portion of the worldview.
However, the leaders' views on the Holy Spirit (affective theme) and shalom
(evaluative/moral theme) were more fully reflective ofHiebert's content.
Across three CQ categories, for both VCols and VCinti 40-100 percent of the
survey participants agreed-strongly agreed that they had CQ strategy, motivation, and
behavioral skills. However, there was a dramatic drop in CQ knowledge skills where
14-40 percent ofparticipants reported they had these skills. This trend was seen in
church involvement and racial group data sets. The majority of survey participants also
admitted an interest in leaming how to develop interracial/interethnic relationships. The
answer to the question, "I am interested in leaming how to build interracial/interethnic
relationships within the church" had a strong majority response range of 71-90% when
reviewing both VCols and VCinti data sets.
Given the results of the worldview and CQ findings, the next step is to explore
the implications of the results, in order to determine how best to aid VCols' and
VCinti's multiracial/muhiethnic church development. In the following chapter, I will
interpret the findings, noting unexpected observations. Moreover, I will provide
strategic recommendations to advance the churches' development, research
implications, conclusion, and research significance.
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CHAPTER SIX
MULTIETHNIC TRANSFORMATION, IMPLICATIONS, AND
CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
Tlie focus of this research project was to identify key worldview themes of
leaders within two multiracial/muhiethnic congregations and to determine their cultural
intelligence ratings. This project involved asking three core research questions: (1)
What is the leader's view of race and ethnicity? (2) What are the cognitive, affective,
and evaluative worldview themes of leaders related to ethnicity and race? and, (3) What
is the cultural intelligence (CQ) of the leaders? As shared previously, the research
project employed interview and survey methods to answer these questions. The
worldview responses were gathered from personal interviews with key leaders from
Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincirmati. Members as well as leaders of these
congregations were recruited as survey participants to broaden the scope ofCQ and
other culturally relevant leaming. CQ data was collected by an online survey, yielding
738 participants from VCols and 249 from VCinti.
Chapter One presented a general overview and project background information.
In Chapter Two, I shared theological, cultural anthropological, and missiological
discussion of key terms, concepts, and theories relevant to the dissertation project. In
Chapter Three, I discussed the Vineyard denominational background, the overarching
organization that provides leadership and strategic direction for the two churches
studied. Chapter Four provided a briefprofile of the churches for contextual
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understanding of tiie leaders and members. Last, Chapter Five covered detailed research
results on worldview and CQ.
In this chapter, I present an analysis of the findings. The data on worldview and
CQ presented in the previous chapter are analyzed and interpreted here. I will discuss
the knowledge gaps among the leaders and members of the congregations that affect the
churches' multiethnic development. Based on the interpretation of the data, I propose
recommendations and a strategy to help overcome these gaps. Given that worldview
assumptions shape identity, in the missional implications section of the discussion, brief
aspects of ethnic and multiethnic identity and ethnic justice are discussed. The chapter
closes with a discussion on reframing the Christian interethnic relation conversations
and developing strategic intentionality regarding interethnic training. Closing thoughts,
project significance, and limits are presented at the end.
Research Discussion�Interpretation of the Data
Worldview Discussion
The data revealed low-level worldview consensus among the church leaders
related to race and ethnicity; only 6 of the 20 worldview questions had an agreed level
of 50 percent or more for VCols. This majority consensus level was true for both of the
churches in the study. The low consensus suggests that the leaders largely have
divergent views from one another regarding how they think (what is true for them), feel
(what is love and beautiful) and moral (what is holy and righteous) about their
multiracial/muhiethnic church experience. The five worldview categories presented had
the highest level of consensus related to the Vineyard's stated core values. For example.
Vineyard is known for its effective interethnic evangelisfic outreach and discipleship.
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Therefore, it is not an unusual phenomenon to see the presence of these values in
evangelistic and discipleship worldview responses, providing high consensus level
responses. Again, the Vineyard's reconciliation core value comes through in the high
consensus response to "trying to talk it out and take the right action" regarding
interethnic conflict. Both churches engage in interethnic outreach, where ideas of
evangelism and reconciliation are commonly practiced. One high response relates to
Holy Spirit ministry. The higher consensus responses reflect that the majority of leaders
found value and meaning in applying these Vineyard core values in their multiethnic
church context. For them, these ideas of the kingdom ofGod interethnic evangelism,
reconciliation, and the fruit of the Holy Spirit are relevant to their ministry context (see
Table 6.1).
6.1 Summary ofHigh Consensus Responses Categorized with Vineyard Core Values
Worldview
Category
Kev Worldview Summarv VCols VCinti From Both
VCols and
VCinti
Vineyard
Value
Cognitive A follower of Jesus is... Christ is my leader &
Christ is my Lord& Savior, I obey Him
91% 96% 92% Evangelism and
discipleship
Moral How to respond to racial misunderstandings and
conflict . . .try to talk it out and take the proper
action
64% 65% 64% Related to
Reconciliation
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic evangelism is ...leading
others to Christ
67% 58% 63% Evangelism
Moral Leader experience racial misunderstanding. . . Yes 53% 60% 57% Reconciliation
Affective Reason why traits are important. . . keep peace in
the relationship
22% 55% 32% Role of the Holy
Spirit
Cognitive The usefulness of faith with ethnic others... it aids
the relationship
52% 26% 42% Evangelism and
discipleship
The remaining fourteen worldview responses suggest that the majority of
leaders have a diverse range of thinking, feeling, and judging in a range of topics. The
multiethnic church themes show small agreement levels. For example, there were ten
responses to the question, "what is the multiracial/muhiethnic church?" The highest
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response for VCols was "a fully multiracially engage ministry" at 23 percent. A
response that define the ethnic composition of the church as "80 percent or less
dominant ethnicity", occurred at 5 percent. Other church-related questions in the
interview did not fare well either. Six out of the eight low consensus level responses
related to the nature of the church. This data reveals a thin level of knowing and
understanding the definition ofmultiethnic church (see Table 6.2).
Table 6.2 Worldview Responses that Define the Multiracial Church
VCols VCols VCinti VCinti
VCols+
VCinti
Aggregate
Vcols+Veinti
The multiracial church is... Total Total Total Total Total Total
80% or less dominant culture 1 2% 2 9% 3 5%
Expression ofmultiracial church
development 3 7% 0 0 3 5%
Expression ofmultiracial church e.g.
music 7 16% 0 0 7 11%
Fully multiracially engaged ministry
(interactive relationships and
representation) 9 21% 6 27% 15 23%
Heaven�different races worshipping
together 8 19% 4 18% 12 18%
Many countries represented 3 7% 0 0 3 5%
Many races represented 6 14% 6 0 12 18%
Nature of church is multiracial 3 7% 0 0 3 5%
People growing in Jesus regardless of
extemals 1 2% 3 0 4 6%
Racially diverse staff, leadership and
Congregation (representation oriented) 2 5% 1 5% 3 5%
Additionally, a weak biblical understanding of race and ethnicity is revealed.
Recall from Chapter Five, less than 10 percent of the responses cited the Bible as their
source of definition for race and ethnicity. The definifion of race and ethnicity
influences how people see the multiracial/muhiethnic church. Defining race and
ethnicity terms is an important issue given that in wider society they differ. Moreover,
They both have negative connotations. Moreover, within these church communifies, the
terms are rarely defined but assumed. The low level and diverse range of definifions for
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race and ethnicity and the nature of the multiethnic church suggest that these leaders as
a group have a low level ofbiblical knowledge in these areas. Low levels of biblical
knowledge among the leaders' use of race and ethnicity terms indicate additional work
on worldview formation is warranted, to aid the advancement ofmultiethnic church
development.
Cultural Intelligence Discussion
Reviewing CQ data reveals that dominant scores were in the strategy,
motivation, and behavior categories. The three skill sets had similar trend lines. CQ
knowledge had the lowest scoring of any skill set. VCols and VCinti share similar
trends in CQ categories even though they have different multiethnic representation.
VCols' ethnic representation is 70 percent Anglo-American and 30 percent non-Anglo.
VCinti is 87 percent Anglo-American and 13 percent non-Anglo-American. Similar
trends with these numbers indicate that either VCols' greater diversity representation is
not transferring into usefiil cultural knowledge for their members or VCinti is far more
efficient with the ethnic diversity that they have. More likely, I believe very low CQ
knowledge hinders the formation of interracial/interethnic competency that can be
derived from the multiethnic church interactions. High CQ knowledge competency has
the potential to contribute to members forming healthy interethnic relationships. Figure
6. 1 on page 202, illustrates the CQ categories with their corresponding skill set
questions and VCols and VCinti responses. The higher the rating (e.g., 100 percent)
means that all participants answered that they had this skill. This figure clearly shows
that the CQ knowledge ratings for both churches dropped substantially.
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Pulling Worldview and CQ Findings Together
Considering that VCols and VCinti churches are still developing as
multiracial/muhiethnic congregations, less than 50 percent consensus on the majority of
worldview responses can be an understandable phenomenon. Worldview formation is
very personal and dynamic, contingent upon church context, knowledge content,
personal experience, and openness to change. Having a spectrum of views on particular
topics can be expected within diverse racial/ethnic settings; worldview understandings
do not always come in neat and prescribed categories. However, an effort should be
made to close significant knowledge gaps in basic biblical and theological
understanding. Closing worldview knowledge gaps entails the renewing of the
cognitive (mind), affective (heart), and moral (will) in those who seek change. In
critical areas where biblical reflective thinking about certain key terms such as race,
ethnicity, and the multiethnic church, knowledge gaps becomes a crucial issue for
multhacial/multiethnic church formation. Therefore, serious consideration should be
given to employing biblical concepts to address these knowledge gaps.
Identifying Knowledge Gaps in Vineyard Church Ministries
Up to this point, the focus on the discussion has been on leaders' worldview themes and
congregational level CQ ratings. The leamings thus far, have been cultural intelligence
within a sample of the congregation. Both worldview and CQ aid the understanding of
how leaders are thinking and the skills they have to interact within their church setting.
A review of the array of VCols and VCinti services may reveal what cultural influence
these services have on its leaders and members. Therefore, I will now present and
discuss the services the churches are utilizing to aid the formation of
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of interracial/interethnic knowledge for their leaders and members. Such an analysis
will also help define ways to improve current racial/ethnic training practices to address
knowledge and content gaps identified in the worldview and CQ findings. Table 6.3
presents a summary of services on both VCols and VCinti. Participant observation was
used to gather the data. What I was observing was the images, personnel, activities,
designated space, music and words that reflected muhiracial/multiethnic diversity at the
20% threshold previously discussed. A general "multiracial/muhiethnic" label is
affixed to the service if they have muhiracial/multiethnic people, images, music, or
words embedded in the activity. A review of Table 6.3 reveals VCols offers several
ministry contexts to model multiracial/muhiethnic interaction. These include the church
staff, weekend services, Web site presence, classes, meetings, the community center,
outreach and missions activities,. VCols only area where muhiracial/multiethnic
representation is noticeably lower is in the sermon teaching, leader at baptism, and the
ethnic/racial make up of teachers in the classes. VCinti has noticeably lower
muhiracial/multiethnic representation in several key categories, except its outreach,
conferences, missions and Web site content. They have a cumulative 17 percent
multhacial/multiethnic representation versus the 30 percent that exists at VCols. A
more detailed presentation of the services is available in Appendix S.
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VCols CQ Ratings by Church Involvement
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I am a pastoral staff person (22)
I am a small group leader ( 83)
1 am a non-pastor staff person (75)
I am a volunteer (93)
Figure 6.1 VCols CQ Ratings Groped by Church Involvement Levels
Table 6.3 Ministry Service Overview at VCols and Vcinti
MULTIRACIAL
CHURCH MINISTRY
DYNAMICS
VCols VCinti
Staffing Multiracial/multiethnic�24% Multiracial/multiethnic-3%
Average Weekend
Attendance
8,600 5,600
Weekend Service Racial
Mix
70%) Anglo-American, 20%o African
American, 10% Intemational,
83% Anglo-American, 17% Non-
Anglo-American,
Weekend Service Activities Multiracial/multiethnic Mostly Anglo-American,
multiracial/multiethnic
Service Support Multiracial/multiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/multiethnic
Person teaching the sermon Mostly Anglo-American, infrequent
multiracial/multiethnic
Mostly Anglo-American,
infrequent multiracial/multiethnic
Personal stories used in the
sermon
Multiracial/multiethnic Infrequent multiracial/multiethnic
Classes and Seminar Mostly Anglo-American, infrequent Mostly Anglo-American,
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Leaders multiracial/multiethnic infrequent multiracial/multiethnic
Persons participating in the
class
Multiracial/multiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/muhiethnic
involvement
Small Groups Mixture ofmono-cultural and
multiracial/multiethnic groups
Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/multiethnic
involvement
Conferences and other
Special Events
Multiracial/multiethnic Muhiracial/multiethnic
Presenters at the Conference Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/multiethnic
Mostly Anglo-American
Outreach and other areas of
ministry
Multiracial/muhiethnic Multhacial/multiethnic
Church Planting-teams
and/or location
Both Anglo-American and
multiracial/multiethnic
Both Anglo-American and
muhiracial/multiethnic
Missions local, near and far,
intemational
Multiracial/muhiethnic Multiracial/muhiethnic
Website/Facebook Multiracial/multiethnic Multiracial/muhiethnic
Church Newsletters/Blog Muhiracial/multiethnic Muhiracial/multiethnic
Community /Healing Center Multiracial/muhiethnic Multiracial/muhiethnic
The ministry activities tabulated in Table 6.3 were classified into surface
culture, belief, and worldview categories and placed within the cultural levels
framework found in Table 6.4. A strategic view of VCols services under the cultural
framework, reveal how a ministry contributes to theological-cultural formation within
the church. Most of the weekend services occur within the surface culture of the
church. The surface culture classification means the weekend services provide
multiethnic images and sounds. Personal and group interactions that contribute to
displaying multiracial/muhiethnic dress, language, music, and food are also included.
Located on the first tier is surface or material level culture, which conveys acceptable
behavior. The array ofweekend services also conveys acceptable belief Included in
this second tier are worship rituals (e.g., singing worship songs, dance, communion,
sermon, prayer, and baptism). Speaking or singing ministry activity occurs within
surface and belief cultural levels. Therefore, these two ministry activities will have
cultural influence within these two cultural tiers. The community center where 10,000
people per month take part in various classes is the primary setting where rich images.
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sounds, language, and dress suggest multiracial/multiethnic inclusion. Within the
center, a strong presence of intemational people, with its multilingual signage written in
English, Spanish, and Somali, give evidence to multiethnic and multicultured
community. The entire VCols complex offers a vibrant display of
multiracial/muhiethnic Christian life. This presentation of diverse cultural expressions
is also similar for VCinti's healing center with a reduction in intemational presence and
signage.
Reviewing the cultural levels, reveal that most of the services within VCols
reflect surface culture and belief elements. At this time, tracking direct public
statements made to leaders and members about specific worldview cultural level ideas
regarding the church is difficult. However, during the period of research, frequent and
notable public statements made by leaders included their thoughts about racialized
society, racial reconciliation, and the call for racial/social justice. Practical tips shared
in public encouraged the congregation to build interracial/interethnic friendships, serve
in the church activities, and become involved in small groups, missions, or church
planting. In addition to the practical tips, over the course of the past ten years, VCols
periodically offered three staff training sessions, several conferences including hosting
Sojoumer's citywide Justice Revival, and two small group discussions. Moreover,
Nathan published his multiracial/multiethnic viewpoints on his personal Web site and
within the church's monthly newsletter. The Mix. Nathan recently coauthored a book
titled Both-And, where he expresses his racial/ethnic ideas more deeply. Located in
Table 6.4 are selected relevant ideas, including a clear worldview level statement about
the church as a family. VCinti leaders and members have participated in reconciliation
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meetings, member conversations and Willow Creek's Simulcast training, which
involves critical non-Anglo-American leaders, at times talking about race relations.
Table 6.4 VCols Multiracial/multiethnic Services Grouped by Cultural Levels
Cultural Levels Vineyard Columbus Ministry Activities
Surface-material
artifacts and
what is visible
e.g. food, dress,
music, dance,
language and
etc..
� Behavior and Rituals (Greeters, worship in song, communion, preaching, prayer,
baptism, small group fellowship, outreaches)
� Community Center programs-
� The Mix Images
� richnathan.org
� Web-presence
HR& Staff
Beliefs and
Belief Systems
� The deity of Christ, Holy Spirit, virgin birth, sinless life, death and resurrection of
Jesus-for salvation. For the multiracial/muhiethnic church =racial/ethnic, acceptance,
inclusion, (racial reconciliation, church is a pointer to the coming kingdom, urban
missionaries, God gains glory from diverse race/ethnic worship-witaess to the world
� Community Center programs-teaching content. The Mix Word Content,
richnathan.org-web-presence, Both-And book section
� HR &Staff
Cognitive,
Affective and
Moral
Worldview
Themes
� Place to transform worldview into biblical worldview
� "The church is made of one race, one family all adopted by God" quote by Rich
Nathan
In addition to all these activities, both VCols and VCinti pastors have invested
in long-term relationships with multiracial/muhiethnic pastors and congregations within
their own city and beyond. The ministry services both churches provide are significant
and meaningful. Their size alone speaks to the effectiveness of their
multiracial/muhiethnic ministry. A review of the their activities reveal that focused
multiracial/muhiethnic teaching and training for their leaders and congregation is small
and sporadic. In addition, the content of the training offered mainly focused on some
race history, the current state of affairs in US churches, a call for racial reconciliation,
and social justice, including tips to live relevant biblical truths.
As much as these goals and activities are to be commended, the churches have
not offered a steady in-depth type of teaching, focusing on biblical truths about
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race/ethnicity within the church that would equip their members to be confident in
building muhiracial/multiethnic relationships within their churches. This teaching gap
is made known by the data in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 and the history of the church. The
knowledge gaps and low consensus levels in the worldview findings and low CQ
knowledge skill may be a related outcome of the lack of cultural teaching.
The effect of these knowledge gaps can potentially force a person to fill in these
gaps with their own assumptions and beliefs, with the potential to be divergent from
what is prescribed by church leadership. Such an adhoc approach to leaming how to
relate interethnically has the potential to add to pre-existing interethnic discomfort.
Such interethnic tension can cause members to feel less comfortable with inter-ethnic
dynamics, and more comfortable with their own ethnic groups. Such a phenomenon
would play out in the formation of large numbers ofmono-cultural groupings within the
church settmg, limiting multiracial/multiethnic friendships formed beyond church
gatherings, mono-racial/ethnic groupings in small group settings, with racial/interethnic
misunderstandings and conflict. At times, unresolved knowledge gaps that contribute
to inter-ethnic tension can eventually lead to church membership departure. These
weaknesses can potentially hinder multiracial/muhiethnic formation, moving not much
beyond weekend services and classes. All this suggests more work needs to be done.
The research data reveals two very active churches intentionally pursuing
racial/ethnic inclusion in their ministry activities. Moreover, by looking at
interracial/interethnic representation, they are successful. Vineyard Columbus has a 70
percent Anglo-American and 30 percent non-Anglo-American membership
representation, while Vineyard Cincinnati has 87 percent and 1 3 percent respectively.
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Both churches have worldview knowledge gaps and low CQ knowledge skill
sets. I interpret this data to mean that the churches have a strength in gathering a large
crowd ofmultiracial/muhiethnic people, but demonstrate severe weakness in
interpersonal multiracial/multiethnic skill development for their leaders and members.
This is concluded from the observed insufficient level of appropriate interethnic
training, contributing to the issue ofworldview and CQ knowledge gaps found in the
data.
Both theological and Christian cultural knowledge and training should be
strongly considered when addressing the knowledge gaps and its effect on the church.
The churches will need to offer their leaders and members focused discipleship training
if they want to advance their multiracial/multiethnic church development. Before a
proposal to advance muhiracial/multiethnic church development is presented, a
rationale is presented to justify why such actions are warranted. The following section
discusses the rationale and the change process required to make it happen. From there,
a training proposal is presented.
The Rationale for Additional Training to Fill Current Knowledge Gaps
The previous section reviewed the core research questions, key findings, and
their interpretations. In this section, the reason for addressing the worldview and CQ
knowledge gaps is presented, focusing on three critical factors. These critical factors
are correcting dysfunctional worldview assumptions, advancing organizational church
development and building healthy worldview assumptions to affect ethnic identity and
ethical behavior.
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Correcting Dysfunctional Worldview Assumptions
Addressing Syncretism in the Church
The American Anthropological Association Statement (AAA) considers racism
a worldview social construct:
"Race" thus evolved as a worldview, a body ofprejudgments that distorts our
ideas about human differences and group behavior. . . . The "racial" worldview
was invented to assign some groups to perpetual low status while others were
permitted access to privilege, power, and wealth. The tragedy in the United
States has been that the policies and practices stemming from this worldview
succeeded all too well in constructing unequal populations among Europeans,
Native Americans, and peoples of African descent. (1998)
The AAA statement acknowledges the presence and influence of the racial worldview
in wider U.S. society.
In the United States, a racialized worldview continues to function. The
worldview of the mainstream populace dominated by the ideology of race continues to
influence social relations within the United States, even though attempts to dismantle
the negative sociological and biological constructs have been made. Surface culture
elements such as music, food, dress, language, and art change quickly. Behavioral
activities such as sharing public space and beliefs about being politically and socially
correct present an image of improvement in race/ethnic relations. However, different
submerged and unchanged racial/ethnic worldview assumptions can quickly surface
and clash during times of economic, political, and justice-related conflicts. One
example includes racial/ethnic polarization that occurred during the 2012 presidential
race. Another example is the 2013 trial ofGeorge Zimmerman for shooting Trayvon
Martin. The most current example of social unrest comes from the shooting of unarmed
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Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. These three stories are examples ofworldview
clashes in recent times.
The diverse views and experience of politics and justice are only two of the
many signs of the lingering legacy of racial/ethnic hierarchy. The United States
continues to have racialized systems and structures. Recall from chapter Two, activist
Rev. Joseph Bamdt stated that more work needs to be done to dismantle racism within
the wider society.
Influenced by media and life dynamics everywhere. Christians and non-
Christians are entangled and shaped by racialized ideas that swirl within American
culture. Unless believers are knowledgeable and equipped to renew their minds and
cleanse their hearts to redirect their beliefs and behaviors, they will bring portions of
the racialized worldview into Christian settings. Moreover, the Protestant churches in
the United States have made nominal progress in correcting the impact from their
misuse of Scripture. It was employed to justify slavery and racial/ethnic segregation
and condemn interracial/interethnic marriage. Racist interpretations of Scripture and
racist anthropological assumptions helped shape these beliefs and practices. Thus, the
church in the United States has its religious version of a racist worldview, one infiised
with Scripture. The prominent racist ideology, the myth of the curse ofHam, was an
aberrant teaching promoted during European settlement. This racist worldview
assumption fosters the derivate idea of black inferiority, a hidden assumption that
lingers in Christian literature and leadership conversations. This nonbiblical concept
has been used to develop racially/ethnically biased biblical interpretations and has
marginalized race/ethnic relation initiatives. Dr. Korie L. Edwards conducted field
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research on a church congregation attempting to be multiracial. Her studies explored
ways whiteness prospered in settings that intentionally attempted to be racially diverse
and inclusive, expressing interracial/interethnic mutuality:
I have no doubt that the people ofCrosstown, whites and African Americans,
were well intentioned. Their mission stated that they aspired to create a
religious community that"courageously"and"fearlessly"confronted racial
division. However, dominant, covert beliefs and norms about race and culture
undermined the church's ability to realize this mission. This suggests that racial
hierarchies are dependent upon latent ideologies and group interests, not on
overt missionary policies. These ideologies and group interests will prevail even
in cases where there are contrary policies in place. ... A first step in rectifying
racial inequalities, therefore, is exposing and addressing those latent ideologies
and interests that sustain white hegemony. (2008, 149)
Edwards' latent ideologies describe the racialized worldview assumptions discussed
previously. A lack of in-depth systemic training for the congregations could be hidden
indicators ofwhat Edwards calls latent ideologies (i.e., hidden racialized assumptions).
Her research points to the same solution, surfacing and exposing the hidden
assumptions, which will be addressed in the next section. The myth of the curse ofHam
is just one example of a worldview assumption that affects many aspects of
interracial/interethnic relations in the church. For most adults, the limited exposure to
healthy and biblical multiracial/muhiethnic discipleship provides limited opportunity
for worldview transformation. Thus, they are not able to detect their hidden
assumptions about racial/ethnic otherness that come from the larger society and sub-
biblical racial/ethnic Christian teachings. These dynamics do little to aid aduhs in
building multiracial/muhiethnic relationships effectively. There has been a resurgence
in the past 14 years in church race relations, yielding a muhiracial/multiethnic church
movement representing 5 percent of the Protestant churches in the United States. Thus,
most Christian adults come into a church shaped by complex worldview assumptions
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with little church teaching or praxis to correct society's racial/ethnic story. People are
influenced by racialized ideas just by living within larger US society. These social,
racial assumptions will persist unless they are taught how to renew their minds in this
area. When these same people enter the sanctuary and receive no clear message of how
one is to interpret racial/ethnic diversity in a biblical context, they will draw upon what
they have available. Sources of reference can come from previous racial/interethnic
church, academic, work, or family experiences. However, the majorities of churches are
not multiracial/muhiethnic and do not disciple their members in this area. Moreover,
within any church setting, including muhiracial/multiethnic congregations, new beliefs
and praxis that differ from wider society may not be dominant enough to transform the
hidden cultural influences of a racialized worldview. Dominant and active, unseen,
nonbiblical, worldview assumptions about race/ethnicity clash with underdeveloped
biblical tmth. Syncretism is the result of this mixture.
Syncretism is "the mixing of different beliefs and practices in ways that distort
the tmth and power of the gospel" (Hiebert, 1999, 13a). It comes from reinterpreting
new beliefs (in this case muhiracial/multiethnic church beliefs) with old (racialized
worldview) assumptions. Such a mixture ofbeliefs potentially introduces tension that
can lead to conflict and misunderstandings and/or constrain members from moving out
of their racial/ethnic comfort zone to develop new friends. Syncretism contributes to
division and disputes, which can lead to relational pain. For example, during the
interview phase of the research project, 28 out of the 126 participants expressed some
form of crying with pain. Thus, 22 percent of the interviewees experienced high
sensitivity to the discussion of race/ethnicity in the church. During the interview phase.
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five interviewees required a break due to emotional duress expressed in tears, and three
of these interviewees cried throughout the entire 90 minute interview. The crying
phenomena reveal the pain leaders may already have and or undergo as they encounter
misunderstandings or conflict in their ministry.
Unresolved syncretic tension can potentially contribute to the decision to leave
the ministry. Syncretism creates problems in individual, communal, and organizational
Christian formation. Hiebert views worldview change as an aspect of discipleship (i.e..
Christian formation). Discipleship is an ongoing process beyond initial Christian
conversion. Christian life entails an initial conversion experience as an event and an
ongoing process of transformation.
Advancing Organizational Multiracial/Multiethnic Church Development
Muhiracial/multiethnic leaders influence those who are following them.
Usually, cultural differences in styles of decision making may not create tension for
those whom leaders oversee. However, muhiracial/multiethnic peer and supervisory
relationships have a greater chance ofproducing leadership style conflicts. Biola
University scholars Gary L. Mcintosh and Alan McMahan explain that this conflict
mainly stems from racially/ethnically different worldview assumptions about styles of
decision making. Multiracial/muhiethnic leadership conflicts can send the wrong
signals to the congregation, particularly if they result in leadership resignation. Such
dynamics can create a response within the congregation that causes others to leave,
hindering or destabilizing the congregation's development. Transforming existing
worldviews to become more biblical could potentially reduce such conflicts because it
builds on the premise ofbiblical principles to understand and relate to the ethnic other.
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Through discipleship training, unmasking ethnocentric thinking and its control issues
empower both dominant culture members and minorities to rethink their leadership
interracial/interethnic paradigm. Moreover, such worldview change enlightens the
understanding regarding the role ofmutual submission in leadership and church unity.
Training leaders and members can address leadership conflicts with a biblical
worldview of ethnicity within the church. Mcintosh and McMahan identify five types
ofmultiracial/muhiethnic churches: Renters, investors, neighbors, coworkers, and
siblings. The renters to sibling's spectrum represent an increase in interdependence and
mutuality with the ideal being a sibling multiracial/muhiethnic church.
Mcintosh and McMahan note that most leaders have a goal ofbeing the sibling
church where each ethnic group is given a place and voice to take part equally in the
church and ministry. However, they state that this church can be difficult to attain and
maintain. They indicate the complexity of communications in trying to achieve
multiracial/muhiethnic equality, which can influence multiracial/muhiethnic group
representation. For example, if conflict occurs and the minority leader leaves the
ministry, this activity can distort a clear message of how that church values multiethnic
participation A minority leader departure for some minorities may have them concluded
they are valued less, if they do not clearly understand the nature of the conflict. In this
type of dynamics there is the potential for some respond to the interethnic conflict by
leaving. The key conclusion is that the sibling multiracial/muhiethnic church needs
multkacial/multiethnic, high-level leadership. However, such leadership interactions
involve issues of values and hidden assumptions, which can contribute to interethnic
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conflict and misunderstanding especially at these higher leadership levels. Mcintosh
and McMahan notes,
A healthy multiracial/muhiethnic church model recognizes that obvious culture
change can happen on the surface without affecting the deep-seated values and
ethos of people. Extemal change is visible and can be made rapidly and often
without effort. . . . Such a change is deceptive, leading the change agent to
deduce the observable gives evidence the deep seated changes he or she
desires.. . . The dominant ethnic group may drive indeed many
multiracial/muhiethnic churches that pride themselves on the breadth of their
diversity and open-mindedness with only a nod toward the multiple cultures that
make up the congregation. ... As one cuts to the core of the [deep] culture, one
finds that culture transformation is dramatically more difficult to achieve. For
all cultures, the deep-seated assumptions and worldview values are so invisible
and familiar that, they are taken for granted as "the way we do things here" or
the "way the world operates. (2004, 36)
Mcintosh and McMahan discussion describes Edwards' observation about hegemonic
power among white evangelicals within muhiracial/multiethnic churches. Mcintosh and
McMahan is describing both leadership (individual) hegemonic influence and the
corporate impact on the organization. The authors identify this one key organizational
cause for high leadership clash, in multiracial/muhiethnic congregations who want to
have high levels of ethnic mutuality and equality in their ministry. Senior leadership
must address worldview assumptions at this level if they want their leaders and church
to move beyond these hegemonic phenomena, minimizing worldview assumptive
clashes. I would like to expand this idea by saying that addressing worldview
assumptions is a necessary action for all leadership levels as well as in the
congregation. This is because Vineyard leadership candidates are mainly identified and
promoted within the church's ranks. Surfacing and addressing hidden worldview
assumptions would be a valuable action to execute for the entire congregation.
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Building Healthy Worldview Assumptions to Affect Ethnic Identity and Ethics
Transforming worldview assumptions engages Christian spirituality principles
that lead to biblical Christian formation. The Christian community is a new humanity
called to leam and live together. Part of that joumey is discipleship and communal
Christian formation. Biblical worldview change starts with conversion from the
kingdom of darkness into the kingdom ofGod. From there, the use of Scripture and
church experience by the power of the Holy Spirit shapes worldview, providing a
kingdom view on all of life. Worldview assumptions are so powerful that they provide
vision on how one sees all of reality. Employing Scripture to shape biblical worldview
assumptions impact Christian racial/ethnic identity and behavior. More on this topic
will be shared in the training impact section.
Based on this discussion, worldview transformation training becomes
necessary if VCols and VCinti wish to advance their muhiracial/multiethnic church
development. The three above stated critical issues directs the strategy for worldview
change. The next section presents the process used to transform worldviews.
Worldview and CQ Transformation
Worldview Transformational Processes
Chapter Three described cognitive, affective, and moral worldview elements
that provide the foundation of culture. As previously discussed, the visible aspects of
culture (e.g., dress, food, language, art forms, and other more tangible products) can
change more quickly than hidden worldview culture. Moreover, surface culture affects
the worldview, but surface culture change influences worldview change at a slower
rate. However, hidden worldview changes, though slower, have a much greater impact
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on the overaU society. The earlier discussion on VCols ministry services and cultural
levels in Table 6.4 (p. 205) showed that most of the services were on surface and belief
levels of culture. Meaning that these cultural influences will have slow effect on the
members' old worldview assumptions about race/ethnicity. Worldviews can also
undergo more radical changes or paradigmatic shifts. They are like progressive house
remodeling, reorganizing mental space like fumiture, resulting in a new view and
meaning of life. Hiebert notes that new knowledge experiences with old worldview
paradigms create pressure to change old assumptions, requiring some form of change in
the way of thinking and living. Hiebert explains.
Paradigmatic shifts take place when there is a radical reorganization in the
intemal configurations of the worldview itself to reduce tensions between
surface culture and the worldviews. The relationship is two-way: conscious
beliefs reshape worldviews [more slowly] and worldviews mold conscious
beliefs. (2008,319)
For Christians, worldview paradigmatic shifts are already integrated into Christian
conversion and the joumey of discipleship. A paradigm worldview shift occurs when
one is delivered out of the darkness of this world into the kingdom ofGod and light.
Conversion is a paradigm shift in worldview. Our assumptions about God, self,
others, and creation begin to take on new meaning. Thus, conversion hself can be
considered a worldview paradigm shift event while discipleship and Christian formation
can be seen as an ongoing joumey of transforming behavior, beliefs, values, and
worldviews. Hiebert states,
Normally when we think of conversion, we think ofparadigm shifts. Conversion
replaces an old set of beliefs and practices with new ones. At the worldview
level, it changes the fundamental ways in which we configure our view of
reality. However, most worldview transformations are ongoing process in all
individuals and societies. We must see worldview transformation as a point,
conversion, and as a process, ongoing deep discipleship. (2008, 319)
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Worldview paradigm shifts occur with the Christian conversion experience and should
be a part of the discipleship joumey. Using biblical terms, worldview paradigm shifts
entail renewing the mind, heart, and will for new behavior.
Examining Worldviews�A Wayfor Radical Paradigmatic Worldview Shift
According to Hiebert, worldview assumptions are part of the hidden culture of
the mind. Focusing on them, talking about them, and reflecting on them are ways to
bring them to the surface, illuminating what is hidden.. Revealing hidden worldview
assumptions can occur in any number of locations, including schools, churches,
seminaries, and small groups. Reflecting on worldviews is most helpfiil but also the
most difficult for those from the dominant culture because their assumptions are
society's default mode; they are seldom challenged to change their personal views. The
dominant worldview default mode setting, can cause at times, those of the dominant
society to react in denial, anger, or hostility when they encounter another worldview
perspective. Most minorities who are actively engaged with the dominant culture are
more aware of their worldview assumptions. Daily interethnic encounters with the
dominant culture provide opportunities to be reminded of different worldviews:
"Minority groups are aware of their worldviews because they stand in contrast to the
dominant worldview" (Hiebert 2008, 320). Thus, consciousness of one's worldview is
an important and useful step towards worldview transformation. Acknowledging
difference can be useful to aiding awareness. However, for the dominant culture, in this
case Anglo-American Christians, adjusting worldview assumptions can be a difficuh
and uncomfortable experience. Affirming this idea, Hiebert states.
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Dominant communities deny tliat tliey liave a constructed worldview. They
accept without question the established ways in which they live. They reason
well in their worldview but cannot reason outside or against it because they
have no other worldview in which to express their thoughts. Worldviews invest
people with a compelling sense that things are they way they seem. Lack of
awareness of alternatives also means that any challenge to their worldview is a
threat of chaos, of cosmic abyss, and therefore evokes intense anxiety. By
presenting dominant communities with conscious alternatives that "make
sense," the validity of the establishment worldview comes to be seen as less
absolute and loses something of its hold. At the same time, a challenge to it is
no longer a horrific threat of chaos.. . . We need to compare this [the culture we
live in and how it shapes the way we think] against a biblical worldview in
order to transform ours in light of the gospel. (2008, 320)
Edwards provides another insight on this matter. She states,
I have argued that interracial churches work to the extent that they are, first,
comfortable places for whites to attend. This is because whites are accustomed
to their cultural practices and ideologies being the norm and to being
structurally dominant in nearly every social institution. What this means is that,
for interracial churches to stay interracial, racial minorities must be willing to
sacrifice then- preferences, or they must have already sufficiently acculturated
into and accepted the dominant culture and whites 'privileged status. (2008,
152)
Expanding on Edwards observations, I suggest a person from his or her dominant
community living within his or her own country or having frequent contact with his or
her native country whether that place be the United States, Uganda, or Uruguay will
resist admitting having a constructed worldview. The lack of awareness of and
opportunity to leam from an altemative understanding of the world leads to the inability
of a person to reason outside his or her worldview. Thus, anyone challenging or
speaking of a different worldview will stimulate feelings of anxiety and disorder. This
anxiety can be a form of cognitive dissonance�a tension or discomfort people feel
when their beliefs do not line up with their behavior. According to Hiebert, a credible
worldview altemative that makes sense to a dominant culture person helps decrease the
stronghold of the native worldview.
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Important General Assumptions for Transforming Worldviews
Extreme ethnocentric views about the other ethnic group's role in society
contribute to hierarchical social order with ethnic identity providing one boundary
marker to define social class. Racially biased social classification within the US is
defined by racially biased social ideas. As Christian anthropologist Jenell Williams
Paris states,
Though "race" was absent from the thinking ofmany people throughout history,
race is a fiindamental part of our twentieth-first century worldview. Race is
fixed in our minds and so we perceive others and ourselves as belonging to
racial subgroups of human species. This creates the impression that our species
is too diverse to be united. In this, racial categories contribute to the lack of
unity among all ofhumanity, and among Christians as well. Race is fixed in our
society so that even without intent to segregate, we "naturally" live near,
worship with, marry, and socialize with people of our own race. For Christians
seeking to transform their world by their presence and their actions, a project of
deconstruction and reconstruction is in order. Christians must deconstruct the
worldview into which we have been socialized. (2007, 28)
In a racialized society, people are socialized to perceive themselves and the world
around them in racial terms, and this worldview encourages conformity ofbehavior (J.
W. Paris 2007, 26). It does not contribute to social unity or church unity. By default,
all are influenced by the interracial default setting of race as a category. As shared in
the previous discussion, unless believers have been intentional in biblically addressing
this mind-set and allowed these assumptions to be transformed, they bring these
racialized views of ethnic relations into the church. In addition, church leaders will
interpret Scripture, shape theology, and define church praxis with these worldview level
assumptions operating.
Thus, for probing into race and ethnicity within the church, consideration will
need to be given to the social racial worldview assumptions and the church's own
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racialized religious assumption, due to its historical complicity with racial ideology.
Racially biased religious theology and praxis within churches are add-ons to racial class
views that come from the larger society. Therefore, the first step to promote
transformation is to decouple ethnic identity from class. The idea of ethnicity should be
separated from social class and addressed separately. Ethnicity in the Bible is an etemal
reality, starting with God who made everyone equal (Eph 2:1 1-22; Gal 3:28; Rev 7:9).
God values ethnic identity, a quality derived from human culture making, while
class is a social constmction made by fallen human beings to establish human
preferential social order. Further discussion about the value God places on ethnic
identity can be found in the worldview training impact section presented later in the
chapter. Probing more deeply into the social aspects of race, anthropologist Audrey
Smedley notes,
Race is the major mode of social differentiation in American society; it cuts
across and takes priority over social class, education, gender, age, religion,
culture (ethnicity) and other differences. It is essential, then, to understand race
as a sociocultural reality independent of the history and uses of the concept in
science and distinct from whether or not scientists can agree on a common
biological definition. In this sense, race is a social principle by which society
allocates desired rewards and status. (Smedley 2007, 20)
Smedley articulate the socially ascribed rewards and status that comes with the term
race. More discussion about race, ethnicity, and social class will have to occur at later
time. The conversation has merit but goes beyond the scope of this project. For this
discussion, ethnicity within the Christian contextwill be addressed as a separate
concept without the socially ascribed rewards and status attributes. This position is
taken to provide a rich description of the term ethnicity solely in a biblical context,
without the complexity of socially ascribed non-bibhcal attributes.
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The way forward to transform church members' worldviews is to offer biblical
text that speaks directly to the biblical worldview assumptions about ethnicity. To
ensure the worldview foundation is biblical, it must be rooted within a biblical theology
of the kingdom. It is the gospel that Jesus preached. It is the one he told Christians to
proclaim to make disciples (Matt 28:18-20). This cosmic (i.e., universal) bibhcal story
is the big interpretive framework (i.e., foundational worldview) used to explore
Scripture, which equips the believer's understanding ofwhat God's Word says about
the topic of ethnicity. This theology gives the general understanding about what God
thinks about ethnicity and how believers are to respond to this understanding.
In the following section, specific Scriptures are offered to guide believers'
understanding on how they should think, feel, judge, and act in specific interethnic
circumstances. Christian anthropological insights are employed to discem the nature of
human sin, seeking ways Scripture can be applied to bring healing and restoration.
Pairing the theological with Christian anthropological insights provide a holistic
approach to transformation. It recognizes the twofold aspect of believers�spiritual
nature (i.e., theological) and human nature (i.e.. Christian anthropological) because both
have influence on worldview formation.
Moreover, a biblical worldview of ethnicity should be rooted in biblical tmths
with the voice of the Christian tradition, not secular society. Scripture and Christian
tradition contextualize the social issue, making it understandable and thus relevant to
those who hear. A helpful anthropological insight regarding communication is that:
Meaning arises out of dynamic interactive relationship between the actual
transmission, the signal systems used, the environment in which the message is
transmitted, the people who receive it, the relationship between the people, and
the manner of transmitting the message. In the end however, it it's the receptors
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[one who hears the message] who make the fmal decision on what the message
means to them within their own context and cognitive environment. (King 2008,
74)
Sufficient biblical muhiracial/multiethnic knowledge and understanding form the
foundation of a worldview that is compatible and integrative with the Christian faith,
because of its continuity within the larger transcendent God stories of the Christian
community. This equips believers with a worldview foundation that incorporates
biblical tmth regarding human equality and mutuality that leads to solidarity and unity
with brothers and sisters in Christ, a widely known Christian idea. Such a biblically
contextualized worldview draws on existing stories, languages, images, history, and
experiences already functioning within the Christian community. It develops a
distinctive Christian worldview, a biblical way of seeing, feeling, and judging about
ethnicity divergent from wider society.
Such an approach filters out hidden worldview presuppositions inherent in non-
biblically oriented research findings, whose insight and strategies may not be
compatible with biblical tmth. Christians can leam from secular ideas, but they need to
be examined in the context of Scripture and contextualized for believers. In short,
relevant and valuable race/ethnic leamings coming out of research extemal to the
church requke translation. This is suggested to avoid interracial/interethnic leamings
that would potentially deter the church from is mission. For example, using a non
biblical definition of race would contribute to interracial/interethnic relational pitfalls
seen in wider society. The church can avoid inheriting the pitfalls from the secular
traditions of race/ethnic relations. Dr. Russell West, current Associate Dean to the
Beeson Center at Asbury Theological Seminary, explains this thought in the conclusion
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of his dissertation report. His research focused on the Pentecostal interest in racial
reconciliation in the late 1990s. One concern noted was the tendency of the
denomination to borrow terms and definitions from racial conflict rhetoric. He states,
To the degree that Pentecostals borrow language, definitions, and themes from
antecedent race relations rhetoric without sufficiently adapting these to their
own assumptive system [biblical worldview framework], communication style,
and rhetorical purpose, they weaken and frustrate then own proposal and thus
inherit the same self-defeating problems that plague conflict resolution. On the
other hand, to the degree that Pentecostals allow originality to emerge from the
race-transcending themes found within their transcendental assumptive system
[universal biblical worldview], they seem to more closely achieve their
community building aims. (1997, 7)
In other words, the Pentecostal church needs to draw on biblical language and its own
traditions, not on wider culture and tradition, to address race and ethnicity issues. This
idea can be broadened to include Vineyard, Evangelicals, and other Christian traditions.
To the degree the church does the hard work of defining terms and worldview
assumptions in its own biblical language and spiritual traditions, it will become more
effective in engaging others in interracial/interethnic ministry. The church can still
leam from wider society advances, but it must take the time to translate the new ideas
into biblical terms the local members can understand in the context of then Christian
faith experiences.
Crafting a Biblical Worldview ofEthnicity
Bringing scholarly race and ethnicity conversation into biblical and theological
conversations with ever-evolving social science understandings has led some religious
study academicians to wrestie with the biblical text to bring a clear depiction of
scriptural tmth. Published notable biblical works include Ethnicity and the Bible, edited
by Mark G. Brett (year); From Every People andNation by J. Daniel Hays (2003); and,
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Why This New Race by Denise Kimber Buell (2005). Notable theological scholarship
on race and ethnicity is presented in No Partiality by Douglas R. Sharpe (2002) and in a
more recent theologically nuanced approach by Ehzabeth Y. Sung's PhD Dissertation,
"'Race' and Ethnicity Discourse and the Christian Doctrine ofHumanity: A Systematic
Sociological and Theological Appraisal" completed in 2012. Sung's work represents a
complex integration of current social science findings under the rubric of Christian
theological anthropology. Her work presents a sophisticated methodology to yield more
precise definitions of ethnicity, addressing the sociological aspects of key race
constructs along the way. Her work mainly targets biblical scholars and theologians for
exegetical analysis and theological reflection. She analyzes critical race and ethnicity-
related passages as points of analysis rather than taking a systematic approach through
the entire Bible.
The cognitive aspects of the biblical worldview require the employment of
biblical text and theology to speak to the issue of ethnicity and interethnic relations.
However, given the historical neglect within the church and Christian academy when
systemically addressing the race/ethnic issue, a limited number of biblical resources are
available to help. Biblical scholar J. Daniel Hays, who has experience with diverse
cultures in the US and as a missionary to Ethiopia, articulates some of the challenges
regarding race and ethnicity scholarship from an Anglo-American viewpoint. He cites
some of the leamings from Emerson and Smith's (2000) research, noting the
evangelicals' simplisfic (i.e., reductionisfic) approach to the topic, stating.
The race issue, on the other hand, is extremely complex, involving history,
tradition, culture, religion, economics, politics and a host of other factors.
Emerson and Smith state: "with few exceptions, evangelicals lack serious
thinking on this issue." Black theologian Ronald Potter makes the same point,
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writing tiiat "tliere exist little if any theological reflection" on this problem
(1997:32). (2003, 18)
Hays made this statement in 2003. He still advocates for culturally nuanced biblical and
theological publications. Hays highlights the form of racial prejudice in the Christian
scholarly literature is not blatant but reflects more of a subconscious bias that may be
real but unintentional. He believes that for some, imprecise work and the perceived low
value of scholarship about issues such as Africans in the Bible reveal the interpreter's
subtle unconscious bias. He states,
[0]ne of the points that I stress to my students is that when accurate historical
or literary research is lacking, people generally fill in the historical and/or
literary gaps in the biblical story with projections from their own culture or their
own experience. Unfortunately, scholars�who should know better�often fall
into this category, jumping to interpretive conclusions about the "gaps" in
biblical texts that are not based on historical research nor close exegesis, but
rather on a particular cultural (and often biased) view of the world. Another
problem that occasionally results in a racial bias is that earlier
biblical/theological/historical scholarship which was clearly racially biased is
often accepted uncritically today without asking questions about the social
location of the authors and its impact on their understanding. (2006, 15-16)
Hays' "filling in the gaps" phenomena in scholarly biblical interpretation are a good
example of syncretism happening with biblical scholars. These same phenomena occur
when leaders and members have racial/ethnic knowledge gaps as well. The purpose of
noting the dearth of biblical resources in this area is to highlight the academic gaps in
the Christian academy, creating limitations on the amount of scholarly resources
available to the wider Christian community. Hays' biblical resource is used to construct
the biblical worldview of ethnicity. His 2003 book presents a thematic approach to
ethnicity throughout the Bible. Although Sung's 2012 analysis commends Hays' work,
she also critiques his lack of engaging in more current social science research on race
and ethnicity. However, his work still has merit. Robert Priest and Alvaro Nieves
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employed it in the commendable This Side ofHeaven, which offers a compendium of
evangelical scholarship addressing the complex issues of race, ethnicity, and Christian
community. Moreover, his biblical theology of race is the only systematic survey of the
complete Bible.
An Ethnic Foundation
Scripture and Christian anthropology are used to build the foundation of a
biblical worldview of ethnicity. For the balance of this report, ethnicity will be the term
used. The term ethnicity is defined using the Revelation 7:9 text, which says.
After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could
count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne
and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm
branches in their hands.
The term nations in this verse are the word ethnos. In the context of Revelation 7:9,
ethnos means a large group ofpeople with various cultural, physical, or geographical
ties. A deeper understanding of the use of ethnicity in the Bible has its challenges:
"Because ethnic identity is socially constructed and subjectively perceived h is
impossible to find an objective set of criteria that defines the group in every situation"
(Halls 1997, 19). Traditionally, ethnic identity has been understood as connected to
genetics, physical appearance, language, and/or religion. For J. Hays, "ethnicity
involves the creation and maintenance of social boundaries, other factors such as
geographical location, ancestry (real or mythic), dress, diet, or numerous combinations
can also play critical roles (McNutt 1999:33)" (2003, 28-29). Noting some biblical
limits of the term. Hays provides a definition of ethnicity that is usefial for the scope of
this project.
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The scriptural reference of the gathering of every tribe, tongue, and nation (Rev 7:9)
envisions all believers to live with the understanding that in God's end times the human
worshipping community is multiethnic. God's new community, called the Church,
consists of a large multiethnic family. This vision enables believers to assume that all
ethnicities, all people, are created in the image ofGod; therefore, all are affirmed of
their worth before God. Ethnic hierarchy does not exist, because superior or inferior
ethnic groupings as a social order are not a bibhcal concept. The ethnic character of all
human culture is an expression of the creative genius ofGod. No person self-selects all
aspects of his or her ethnic identity. Portions are inherited�through the parental
genetic pool�what a person looks like, while other aspects that give meaning to those
physical features known as beauty are passed on through social relationships.
Language, behaviors, and beliefs would fall into this area as well. Thus, for a person,
physical features as one aspect of ethnic identity are fixed, while others, such as the
meaning of beauty, language and geographic ties which are fluid can change over time.
A person's self-selected social grouping influences the meaning and
interpretation of ethnic identity. Ethnic identity is an aspect of current human existence
that has etemal value, as evidenced by the vision in Revelation 7:9, where the author,
John, sees many tribes and nations. One must note.
Human identity cannot be grounded ultimately in ethnicity. The human being is
essentially constituted by its relationship to God as the creature, reconciled
sinner and glorified child ofGod. Who we are is determined in and through this
relationship, and on the basis of this identity we are called to relate to others as
those who also belong to God in this three-fold way. (Hays 2003, 63)
On a foundational biblical worldview level, ethnic identity is a gift, not a problem to be
solved. Although, there are serious issues with how people perceive, interpret, and treat
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solved. Although, there are serious issues with how people perceive, interpret, and treat
their ethnic identity, influencing how they treat ethnic others, the transcendental reality
remains that an ethnic identity is a personal attribute that should be cherished. This
knowledge is derived from the biblical text where it states human beings, Adam and
Eve, were made in the image ofGod (Gen 1:26-28), when racial classifications did not
exist. Later the biblical text described in Noah's progeny and the emergence of diverse
ethnicities. Sung articulates this idea from a theological position. Her insight has
sufficient merit to capture her complete thought on this matter:
The primal condition of human beings was "non-ethnic," "non-national,"
and non-racial. Adam and Eve cannot be claimed as "Negroid, Caucasian,
[or] even Semitic," because the primordial pair lived prior to "the division
of humankind into ... races. . .. Their racial identity is indeterminate, but not
because of temporal, circumstantial constraints. Instead, they are incapable
of accurate racial ascription because racial theories and schemes as devised
during the Enlightenment are based upon a monumental misconception of
the nature of human beings and of the human social order before God. In a
metaphysical realist sense, Adam and Eve�and, accordingly, their
progeny�are not "pre-racial" but "non-racial" beings. ... The canonical
judgment that the ethnic groups that comprise humanity are positively
regarded receives further support in the vision of the Holy City, the New
Jerusalem in Revelation 21-22. Chapters 21-22 contain references that
intentionally recall major motifs in the early chapters ofGenesis, creating
an inclusio [a theme throughout the bible from one end to another] that
brings redemptive history to a theologically climactic and satisfying close.
In Revelation 21 :24-26, John states, the nations will walk by its light, and
the kings of the earth will bring their splendor into it.. . . The glory and
honor of the nations will be brought into it. Nothing impure will ever enter
it, nor will anyone who does what is shameful or deceitfiil, but only those
whose names are written in the Lamb"s book of life.
Here it is not simply reiterated that people from every "tribe and
language and people and nation" will be represented in worshipping
assembly (as earher, in Rev 5:9-10, 13); John stresses that the kings and the
nations entering the city bring the best of the works of theh hands-theh
respective cultural riches�in tribute to God and to the Lamb. Nothing from
the old order, which has value in the sight ofGod, is debarred from entry
into the new. John's heaven is no world-denying Nirvana, into which men
may escape from the incurable ills of sublunary existence, but the seal of
affirmation on the goodness ofGod's creation. The treasure that men find
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laid up in heaven turns out to be the treasures and wealth of the nations, the
best they have known and loved on earth redeemed of all imperfections and
transfigured by the radiance ofGod. Nothing is excluded but what is
obscene and false, that is, totally alien to the character of God. Nowhere in
the New Testament do we find a more eloquent statement than this of the all
embracing scope ofChrist's redemptive work. The representation of all
ethnic groups and nations in this pilgrimage and the full acceptance of these
sanctified gifts and givers�prophesied in Isaiah 60; Hag 2:7; Ps 72:10 and
elsewhere�will be actualized, brought to completion in the life of the
world to come. (2012, 158, 248 )
Dr Sung's interpretation ofGenesis and Revelation provide a vision of the overarching,
universal assumption about ethnicity. God honors all ethnicities, redeems them through
Christ, and embraces them as an etemal value in his people. In addition, this vision of
ethnicity, seen in Revelation 7:9 shows a gathering and worshipping united people.
Thus, all ethnic groups are invited to live in unity in a new community called the
church. Because of the misuse of Scripture to justify slavery, J. Hays presents key
biblical assumptions to dispel wrongful thinking about ethnicity. An emphasis on the
black presence of the Bible is offered as a means of correction. It helps to correct the
myth of the curse ofHam, a major biblical text employed to justify slavery. However,
the biblical tmth that corrects the myth ofHam is suitable for Anglo and non-Anglo
ethnicities, because of racial and ethnic hierarchical assumptions perpetrated during
European global colonization. By reading Scripture properly. Genesis 9:17-27 teaches
that this verse used to justify slavery, has no connection to ethnicity. It is often
referenced as the curse ofHam versus the correct statement, the curse of Canaan. The
tower ofBabel and the subsequent mapping seen in Genesis 1 1 provides the grouping
ofpeople by associations and relationships. Moreover, a foreshadowing ofGod's
redemptive plan is seen through Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3. This foreshadowing is
eventually revealed in the life and ministry of Jesus Christ and advanced in the ministry
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7:9 where many are gathered from every people, tribe, tongue, and nation. With this
general understanding, a summary of the specific passages is presented to aid
constructively to the biblical cognitive, affective, and moral themes of ethnicity.
Biblical Cognitive Worldview Assumptions
The cognitive themes address assumptions about how one should biblically
think about what is true regarding ethnicity. It encompasses ideas that identify the
multiethnic aspects of the Old and New Testaments. It includes muhiethnic people of
faith, the acceptance of interethnic marriages in the faith community and the
reconciling agency of the Christ through the Holy Spirit. It also presents the end-time
vision of a new multiethnic community ofChrist:
After this, I looked and there before me was a great multitude that no one could
count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne
and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm
branches in their hands. (Rev 7:9)
The end times vision consist ofmultiethnic believers who share the same identity in
Christ, thus participating in the same destiny as worshippers around the throne of God.
See Table 6.5 for specific cognitive assumptions that aid the construction of a biblical
worldview.
Table 6.5 Summarv ofKey Cognitive Assumptions about Ethnicity (Thinking Biblically About Ethnicity)
Relevant Biblical Assumptions-God's view
How God sees ethnicity
Old and New Testament was multiracial/multiethnic.
"The biblical world of the Old and New Testament was multiracial/multiethnic.
Ethnic Make-Up-Old Testament World
"The people in the Old Testament reflected a wide range of ethnic diversity. . . . The group appearing most frequently
of course, is the Northwest Semitic group, composed of Israel and many of her neighbors (Canaanites, Moabites,
Edomites, Ammonites, etc.)...Cushites (Black African), the Egyptians (probably a mix of Asiatic and Black
African), and the Indo-Europeans (Philistines and Hittites). Thus the Old Testament was a completely
multiraciafmultiethnic world [physical features, dress, food, language and other cultural differences]" (Hays,
2003,45).
Israel, Torah, Foreigners and Intermarriage
"As God's promises to Abraham in Gen 12:3 (blessing to all peoples) unfolds, numerous different ethnicities are
melded into the people of God in fiilfillment of this promise. In the Torah, part of this melding occurs through
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interracial marriage .... Marriage across theological lines�that is marrying unbelievers�is prohibited, but marriage
to another one's believing children, regardless of race is affirmed" (Hays, 2003, 86).
Israel and Black Africa during the Monarchy
Black Africans played a frequent and very important role in biblical history. Served as soldiers in armies from Egypt,
Israel, Assyria, Persia, Greece and Carthage (2 Kings)... (Hays, 2003, 103).
lEthnicl Issues and the Prophets
"First of all, the prophets emphasized that God cannot be tied to any ethnic community. Likewise, the people ofGod
are portrayed as a wide-ranging ethnic mix. . .Israel related to the nations of the world in two ways. . . . foreigners are
regularly incorporated (literally) into Yahweh's people. . . [and] the Old Testament paints an eschatological picture
that fulfills Gen 12:3 and brings all scattered people of Gen 10 back together into one people ofGod (Kostenberger
and O'Brien 2001:35)" (Hays, 2003, 139).
Ethnic Make-Up-The New Testament World
The New Testament was a ethnically diverse world. Greek was a term that educated persons in the Roman Empire
self identified with, but consisted of Indo-European, Asian, and African ethnic groups. This ethnically diverse world
reflects the context for Paul's preaching and ministry.
[Ethnic] Theology in Matt, Luke and Acts
In Matthew, the author underscores the mixed [inter-ethnic] marriage genealogy of Christ, pointing, of course, to the
inclusion of the Gentiles, but also suggesting the acceptability ofmixed [inter-ethnic] marriages among the new
people of God. Luke's two-volume Luke-Acts set focuses on the issue of ...ethnicity for the new people of God.
"First he connects the theology of salvation for all peoples back to Gen 10-12, showing the expansion ofChristianity
to all peoples is a continuity and fulfillment of these early chapters of Genesis. "Luke stresses not only that the
gospel demands to be proclaimed to all people of all. . .ethnicities, but the gospel also demands that all old culturally
driven worldviews regarding ...ethnic prejudice be completely abandoned by the new people ofGod. Furthermore
the issue is not just thinking ...ethnic equality but doing ....ethnic equality" (Hays, 179).
"As a pattern of true discipleship, Luke reminds the Church today the gospel demands that we forsake our inherited
culturally driven ethnic prejudices, and accept all people-especially those different from us-as integral parts of the
church" This is one of the task of the Holy Spirit. The gospel challenges us to do some serious. Spirit-led soul
searching on this issue. Key question: Do our attitudes and actions toward those who ethnically different reflect
prejudice culture that we inherited, or do they reflect the new worldview of ethnic acceptance the gospel proclaims
and the Spirit empowers? Not just acceptance as equals, but mutuality, mutual submissions. (Hays, 2003, 179)
[Ethnicity], Paul, Theologv, and the Apocalypse
"[The] study of Paul and of the Apocalypse reveals that the inclusion of all the nations of the earth into the people of
God was not an afterthought by God, or a shift in His thinking, but was rather a part of His etemal plan from the
beginnmg. Thus, the mission of Paul to the nations was a fulfillment ofAbrahamic promise as a redemptive solution
to Gen 3-11. The Scriptures justify that individuals from all tribes, languages, people and nations are all justified in
the same manner and thus equal co-heirs of the kingdom and equal members of the Body ofChrist. The climatic
view of Christ's triumphant kingdom is the gathering of the diverse races/ethnicities worshipping around the throne"
(Hays, 2003, 1991-200).
Christian anthropological insight is offered to deepen the biblical understanding
of human brokenness expressed as ethnocentrism (ethnic bias) that affects all ethnic
groups. Unless a person has been actively addressing his or her own bias, he or she will
continue in their bias. Everyone is bom in a cultural milieu that influences how they see
their ethnic selves and others. Ethnic bias is a part of the brokenness of human beings
due to the fallen nature of humanity since the Fall in the Garden ofEden. The
assumptions in this section include a reminder of the definition of ethnicity and a
research observation that people see "ethnic difference" before they are able to inquire
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about other ethnic attributes such as ancestry or language. This section also includes a
discussion on ethnocentrism, social order, and a way to address these human fraihies.
The anthropological study presents a way forward to foster biblical unity within
believers' lives and communities (see Table 6.6).
Table 6.6 Christian Anthropological Insights on Cognitive Themes (Human Factors to Consider)
Relevant Christian Anthropological Assumptions-Humanity's view
Inquiry is needed to make out a person's full ethnic identity. A person's physical features of ethnicity are seen first.
For one can see, someone who dress like the person, but whose physical features look different. A person may not
have verbal contact and will try to discover the broader category (ancestry or land) of that person's ethnicity.
(Vineyard Worldview Interview Insight)
Ethnic physical features are a product of the self-selected definition of ethnicity. A person is bom with these features
and it is not self-selected. However, the meaning and terms may change over time or through circumstance.
Anthropological Nature of Ethnocentrism.
Sin obstructs humans' relationship with God. One cannot see nor understand the Scriptural text on ethnicity without
God's help. Sin's impact on humanity has been an inflated sense of self and in-group bias. This is called
ethnocentrisms. All humans are bom into the world with this orientation. It is part of human brokeimess. It ranges
from a biased preference for self and others who are from a similar ethnic group to extreme ethnocentrism. Such
extreme ethnocentrisms include "ghetto ization and niche-exploiting... like the caste system ofHindu India, in which
in each caste was associated with particular occupations... [or the concept of] the essentialization [essentialism] of
ethnics. . . that people have an inner essence that makes them what they are" (Brown 2003, 96). Both of these
extremes lead to improper thinking of a person from a different ethnicity. This is particularly true with essentialism.
The Human Problem of Essentialism
"All humans classify the world and the people in them into general categories. These categories result in simplistic
stereotypes and folk beliefs about "races" and "ethnic" groups. These racial and ethnic mental images and
stereotypes become the foundations for prejudice, arbitrary beliefs and feelings towards an entire group of people.
Sometimes essentialism results in discrimination, the active denial of members of "racial" or "ethnic groups" the
opportunity to enjoy equal access to human rights. Serious forms ofprejudice and discrimination can create violence
directed at an individual, or in extreme cases the annihilation of an entire group of people. Essentialism can be
overcome by recognizing the complexities of ethnicity and realizing that these stereotypes and generalizations about
"races" and "ethnic groups" do not stand up when subjected to empirical studies, critical thought and analysis"
(Scupm 2003, 88).
Essentialism and Social Order
Human societies have a need to order their lives. Complex societies such as the United States take an exploitative
approach to social order, believing it necessary to stratify social classes to control resources. "Stratification arises
when one group seeks to exploit the resources or labor of others" (Robbins 2009, 254). This is indicated by the
history of slavery and European colonial development. Some would say the current immigration issue would be
classified in the same way. Slaves were exploited due to extremely harsh labor conditions and, due to the color of the
skin. They were an out-group denied equal access to resources. What this indicates is a U.S. hierarchical social order
infused with essentialism against non-European descent ethnic groups. Unfortunately, the Christian dominant culture
embraces this ideology and used Scripture to justify either embracing it or not resisting it. Some of the loudest voices
for slavery were Methodist leaders. This is the legacy of the Christian church in the United States. Everyone is
shaped by the essentialism that is connected to a stratified social order. In addition, the church and its members are
infused with this ideology. Very little work has been done to transform the thinking of the Christian members to
disrupt the transference of these non-biblical ideas.
The affective assumptions address individual character traits useful in
multiethnic relationships. It presents essential worldview themes to shape biblical
feelings towards ethnicity and ethnic others, reflecting on what is beauty and love. The
fruit of the Holy Spirit, which are character traits ofChrist, is considered important.
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The interview results that mentioned these ideas. In addition, the assumption that
believers are new persons in Christ is considered important. The orientation is to see
ethnic attributes of human beings as a gift that may be in need of healing (see 6.7).
Table 6.7 Biblical Knowledge of Affective Themes (How I should Feel)
Relevant Affective Themes of Ethnicity
Character Traits
Character traits as a disciple ofChrist and usefiil for interracial interactions�fruits of the Spirit are affective signs of
Christ likeness�love, joy, peace, patience, kindness and gentleness (Gal 5:22). Humility and mutual submission aid
the relationship building process between believers.
Believers-New Creation People in a New Community Called God's Family
Christians are called into a new community. This family consists of all people who have been converted out of
darkness into the kingdom of life, Christ's kingdom. Members are called to love and encourage one another (John
10:10, Phil 2). Jesus prayed for oneness in his body of believers so Christians are encouraged to build one another up
in the faith. (lCor8:l)
Ethnic Attribute is a Gift
A biblical view of ethnicity shows acceptance to all people. It affirms ethnic identity, which is a gift marred and
broken in need of healing.
Ethnic Identity is Marred in Need ofHealing
So rather, than draw ethnic meaning and affirmation from society. Christians need to tum to Christ, the model of the
new humanity, and become envisioned by him. Through Scripture and the Holy Spirit, Christians become healed to
reveal the new creation, with an ethnic identity restored in Christ. This identity is not dependent on others for self-
worth and significance, but on Christ, in whom live, move, and have our being. It is Christ 'in hope�the hope' of
glory. Glorious new creation has a transformed ethnic identity that cannot only base significance in Christ, but that is
also able to extend grace and mercy to others. Christians are called to be in his love to be loved. Such love and
affirmation does not lead to deceptive self-autonomy, but to blossoming true personhood that can only be developed
in a new Christ-centered, Spirit-filled community.
Multiethnic Church Provide Context for Identity Formation
The church offers the muhiethnic context for identity formation. In this case, the context is to affirm the ethnic
identities of its members through their services and discipleship. Worldview values and character are transformed.
How it Works
Reading and praying on Scripture allows the Holy Spirit to reveal personal ethnic identity and the ethnicity of
characters in the Bible. Ethnicity is a gift but in need of healing. Prayer and Scripture study opens one's eyes to the r
multiethnic (multi-colored) and multicultural (multi-cultured) kingdom of the Bible. Each person's historical people-
group fits into the story. Leam your place in the universal story of the church. Provides a sense of belonging.
The moral assumptions of a worldview should reflect the character of God,
because it addresses how leaders view holiness and righteousness. Several biblical
ideas that would be appropriate to use for the moral worldview themes are available.
However, the idea of Shalom is chosen, for it conveys wholeness and peace. It is
presented with the necessary Christian response. Table 6.8 contains a hsting of key
texts that address Shalom as a moral theme for ethnicity. Additionally, ways are
identified to foster Shalom along with practical tips to make it actionable.
Table 6.8 Biblical Knowledge ofMoral Theme (What are the norms that come out of character)
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Relevant Moral Themes
Shalom as a Theme
"At the heart of the gospel is shalom. Shalom begins with a right relationship with God. . .It also involves right
relationship with humans. Hierarchy and exploitation in which the strong lord it over the weak do not
characterize right relationships. Right relationships are expressed in loving and caring for one another as people
created in the image ofGod, however broken or flawed we are. It means to be conditionally for the other, rather
than oneself and commit oneself to the other. . .God's goal is to win the enemy [us] over and bring peace,
reconciliation, and shalom" (Hiebert 2008, 303-304).
How are Christians to Respond?
All followers ofChrist are called to be about the work ofmaking peace, shalom. We are first called to be
transformed, and in the joumey of discipleship share the same grace and love to challenge and be an agent of
transformation. Shalom is the fruit of God's people walking humbly, loving mercy, and doing justice (Matt.
23:23, Mic. 6:8). The context ofmaking peace should be seen in individual lives and social structures,
particularly those that oppress the human dignity of individuals and groups, curtailing the human flourishing
that comes from shalom. At times, this may require speaking against structures that oppress the poor or that
engage in the unjust distribution of resources, e.g. finances, education, housing, and health. Christians
performing these God-honoring actions give credible witness to the gospel.
Helpful Tips
All Christians have been commissioned to be agents of reconciliation (2Cor 5:18-21). "Christ calls believers to
love one another by deliberately attempting to interact with different ethnic groups" (Yancey 2003). The New
Testament describes the church as comprising people from many different nations and cultures (Matt 28:19; 1
Cor 12:13; Gal3: 28; Rev. 5:9). According to John Perkins, ethnic reconciliation requires the following of
Christians:
a. Admit that ethnic separation exists and that it misrepresents what God intends for His
people. Confession and forgiveness will help heal the wounds of racism and ethnic bias.
b. Submit to God and seek to build loving relationships across racial barriers.
c. Commit to racial reconciliation. It is the church that has been given the ministry of
reconciliation (Jessup 2008, 176-177).
Combining Worldview Themes
This discussion gave foundational biblical cognitive, affective, and moral
assumptions for shaping a biblical worldview of ethnicity. Such understanding can
provide critical knowledge for leaders and members to interact within the multiethnic
church. Because of such a personal worldview transformation, it can influence the
person's work, family, and other social relationships. OveraU, the benefit of the
biblical worldview of ethnicity is the attempt to address two dimensions of a person�
the spiritual and human aspects. Focusing on the spiritual aspect. Scripture is used as a
source to inform believers what God says about ethnicity. The power ofbiblical truth
reveals partial or false understandings of race and ethnicity, bringing to light what is
hidden. Truth with the power of the Holy Spirit brings transformation by the renewal of
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the human aspects of a person, namely the mind, heart, and will. Such dynamics
include, but are not limited to, healing from past and current ethnic conflicts, a
restorative dynamic that can lead to a more biblical view of one's ethnicity and increase
opermess to interethnic relationships. As shown earlier, a biblical worldview of
ethnicity entails a foundation of the kingdom ofGod, with key topical biblical verses
that address the key assumptive truth about ethnicity and the Christian anthropological
knowledge of ethnocentric bias. As Christian anthropologist Paris states, "In Romans
12, Paul makes a connection between mind and behavior, a conformed mind leads to
conformed behavior, but a renewed mind leads to a transformed life" (2007, 26).
Expounding upon this statement, I suggest that a biblically transformed worldview that
encompasses mind, heart, and will leads to biblical conformed behavior.
A discussion on change processes for cultural intelligence is presented next,
after which a strategy to implement these changes are offered. Although, worldview
themes dominate the training recommendations, CQ change process and content is
presented because of its simplicity in facilitating modest cultural skill development and
its ease of integration into local ministry.
Cultural Intelligence Improvement Processes and Content
According to the CQ Center, the best ways to improve cultural intelligence
employ personal coaching and training. The CQ assessment tool was used in the survey
to determine the CQ level for all those who responded to the survey. A 1.0 high
agreement level is the ideal goal for persons and groups. Therefore, survey responses
need to be in the 5, 6, 7 range (i.e., agree and strongly agree) in all four categories of
motivation, knowledge, behavior, and strategy. The weak distribution of agreement
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scores in CQ knowledge for both VCols and VCinti, and the high level of response (73
percent and higher) for desiring more cultural training warrants making the
improvement ofCQ knowledge a priority. A lack of knowledge can be a contributing
factor to ethnic misunderstanding and conflict. The CQ Center offered simple tips to
improve the CQ skillset. Activities such as a personal reflection on previous interethnic
experiences, book reading, and attendance at cultural events can be transformative.
Information that is more accurate is listed in Table 6.9, which includes simple tips to
improve CQ ratings in all four categories.
Table 6.9 Simple Tips for Improving Cultural Intelligence (CQ)
Improve CQ-
Motivation
? Reflect on previous cross-cultural experiences and others.
Improve CQ-
Knowledge
? Read books, attend seminars, and visit museums to reveal different cultural arts and literature forms.
Improve CQ-
Strategy
?J* Be aware of one's own interactions, review knowledge level of another person's culture. Think of
words and actions that may make that person uncomfortable.
Improve CQ-
Behavior
? Note others in cross-cultural meetings and practice what they do. Practice. Practice. Practice.
Source: Reformatted CQ Center
Faith-based organizations have several options to improve their leaders' and
members' CQ skills. These include self-rated assessments at various levels that can be
completed online. After they are evaluated, they retum with a written report. For basic
assessments, the report includes the four CQ capability scores and CQ worldwide
comparison and reflection to interpret the feedback. The CQ Center provides a multi-
rated, self-assessment tool. A multi-self-rated tool invites selected input from
supervisors and team members. If one wants to assess a key leader within the
community center at VCols or the healing center at VCinti, which have constant
interethnic interactions, then a muhi-rated assessment would be an excellent instmment
to use. The leaders would take the test to record self-perceptions of their skills while
members of their teams would rate them as well. Written feedback is given from team
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members, integrating the many CQ input ratings, revealing CQ strengths and
weaknesses. The multi-rater assessment can provide a reality check on the leaders'
perceived and real CQ skills, with the potential to affirm what is working well and what
requires additional development. Such a proactive stance towards CQ development
provides an opportunity to identify potential misunderstanding and conflicts. Group CQ
assessment is also available.
Training for Kingdom Transformation
The last section discussed two core areas where biblical worldview and cultural
knowledge (i.e., CQ) interact to offer a way to advance multiethnic church
development. These changes are to come from surfacing and transforming hidden
worldview assumptions about ethnicity and CQ improvement strategies. The altemative
worldview of ethnicity is one based on biblical tmth. By surfacing and examining
hidden ethnic assumptions, gaining the needed biblical frameworks and interacting with
the agency of the Holy Spirit, nonbiblical interpretations of reality about ethnic
relations can be changed. New biblically transformed worldview assumptions paired
with improved CQ skills are a way to aid leaders and members to think, perceive, and
act in more biblically and culturally informed ways. These two resources�transformed
worldviews and strong CQ skills�contribute to personal development for leaders and
members. Using such resources can lead to a more biblically shaped Christian ethnic
identity (i.e., worldviews affect identity), leading to an effective interethnic Christian
praxis.
These two concepts are employed as training resources for both VCols and
VCinti. The training is provided to address ethnic knowledge-base gaps. The proffered
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training format does not suggest that no one within these congregations has a biblical
worldview of ethnicity. A biblical worldview of ethnicity was operating in a select few,
represented by fewer than 10 percent citing the Bible as the source of defining
ethnicity. Additional training is offered to improve existing biblical understandings of
ethnicity to facilitate healthy interethnic relationship building within the community.
The training is formatted under the rubric ofChristian formation, also called
Christian discipleship training. Because worldview shapes identity, developing a
biblical worldview of ethnicity becomes a Christian formation issue. Hiebert classifies
worldview formation as a discipleship issue. The church is the context for theological
culture formation, congregational dynamics shaping church member's worldviews,
beliefs, and behaviors. Pastors and leaders want to ensure theological culture forming
dynamics results in biblical Christian formation for their members. Therefore, a
kingdom ofGod, theologically oriented. Spirit-guided, interethnic, dialogical format is
suggested. Already, the current Christian community at large in the United States is
grappling with the fallout from consumer-oriented programs. They generate a fragile
foundation for discipleship, which can restrict the potential for Christian maturity. The
consumer-oriented approach results in a discipleship orientation where the reader of
Scripture is treated as the interpreter, normally without engaging in the historical
understanding of the biblical text or with the leading of the Holy Spirit (Kang 2007).
Therefore, a training format that it is done in the community of ethnically diverse
people (i.e., addressing contextual interpretation issues) is important. Moreover, room
should be made for teacher-member dialogue (usefiil theological refiection) and for the
ministry of the Holy Spirit.
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The content is essentially the biblical worldview of ethnicity material with the
research study multiethnic church themes, which were discussed in Chapter Five. The
theory and model employed to create the training draws from a hybrid ofHiebert's
worldview transformational processes discussed earlier and common Vineyard training
classes.
Hiebert identifies fives ways worldview transformation occurs. I will be
employing three of them. One is examining them by "surfac[ing] them�to consciously
examine the deeper, unexamined assumptions we have and thereby make explicit what
is implicif (2008, 319). The nature of this research project was a way to examine
worldview assumptions. Another method is exposure to other worldviews where "we
step outside of our culture and look at the world from the outside, and to have outsiders
tell us what they perceive is our worldview" (321). This would require a setting where
relational interethnic trust is already established. Last, creating life rituals can be
transformative:
Living rituals are nondiscursive. They speak of the transcendent�of our
deepest beliefs, feelings, values�which cannot be reduced to words. They point
to mystery, root myths and metaphors, and frindamental allegiances, and express
our deepest emotions and moral order. [They are a way to mark the life
transforming nature of a person. They are acts ofworship such as baptism,
communion and prayer.]. . . Given our spiritual bias, we in the modem world
often overlook the importance of rituals in worldview transformation. (323)
Modem Westem churches place little value on rituals but they have transformative
power.
These three transformational processes correlate well with existing Vineyard
church training classes. The churches training context include but is not limited to,
ministry training fomms, conferences, seminars, and small group gatherings. Wimber,
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the founder of the Vineyard churches, employed Hiebert's "missing middle" principle
to help him understand the absence of the Holy Spirit in church theology and praxis.
The "missing middle" principle is the fruh of Enlightenment thinking, a worldview
level issue. Scientific dualist thinking ignored the reality and, as a result, dismissed the
presence and power of the Holy Spirit as not relevant. Enlightenment thinking
infiltrated the Christian academy, shaping the views ofhow pastors and leaders
approached Scripture and the Holy Spirit. Over time and through church teaching,
church members were shaped by the view that the Holy Spirit is not an active presence
in life today. Hiebert's worldview "missing middle" concept was a way to correct such
misunderstandings. Hiebert knew Wimber. He encouraged and, at times, critiqued
Wimber's ministry where he saw gaps (Hiebert, 1989). Nonetheless, the Vineyard
community praxis reflects the understanding of the Holy Spirit worldview paradigm
shift. Wimber understood the implications and made such Holy Spirit knowledge
available to all seekmg the presence ofGod. VUSA, Vineyard Columbus, and Vineyard
Cincinnati's praxis reflect a Holy Spirit worldview paradigm shift. Weekend services,
preaching and teaching, Bible class, small groups, and other events have a common
worldview structure in their formats that is open to the Holy Spirit.
One class called Holy Spirit Empowerment is taught on a regular basis, focusing
on presenting biblical truths about the Holy Spirit and his gifts. It is an appropriate
classroom model for examining worldview of ethnicity paradigms and offering a more
biblical model. This type of class is commonly presented in various Vineyard churches
around the world. Such training has the legacy of a movement where many people
across cultures, denominations, ages, ethnicities, and religions receive prayer, and in
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some cases lives have been changed (Neve 2012).
Given the existing theological grid within Vineyard churches, a practical next
step is to build upon this aheady existing biblical worldview paradigm, a version that
addresses biblical interethnic issues. The training is modified to focus on relevant
ethnic truths in Scripture, allowing the Holy Spirit's ministry through Scriptural
teaching and discussion among the participants. This format allows biblical worldview,
truth, and the ministry of the Holy Spirit to illuminate the text and transform unbiblical
ideas and practices. The format of the training is one of dialogic interaction with
segments of lectures to facilitate group rapport and communication. Time is structured
to have small group discussion around the table and open question and answer sessions
for the entire group. The last segment includes time for prayer ministry, where teams of
prayers are available to minister to participants. The transformational training can be
emotive due to the potential legacy of negative interethnic experiences within wider
society, churches, and families. Expressions of emotional and relational pain were
exhibited within several of the 121 interviews conducted with participants from VCols
and VCinti. Noting this phenomena, time and space is created for personal reflection.
Moreover, empathy and compassion should be the response to all who make vulnerable
self-disclosures of their interethnic experiences. Given this shift in knowledge, content,
and focus, a modification of the Holy Spirit Empowerment model is required. The
following list indicates the components of the model and how they interact with
Hiebert's processes. The 20 minutes ofmusic worship following a sharing of Scripture
is offered at the beginning. At this point, a brief review of the kingdom ofGod theology
and worldview basics (examining a worldview section) is presented. Questions-and-
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answer time witli tlie teacher and separate table conversations are included (interethnic
dialogue). The session ends with time for prayer from trained prayers, one activity of
the ritual aspect. Additionally, space is created in the room for a life-size cross. People
will be informed that at any time other than during teaching and conversation they can
indicate areas of forgiveness on a card and physically pin it to the cross. This ritual is
an enactment of surrendering interethnic offenses. Session two follows the same format
as session one; however, the topic is the biblical-cognitive worldview assumptions of
ethnicity. Sessions 3 and 4 follow suit, focusing on affective and moral assumptions,
including practical tips (see Table 6.10). The same format can be used to provide
training on the biblical worldview of the multiethnic church, entailing another set of
four modules. Because of space and time limitations, it is noted but not a part of this
detailed analysis.
Table 6.10 Training Content and Session Format
Vineyard
Standard
Teacliing Format
Format Hiebert's Worldview
Transformational
Processes
Worldview
Transformation Ministry
Time Time Total Per
Session- 2 Hours
Time Total Per Session- 2
Hours per Module
Teacher
Introduction
5 minutes Teacher Introduction
Worship in Music 20 minutes or more Ritual-Worship Music 20 minutes or more
Teaching Lecture,
1,2 or Panel
Speakers
45 minutes or more
if include breaks and
Q&A for Session 1
Module 1 -Examine Worldviews-Lay
foundation with time for Questions
Module 1-1 hour or more
for Kingdom and
Worldview Basics
Prayer Time with
Worship Music
30 minutes or more Hiebert's Inter-ethnic Dialogue 20 minutes-Group
Participant Interactions-
Prefer Round tables
Not Applicable Not Applicable Ritual-Worship Music and Prayer, the
Cross Exercise
20 minutes-Prayer Time
and Close
Not Applicable Not Applicable Same format as Module 1-for this
Module 2
Module 2-1 hour or more
for Biblical Cognitive
Worldview
Not Applicable Not Applicable Same format as Module 1 for this
Module 3
Module 3- 1 hour or more
for Biblical Affective
Worldview
Not Applicable Not Applicable Same format as Module 1 for this
Module 4
Module 4- 1 hour or more
for Biblical Moral
Worldview-How to
interact with Others
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The setting, time, and target audience dimensions are formatted to maximize
Holy Spirit transformational experiences for the church. The overall goal and
executional details are summarized in table 6.10. For instance, the training content's
goal is to provide common understanding of ethnicity within the church, by providing
foundational biblical assumptions. The best setting for this is in a chapel setting where
ritualistic expressions such as worship in song, prayer, and kinetic acts of forgiveness
with a symbolic cross are made available. Four two-hour time slots are reasonable
blocks for those who are open to change. Time allotment may require adjustment,
depending on the group dynamics. The training is placed under the educational rubric
of Christian formation, meaning that it is open to everyone in the church, for the result
is a deeper understanding of ethnicity. Senior church leaders may decide to offer this
training first to leaders to facilitate change within the congregation (see Table 6.1 1).
Table 6.1 1 Target Training Goals
Training Element Description Purpose
Training Frame Work Christian Formation or Discipleship Ethnicity affects everyone. The
Body of Christ is called to unity.
Everyone needs to understand this.
Training Content Theology of the Kingdom of God-ethnic
relevance, Biblical Worldview ofEthnicity,
biblical ethnic formation and implications, A
review ofHiebert's Multiethnic Church
Worldview Themes is offered separately
Provide critical biblical knowledge
content to understand how God sees
ethnicity and proper response.
Provide common understanding of
the multiethnic church assumptions.
Training Setting Church classroom or chapel Round tables and room for ministry
Training Schedule Classes should be 4 consecutive sessions
held quarterly-like Holy Spirit
Empowerment
Class is frequently offered to get
members in large megachurch
trained.
Training Time 4-Two Hour slots with flexibility-Friday
evening, Saturday 10-4
Allows time to teach ideas, group
discussion and ministry time.
Target Audience Staff, leaders, members Training staff and leaders first is
best before full-scale sharing with
members. Can be altered to fit
ministry need
Pre and Post Worldview
Assessment
A survey can be distributed to monitor
worldview change.
Determine training effectiveness
A pre- and post-survey can monitor the effectiveness of worldview change and
CQ skills. A modified version of the research survey could be employed. The overall
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training format is designed to facilitate theological reflection, a way to critically think
about biblical truth. Reflective thinking is an important aspect of theological formation.
The time, space, and mental focus for thinking and discussing key biblical texts relevant
to ethnicity are an important aspect of transformation and Christian growth. The former
bishop of Durham in the Church of England, and one of the world's leading New
Testament scholars N. T. Wright, referencing his book, Paul and the Faithfulness of
God, explains the critical need for theological reflection as a community:
We can see more precisely why 'theology' was necessary for Paul and the other
(Wright 2013) early Christians, and why it had to take the shape it did. This
particular worldview needed theology for its own clarity, stability and
sustainability. If the world-view was to stand up, shorn of the traditional cultural
symbols of Judaism and refusing to take on board the symbolic praxis of
paganism, it needed to put down roots more carefully and explicitly, and those
roots needed to be the roots of serious human thinking that would penetrate deep
into the soil of the being and character of Israel's God, the creator. . ..If the
ekklesia of God in Jesus the Messiah, in its unity and holiness, is to constitute as
it were its own worldview, to be its own central symbol, it needs to think: to be
'transformed by the renewal of the mind', to think as age-to-come people rather
than present-age people, to understand who this God is, who this Messiah Jesus
is, who this strange powerfiil spirit is, and what it means to be, and to live as, the
renewed people ofGod, the renewed humanity. This is a worldview, in other
words, which will only function if it is held by humans with transformed minds,
and who use those transformed minds constantly to wrestle with the biggest
questions of all, those of God and the world. . ..Only mature thinking will sustain
the worldview. The subsequent history of the church, not least of the westem
church, indicates only too clearly what happens when people stop doing
theology and try to sustain an ecclesial reality by some other means. Theology,
as we now call it (though Paul did not) thus plays a new role in Paul's world,
and thereafter in principle throughout the history of the church. It was new in
relation both to Judaism and to paganism. (Wright, 2013 567)
Wright speaks about the need for theologizing as a community. It is a way the local
church can gather, speak, listen, hear what is beings said, leam, and take steps towards
transformation while being in a unhed community.
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Missing Page
Biblical Worldview-Identity Connection
Biblical Worldview ofEthnicity and Identity Formation
Earlier, worldview discussion shared how a person perceives and interpret
reality was discussed. However, identity is linked with operating worldview
assumptions. Worldview formation influences identity, which comes in many forms.
Edwards provides a useful definition of three types:
Identities are socially constructed, meaningful categories that people use to
describe themselves. They dictate behavior and provide people with a sense of
who they are in relation to others. People possess a repertoire of identities that
are organized hierarchically based upon one's biology or unique individual
experiences, like one's family lineage or belonging to a certain church. Role
identities such as mother, manager, or teacher are personal self-conceptions of
the particular positions people occupy in society. And collective identity, which
includes racial identity, is "that part of an individual's self-concept which
derives from [one's] knowledge of [ones] membership of a social group
(groups) together with the value and emotional significance attached to that
membership." Where role identities are largely constructed by interpersonal
interactions and expectations, collective identities are informed by intergroup
relations. People develop a sense of their collective identities base upon real or
perceived interactions of their group with other groups. The salience of these
identities varies based upon a person's commitment to a particularly important
social network (e.g. family, work colleagues), interactions with similar or
different others (e.g. different racial group, gender, class, and understandings)
about broader intergroup relations. (2008, 83-84)
Edwards provide a usefiil category of identities and their definitions. Within the biblical
worldview of ethnicity framework, personal and collective Christian and ethnic
identities are mainly considered. Worldview influences religious identity because
Scripture provides the [biblical worldview] categories by means ofwhich we
understand ourselves and organize the stories of our lives. . .. From the message
of the Bible, we gain our identity as the people ofGod. In addition, through
Scripture we leam what it means to be the community of faith in the world.
(Grenz 2000, 404)
Exploring the dynamics of identity formation in the Christian community, requires
seeing "the Bible is the Spirit's book.. . . By speaking to us in the pages of the Bible, the
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Spirit seeks to nurture our spiritual life and to create in us a new identity. This occurs in
several ways" (1996, 168). Personal Christian identity formation as a resuh of the Sphit
and the Bible providing an interpretive framework called a universal biblical worldview
to answer critical worldview questions that help believers to gain meaning out of life.
Questions such as, "Who am I?" "Why am I here?" and, "How do I make sense out of
life?" are key questions many seek to understand. These fiindamental universal
worldview questions, when answered with Scripture and Christian tradition, aid in
identity formation as a Christian believer. This transcendent or universal story provides
the worldview framework with its hidden assumptions. Key worldview assumptions of
this transcendent story assist the constmction of a worldview to understand self, God,
other humans, and life. For Christians, the Bible offers the bigger universal
worldview�the story of God at work in the world. The Spirit speaks through Bible
stories, calling followers ofChrist to see themselves in the stories and as a part of the
present community of God. Biblical tmth constitutes the necessary worldview
assumptions, which become the common thread, uniting the many experiences of life
and giving them meaning.
Thus, when a person tums to Scripture to answer questions about God, self,
others, and life circumstances, they are engaging in biblical worldview formation.
Reflecting on biblical worldview assumptions helps a person see himself or herself
aiding in answering, "Who am I?" The Holy Spirit draws the believer in the Bible story.
leading to reorienting one's life around the tmths disclosed: "In this manner, the Gospel
narrative of Jesus' life becomes the stmcture�the interpretive framework [biblical
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worldview]�by means ofwhich we understand our own lives" (Grenz 1996, 171). The
church contributes as local witnesses to the kingdom story.
The significance of the worldview-identity connection is that the church
community becomes important for worldview development as demonstrated in this
research report, as well as personal Christ-like identity development. In addition,
worldview formation is relevant for community-wide or collective identity
development. Personal identity is shaped by church life. This joined community creates
Christian collective identity. Therefore, the local church is the context for both personal
Christ like and collective Christ like identity formation. Grenz notes.
Thereby [community] mediates to believers the framework for the formation of
personal identity, values, and worldview. In addition, however, through its life
under the direction of the Spirit speaking through Scriptures, the community of
believers offers its members not only the cognitive framework for initial identity
formation, but also practical instruction concerning the life of discipleship from
which we derive our ongoing identity. ... As Christians we enjoy not only a
personal but also shared identity. This identity becomes ours as we exemplify
the goal for which we were created. . . . The church extends fellowship to its
members and binds all believers to each other and to the common whole.
Thereby, the church facilitates our understanding of ourselves as the people of
God, which people we are by virtue of God's grace given to us in Christ.. . . The
community, therefore, is vital for our understanding of our personal and
corporate [church] identity. (2000, 501)
Thus, in a Christian community, a new person is discipled to develop a new identity in
Christ, an identity shared by others in the community. Commonly spoken terms used to
describe collective Christian identity includes "children ofGod," "saints and heirs of
Christ," and the "Church or the Body of Christ." Other terms include "God's new
community" or "family."
Worldview, Christ-like Identity, and Ethnic Identity Connection
The idea of collective Christian identity extends beyond local church intergroup
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dynamics. Clu-istian identity takes place among all who consider themselves followers
of Christ wherever they exist in the world. Therefore, there is a universal or global
collective identity shared within the Christian faith. However, in addition to the global
collective Christian identity shared by all followers ofChrist, every believer has a
particular ethnic identity. Hiebert states.
One of a person's primary sociopsychological identity is ethnic identity�the
feeling that she or he is part of a group because the members are the "same
kind" of people. This consciousness of kind is based on the belief that the group
shares the same inherited characteristics. Often these are thought to be "based
on a myth of collective ancestry, which usually carries with it traits believed to
be iimate" (Horowitz 1985,2). In other words, members may be said to share the
same blood. Often ethnicity is associated with language, religion, and particular
cultural practices that form a common heritage. One or more of these markers
may serve as sources of ethnic divisiveness that lead to disdain, discrimination,
accusations of inferior ancestry, and violence among ethnic groups. (2009 62-
63)
Ethnic identity is partly formed by perceived parental ancestry and the particular
sociocultural forces. The biblical worldview of ethnicity connects with ethnic identity
by functioning as a new framework, reorienting personal assumptions about ethnic
identity rooted in the Bible and not just sociopsychological or political forces. Steve
Ybarrola reports in his research with the Basque in Spain that struggles can occur in
making the gospel relevant to the local people "where ethnic identity and culture
become highly politicized" (Ybarrola, 2009 128). Thus, movement towards a biblical
construct of ethnic identity is an improvement, one that draws upon the threefold
essence of the biblical worldview of ethnicity. The main constructs are, first, that God
made all human beings in his image. Thus, all ethnic groups reflect the image ofGod.
Second, sin marred this image; thus, all ethnic groups have group bias that hinders
biblical interethnic relations. Third. Through the redeeming quality ofChrist, all ethnic
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groups have access to heahng, so they can experience a biblical understanding of ethnic
identity, which has etemal value.
The scriptural constmcts of the biblical worldview of ethnicity helps individuals
to look to the bigger scriptural story ofChrist and his kingdom tmth and specific ethnic
passages for understanding. In doing so, this reorientation can influence understanding
of ethnic identity and help them to understand the ethnic identity of those who are
different. Consequently, a biblical worldview of ethnicity can contribute to forming a
biblical view of one's ethnic identity and ethnic others within the community.
Therefore, the local church can facilitate the dynamics of Christian identity formation
and ethnic identity formation. The natural question then becomes, "How does this
identity formation occur?" It happens on the worldview level with certain aspects of
surface (ministry services) and middle-level culture (beliefs).
Because the church setting facilitates both worldview and identity formation,
one might say that the church's communal life provides context for its multiethnic
members to receive biblical clarity and affirmation ofboth their Christian and ethnic
identity. The biblical worldview can aid in helping people to know how God values
ethnic identity. Scripture affirms God's worth bestowed upon all ethnic people and their
culture. Stephen A. Rhodes, a church pastor and Methodist multicultural leader who
was involved in multiethnic ministry prior to 2000 shares:
God values culture. . .. The God revealed in Scripture is a God revealed in
particularity [specific context] but for universal purposes. This scandal of
particularity�that God chose one nation, Israel to mediate and proclaim God's
universal story to all nations�is also present in God's self revelation through
cultural specificity in the incamation of Jesus Christ. When God revealed God's
self to the world, it was in cultural and ethnic particularity�a first century,
Middle Eastem Jewish male. But God does not lift just one culture as worthy of
God's attention and grace; the scandal is that God says to each of us in our
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cultural particularity that God will be with us and for us. Who we are is God's
gift to us, something ofwhich we may be proud. In fact, as the apostle Paul in
his letter to the Corinthians, God values our cultural and ethnic identity more
than the world itself does. Through the incamation, life and death of Jesus
Christ, God's purpose was to redeem each person and culture. (1998, 107-108)
Rhodes makes the point that ethnic identity can be seen as a creative gift from God.
This ethnic gift is seen as both good but marred in need of Christ's redemption.
The Historical Precedence ofMultiethnic Identity
The multiethnic church membership is not just a recent church phenomenon. It
has biblical and ancient historical roots. This is seen in Old and New Testament
Scripture, which provide evidence ofmultiethnic groups in the faith community (see J.
D. Hays). The multiethnic biblical witness in the Old and New Testament communities
(J. Hays and Sung) confirms the notion of the church's multiethnic identity. More
specifically, Jesus commanded his followers in Matthew 28:18-20 to go to the nations
and make disciples. Jesus' command implies that the church embraces interethnic
inclusion and unity. Paul's missionary activities provide a model of interethnic ministry
in the book ofActs (Acts 9:15; 22:21; 26:15-23). A powerful scriptural reference in
Revelation 7:9 of the end-time vision of the nations, the tribes, and different tongues
gathered around the throne reveal the multiethnic family of God, where multiethnic
identity and destiny is combined. The early church multiethnic leadership collaboration
among Northem Africa, Israel, and Europe shows the early multiethnic unity and
ministry (Oden 2010). The rise and fall of the early church communities in Africa,
Asia, and the Middle East shows the gospel's dispersion into multiethnic communities
(Jenkins 2009). Moreover, today's 21st-century global church reveals a large
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multiethnic harvest with nearly 2.2 billion ethnically diverse people worshipping Jesus
Christ (Pew Research Center 201 1).
The historical and contemporary dynamics of the global church suggest a
common thread. They show God had intended to have a multiethnic faith community
from the beginning. Cambridge-trained biblical scholar and Director ofLangham
Partnership Intemational Chris Wright states,
The Bible tells us a story the church, as we think of it, does not begin on the day
ofPentecost. The church begins when God called Abraham to be the foundation
of a new community for Him in the world. Now, of course, there were believers
before Abraham, those who find the grace ofGod and were saved by His grace,
people like Enoch and Noah, but it's with Abraham that we have this foundation
of the people of God as a community. The church considered as the community
of God's people throughout history that fills that gap in the Bible between the
tower of Babel in Genesis 1 1 and the new creation in Revelation 21 and 22. And
then that people ofGod who will go on to fill and populate the new creation that
we read about at that great ending or new begirming there in Revelation 21 and
22. This is a community. [It] begins with one man and his wife and then a
family, becomes a nation in the Old Testament. It then becomes a community
from every nation, tribe, and language. [This is] the [nature of] church in its full
biblical perspective. (2013)
Wright affirms the understanding the faith community in both the Old and New
Testaments included ethnically diverse non-Jewish people, another witness to the value
God places on ethnically diverse people. One known value is that each ethnic group
bears the image of God and that multiethnicity expresses an etemal good. Sung notes.
The nature and status of the world's "ethnic groups," as essentially good in
God's sight is ratified by the fact of their incorporation into "the new heavens
and the new earth, where righteousness dwells" (2 Pet 3:13). Hence, protology
(the study ofGenesis biblical text) and eschatology (the study ofRevelation end
times text) converge in attesting to the presence of recognizable ethnic groups
and nations. This fact substantiates the primarily positive regard with which
they are portrayed throughout the Scriptures. (2012, 340-41)
Reflecting on C. Wright and Sung's insights, one can infer that the identity of
the universal church is muhiethnic and that certain features of ethnic distinctiveness
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(appearance and language) are an etemal good. Discemable physical appearance and
language are descriptors used to report the image of the muhitudes in Rev 7:9. This
multiethnic family of God has a multiethnic identity. Therefore, multiethnicity is the
identity of the Church. The body ofChrist does not become multiethnic; it is
multiethnic.
Worldview-Identity-Ethics Connection
Seen from the biblical perspective, ethnic identity is not only a gift and an
etemal good, but affirming it along with a Christian identity has benefits. Both the
universal Christian identity and distinct ethnic identity contribute to positive interethnic
relations. Christena Cleveland, scholar and author, cited intergroup research findings
among Democrats and Republicans. She states,
Gaertner and his colleagues found that participants who had worked with both
like minded and opposing group members liked and valued the opposing group
and its members more. But they found that this only happened when the
participants perceived combined group membership as two subgroups
(Republicans and Democrats) within the common group (budget deficit task
group) and maintained their specific political identity as they adopted a
common group identity. (2013, 188)
Cleveland goes on to share that having a common identity and a particular identity, that
is, dual identities, have intercultural benefits. She states, "Indeed racial bias researcher
Jennifer Richeson has found that those who adopt a multicultural perspective�in
which differences are not only acknowledged, but also celebrated�exhibh less racial
bias than those who adopt a colorblind perspective. When you maintain a dual identity
and are in the habit of acknowledging and celebrating difference, you are more likely to
perceive the difference in a positive manner" (2013, 189). Interethnic celebration can
happen in the church when people make the gospel central, submitting their ethnic
identity to the larger group Christian identity (Meneses 2009). Meneses suggests that
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submission of one's etimic identity to the higher group Christian identity is what is
needed.
Worldview, Identity, and Justice
A newness of ethnic identity rooted in Christ based on a biblical worldview of
ethnicity can bring a new way of seeing, knowing, and understanding interethnic
interactions. This new understanding will reveal that certain etemal aspects of personal
ethnic identity rooted in Christ are a gift. Sin distorts believer's understanding, yet
Christ's salvific work and the agency of the Holy Spirit brings restoration to one's
ethnic identity and dysfunctional cultural practices. With such restoration, the meaning
of one's ethnic identity is redeemed and redefined as a gift to be enjoyed and
celebrated. Ideally, a person who is in touch with his or her ethnic identity is more
equipped to relate to ethnic others. Patty Lane, Director of Intercultural Studies for the
Texas Baptist Convention agrees. She states, "When we understand our cultural lenses
and the lenses of others, we are more likely to make friends with persons of other
cultures. These lenses will provide a framework through which we can understand and
build [healthy] cross-cultural relationships" (Lane 2002, Kindle Location 653-656).
Thus, it is valuable for leaders and members ofmuhiethnic churches to gain
knowledge of their own ethnic worldview assumptions. It aids their interethnic
interactive effectiveness.
Cleveland, Meneses, and Lane describe interethnic worldview understanding
contributing to forming a biblical ethnic identity and directing interethnic ethical
behavior. It involves the transformation of a person's ethnic identity into one that is
biblically grounded. This process requires the tmth of Scripture, the grace of the Holy
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Spirit, and Cluistian community participation. As Cinistians allow their ethnic
worldview and identity to be biblically transformed, they can provide a new meaning of
life in Christ. It can provide a different view of people in all settings, church, work,
family, and other social settings. This view should reflect the equality and uniqueness
of all human beings.
This new biblical worldview and the experiential way of living with a new
ethnic identity can provide a renewed vision of interethnic ministry. In some
evangelical circles, interethnic justice (some call racial justice) is a term used to talk
about interethnic outreach in local communities and cities that address structural
inequalities. This view ofministry is motivated by a renewed understanding ofChrist,
self and others.
Moreover, ethnic justice comes out of comprehending that this new community
of God is multiethnic. Duke University Dean ofDivinity Richard B. Hays states,
"Ethics are simply the church's imaginative outworking of its identity as the Israel of
God" (1996, 11).' The ethical practice of ethnic justice should flow out of a renewed
church multiethnic identity. Its actions represent who and what the church is, the new
community ofGod, called to partner with Christ to reconcile the world. In this
orientation, the church can understand that ethnic reconciliation is more than just an
invitation into the kingdom. Members of this new community, as agents of his
kingdom, are required to engage in holistic ministry, namely human flourishing for all
people. Ethnic justice is one aspect of holistic human flourishing, a term that is also
called shalom.
^
Hays' use of the term "Israel ofGod" is another way to speak about the Christian church.
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Therefore, a bibhcal worldview of ethnicity can be seen as part of a redemptive
gift ofGod, to envision his new community ofbelievers to come to see ethnic
distinctions as he sees them. They are gifts of his ethnic creative genius and reflect his
colorftil creative order. As previously noted, these distinctions are to be celebrated and
enjoyed. They also influence how believers see interethnic issues (Rhodes 1998). The
theological impact of a biblical worldview of ethnicity affirms the giftedness of diverse
ethnic people. It also influences theological understanding ofGod and his creation.
Catholic theologian Kevin F. Burke affirms the theological impact from seeing cultural
diversity as a gift to theology (i.e., understanding ofGod) and subsequent ministry
within the church. He states.
The dangerous memories [painful stories of victims of oppression] latent in
cultural diversity interrupt our normal routines and evict us from our
comfortable lives; insofar as they facilitate a conversion, a retum to our
fiindamental identity as followers of Jesus Christ, they represent a gift.
Likewise, the costly encounter with diverse cultures discredits every version of
the Jesus story that leaves "outsiders" on the outside. Hence, it offers a specific
gift to theology insofar as it confronts abstract theological methods and
ahistorical theological affirmations. The option to remain open to authentic
encounters with diverse cultures entails a preferential openness to the cultures of
people who are poor, marginalized and oppressed. In the context of cultural
diversity, a preferential option for the victims of racism, exclusion and
exploitation is precisely what leads to costly encounter with dangerous
memories [events and stories of oppression]. Likewise, solidarity with members
ofmarginalized cultures . . . goes to the heart of the church's mission. Such
solidarity verifies the church's faithfulness to Jesus' own witness. On the level
of action, genuine openness to cultural diversity seeks to establish justice on the
earth by uncovering and transforming social stmctures that shape historical
reality. It exposes and transforms racist stmctures into stmctures of acceptance
and openness. It converts oppressive and violent stmctures into stmctures of
justice and peace. Finally, a spirituality of solidarity, marked by the experience
of human sacrament of relationship, discovers in the encounter with diverse
cultures a concrete way to be Christian. (2004, 42-43)
Building on Burke's theological insights, the biblical transformation of ethnically
biased worldview thinking diminishes the influence of falsehood that leads to a division
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of us and them. It presents a vision of God's reality ofwe as humans and an
appreciation for ethnic identities other than one's own, seeing equal humanness as the
basis of understanding and finding meaning in a multicolored and multicultured world.
It broadens a person's view of reality and opens eyes to see and embrace different
ethnic relationships. Such a dynamic contribute to the biblical meaning and purpose
behind interethnic actions in a globalized world, helping to decrease fears and anxieties
that may occur for some. It can also improve Christian witness to others in the
community. Moreover, for Christians, specifically Anglo-Americans, changed
worldview assumptions make known and give vision to structural and systemic racism.
For the awareness of one's ethnicity can lead to a better reading of the presence of
racism in wider society and within churches. The fiillness ofBurke's vision of ethnic
justice awaits the final consummation ofChrist's kingdom. However, in the interim, all
believers can be informed as all are transformed to be kingdom ministers of change in
people's lives and structures.
Vineyard Church Implications
Local multiethnic churches provide the necessary resources for multiethnic
believers to gather and leam about Christ and his multiethnic body. As these
communities strive towards being a sibling multiethnic church, they represent the ideal
setting for affirming distinct ethnic identities and the multiethnic character of the global
church. Vineyard Columbus is classified as a sibling church due to its advanced
multiethnic church attributes. Leadership development and equal multiethnic
integration are a current developmental position, as seen in their 20 percent or more
diverse staff. As well as expressing this multiethnic foundation, its unique multiethnic
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intemational membership (more than 1 10 nations represented) provides a context for its
members to experience the dynamics of the global church up close. Such personal
access for its members deepens the meaning of the global church and contributes to the
local church's muhiethnic identity formation. Global issues are made more relevant to
local members because of the representation ofmultiethnic members from different
intemational geographies. Relevant issues may come in the form of increased
knowledge of intemational issues and relational connections that broaden the scope of
missions and intemational church-planting opportunities. Increased knowledge occurs
with the growth ofministry involvement in global issues, such as human trafficking and
... 2
immigration. Relational connections are nurtured in missionary efforts with churches
in Latin America, Africa, Europe, Indonesia, and the Middle East. Various ministries of
Vineyard Cincinnati, such as then citywide outreach and healing center that draws and
integrates diverse ethnicities are examples of its advancement towards becoming a
multiethnic church. Higher multiethnic staff and church membership would flirther its
growth towards being a sibling church meeting the 20 percent non-dominant ethnic
criteria. Their domestic and intemational missions programs create a setting for
ministry collaboration, near and far.
One extemal actuality, the city's racial history, may be a negative influence on
Vineyard Cincinnati's growth in multiethnic church development. The violent racial
history of the city, as previously discussed in Chapter Four, is an environmental reality
beyond the direct control of the church. The survivors of interethnic social violence,
whether a death, destmction ofproperty, and/or hostile confrontation, tears down the
^
Both Vineyard Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati have a high-level investment in the U.S.
Immigration issue.
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fabric of public trust. Interethnic violence destroys the desire and vision of ethnic unity.
For survivors, it is an aggressive attack on their human dignity on many levels. For this
discussion, it is an attack on the ethnic identity and worldview of the individual and
conununity. The Ferguson, Missouri, conflict is a current example of interethnic social
violence. The relevance of social order violence for this research project comes from
three factors. First, I noted a level of fear and anxiety within the Cincinnati church
community regarding the subject of race and ethnicity. Second, the topic of the 2001
race riot came out in a few of the interviews. Last, the city-wide race survey, already
discussed in Chapter Four indicates that race/interethnic relations within the city are
still a concern. These factors suggest a need for guided interethnic conversations with
Cincinnati citizens and church members. Moreover, these factors indicate lingering
effects of social order violence from the riot. Two essential resources are presented to
aid the church's ministry ui this area.
Robert J. Schreiter, a global Christian reconciliation expert, draws on his
experience in research and involvement with various events to bring healing to
survivors of social (i.e., systemic) and interethnic violence (i.e., brutal violence and
oppression) from around the world. South Africa, Eastem Europe, and Latin America
are locations of large-scale social order violence in the twentieth century referenced in
his ministry publications and teachings. He shares that both the traumatized victims and
oppressors of social violence are in need of reconciliation. Reconciliation is replacing
the lie of bmtality that violent social govemance and communities impose on their
victims. Biblical reconciliation presents an intense and powerful story of God's tmth
that produces hope. Biblical reconciliation leading to healing breaks the vicious cycle
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of violence. Reconciliation helps both victims and perpetrators of violence to rebuild
credible trust (Schreiter, 1992).
The violence creates suffering for individual people and human communities.
At the right time, genuine biblical reconciliation has the potential to break the cycle of
violence that occurs between unjust social and political agencies and the oppressed
communities. It builds confidence and brings renewal to traumatized survivors.
Unlike other posttraumatic disorders, race riots consist of social order violence
seen in interethnic fear, distrust, and entrenched ethnic boundaries. Just discussing the
topic of race and ethnicity can provoke an emotionally charged or violent response.
(For example, consider the interethnic tension, subsequent protest and rioting
surrounding the Michael Brown case in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014). Social violence
traumatizes the subconscious assumptions about ethnic identity, negatively reorienting
the ethnic other. In the case of a riot, interethnic worldview assumptions are reoriented
in a more negative and harmftil way, intensified by violent action that forcibly creates
harmful memories ofpain and suffering. Time may pass, but without directly
addressing the trauma, wounds fester with the potential to be reopened by certain
trigger points. Schreiter suggests local church involvement to help both victims and
oppressors because it is an effective way to address this issue. Prayer, healing, and the
space of safe community life are examples of gifts the church can provide both the
oppressor and the oppressed to promote healing, reconciliation, and justice. Alexander
Venter's book, doing reconciliation, would be a usefiil resource to aid the community
healing process. As a white benefactor of South African Apartheid and later a
transformed reconciler of interethnic division. Venter offers a model for Christian
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healing from social violence. His resource is suggested as one strategy to push back
against any community-wide ethnic orientations that constrain healthy interethnic
relations and multiethnic ministry. People who were mvolved, related families,
witnesses and onlookers, as well as those who interact with individuals touched by the
2001 race riot have been affected by these events. The church should offer some form
of social reconciliation ministry to all people who have an interest, if this service has
not already been offered. Such a ministry can affect people traumatized by the riot,
healing their bruised way of seeing life, providing a way forward towards restoring
biblical trust in interethnic interactions.
Both churches engage in living out the kingdom ofGod theology that embraces
a multiethnic unity. Both churches offer a welcoming invitation for all people to come
and participate. In addition to the previous discussion to advance their biblical,
multiethnic church development with training, both churches can deepen their
understanding about the multiethnic church in its historical and contemporary context.
The historical view of the church starting from the Old and New Testaments forward
called the historic church provide understanding that within the Christian church, ethnic
diversity is not a new program or ministry. The global multiethnic church has existed in
various stages throughout history. Currently, explosive Christian growth in the 21st
century occurs in non-Westem continents such as Africa, Asia, and Latin America,
which eclipse Westem church growth. This activity indicates the universal and global
church's composition of diverse ethnic groups, linking multiethnic group pattems of the
bible and the early church with contemporary realities of the 21'' century. Such
historical and contemporary multiethnic composition indicates the continuity of the
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church's muhiethnic identity, revealing that God's global multiethnic church has a
historical precedence. Thus, globalization is not a new phenomenon to God, the church,
and the world. Travelling multiethnic people groups has existed for a long time. The
21st century's version of globalization is hyperactive as seen in mobile individuals and
ethnic groups. Fast-paced cultural adaptation and technological exchanges also
characterize the trend. However, the kingdom ofGod message continues to be relevant
today as it has been throughout history. Vineyard can draw upon this historical legacy
by disciplining its leaders and members about the global church's multiethnic identity
and history to help build interethnic relations, intemal and extemal to the church.
Missional Implications
The previous section presented biblical worldview training. It also briefly
introduced two biblical worldview impacts related to Christian ministry. They were
concepts of identity and justice. In this section, the bigger picture ofworldview
research is given. Two areas are discussed where one area makes a call for all churches
to disciple their congregations to increase multiethnic knowledge and practice,
improving interethnic competency by employing interethnic training. The other area
suggest, a reframing of the inter-ethnic relations conversation within the wider
Christian community including strategic intentional discipleship.
The Call for All Churches to Develop Biblical Multiethnic Identity
Edwards' latent ideologies of race and the worldview issues addressed in this
report suggest that biblical worldview transformation should be undertaken beyond the
Vineyard churches. Biblical worldview change has relevance for current and emerging
multiethnic churches and for those who are homogeneous if church leaders have an
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interest in addressing syncretism. Multietimic cliurcii context provides a easy way to
employ Hiebert's process of examining interethnic dialogue and Christian ritualizing
through worship, prayer, and acts of forgiveness.
However, all churches where evangelical Christian conversion takes place have
inherent abilities to undergo a transformation. Biblical change is the nature of
conversion and Christian formation. The prescribed training mentioned earlier
addresses the issue of syncretism. Although the model employed Vineyard's ministry
values, their practice has influenced churches beyond denominational boundaries. They
reflect the typical kingdom ofGod theology core practices. Modification may be
necessary to contextualize the language and rituals to honor the local church culture,
but core elements can be adapted to a diverse range of Christian theologies and praxis.
Previously discussed, worldviews are connected to identity. As the churches
struggle with ethnic issues, members and churches benefit from becoming more aware
of the global church's multiethnic identity. Knowing the corporate identity of the
church aids personal Christ-like group identity and ethnic identity understandings.
Considerable interaction takes place in identity formation within the church.
Acknowledging this interplay, the ministries should actively explore their multiethnic
church roots and history. Worldview assumptions can be changed by the broader
worldview knowledge of God's history with a multiethnic humanity.
Existing and emerging multiethnic churches benefit in knowing about the bigger
multiethnic church identity. Their local ministry context creates an environment for
leaming as they incorporate needfiil resources to increase biblical knowledge. For those
who do have a multiethnic church context yet, the way forward is through Christian
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formation principles. Usefiil Bible and relevant Christian information can be shared by
pulpit teachings, discipleship classes, and reading groups. Mission trips can be
undertaken to help their members listen to and leam from altemative worldviews. Last,
leaders can draft Bible studies that can be integrated into teaching ministries. The same
hermeneutic and homiletic skills used to preach and teach the Jewish roots of the faith
can be used in this instance. Cultural studies that normally highlight Egyptian,
Canaanite, Assyrian, Babylonian, Ethiopian, or Greco-Roman culture can be expanded
to reveal the multiethnic tmths of the body ofChrist. The knowledge of the church's
historical and current multiethnic identity can be taught and leamed by everyone
knowledgeable about Scripture and the global story ofChristian history. For both
existing, emerging multiethnic and homogeneous churches, such training entails getting
access to and using a wider scope of resources. A sample list is presented in 6.12
Table 6.12 Resource List for Exploring Multiracial/multiethnic Discipleship
Resource Purpose Focus
Bibles that connect biblical text with culture. Helps to reveal the multi-colored and multi-cultured kingdom of Scripture
The Leaming Bible
(NIV)
Pictures and diagrams that explain biblical
culture. Reveal diverse biblical cultures
Includes muhiracial/multiethnic artwork created
over time.
The New King James
Study Bible
Gives some understanding of the beliefs and
practices of the biblical communities.
OT and NT faith communities and other
surrounding cultures
Book that probe into the Bible and aid our understanding of race and ethnicitv
Post-Racial Church Attempts to dispel the idea that Scripture
created and/ affirms racial bigotry
Bible Scholars Matthews and Park
Book that deepen our theological understanding of community
Ministry in the Image
of the Trinity
Links the attributes of Father, Son and Holy
Spirit to leaders and ministry
Anglo-American Theologian Stephen Seamands
Books that provide historical data to tell our understanding ofmultiracial/multiethnic history
How Africa Shaped the
Christian Mind
Traces early church leadership from
Northem A
Anglo-American Theologian Thomas Oden
Lost History of
Christianity
Review nations in early Christian history Anglo-American Historian Phillip Jenkins
Books that Deepen the Understanding of the Race and Ethnicity in the Body of Christ
Divided by Faith Groundbreaking empirical research on
racial segregation in evangelical churches.
Anglo-American Sociologists Michael 0.
Emerson and Christian Smith
The Elusive Dream Reveals white dominant control, even when
a minority in multiracial church
African American Sociologist Korie Edwards
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A more expansive resource listed is presented in Appendix V.
AWider Scope�Reframing Biblical Ethnic Relations and Strategic Intentionality
The biblical worldview of ethnicity as the basis for multiethnic conversation and
church formation affects two core areas that exist beyond the scope of this research
project. The first is that it results in a reframing of the multiethnic, racial/ethnic, and
social ethnic justice conversation. Within Christian communities, several ministries
attempt to address interethnic issues. Their training mainly consist of Scriptures about
race/ethnic interactions, historical and contemporary race issues, interethnic
reconciliation, racial/interethnic unity, and interethnic ministry collaboration. The core
element of this grouping and their interconnectedness is depicted in Figure 6.2. Several
helpful and effective Christian interethnic ministries exist across the spectmm of
activity illustrated in Figure.6.2. Their center of activity moves within steps two (the
interethnic problem) through five (interethnic collaboration or ministry). For example,
John Perkins' Christian Community Development Association (CCDA) has a broad
range of services that expands across steps two through five. CCDA and other
ministries draw upon Scripture principles to ground theirministry in biblical tmth.
However, their center of activity is touch upon interracial/interethnic history (step two),
reconciliation (step three) that leads to unity (step four) and partnerships for outreach
(step five). Rightfiilly so, CCDA and other ministries like them undertake important
work. However, without worldview-level transformation, people may potentially
fimction out of the socially defined worldview assumptions about ethnicity. Placing the
biblical worldview as foundational, step one to the interethnic/multiethnic conversation
makes it the biblical precedence for subsequent interethnic/multiethnic dialogue. This
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placement addresses any syncretic activity, hopeflilly creating a biblically positive
foundation for follow-up conversations and engagement, including activities around
interracial/interethnic history telling (step two), interethnic reconciliation (step three),
unity (step four), and partnerships (step five).
More specifically, for Christian communities that have an interest in changing,
the first step is to focus on Scripture and to create an openness to the transforming
power of the Holy Spirit. Such a focus enables conversations about ethnicity to be one
of equal goodness in the eyes ofGod, equal marring of sin with ethnocentric tendencies
for all people and equal opportunity for redemption and transformation through Christ.
The biblical worldview of ethnicity training functions this way. This reframing of the
conversation presents a biblical model that not only equalizes the ethnic issue for
everyone but also creates a common and purposeful language. It lays a foundation that
is user friendly, having everyone focused on biblical truth and the ideal vision of the
kingdom. It is a positive interethnic conversation starter. Step one is defined by these
activities.
Taking the time to build this foundation can help in engaging, challenging
interethnic talk and reconciliation conversations, which are parts of steps two and three.
It allows the development of interethnic relationships first as the foundation. When
difficult historical and contemporary race and ethnic, truth-telling conversations occur,
as they must, the discussion should not be treated as the foundation or the context of the
relationship. The truth-telling conversation becomes one difficult aspect of reality that
must be addressed to advance unity. The fruit of addressing interethnic history and pain
invites reconciliation to occur, which moves the conversation towards unity that is step
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four. Such unity should lead to creative ministry collaboration, and partnerships, which
comprise step five (see Figure 6.2). One of the potential benefits of this framework is
that interethnic worldview communications are based upon standard biblical concepts.
Such communications include truth principles that every Christian should acknowledge
due to their authority rooted in Scripture. Given this focus, reconciliation is then
considered the integrative process throughout the spectrum of interethnic relationship
building. For the reconciling action focus on displacing falsehood with truth, creating a
common biblical foundation for biblically transformative interethnic interaction is a
helpful way forward. Moreover, at the right time reconciliation can be the focus of
ministry activity (step three). This reconciling step draws upon an existing biblical
foundation of interethnic truth, established from the biblical worldview dynamics and
history telling in steps one and two. In the kingdom ofGod theology, reconciliation
represents the way towards unity and justice and not an end in itself The nature of
biblical reconciliation should result in experiential unity among brothers and sisters in
Christ, and it should lead to an outward expression of interest in correcting injustice.
Another benefit of this framework is that it could help generate new biblically defined
terms of effective communication in the church. In doing so, new biblically nuanced
terms may arise out of Christian communities with more precise meaning. Possible
places to start would be with commonly used terms such as race, racial reconciliation
and racial/socialjustice. For example, rather than using the term race, one can speak of
the race myth rooting its real meaning in its natural racist worldview folklore context.
Rather than use racial reconciliation or racial/socialjustice, more biblically accurate
terms such as interethnic reconciliation and interethnic socialjustice can be employed.
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These nuanced terms and possibly others when transformed can communicate more
biblically precise terms. These words could help diminish latent racial ideologies
functioning on the worldview level. They could help direct Christian members away
from syncretic worldview thinking, potentially diminishing racialized practices.
The worldview of ethnicity fi-ames the discussion in bibhcal terms that affirms
the ethnicity of everyone, calling them into the conversation with a resource upon
which all can agree as an authority, namely Scripture. The definition and assumptions
made to construct the worldview are subject to interpretation and are not exhaustive,
leaving room for dialogue and improvement. However, the net effect of this framing of
the discussion is that it recognizes the universal truth of Scripture about ethnicity: God
is the creator of all human beings. Moreover, it reveals the value God places on his
creation even though it is marred through sin. The inherent biased ethnic thinking
comes from the deformed image of God in human beings, which provides the motive
for everyone to change. God has created a way and a place to undergo change through
Christ's saving grace and within his Christian community.
The second implication is that strategic, intentional discipleship should be
employed to train staff, leaders, and members of the church. Current muhiethnic
ministry activities should continue but should add the worldview component. Such a
strategic initiative will encourage leaders and members to look at Scripture, Church
history, and their lives with new eyes. They will leam to read biblical text and see the
multicolored and multicultured kingdom ofGod, with its array of rich ethnic diversity.
Seeing the multicolored and multicultured kingdom enables them to readily integrate
personal ethnic identity formation with the multiethnic communal formation that occurs
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from the muhiethnic ministry services. Such a strategic discipleship approach would
promote maturation and unification of groups within the church. Whether the church
employs the offered strategy or not, a purposeful muhiethnic discipleship training in
some form is needed.
� Kingdom of
God Theology
� Biblcal
Worldview of
Ethncity
� Bibhical
Worldview
Multiethnic
2.The Problem
Interethnic strife
Historical context
Contemporary
misunderstandings
� Christ
� Church
� World
4. The Priority
(Christ's Unity]
.
� Safe and
{ healthy
� dialogue
� Healthy
friendships
� Life together
Multiethnic family of
God engaged in God's
global purposes-
social/ethnic justice
i 5. The Purpose j
Figure .6.2 Five P's for Reframing Multiracial/multiethnic Engagement
The training will help address syncretism, offering a more precise and rich description
of a biblical meaning of ethnicity.. It holds the potential to bring stability to multiethnic
membership retention. A biblical worldview of ethnicity and the multiethnic church has
the potential to help stabilize core interethnic dynamics in upper-level leadership that
contribute to stress and ministry destabilization. One impact of reframing the
multiethnic conversation is the potential positive impact on the whole body of Christ.
The training engages the whole congregation, not just selected leaders. Therefore, the
multiethnic church worldview training should be a knowledge base pursued by
multiethnic and like-minded churches.
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Kingdom ofGod Theology in the Context ofOther Theologies
Introduction
This section briefly discusses the rationale for selecting the kingdom ofGod
theology as the foundation for crafting a biblical worldview of ethnicity and the
multiethnic church. Theologians and scholars Stanley Grenz and Roger Olson
published a survey of ten key theologies developed in the 20* century. Among them
were Black, Latin American, and feminist liberation theologies, as well as evangelical
theology. When considering the topic of comparing theologies, noting the meaning of
the term is useful. Grenz and Olson (1992) define theology as an intellectual reflective
act on
[The] content and implications of Christian faith. Theology describes faith
within a specific historical and cultural context, and thus is unashamedly a
contextual discipline. . . . [T]heology must move among three poles�the bibhcal
gospel, the heritage of the church and the thought forms of the contemporary
world. It employs these three in seeking to articulate the unchanging confession
of Jesus in a changing context and thereby speak to the issues of succeeding
generations. (11)
Stephen Bevans, a professor of theology and culture at Catholic Theological Union,
takes the same view as Grenz and Olson that all theology is contextual (2002). He does
so by identifying six different theological models. Reviewing the different models
facilitates the understanding of their worldview assumptions, strengths and weaknesses,
when crafting and evaluating different theologies. Two ofBevans' models are
appropriate for this theological reflection. They are the praxis and countercultural
models. According to Bevans, liberation theology draws upon assumptions that come
out ofwhat he idenfifies as the "praxis model," which he equates with liberation
theology. The kingdom of God theology resembles Bevans' countercultural model. The
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strong affirmations of Scripture as tiie primary autliority along with tradition with
sensitivity to the cultural context are unique features to this model and common
features to the kingdom of God theology.
Liberation theology, as articulated by Bevans relates to the kingdom ofGod theology
by its discussion of theology's use and connectedness to other theologies that articulate
concerns of oppression found in Black, Latin American, and feminist theologies.
Liberation theology's articulation of the socially marginalized and oppressed captures
aspects of racial injustice and the call for social change. Although, liberation theology
has been used to taUc about Latin American, Black, and feminist oppression, I will use
the term liberation theology to reflect all three theologies, given that they share
structural presuppositions found in the praxis model. The other theology, the kingdom
ofGod crafted by George Ladd, relates to Christ as king and his rule and reign in the
lives of his followers. "The phrase "the kingdom ofGod" . . .is generally agreed to have
been a characteristic feature of Jesus' teaching style. It encapsulates a (perhaps "the")
central focus of his teaching about his own mission and about the life of discipleship"
(Vanhoozer, 2005 420). Such an expansive theological grid for discipleship provides
doctrinal truth, and ethnical practices that address oppressive social issues. The material
I will present regarding this relationship will only focus on worldview assumptions that
are relevant to the issues concerning race/ethnicity, mainly foundational-level
assumptions about God and his interaction within the human context.
Liberation and the Kingdom of God Theological Models
Liberation theology is a term used to speak of a practical theology that focuses
on uplifting those who are oppressed. It informs a political activism in areas such as
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social justice, poverty, and human rights. Its main orientation is to approach theology
from the viewpoint of the economically poor and those oppressed within the human
community. As shared previously, the movement has many facets, such as Black
liberation, Latin American liberation, and feminist theologies, to name a few, but the
focus on this reflection is on ethnic issues within the church context. Liberation
theology is considered a theology of action orpraxis that begins with the social location
for reflection. The Evangelical Dictionary ofChristianity defines liberation theology as
A theological movement arising out of Latin America and other third world
countries that takes [as] its point of reference the experience of the poor and
their struggle for liberation.. . . Rather, liberation theology is a radical new
approach for the theological task that begins with the poor, especially the poor
classes of the third world, and recognizes God's presence in their struggle to
throw off oppression. ... [Liberation] theology is an allegedly biblical and
profoundly Christological quest for genuine Christian orthopraxy. Such
orthopraxy results from the juxtaposition of a critical reflection on the church's
pastoral activity and its historical interpretation in the light of divine revelation.
(Ferguson and Packer, 2000 42)
Early 20 century key contributors included Black liberation theologian James Cone
and Latin American theologians Hans Kung and Gustavo Gutierrez.
This praxis model of theology involves a cyclical process acknowledging that
God is immanent in the context of culture and history The following italicized features
define the general orientation of the model. For example, the basis in Scripture for its
emphasis on liberafion draws upon James 1 :22, which encourages believers to be doers
of the Word. Thus, liberation theology has a prophetic tradition, imploring believers to
be concerned for liberating the oppressed. Other key Scriptures used draw upon the
prophefic narratives from the books of Isaiah and Amos. It uses the church traditions of
Iranaeus and Karl Barth to reflect the historical dimensions of caring for the oppressed.
It attempts to cast a vision, a revelation envisioning believers that God is at work in the
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world, calling men and women as partners to join him. Its orientation towards
Scripture/tradition is one that realizes that both are shaped by culture and are
considered to be incomplete. In the praxis model, the social location or context is
considered good, but a theologian should exercise caution when evaluating it, having
the same suspicious attitude as one has towards Scripture/tradition. The theological
method used is one ofunending interactive practice/reflection/practice. According to
Bevans,
" its strength is that it has a powerfiil epistemological basis [and] provides an
altemative; vision and influence on theology" (2002, 78). It provides a powerful focus
on the issue of oppression; it is a contextualized theology for the oppressed. Its
weakness is that it has a close connection with Marxism (See Appendix W for details).
Other aspects of Bevan's models include the strength in their "rejection of
academic theology that is divorced from action . . . and the invitation that God's
presence and invitation to work beside God are available to all men and women
equally" (2002,73, 75). Grenz and Olson (1992) acknowledged similar strengths and
weaknesses but also had unique views of their own. Grenz and Olson questioned,
"whether theology can be totally contextual, believing there is some pre-understanding
of right praxis versus wrong praxis that set the stage for reflection. . . and if our pre-
understanding is not drawn from Scripture, it will come from some particular human
ideology [think the nonbiblical definitions of ethnicity in this report] (224). For them,
their greatest concem is the theology's view ofGod and humanity:
The relationship between God and humanity is highly ambiguous. . . . God is to
be encountered and known only within history through liberating action and on
behalf of the neighbor. . . It seems that Gutierrez's almost total neglect of the
transcendent dimensions of grace, heaven and the eschatological kingdom of
God, and the personal relationship with God through the living Jesus Christ
makes his a form of secular theology. ... They create the focus on practical
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theology on the oppressed, thus, reductionist theological reflection may be
occurring. [Liberation theologians] may want to consider other dynamics such
as "God's freedom and transcendence, original sin and personal conversion to
Jesus Christ through atonement. (224)
Thus, according to Grenz and Olson, liberation theology appears off balanced, mainly
due its weak view ofGod's transcendence and the prominence of context over Scripture
and tradition, creating a foundational level imbalance. One impact of these weaknesses
is that it can diminish the universal significance of sin and Christ's atonement.
Evangelical Theology and the Kingdom ofGod Theology
Mark Saucy (1997) articulates a brief overview of evangelical's theological
development:
Contemporary evangelicals come from many denominational groups but are
chiefly the product of three religious movements. The first movement, which
contributed the basic doctrinal orientation, was the Protestant Reformation. The
Reformers emphasis on biblical doctrine and personal salvation is at the core of
its claim to the name "evangelical." ... To this focus was added the "convertive
piety" of eighteenth- and nineteenth century Pietism (including Methodism),
with its revivalism. ... Finally, modem evangelicalism in its broadest sense . . .
includes a reactionary element from Fundamentalism of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. (294-95)
Saucy's overview provides a usefiil summary of evangelicalism, identifying the sources
of its core values and diverse expressions. Important beliefs include the need for
salvation as a work ofGod's grace through repentance and faith in Christ's work on the
cross. Evangelicals seek the conversion of all people and view Scripture as the ultimate
authority in matters of Christian belief and practice. The writings of the kingdom of
God theology by Ladd and G. R. Beasely-Murray continue to represent a great majority
of evangelical scholarship on the subject of the kingdom ofGod.
Countercultural Model and the Kingdom ofGod Theology
Bevans' (2002) countercultural model best fits the kingdom of God theology
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used by the evangehcals. The countercultural model is a model of contextual theology
which "wants to be as engaging of and relevant to the context while at the same time
remaining faithful to the gospel. . .More than any other model. . .it recognizes that the
gospel represents an all encompassing, radically altemative worldview that differs
profoundly from human experiences of the world and the culture that humans create"
(2002, 118, 124). Thus, its presuppositions express a high view of the authority of
Scripture and tradition while being sensitive to a culture that needs transformation. It
seeks to see the cultural context or social location as an opportunity for the gospel to
bring transformation into the lives of the people. Bevans explains the countercultural
model,
[As] a way of doing theology that takes context (experience, culture, social
location and social change) with utmost seriousness. It recognizes that human
beings and all theological expressions only exist in historically and culturally
condition situations. (117)
This model takes Scripture, tradition, and context seriously yet places the primacy of
Scripture over cultural context. (See Appendix W for details). For example, the basis in
Scripture for its emphasis on being countercultural draws upon the notion that believers
respond to Paul's exhortation, "Do not conform to the pattem of this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve
what God's will is�his good, pleasing and perfect will" (Rom 12:2). This statement
encourages believers to live different lives by having one's mind renewed. Thus, it has
a prophetic tradition, imploring believers to live holy in order so their lives become
countercultural witnesses to the non-Christian way of life. One church tradition
resource is "[the writings] of Tertullian "(Bevans, 2002, 118) from Carthage, Africa to
reflect upon the historical dimensions of a new countercultural way of living. The
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model attempts to cast a revelational vision, of the "fact of Jesus" as the narrative and
the story, drawing upon the historical significance ofChrist's life, death, and
resurrection. Its orientation sees Scripture/Tradition as the authorities, providing a clue
to aid in understanding culture. In the countercultural model, the social location or
context is considered resistant and unequal to Scripture and tradition. The theological
method used is one of viewing Scripture as a clue to history, using the story as an
interpretive lens or worldview to critique and challenge the local context. According to
Bevans (2002), this model's strengths are a fidelity to the gospel and a strong
engagement with culture. The model's weaknesses are its potential to diminish the
value of culture, form sectarianism and exclusivism, and contribute to monocultural
orientations.
Reviewing the model and how it is used in evangelical circles as the kingdom of
God theology, Grenz and Olson (1996) see the strengths of evangelical theology as
consistent efforts to provide a balance of God's transcendence and immanence when
compared to other innovative theologies of the 20th century. They state,
[Evangelicals] have been untiring in their reminder that theology must direct its
own efforts towards the vision of the balance between immanence [God as
present to the world] and transcendence [God as beyond the world]. And they
have been unabashedly committed to biblical authority. In our search for new
models and paradigms, the evangelical tradition cautions, let us keep a biblical
perspective. For this reason, the commitments of evangelicalism offer an
orientation point for the laying of a firm foundation for theology in the twenty-
first century. (314)
The model has several theological strengths; however, the two most important aspects
are the theology's stmcture that sustains a biblical balance between God's
transcendence and immanent, and the primary authority given to Scripture. These two
aspects of kingdom of God theology present a different foundation for crafting a
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biblical worldview than liberation theology's praxis model alone. As stated earlier, the
weakness of liberation theology, particularly its God-human interactive aspects, is that
it has a limited understanding of sin and atonement, which makes it less attractive. In a
theological-cultural discussion about God and human interaction within the church, the
weak understanding of sin and atonement would create knowledge gaps. Such
knowledge gaps would negatively contribute to existing knowledge gaps about
worldview of ethnicity and the multiethnic church. The impact of the knowledge gaps
would be the failure to more fully address universal ethnic bias of the oppressor and
the oppressed, and the way forward through biblical transformationfor everyone via
the power of Christ's atonement. The metanarrative of the kingdom ofGod provides a
more folly orbed understanding of the God-human interaction, including sin and
atonement. Moreover, it includes the stories ofGod as God [transcendence] and the
local context ofhow the multiethnic church lives as one family together in the kingdom
ofGod [immanence]. The kingdom ofGod metanarrative presents a desired balance
between God's transcendence and immanence. Grenz and Olson (1992) describe the
importance ofbalancing theological transcendence and immanence:
Because the Bible presents God as both beyond the world [transcendent] and
present to the world [immanent] theologians in every era are confronted with
the challenge of articulating the Christian understanding of the nature ofGod in
a manner that balances, and affirms and holds in creative tension the twin tmths
of the divine transcendence and the divine immanence. A balanced affirmation
of both tmths facilitates a proper relation between theology and reason or
culfore. Where such balance is lacking, serious theological problems readily
emerge. Hence, an overemphasis on transcendence can lead to a theology that is
irrelevant to the culforal context in which it seeks to speak, whereas an
overemphasis on immanence can produce a theology held captive to a specific
culfore. (11-12)
Grenz and Olson noted the critical nafore of a balanced transcendent-immanence
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theological structure. The kingdom of God is both a theology and praxis within the
Vineyard. They are core Vineyard values within the denomination. Vineyard's theology
and praxis is seen more expansively as God's reconciling work resulting in liberation of
all things. In the Vineyard, God's liberating work is seen reconciling God-human
relationships, inner personal healing, male-female relationships, interethnic relations,
class, and others.
This countercultural model has several weaknesses that could potentially
influence the kingdom of God theology used within the Vineyard. First, the model's
potential to diminish the perceived value of culture suggests that this is a unique feature
to this type ofmodel. Given that all theologies are contextual, any theology that does
not have praxis to effectively engage in cultural realities outside their local context will
have this challenge. Vineyard's multiple aspects of reconciliation reflect sensitivity
toward cultural issues. Second, the potential is that this theological model may
contribute to the formation of sectarianism within Christian communities, is balanced
by its Christian openness to embrace healthy Christian traditions such as Vineyard's
biblically based healing prayerministry and active Christian formation practices. The
model also has the potential to be monocultural and struggle with exclusivism. Other
ethnic groups employ the kingdom of God theology and praxis, evidenced by twelve
years of involvement with global African American, Anglo-Latino and Caribbean
ministries, prior to my involvement with the Vineyard. These ministries attracted
people from different denominations, ethnic groups, educational levels, and classes
from various parts of the world.
In summary, the praxis model's structural presupposhions causes me to not
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select liberation, Black or feminist theologies as a theological foundation, for they
generally place a greater authority on culture over Scripture and church tradition. And
they reflect a thin understanding of God-human interaction, as seen in its imbalance of
God's transcendence-immanence dyad. In the end, this imbalance diminishes the
authority of Scripture and church tradition and makes culture, social location or context
the ultimate theological presupposhion. However, this is not the best approach.
"Context is to be given, says [African scholar] Lamin Sanneh, a "penultimate status,"
since it is "both a natural ally as well as a natural foe of the gospel" (Bevans, 2002,
119). The kingdom ofGod's priority of Scripture before culture and its balance of
God's transcendence-immanence concepts, provide a greater resource to address ethnic
bias in the church. The theology addresses universal human ethnic bias, and it calls the
community to a greater vision beyond the issue of ethnic conflict and reconciliation in
the form of justice. The kingdom theology's metanarrative casts a larger vision of
God's new humanity founded in Christ, with a new ability to address all types of
human brokenness. Thus, Christ is exalted as Liberator over all human life, moving
towards human flourishing for all people, regardless of ethnicity, gender, or class.
A common critique on evangelicalism's kingdom of God theology and praxis is
that it can lack social transformational engagement. From my limited experience, I have
witnessed a wide spectrum of social engagement. I have witnessed church ministry
activity from local and citywide social programs, to national and global level
engagement. Personally, I have been involved in social ethics since 1988. Nationally,
Christian Community Development Association (CCDA) models evangelical
collaboration on a macro-level. It systemically addresses biblically based economic and
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social development, engaging local churches, and social agencies in ethnically and
economically diverse communities. Other national initiatives include issues such as
human trafficking and immigration. Two examples ofministries taking a global and
systemic approach to hunger and poverty are Rick Warren's P.E.A.C.E. plan initiative
(Peace Plan, n.d.) and the Lausanne's Micah Challenge Intemational (Edwards and
Tunnicliff, 2015). These ministries are examples of kingdom social ethics.
Conclusion
In this report, a discussion was presented on the theological understanding of
God and cultural anthropology and the understanding of human beings regarding the
topics of race and ethnicity in the context of the multiethnic church. Worldview themes,
CQ skills, and the need for both VCols and VCinti to undertake further training were
shared. The discovery of strong multiethnic surface and belief cultural levels but weak
worldview level development warrants the suggested training. Personal and collective
Christian and ethnic identities were discussed as areas impacted by worldview
transformation training. Also presented was how the Vineyard churches could use
multiethnic history as well as worldview training to assist their members in coming to
terms with 21''-century global realities. Moreover, a call was made for ah churches to
disciple their people regardless of their multiethnic ministry status. Last, two broader
missional impacts were presented. The first addressed reframing interethnic discussions
within Christian community and the second spoke on strategic church wide
discipleship. These various topical discussion points reveal the complexity of
interethnic dynamics within the church. Space and time constrains the discussion of all
the research leaming. However, the following issues represent several critical ideas that
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were generated from this research project. Reflecting on the theological-
antlu-opological-missiological nature of this research project, the key points are
1 . Race and etimic sources matter�It is essential that the Bible is employed as
the primary source ofunderstanding race and ethnicity. Nonbiblical sources contribute
to syncretism and can hinder biblical multiethnic church understanding and praxis.
2. Theology matters�Historical Vineyard values of the Holy Spirit and
reconciliation were prominent in affective and evaluative worldview issues. These well-
known values were considered relevant in the multiethnic church context. Multiethnic
cognitive worldview themes related to the nature of the church were less prominent,
possibly indicating their ongoing development within the churches. Thus, a leader's
theological grid (prominent theological values) can influence how leaders see and
interpret multiethnic church experiences. Moreover, emerging multiethnic religious
values will need to be reinforced if they are to be diffused throughout the congregation.
Another theological leaming is that ethnic identity, from God's perspective, is a gift. It
represents the creative genius ofGod, Creator of all human life, who has a plan through
Christ to redeem the faUenness of ethnic identity for all people. Moreover, with biblical
training, the local multiethnic ministries can affirm the universal multiethnic identity of
the global Church and the particular ethnic identity of its local members. Thus, to have
a view of ethnic identity as a gift, one that can be affirmed locally and broadened to
include the global church through training and local praxis, represents an important
aspect of the gospel of the kingdom ofGod. Indeed such understanding is good news
for all ethnic groups
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3. Worldview matters�The 20 percent non-dominant ethnic criteria are
factors used for indexing multiethnic church development. However, the findings of
this study suggest the need also to assess the worldview cultural level. As mentioned
previously, Mcintosh and Mahan share that surface and mid-level multiethnic cultural
representation can be misleading. Worldview level dynamics should be reviewed to aid
in interethnic leadership decision-making. Ifworldview conflicts are occurring and left
undetected, they can contribute to multiethnic church destabilization. For interethnic
equality, one may need to look beyond the visual imagery and activity to discem the
state of interpersonal interethnic dynamics that are forming within the church.
4. CQ knowledge matters�The low CQ knowledge ratings successfiilly
confirmed that both churches lacked meaningful cross-cultural training for their leaders
and members. Employing this assessment as a monitoring tool has merit for multiethnic
church leadership development.
5. Contextmatters�The project focused on the worldview of leaders, but the
church itself contributes to worldview, Christ-like and ethnic identity formation. Thus,
the church envirorunent has a significant influence in how leaders and members
perceive and interpret multiethnic community life. Social-historical racial pattems have
some level of influence.
6. Training matters�The worldview training is a systematic way to address
syncretism and equip everyone to build healthy interethnic relationships. The training
offers a common language and resources to aid the difftision ofnew multiethnic values
throughout the congregation. The training can also help facilitate the transition from
Vineyard monoculttiral church values to Vineyard multiethnic church values by
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promoting a familiar biblical story of ethnicity shared by everyone. A majority
consensus on the nature ofmultiethnic church can be one result of church-wide
training. Then, more people in the church can move beyond the early stages of the
vision of the multiethnic church (e.g., 20 percent non-dominant etimic presence)
towards more substantial meanings ofmultiethnic relationships and church life.
7. Reframing matters�Starting with a biblical worldview of ethnicity and the
multiethnic church, within the bigger worldview story of the kingdom ofGod, this
framework provides a simple entry point for complex interethnic ministry. Laying this
foundation begins the interethnic conversation with God, seeking to understand his
view on the subject. Most Christian interethnic ministry conversations whose center of
activity is reconciliation start with brief conversations about the Bible and race/ethnic
social realities. Quickly the conversation can move to reconciliation without taking the
appropriate time to discuss the meaning of race and ethnicity, particularly from a
biblical perspective. Most reconciliation discussions in which I have been involved did
not take the time to unpack the meaning of race and ethnicity. The discussion centered
on the social forces and their negative impact, offering reconciliation to promote
interethnic unity. Biblical worldview assumptions about ethnicity were rarely
discussed. From my perspective, such a discussion format is like watching a movie
from the middle where a flashback to the beginning is offered to fill in the gap, so that
one can grasp the importance of the current plot and anticipate the end. The flashback
approach is one way to communicate the important story of oneness and unity in Christ,
but it can potentially eclipse the value placed on ethnic identity. Interethnic
reconciliation and unity are dominant in most interethnic discourse. Foundational
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biblical ethnic understanding is marginalized if it is included in the conversation.
Reconciliation and unity are essential interethnic conversations. Such a first step in an
interethnic conversation, can potentially diminish the chance to know about the biblical
significance of ethnic identity, possibly creating difficulty for some to discem the value
in the ethnic aspects of interethnic reconciliation. Reframing the start of interethnic
ministry with the biblical worldview of ethnicity offers biblical ethnic understanding up
front. It starts the story from the beginning with God in Genesis, highlighting
significant assumptions through Revelation, to see what he thinks about ethnicity prior
to racism talk and the engagement of conciliatory efforts.
8. Strategic discipleship matters�Given the collective formative influence of
the church, everyone should be open to being trained in this area. Offering the training
as a way of discipleship moves the issue from the margins into the hands of ordinary
church members. Most interethnic issues are addressed within the context of
evangelism and missions. Within most churches, these ministries require some form of
leadership training and expect interethnic gifting. Strategic discipleship for the whole
church makes the statement that the interethnic understanding is core to discipleship
and Christian maturity. It would aid in answering Christ's prayer for unity.
In closing, I would like to commend the multiethnic minisfries ofVineyard
Columbus and Vineyard Cincinnati. Their efforts and results are applaudable as seen by
their diverse intemal and extemal multiethnic church practices. It takes dedicated,
visionary leaders, committed staff, and willing members to radically change
megachurch life. Much prayer for the vision, coordination of complex resource
allocations, and inspiring leadership communication is required. Large amounts of time.
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people, and financial resources, in additional to relational energy, has been employed to
create and navigate complex church structure. Such activities require a resolve to
develop and sustain biblically based interethnic relationships, on all levels. Such
relationships have their unique rewards and challenges. These aspects of leadership
represent significant personal, ministerial, and community-wide risk. These risks entail
personal and communal sacrifice, most notably paid by leaders. Typically, ministry
leaders bear the greater burden to bring change to their faith communities. Such
leadership pressures also exist within multiethnic churches.
Entering into this research project, I hoped that I would find helpfiil insight to
support existing and emerging multiethnic churches. I believe the churches' current
ministry activity offers a wealth of insight as does the training program presented. My
hope is that both churches find some value in what is presented and reflect upon and
apply what is usefiil. I believe it can be a usefiil resource as they continue to pursue
their vision and advance their multiethnic development.
Research Significance
The surfacing ofworldview(s) of race/ethnicity and assessing the cultural
intelligence of the leaders and members of the church holds the potential to deepen the
understanding ofmultiethnic church leadership and membership formation. Its timely
leaming has several implications for American religious life. First, culture, worldview
theory of race and ethnicity and CQ improves the existing body of literature. As well as
the theological and anthropological tools employed in the project, the idea of
worldview�a look at deep culture�may provide a paradigm shift in multiethnic
studies, by seeking to explore and understand deep culture. Moreover, the research
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findings siiow tiiat a reframing of tlie interethnic relations, reconciliation, and justice
conversafion within Christian settings may be necessary. Second, the contextualization
of ethnicity and multiethnicity within the context ofChristian community offers a user-
friendly beginning point of interethnic conversation. Defining biblical ethnicity and
ethnic identity and connecting them with justice contextualize the race/ethnic
conversation in terms that are meaningfiil to Christians. The proffered worldview
assumptions are deeply rooted in language and symbols that are relevant for all
Christians. It presents a biblically ethnic metanarrative shared by all Christians.
Therefore, it is able to draw all Christians into the conversation, for all have an ethnic
identity�one that is rooted in Christ. Moreover, such a worldview may biblically
address the root assumption of ethnocentrism (racial/ethnic bias), the universal
orientation of all humans in the context of sin, which means everyone is required to be
transformed in this area. Such a transformation will help to address syncretism�that
can lead to cognitive dissonance, as shown in the part A of the figure 6.3. Once such
conflictive assumptions are resolved, more biblically aligned worldview thinking can
contribute to cultural surface, belief and worldview harmony, as seen in part B. This is
where biblical assumptions align with beliefs and behavior. See Appendix X to
illustrate this idea. Third, the worldview and CQ results offer a contextualized model
for others interested in multiethnic ministry development. Fourth, the method of
worldview and CQ offer transformative processes to improve multiethnic ministry
capabihty through discipleship training. This approach provides educational resources
to all churches that have an interest in forming multiethnic congregations. It is also for
those who have congregational limitations but desire to help their members to know the
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church's muhiethnic identity and improve their interetlmic relational skills. Additional
missional resources readily supplement the training resources to help provide this
perspective. Fifth, limited biblical and theological scholarly resources on biblical
ethnicity suggest that additional scholarly work in this area is warranted. Last, the
research project's mix method approach can be used to explore monoracial
congregations' worldviews and other religions. Therefore, employing the disclosed
ideas used in this study has the potential of increasing the quality ofmultiethnic
ministry praxis in the church.
Project Limitations
The limits of this study are that a wealth of information has been acquired
through interviews and research of two local churches. Different local church theology
and praxis may yield different results. Monocultural churches or membership groups
may yield different worldview themes and CQ ratings.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Opening Statement-Racial diversity is increasing in our nation. We see this in the
wider society and in limited instances within churches. The purpose of this interview is
to listen to your perspective on how theology (your understanding ofGod) helps you to
understand the topic of race within the context of this church. I am looking to hear your
perspective on this issue. There are no right or wrong responses. You are the expert and
I am the one leaming from you. The findings of the study will potentially deepen our
understanding of interracial relations within the church that can lead to better ways of
becoming a multiracial church community. All information shared with be kept
confidential and names will be changed if used.
Background Information
1 . What is your race?
2. What is your ethnicity?
3. How do you describe yourself?
4. Did you grow up in a Christian home?
5. How would you describe your childhood church?
5.1. What was the denomination?
5.2. What was the racial composition?
6. How long have you been on staff at VC?
7. How many other churches have you served in as a leader?
8. How would you describe your last church?
9. What was the racial composition of the church?
1 0. What was the mission statement or central ministry focus?
11. Do you have formal religious educational training? (Seminary, Bible College,
missions). If yes, what kinds of training have you had?
12. What do you enjoy most about being here at the church?
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13. Does the church have any programs or strategies that are for the specific purpose
of fostering or creating racial diversity? If so, what are they?
Interview Questions for the Vineyard Leader Interviews
1 . What does the term "leadership" mean to you? Please share any resources that
help you define this term.
2. What does the term "race" mean to you? Please share any resources that help you
define this term.
3. What does the term "ethnicity" mean to you? Please share any resources that help
you define this term.
4. Please choose race, ethnicity or a more familiar term that you would like to use to
speak about someone whose physical features appear to be racially or ethnically
different.
5. What does the term "follower of Jesus" mean to you? Is this term usefiil? Name
resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
6. As a follower of Jesus, how does your faith help you to understand how to interact
with people who are racially or ethnically different?
6.1. Has this understanding been usefiil to have within the multiracial church?
6.2. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
6.3. Is this understanding of race helpful to use in other areas of your life (that is,
home setting, other relationships outside the church)?
6.4. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
7. As a follower of Jesus, what does the term "multiracial church" mean to you?
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7. 1 . Please share any Bible passages that have helped you to gain this
understanding.
7.2. What are some of the rewards ofbeing a leader in a multhacial church?
7.3. What are some of the challenges?
7.4. What traits should the multiracial church display to those who attend its
services?
7.5. To other Christian churches?
7.6. To those who are outside the church, for example, the world?
7.7. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
8. What role should members of this church play in joining in and supporting the
multiracial church? Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
8.1. What role would you like to play in helping this church? What Biblical
passages help your understanding of this?
8.2. What about your role in leadership training and helping others to become
leaders? Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
8.3. Do you have any suggestions that may help to encourage others to engage
in this multiracial church? Name resources that help you gain your
understanding of this.
9. What does the term "evangelism" mean to you when considering reaching people
who are racially or ethnically different from you?
9.1. Please explain what this means to you.
9.2. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
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10. What does the term "discipleship" mean to you when considering people who are
racially or ethnically different from you?
10.1. Please explain what this means to you.
1 0.2. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
1 1 . What does the term "mission" mean to you when considering people who are
racially different from you?
11.1. Please explain what this means to you.
1 1 .2. Name resources that help you gam your understanding of this.
Affective Questions: The term "God as Holy Spirit" has been mentioned often within
this church.
1 . Who is the Holy Spuit to you?
1.1. What role does the Holy Spirit play in your interactions with a person who
is racially or ethnically different within this church?
1 .2. Is this important to you? If yes, please explain.
1.3. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
2. What qualities should followers of Jesus have to be to keep healthy interracial
interactions within this multiracial church?
2.1. Why?
2.2. Name resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
Evaluative/Moral: The message of the cross is about resolving conflict between God
and sinful man. It is also about resolving disagreement or misunderstandings between
human beings. Some people talk about the racial disagreement or misunderstandings
within the multiracial church.
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1 . How would you define racial misunderstanding or disagreements?
2. Have you experienced racial misunderstandings or disagreements?
3. What makes it a "racial misunderstanding or disagreement?"
4. How would you try to address it? You may use your own examples. Name
resources that help you gain your understanding of this.
Additional Interview Question for Staff and Key Lay Leaders
1 . What is your ideal worldview of race for this multiracial church?
2. What is the current worldview reality for this multiracial church?
3. How do you close the gaps?
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APPENDIX B
RESEARCH PROJECT RELTED RESOURCES
Rationale for Survey and Plan versus Actual Sampling
What: Mass Survey Mass Survey Details: Included Worldview Themes, CQ, Hofstede's 5D-Model and
spiritual discipline questions. Included basic demographics, e.g., pastoraiynon-
pastoral staff, lay leader, regular attendee, race, income, and age questions.
Who: \'ineyard Target Sample: 20% of staff, key lay leaders and stakeholders with a racial mix of 83%
Cincinnati Anglo-American, 17% non-Anglo-American.
Actual Sample Invited to Participate = 1044
Total Responses = 249
Target Sample: 20% All staff, key lay leaders and 500-1000 members who represent
the 70% Anglo-American, 20% African American and 10% Intemational (105 nations).
Actual Sample Invited to Participate = 3117
Total Reponses = 747
The mass sturvey linked certain worldview themes and CQ with specific demographics,
providing a quantitative assessment of dynamics. It also provided an opportunity to
gather worldview and intelligence traits with the intemational population in a user-
friendly way, providing a frequency count of how people may be interpreting race and at
what level they are prepared to engage interracially. It also allows one to discover how
the congregation view important elements of the multiracial church ministry.
"Survey Monkey" was used to invite, distribute and collect the survey. Participants came
from a membership/stakeholder database where people agreed to be contacted by the
church. An email from the key informant was sent with a personal note from the
researcher. The "Survey Monkey" link was embedded in the email. A raffle was offered
for early responses from each church as an incentive for participation.
Used "Survey Monkey" Online Research Services for email distribution and collection.
Survey was distributed in early July 2013 with a 15-day window for participation in the
raffle. The final cutoff occurred in August 2013.
Intemational participants were included in the online survey.
Specific Qualitative Research Processes: Leader Interviews
Preparing for the Interview
The process by which staff and Icey lay leaders were interviewed entailed
meetuig with each church site informant after submitting a background and overview of
the research project. For both Vineyard Cincirmati and Vineyard Columbus, the
informants were senior level pastoral staff. After agreement and timing were arranged,
each informant directed me to the proper staff contact so I could gain access to staff,
leaders and organizational resources (email addresses, office locations) and other
^^'ho: \ ineyard
Columbus
Why:
How:
Where:
When:
Additional:
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pertinent resources needed to conduct tlie first interview phase of the research. After
communicating with each organization, the following processes were completed to
begin conducting interviews on the main church campus. These processes included
establishing a schedule management account with Schedulicity, an online scheduler and
setting up the interview process by email communications with staff. The Vineyard
Cincinnati site was selected first, in early October 2012. The following represents the
main steps taken to conduct interviews with staff and key lay leaders from each church
site.
1) Set up account with the company Schedulicity so each church site had a separate
online schedule manager. Vineyard Columbus was designated Multiracial Church 1
and Vineyard Cincinnati was designated Multiracial 2.
2) An introduction letter and instructions on how to select an interview time slot were
drafted and submitted to key church contacts for approval. The final version was
first sent to each key staff contact and then distributed via emailed to all staff.
Referrals for key lay leaders came from staff personnel.
3) Leaders could select a time slot offered Monday through Friday, except for holidays
and other restricted times. Time slots for Vineyard Cincinnati were booked six
weeks in advance. Commuting back and forth from Columbus to Cincinnati
required clustering interviews for efficiency. Time slots offered range from 9:00
am-10: 30, 11:00 am-12: 30 pm, 1:00-2:30 pm and 3:00-4:30 pm. These four time
slots worked well for the staffwho worked at the church office Monday through
Friday.
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4) Once the interview was boolced, an email confirmation and reminder, as well as an
optional text message reminder, were set up. The online scheduler was designed to
prohibit 24-hour cancellations without calling the researcher to make fiiture
arrangements.
Conducting the Interview
1) The majority of the interviews were conducted at the main campus ofboth
Vineyard Cincinnati and Vineyard Columbus. A confirmation phone call or email
was sent the day before each appointment. Diverse locations were chosen, including
staff offices, small, quiet meeting rooms and cafe settings at the church.
2) When possible, a 5-10-minute pre-interview set-up was used to ensure that proper
recorduig would take place. A Microsoft Office Word 201 1 template called
"Notebook Layout View" has a tab called Audio Notes, which allows a note taker
to sync computer typed notes while conducting an audio recording. This approach
was used to act as backup to the primary means of audio recording with a Sony
digital recorder. As a result, for each interview conducted, there were typed notes
with a sync audio recording on the Macintosh computer in addition to a digital
recording. The pre-interview encounter with the interviewee involved time for small
talk to create a relaxed conversational atmosphere. These included conversations
about the research project background and objectives and updates about ministry
activities. This conversation lasted between 5-10 minutes depending on the
interviewee's interest in the project, after which the formal interview began.
3) The formal interview started with a brief explanation of the interview process and
the formal request to complete the confidentiality statement. This statement was
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offered in print for a person to sign as well as completed by audibly reading and
responding to the request for permission to interview and record.
4) Prayer was offered before the formal interview began. I did this after finding during
several interviews that some persons "had water tear-filled eyes
" with a sense of
pain or joy during the interview. This was an occasional experience that caused a
lull (either long or short) in the interview. Thus, prayer was offered to express
solidarity and comfort to the person and to help them relax. This occurred during
roughly 20 out of one hundred and eighteen interviews. Racial experiences, both
good and bad, appeared to trigger these expressions of emotion.
5) An introductory statement was read to the interviewee to give her/him a general
outline of the project and the objectives of the interview process. I also described
how the information would be used. There were three main sections to the interview
guide. Section one questions (1-16) provided basic background with respect to race,
place of upbringing, leadership experience and so on. They were also asked what
they liked most about the church. Section two questions (17-20) asked the
interviewee to respond to leadership, race and ethnicity questions. Section three
questions (21-51) addressed cognitive worldview themes. Section four questions
(52-58) were affective worldview questions. Section five questions (59-63) were
evaluative or moral worldview questions. Sections two through five were
worldview questions based on the Kingdom of God theological themes, addressing
key presuppositions. In the last section, six, questions 64-65 asked the leaders to
describe directly their worldview of race for their church as an ideal, its current
reality and ways to close any gaps (see Appendix A for a sample of the guide used
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in tiie interview). Most of tlie time the language of the questions remained the same
for all interviews. Occasionally, a re-wording of the questions was offered to probe
more deeply to understand the answer to a question. Occasionally, questions had to
be skipped because of the time spent on previous questions and the time constraints
of the interviewer. There were more than 10 occasions where a second session was
scheduled to complete the interview. Also, on five different occasions, the
interviewee moved the conversation away from the scripted question process.
Attempts were made to follow the guide, but after two attempts to follow the script
failed, the interviewees preferred conversation was allowed. Key scripted questions
were interjected when there was an opening in the flow of the conversation. This is
why some interviewee's questions were skipped, in order to ensure that high
priority questions were addressed. Notes were made throughout the interview
discussion.
6) The interview process ended by offering the interviewee a chance to ask questions
about the interview, research or other related topics.
Post Interview Process
1) After each interview was completed, an audio recording check was made on the
Macintosh laptop and the Sony digital recorder. By the end of the day, ah Sony
digital recording files were transferred to another computer for safekeeping.
Interview notes and observations were also recorded.
2) Once all the interviews were collected from each site, each church leader who took
part was sent a holiday thank you note.
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After the completion and review of the interviews, forty samples were selected for
transcription. These samples were taken from both churches. The representative
sample reflected congregational and ethnic ratios of each church.
The transcripts were edited to remove any designation of interviewee identity and
sent out for professional transcription. All who had contact with the audio files
signed a confidentiality form. The transcription service was used to avoid
researcher transcription bias.
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APPENDIX C
SPECIFIC QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH PROCESSES:
SURVEY PROCEDURES
1) Mass Survey�After the interviews were completed, a thematic analysis of the
findings was conducted, creating a source of objective questions for one portion of
the survey. Questions on the definition of race, ethnicity and leadership interaction
and interracial ministry activity within the church were presented. Each of these
questions was derived from reflection on the interviews and participant
observations. This effort was made to triangulate the meaningful insights acquired
from interviews with the larger church community. Other parts of the survey
included Livermore's 20-point questions on CQ, Hofstede's question on the nation
of origin, demographic information and Christian formation questions. The survey
provided feedback on how well leaders were influencing those under their
leadership.
2) Survey Sampling�"Survey Monkey" provided guidelines on the number of surveys
needed for each data confidence level. Vineyard Cincinnati provided a database of
1044 stakeholders/members of its congregation for survey testing. Vineyard
Columbus provided 31 17 people for survey testing. Actual returns were: Vineyard
Cincinnati, 249, and Vineyard Columbus, 747. A review of the Table below reveals
that both church response levels were within a 3-10% confidence level.
Church Survey Response and Confidence Levels
Confidence Level �3% �5% �10%
Population Size
500 345 220 80
1,000 525 285 90
3,000 810 350 100
Source: Reformatted "Survey Monkey" Help Center: How Many Respondents Do I Need?
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3) Survey Early Response Incentive�A raffle of nine gift cards was offered as a
modest reward to all who returned their survey responses within the first fifteen
days. This was designed to ensure the sampling goals were achieved within a
specified time. Gift cards from Target ($50 and $25) and Starbucks ($10) were
given. Winners' names were kept confidential in keeping with the anonymous
nature of the survey. Winners were contacted by email. Manned church reception
desks were used at each church site for pickup. All survey respondents received an
email thank you note.
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APPENDIX D
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Both during my fieldwork and in the subsequent reporting ofmy findings, I
observed the spirit of the code of ethics of the American Anthropological Association
(AAA 1998); specific measures taken are detailed below:
Voluntary participation�The willingness of the members of the Vineyard churches to
cooperate in my study determined what data I was able to collect and the methods I
used to collect them. Issues of access and of the voluntary nature ofparticipation were
negotiated and re-negotiated on a continuing basis during my fieldwork. As a matter of
ethical principle, however, those who agreed to participate in this study, as well as
those who did not, were always respected as fully autonomous agents, and their wishes
were adhered to with respect to the level, type and duration of their participation.
Informed consent�The principle of informed consent seeks to protect in very specific
ways the personal autonomy of all who participate in a study. Consent may be written,
verbal, or implied,! but regardless, every reasonable effort should be made to ensure
that those who participate do so of their own volition. When I requested that someone
participate in a face-to-face or group interview, I explained the nature ofmy study, and
answered any questions they had. I stressed the purely voluntary nature of their
participation, and gave each potential interviewee an explicit opportunity to agree or
reflise to do so. In addition, I obtained explicit permission to make audio or video
recordings of any interview. I also obtained written consent due to the high literacy rate
of the participants.
Confidentiality�InsXitxxtionaX Review Boards typically require that names of
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participants in etimograpliic studies be changed "to protect research participants from
discrimination, persecution, or other harm that might befall them if someone recognized
their identities" (Perry 2007, 137). Such a policy, however, was problematic for at least
two reasons. Firstly, not everyone desires confidentiality. Perry (2007) described how a
Sudanese refligee reacted when she explained that she would change his name in her
report: "This young man then told me that he was not willing to participate in my study
if I was going to change his name. He said, 'I have something to say, and I want the
world to know that I am the one who said it'" (137). Although he would have been an
ideal participant, she was forced to eliminate him from the study. To many, including
Perry, imposing confidentiality on participants who do not want it raises questions of
respect for their right to personal autonomy.
Secondly, in a study of an organization or institution, especially when
describing the history of its founding and development, to eliminate or change the
names ofpeople and/or places in the account would compromise its value to readers
and fiiture researchers seriously. In this study, I investigated the history, beliefs, and
practices of aparticularAIC in aparticular group ofpeople. Clearly, the locations of
the local congregations observed, as well as the names of their founders and key
leaders, are integral to the church's very nature, and necessarily played a part in its
description and analysis.
Thus, I offered a compromise solution. In my dissertation I: 1) included
unaltered general facts about the church as a whole that were already public
knowledge, including, but not necessarily limited to, names of the founder, key leaders,
pastors, etc. of the lEAD, locations of churches and key events in the church's history.
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etc.; 2) changed or eliminated names of ordinary members of the church and disguised
their locations; 3) maintained strict confidentiality with respect to all purelypersonal
information about all participants, including church leaders; and, 4) in all cases where
the participants requested it specifically, guaranteed their strict anonymity.
Data security and control ofdata�Data collected in all forms (handwritten field notes,
digital field notes, digital audio and video, etc.) were stored in secure locations and
containers. Digital data were stored behind a computer firewall to protect them from
unauthorized access from the Internet. Finally, I made every effort to avoid
dissemination of the data or results of this investigation to any agencies or individuals
who might reasonably be suspected to be inclined to put the data to uses to which the
participants did not consent.
Reciprocity�Marshall and Rossman (2006, 81) noted that, "When people adjust their
priorities and routines to help the researcher, or even just tolerate the researcher's
presence, they are giving of themselves. The researcher is indebted and should be
sensitive to this." At the end of the study, I offered participants a thank you to
demonstrate my gratitude for their help; consistent with cultural expectations that
leaders deserve special honor, I presented the principal leaders with a modest monetary
gift towards a specific ministry.
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APPENDIX E
RESEARCH PROJECT BACKGROUND
Objective of the Research Sent to Key Pastoral Contact
The objective ofmy research is to study leaders within the congregational life
ofVineyard Cincinnati. The focus of the question is on the topic of interracial
relationships, about personal perceptions and ability to engage in effective interracial
leadership. The term "worldview" is used to talk about how people interpret racial
dynamics. CQ deals with a person's cross-cultural abilities. I will be using the terms
interracial and cross-cultural interchangeably. Both terms are used throughout different
cultural settings and have similar meanings. Three core disciplines, theology. Christian
cultural anthropology and missiology, will be used. This explains the different types of
questions and methods used in the research. The theological questions are asked to
discover the meaning of faith and discipleship, as it is out of our theology that we make
disciples. Theology affirms our values, informs our Christian practices and influences
others. Christian anthropology is used to help provide an understanding of how persons
from different races interpret their Christian faith. Finally, missiology is used to aid our
understanding of the will of the Father and how we can align ourselves with His
purposes.
The target racial groups are Native bom African-American; Asian American;
Anglo-American; First Nations Native Americans, and Hispanic/Latino populations. If
there are people who have immigrated to the U.S., a sampling from the Intemational
populations will be assessed as well. Leaders defined as both paid staff and key lay
leaders are the primary focus. Their presence and voice contributes significantly to the
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development of the multiracial church. Revealing their perspectives about race and
noting their abilities will provide some level of personal enlightenment. Such new
discoveries can advance leadership development and help in leading others.
Research Preparedness
I thought it might be helpful to let you know that my background in interracial
ministry goes back to 1989, when John Perkins visited our church and directed us to
become a Biblically based multiracial church. The African-American pastor and
leadership team embraced the call and proceeded to bring about change in the church.
Since then, I have been involved in diverse aspects of the movement. This has involved
taking part in citywide church reconciliation efforts, prayer gatherings and foot washing
services. Vineyard Cincinnati has been selected as a second site. It was selected
because it was among the churches involved in previous reconciliation efforts in the
city ofCincinnati and continues with those efforts. My early activities inspired my first
trip to Israel with a racially diverse tour group made up of 320 believers from around
the world. Conversations were held on the subject of interracial unity. Many other
events occurred and relationships formed over the years. Years later, in 2009, 1 retumed
to Israel, where I lived for five weeks in a community of Jewish and Palestinian people
who had attempted over the past 30 years to create a peaceful community. While there,
I had a chance to interview leaders who directed a peacekeeping agency at Neve
Shalom in order to broaden my understanding of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. I
gained useful insights there about interracial interactions. Other key race relations
activities include Asbury Campus-Wide Project Leader for the Lausanne 2010 Global
Link Project, training at the Duke Reconciliation Center and involvement in the Mosaix
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Multiracial Church Movement. I have been involved with other activities and have
written several relevant papers that provide useful background for this research study.
Research Committee
Dr. Korie Edwards�(The Ohio State University)�Associate Professor of Sociology
and author ofmultiracial resources such as AgainstAll Odds, the Elusive Dream
and Growing up in America
Dr. Russell West�(Asbury Theological Seminary)�Assistant Dean ofBeeson Center
and Professor of Leadership Development for Mission and Evangelism
Dr. Steve Ybarrola�(Asbury Theological Seminary)�Professor of Cultural
Anthropology
Methodology
A combination of research approaches will be used. Background research
consists of the examination of recorded materials, such as sermons, church reports and
website information. One-on-one interviews will address specific perspectives about
race. A mass surveywill be used to broaden participation so that a greater
understanding of the wider congregation can be acquired. The survey is just as
important as the interview questions, as there are unique questions on the survey, such
as CQ and national level cultural traits, that are usefiil not only for native bom leaders
but for any intemational representation. These resources help provide an insider view of
how a person from that country might interpret issues ofpower, styles of personal
decision-making and other important dynamics. These factors and others are helpfiil
information in the investigation of cross-cultural evangelism and discipleship.
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Significance of tlie Research
Revealing the worldview and assessing the cultural intelligence (CQ) of the
leaders at VCC can deepen our understanding on how best to build healthy interracial
relationships within the church. The worldview analysis is a useful tool that can be
compared against a Biblical model of race. CQ, where a person's motivation, behavior,
intentionality and knowledge are assessed, is a tool that can provide practical feedback.
Livermore's (2003) CQ assessment, which will be used in this study, offers a way for
an individual to strengthen weak areas. Through training and teachings, gaps and
misunderstandings can be addressed. Together, the findings from the study of
worldview and CQ can be used as input in the church's cross-cultural evangelism and
discipleship programs and any other activities that are relevant to its strategy in being a
multiracial church community.
Section II: Logistics
My general guidelines with respect to the research are as follows:
1 . The participant observation portion is straightforward. It involves attending
weekend services and special events, asking general questions and taking notes.
2. The background research�gathering data from organizational charts,
congregational reports, sermons, and other published literature�is required. For
some items, I plan to obtain records beginning in 1998 or earlier.
3. Interviews are listed in the tables below. Tables detail the format of the interview
sessions and mass survey. For VCC staff interviews, I will post a schedule of times
available and reserve a room in which to interview staff; alternatively, I will go to
their offices. The pastors and coordinators, as well as key non-pastoral leaders, will
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be interviewed. A confidentiality statement will be given to each interviewee and
permission to conduct audio recording of the sessions to assist in effective note
taking will also be requested.
Table 1. Qualitative Research: Leadership Interviews
Potential VCC and VUSA Research
Organization
Vineyard USA Influence�Director and
Diversity Task Force, Don Williams
Board ofElders ofVineyard Cincinnati
Dave Workman
AnitaWorkman
Participants: All research was conducted at the convenience of the VCC
participant.
# of People Interview Time
1 -1.5 hrs.3-?
?
2
1 -1.5 hrs.
2 - ( 1 . 5 hr.) per person
slots-separated by 2-3
Research Method
Interview: Fall 2012
Interview: Fall 2012
Interview: Fall 2012
weeks
Key Pastoral Leadership Team 9 2 - (1 hr.) slots-separated
by 2-3 weeks
Interview: Fall 2012
Pastor All 1 -1.5 hrs. Interview: Fall 2012
Assistants/Research/Administrative
Pastors including Satellites 18 1 -1.5 hrs. Interview: Fall 2012
Pastoral Coordinators including All 1 -1.5 hrs. Interview: Fall 2012
Satellites
Director and other key level Staff All (high
visibility
and/or
interracial
interactions)
1 -1.5 hrs. Interview: Fall 2012
Ministry Coordinators including
Satellites
Operations Staff Selected
sample
1 -1.5 hrs. Interview: Fall 2012
Quantitative Research: Mass Survey Target Group-Feb-March, 2013
This section will require some direction from leaders within Vineyard
Cincinnati. A choice must be made with regard to how the two page surveywill be
distributed: handed out during services; posted online; mailed, or by some other means.
My preference is to use the method that will yield the greatest number of responses.
Table 2. Survey Plan
Organization
Vineyard Staff
Volunteers (Small Group
#
Available
Need
Count
from VC
HR
Need
Responses Needed
Everyone
Everyone
Research Method
Short online questionnaire.
Short Questionnaire on CQ,
Questionnaire Focus
CQ Inventory, Hofstede
National Cultural
Orientation, Worldview
Themes, and basic
Demographics
CQ Inventory, Hofstede
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leadersAVeekend Count
Support/Community Center from VC
Support) HR
General Congregation� 6000?
Ensured 85% Anglo and
15% Non-Anglo
Participation
At least 500-1000 to
ensure balanced
numbers across races.
Worldview Themes and
Demographics
Short questionnaire on CQ,
Worldview Themes and
Demographics
National Cultural
Orientation, Worldview
Themes, and basic
Demographics
CQ Inventory, Hofstede
National Cultural
Orientation, Worldview
Themes, and basic
Demographics
Worship �Congregation/
Center
^^eekend Services
Ministry I 'Staff/Ministry
Center i Offices
.
'
.Staff/Volunteer
^"cento-'^ 'Off Main Campus
Satelilite ^
Campuses j
Sites
Pastors /Team
Figure 1. VCC Structural Overview
Confidentiality
Confidentiality statements will be used so that each person involved in a formal
interview gives his/her permission to include their data in my dissertation, which will
be available in the Asbury Theological Seminary library. All names of persons and
locations will be changed to ensure the confidentiality of information disclosed.
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Components of SurveyTable 3. Survey Questions
Question # Question Statement
Demographic Data: Race, Gender, age, education, income, membership status, VCC staff [pastoral,
ministry coordinator, administrative, other non-pastoral roles, volunteer, member, regular
attendee].
1 (National Trait Please select the country where you were born and lived up to age 18. Ifmultiple, choose the place
Question) where you spent the most time and what you consider to be the location ofyour native language:
North America, Central and Latin America, Europe, West, East, North and South Africa, Asia [India,
China, Indonesia).
2 Select all the spiritual disciplines that you practice weekly: Prayer, Bible reading, Sabbath rest,
fasting, community service, intercessory prayer, healing prayer, small group involvement.
3 What aspect ofworship do you find increases your multiracial experience? Check all that apply:
Hospitality, Greeting, Worship Band, Worship Singers, Choir, Pastoral leadership on Stage, Prayer
Ministry Time, In church activities, Community Outreach.
1. Race means... Selected from a range of definitions gleaned from interviews.
CO FACTOR Read each statement and select the response that best describes your capabilities. Select the
answer that BEST describes you AS YOU REALLY ARE f l=strongly disagree; 7=strongly agree)
METACOGNITIVE CQ:
MCI I am conscious of the cultural knowledge 1 use when interacting with people with different cultural
backgrounds.
MC2 I adjust my cultural knowledge as 1 interactwith people from a culture that is unfamiliar to me.
MC3 I am conscious of the cultural knowledge 1 apply to cross-cultural interactions.
MC4 1 check the accuracy ofmy cultural knowledge as 1 interact with people from different cultures.
Cognitive CQ
COGl 1 know the legal and economic systems of other cultures.
C0G2 1 know the rules [e.g., vocabulary, grammar) of other languages.
COGS 1 know the cultural values and religious behefs of other cultures.
C0G4 1 know the marriage systems of other cultures.
COGS 1 know the arts and crafts of other cultures.
C0G6 1 know the rules for expressing non-verbal behaviors in other cultures.
Motivational CQ
MOTl 1 enjoy interacting with people from different cultures.
M0T2 1 am confident that 1 can socialize with locals in a culture that is unfamiliar to me.
M0T3 1 am sure I can deal with the stresses of adjusting to a culture that is new to me.
M0T4 1 enjoy living in cultures that are unfamiliar to me.
MOTS I am confident that 1 can become accustomed to the shopping conditions in a different culture.
Behavioral CQ
BEHl I change my verbal behavior [e.g., accent, tone) when a cross-cultural interaction requires it.
BEH2 I use pauses and silence differently to suit different cross-cultural situations.
BEH3 I vary the rate of my speaking when a cross-cultural situation requires it
BEH4 I change my non-verbal behavior when a cross-cultural situation requires it.
BEH5 1 alter my facial expressions when a cross-cultural interaction requires it.
Source: Culhiral Intelligence Center 2005. Permission Granted by David Livermore
Section 3-Elements ofCultural Worldview Inventory for Mass Survey
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APPENDIX F
INTERVIEW CORRESPONDENCE
Interview Request Email
Monday, October 1, 2012
Dear Vineyard Staff,
I hope that all is going well for you and you are enjoying this season ofministry. I am
following up with XXXXXX's introduction email sent out last week. I'd like to set up a
time to interview you (about 1 .0-1 .5 hrs. depending on how much time you need to
share) and when it would be convenient for you. I will be commuting from Columbus
to Cincinnati to conduct the interviews. Therefore, I have set aside times Monday
through Thursday during the weeks of October 15-18 and October 22- 25*. Please
select a convenient time for me to meet with you from the time slots (8:30, 10:30,
12:30, 2:30 and 4:30 pm) offered Monday through Thursday.
I am using an online scheduler to create appointments. Simply go to
http://www.schedulicity.com/Scheduling/xxxxxxxxxxxx, where you will need to click
on "Vineyard Cincinnati Interviews." (If you hover on the box after my name before
you click on "Cincinnati Interviews," there is a photo and a brief description ofme).
After clicking on "Cincinnati Interviews," you will be given a calendar where you can
select a day and a time to begin our chat. During the booking process, the scheduler
will ask for your email address and phone number so that it can send you a
confirmation and reminder. This information will remain confidential. If this does not
work for you, for whatever reason, please email XXXXX@email.com or call me on my
cell phone at 614-XXX-XXXX.
In addition to asking for some of your time to interview, I would like to ask your
permission to speak to persons who are under your supervision. Speaking to them in
addition to you will provide a greater breadth of leaming. Since this is a group
discussion, the time for group discussion will take a little longer. It will probably last
between 1.5-2.0 hrs. I am hoping to schedule around lunch time, late aftemoon or early
evening, depending on what works best for the staff People can bring their lunch and I
will be providing other refreshments. I am hoping to invite the following persons to
participate in a focus group discussion. Please get back with me to let me know your
thoughts about their participation. The persons' names are listed in the table below.
Listed below is a background statement; I believe the information will aid in the
interview process. Let me thank you in advance for considering this request to take
Request for
Interviews
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
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some of your valuable time. I personally know that working for a megachurch ministry
has its time challenges. Therefore, I appreciate the valuable time that you are giving to
accommodate this request.
I look forward to speaking with you and hearing what you have to say.
Many blessings to you and your ministry,
Mary-Catherine
Brief Background:
I have been enrolled as a PhD student at Asbury Theological Seminary since XXXX,
and have been involved in interracial ministry since XXXX. While being employed at
XXXXX in XXXX, I took part in several citywide initiatives to build racial bridges,
participating in citywide church reconciliation efforts, prayer gatherings and other
interracial church activities. Other key interracial ministry activities included various
levels of involvement at Vineyard Columbus, two trips to Israel to understand race and
religion from a global perspective, Asbury Campus-Wide Project Leader for the
Lausanne-Cape Town 2010 Global Link Project, training at the Duke Reconciliation
Center and involvement in the XXXXXX Cliurch Movement.
With the permission of your pastor, XXXX, I have been given the opportunity to come
and speak with you about your views on Vineyard Cincinnati as a multiracial church.
Racial diversity is increasing in our nation. We see this in the wider society and in
limited instances within churches. Vineyard Cincinnati is a church among the limited
few. The purpose ofmy study is to listen to your perspective on how theology (your
understanding ofGod) helps you to understand the topic of race within the context of
your church. Questions related to being a follower of Jesus and interracial interactions
will be asked. This, in addition to the role of the Holy Spirit and the role of the
multiracial church, are just a few of the questions that shall be presented. I would like
to hear your perspective on this topic. There is no right or wrong response. You are the
expert and I am the one leaming from you. The findings of the study that I am
conducting will potentially deepen the understanding of interracial relations within the
church, hopefully adding to the church's development as a muhiracial community. All
information shared with be kept confidential and names will be changed if used.
The interview is part one of the study. Later in the first quarter of 2013, you will have a
chance to respond to an online questionnaire that will ask different questions related to
the topic of the multiracial church. This is the final part of the study. I appreciate
Vineyard XXXX's history of interracial interactions and I look forward to leaming
about its current development as a more racially diverse church.
Interview Correspondence with Vineyard Columbus Leaders
Interview Request Email
Dear Vineyard Staff,
I hope this email finds you well. I am following up with XXXX's infroduction email
sent out last week with regard to the research that I am conducting on Vineyard
Columbus. Due to the need to share some logistic and other detailed information, I have
attached a document that will explain briefly what's going on, how to set up an
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appointment using an online scheduler and other useful background information.
I hope you find the informafion useful, and I look forward to hearing from each of you.
If you have any questions, please email me using xxxxxx@email.com, which is
dedicated to this study. I can also be reached by my cell phone at XXX-XXX-XXXX.
Many blessings to you and your ministry,
Mary-Catherine "MC"
Reminder of Interview Request
Nov 11,2012
Dear Vineyard Staff,
Hopefiilly by now you have received my previous email (dated Oct 22) requesting
some of your time for an interview. Part one of this project, the interviews that I need to
conduct with you, requires your timely response before I can move on to part two of
this project that will take place in early 2013. Thus, your timely response to participate
in the uiterview between now and mid-December is critical. As Bill shared in his all
staff email, I am conducting research that is important for the church but need your
participation to make this successflil.
Therefore, if you have not already signed up for a slot to be interviewed, I would like to
ask that you go to the link below and select a time. This online scheduler was selected
to better serve you. If offers several time slots that you can immediately select, and
when you put in your personal information, it will post this appointment in your
Outlook calendar and inform me. This simplifies the process ofbooking an
appointment with you.
Instructions:
1 . Please go to
http://www.schedulicitv.com/Scheduling/SelectService.aspx?business=MR7STN
where you will need to click on "Vineyard Columbus Interviews." (If you hover on
the box after my name before you click on "Vineyard Columbus Interviews," there is a
photo and a brief description ofme).
2. After clicking on "Vineyard Columbus Interviews", you will see a calendar on the
left of the screen: pick the day that you would like to be interviewed and available
times will appear on your right. If you see a time slot that fits your schedule pick one
and another screen will appear. If you do not see your preferred slot then you will
need to pick another daytime options are: 9:00 am, 1 1 :00am, 1 :00 pm and 3:00 pm. The
interview is 1. 5hrs long. (A 30-minute margin of time between interviews was
created).
3. Once you selected a slot, another screen will appear, since you are new to
Schedulicity, look below the white box where it says "New to Schedulicity? Sign up
here!" Click on sign up here. A box will appear where you can enter your name,
email address,_phone number and password. You will need to chose a personal
password to complete this section. (The password allows you to go in and make
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changes to your appointment).
4. Click I agree.
5. Your appointment will appear on the screen, click "book it."
6. The final confirmed appointment appears in a box, look to the right of the box
and select "add to calendar."
7. The next page gives you an option to add to Outlook, select the second line for
Outlook. If you have another calendar you may choose that.
8. Follow the question to add to your calendar, and an Outlook appt should
appear; click "save and close." This appointment is now on your Outlook calendar.
9. You are done. This information is posted to my master calendar and I am aware of
your appointment.
If you do not have an office, please let me know where to meet you and we can find a
quiet meeting place. Your personal information will remain confidential. I am the only
one who will have access to it and am using it for the sole purpose of conducting
interviews.
I hope the above stated instructions are helpful. If this does not work for you, for
whatever reason, please reply to this email or go to mcbrownx 1 5@gmail . com or call
me on my cell phone at 614-378-8626. 1 would like to work with you and would like to
do all I can to accommodate your schedule.
Blessings,
Mary-Catherine
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APPENDIX G
ORAL DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL:
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
Instructions:
(1) Informing your Participant:
Wlien an individual is approached to be interviewed, either with or without
electronic recording, it is important that you explain to them very clearly who you are,
what the project is about, why you are doing it, what risks it poses to them, who will
benefit, and what will become of the materials. This constitutes "informed consent,"
meaning they truly understand what they will be involved in. You can read the
materials to them, and you may also give them the option of reading the description
themselves.
(2) The Agreement to Interview Form
The Agreement to Interview form is a good and appropriate way to insure that
your participants know what they will be involved in. After you have read the project
description to them, and explained clearly what the project is about, why you are doing
it, and what will become of the interviews and other materials, you may then, if you
feel it's appropriate, ask them to sign the Agreement to Interview form, and give them a
copy. Keep the other copy in a safe place.
Alternatively, you can audio record their consent in the actual interview.
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Informed Consent for Interviews
Multiracial Research: Vineyard Cincinnati/Columbus
I) , agree to be interviewed for the project
entitled
, which is being produced by \vour name] of [your
institution].
I certify that I have been told of the confidentiality of information collected for this
project and the anonymity ofmy participation; that I have been given satisfactory
answers to my inquiries concerning project procedures and other matters, and that I
have been advised that I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue
participation in the project or activity at any time without prejudice.
I agree to participate in one or more electronically recort/et/ interviews for this project.
I understand that such interviews and related materials will be kept completely
anonymous, and that the results of this study may be published in an academic journal
or book.
I agree that any information obtained from this research may be used in any way
thought best for this study.
Date
Signature of Interviewee
If you cannot obtain satisfactory answers to your questions or you have comments or
complaints about your treatment in this study, contact:
[Your or your institution's contact information here]
Cc: signed copy to interviewee.
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APPENDIX H
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
Confidentiality Agreement
Transcription and Document Editing Services
^'
, transcriptionist and document editor, agree to maintain
full confidentiality in regards to any and all audiotapes and documentation received
from Mary-Catherine Brown related to her doctoral study on the Multiracial Church.
Furthermore, I agree to:
1 . Hold the identification of any individual who may be inadvertently revealed
during the transcription of audio-taped interviews, or in any associated
documents in strictest confidence;
2. Not retain electronic or printed copies of research related documents after
completion of editing project;
3. Not make copies of any audiotapes or computerized files of the transcribed
interview texts, unless specifically requested to do so by Mary-Catherine
Brown;
4. To store all study-related audiotapes and materials in a safe, secure location as
long as they are in my possession;
5. Retum all audiotapes and study-related documents to Mary-Catherine Brown in
a complete and timely manner. Target date: Last transcription of audio files;
6. Delete all electronic files (computer and email) containing study-related
documents from my computer hard drive and any backup devices.
I am aware that I can be held legally liable for any breach of this confidentiality
agreement, and for any harm incurred by individuals if I disclose identifiable
information contained in the audiotapes and/or files to which I will have access.
Transcriber's name (printed)
Transcriber's signature
Date
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APPENDIX I
POST SURVEY CORRESPONDENCE-SURVEY THANK YOU EMAIL
Greetings!
I am writing to say "Tiianic You" for taking the time to respond to Mary-Catherine
Brown's survey for use in her doctoral research. Mary-Catherine too is very thankful
for the great response from the church (see her note below). Your honest responses are
truly appreciated.
We expect this research to give us an accurate assessment of important aspects of our
fellowship and to help us as we continue to pray and ask the Lord for His leadership for
us.
Gratefully,
xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx Pastor
Survey Thank You and Drawing Information
Dear Vineyard Friends,
Thank you for participating in the survey. Vineyard Columbus church is among the
limited few in the United States that is attempting to reflect God's
multiracial/muhiethnic Kingdom within the congregation. This is a place where both
church words and actions reveal the embracive nature ofGod's heart that welcomes all
people, so that we are united under the headship of Christ and reflect God's glorious
and multicolored family. Such a unity not only enlarges the vision and understanding of
the God we worship, but it also displays a credible witness to everyone seeking His
Kingdom. For it is Christ who said that the world would know Him by the love
expressed by His disciples. This includes interracial relationships within the church.
Living out the Biblical truth ofGod's multiracial/muhiethnic Kingdom within the
church requires Kingdom vision, intentionality, prayer and an obedient response to the
leadership of the Holy Spirit, among other actions, from church leaders and members. I
wanted to hear and leam from you what you are experiencing and thinking. Your views
are valuable and I am most grateful that you have shared them. Your information will
be gathered with others, analyzed as a group and used as a means to determine better
ways to serve the church community.
As I shared in the introduction letter, there would be a raffle for those who responded
by July 29*, at 12 pm. Each participating email was assigned a number. A software
program that randomly selects numbers will be used to pick the winners. All winners
will be notified by their email address by August 1'' at 10 pm. Only the winners will
receive this specific email. If you have not received an email from me by then, I would
like to say thank you for your participation and I pray if I am to do this again with
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another project, you may have a chance to win again. In order to keep the
confidentiality of all participants, I cannot disclose the names of the nine winners.
However, each of them is free to disclose their winnings to others.
For those who may have a desire to explore the topic ofBiblical interracial interactions
within the church, please check out several key books listed below. Evangelical
Christian leaders who have passion, experience and expertise to advance the Kingdom
ofGod on this topic authored these books. You may find them helpful in your personal
joumey and as a member of the church as it progresses in this area. There are many
other books, but these provide a good place to start. They are not in any particular
order. They are:
Divided by Faith (Michael O. Emerson & Christian Smith)
United by Faith (Curtis Paul DeYoung, Michael O. Emerson and others)
The Heart ofRacial Justice (Brenda Salter McNeal & Rick Richardson)
This Side ofHeaven: Race, Ethnicity and Christian Faith (Robert Priest & Alvaro
Nieves)
Again, I would like to thank you for your participation and pray that you continue to
experience great joy as you participate in God's multiracial/muhiethnic kingdom. If
you have any questions or concems please feel free to email me at xxxxx@email.com.
In Christ's service,
Mary-Catherine Brown
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APPENDIX J
SAMPLE OF NVIVO INTERVIEW RESPONSES ANALYSIZED INTO
CATEGORIES
RESPONSES
\ r- O Christ is my leader ^ ^ ^
\ ;-0 Core and center of the person's life si t
I h 'O Lord arnJ &vior Surrender and obey Jesus ^ ^ 18 -21
� O Resources used to a>me ofMth the folloA'er of Jesus 31 31
S Q The usefulness of the term fdlov�r of J^us 71 24
gl-.(^ S22.How does faith help interracid interactions 40 40
Q Empathy for others 3 3
I L-Q Equali^
* " ~
13 ^13
\ \-Q ForgiveRess 3 3
\ I O Leads to a relationship witf} ottiers ; 8 :9
j l-.-O Love
" ' " '
f i fg
i I...Q Racial V-/isdom
'
'8:9
! l-O Respect for Others i ^8 ;9
\ �-�Q V/telcoming and Affirrreng 1 2
^. Q S23. Usefulrs^s of hw faith helps in if!terr�:aal interactions in church 40 44
\ ^ -O relationship ; : 20 ; 22
! ^- ^ O Can share with others : 1 i1
r O Help fed comfortable \ i'^ '1
\ |. O It is biblical truth i -6 ; 7
! ; � O NevV>v3y of looking at race i ;^
i - O No response 3 3
i Q Not frame conflict in racial tersns 1 1
I j -Q Not good interraaal interactions 4 4
: --O Prcgram Foundation 1 ^
B O S24.Resources that shape ufKite-starKSir^ of how to interact 40 : 44
i r O MJt Relationships 5 5
I l-O Books _ � : 6 : 6
L,..Q Christia ministiry OMttext ? 1^ J 17
i h -O Christian Training \ ^ ^
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APPENDIX K
HOFSTEDE'S 5-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
Social psychologist Geert Hofstede used anthropology to study culture. He defined
culture as "the unwritten rules of the social game. It is the collective programming of
the mind that distinguishes members of one group or category of people from others"
(Hofstede and Minkov 2010, 6). His model was derived from a six-year study
completed in 1973 of IBM intemational employees in the top 50 countries of the world.
Since then, it has been adapted and expanded to include 100 nations. The model
attempts to deal with differences in thinking, feeling and acting in diverse racial groups
around the globe. This model is used and adapted widely as a helpful instmment in
understanding intercultural interactions. It is used to analyze and handle cultural
differences in an organizational context. There are five dimensions with regard to
anthropological problem areas that different national societies handle differently: ways
of coping with inequality; ways of coping with uncertainty; the relationship of the
individual to her or his primary group, and the emotional implications of having been
bom as a girl or as a boy. Its generalization is useful in providing guidelines of
understanding and is not a tool for predicting individual traits. To address this question,
I asked survey respondents 1 8 years old and older about their country of origin in a
two-page questionnaire. This was sufficient to determine a national trait profile for both
the Vineyard Columbus and Cincinnati churches. Listed below are Hofstede's five
dimensions:
1 ) Power Distance (PDI)�reveals how society handles inequality among people.
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2) Individualism (IDV)�Collectivism ("We" oriented) vs. Individualism ("I"
oriented).
3) Masculinity (MAS)�Preference for heroism, competitiveness vs. preference for
cooperation.
4) Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI)�Reveals how society deals with unknown
future.
5) Long Term Orientation (LTO)�Preference for absolute truth vs. context
dependent truth.
Hofstede's (1973) model is used widely in the business world and
organizations. There have been many adaptations of the model since this landmark
research was conducted. Scholars and practitioners to understand culture on a national
level use Hofstede's materials widely. The model and method created on how to
navigate the complex issues of national cultural differences have made it a leader in
intercultural national assessment (27, http : //geert-hofstede .com/national-culture .html) .
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APPENDIX L
ADDITIONAL MULTIRACIAL/MULTIETHNIC CHURCH RESOURCES
In addition to Edwards and et al field report there are other scholarly
publications that are notable. Jason E. Shelton and Michael Emerson's Blacks and
Whites in Christian America: How Racial Discrimination Shapes Religious Convictions
(Religion andSocial Transformation) is an ethnography of black and white religious
practices, noting how historical racial discrimination has shaped African-American
religious practice. One component ofworldview (individualistic and structural
orientation) was employed in this study (Shelton and Emerson 2012). Christians and
the Color Line: BeyondDivided by Faith includes several essays that offer a look at
black and white relations in society and the church, providing interdisciplinary dialogue
on color line causation and steps that can be take forward to move beyond them.
Disunity in the Church, provide a social psychological approach to understanding
homogeneous church group's formation, how they persist, how they affect behavior,
thoughts and emotions, and how they create seemingly insurmountable hurdles that
divide the body of Christ (Cleveland 2013, 13). This is a very usefiil resource in aiding
homogeneous church groups to understand personal biases and groupthink, and
provides Biblical solutions to move beyond these group tendencies. Being the Church
in a Multiethnic Community challenges the call for every church to be multiethnic,
giving rationale and room for the existence of homogeneous churches (Mcintosh and
McMahan 2012). It includes a discussion on the homogeneous unit principal (HUP),
offering a rationale for its proper use. This is a missiological approach to muhiethnic
church development. One other relevant publication that relates to the wider subject of
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reconciliation and social justice is Radical Reconciliation (Boesak and DeYoung 2012).
This book calls for a more fiilly developed understanding and practice ofBiblical
reconciliation that goes beyond rhetoric to engage church members as equals, and
moves into the wider society.
Key practitioners who have added to the multiracial church conversation
include Dave Anderson, Mark Deymaz, Dr Tony Evans, Song Cha Rah, John Piper and
others. Critical Biblical scholarship that affirms an interracial community of faith in
both the Old and New Testament, laying a Biblical foundation for holistic and healthy
interracial unity is found in the works ofHays, The Biblical Theology ofRace (2003),
and Sharp, No Partiality: The Idolatry ofRace and the New Humanity (2002), as well
as Matthews' and Park's (201 1) volume entitled the Post-Racial Church. New
publications that offer a pastoral approach to racial issues by using Biblical principles
and offering an historical and contemporary context include: Bloodline: Race, Cross-
and the Christian (Piper and Keller 201 1); Oneness Embrace: Through the Eyes of
Tony Evans (Evans 201 1). Post-Black and Post-White Church: Becoming the Beloved
Community in a Multiethnic World suggests, "The Church of the Kingdom ofGod
transcends race, yet recognizes the beauty of ethnic diversity, because this diversity
existed in Jesus, who is the embodiment of the kingdom. (Smith 2012, 2). This church
is to be a reconciling Beloved community.
Although I will be using Livermore's CQ assessment tool for leaders and the
church and drawing upon his 2009 book. Cultural Intelligence: Improving Your CQ to
Engage Our Multicultural World, two other resources relate directly to multiracial
church leadership. They are Many Colors: Cultural Intelligencefor a Changing Church
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(Rah 2010) and Churches, Cultures andLeadership: A Practical Theology of
Congregations and Ethnicities (Branson and Martinez 201 1). Although these materials
are insightful, Livermore's CQ tool is aligned more directly with my research goals. It
is used for church leadership and offers a strategy for future development. It is also the
only instrument currently academically approved and employed in intemational
businesses.
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APPENDIX M
FIVE CORE VALUES AND BELIEFS
Statements of Who We Are and What We Believe
Core Value Statement and Description
The Theology and Practice of the Kingdom of God
Vineyard is committed to the theology and practice of the Kingdom ofGod, rooted in the vision of the Hebrew
prophets and fulfilled in the life and ministry of Jesus ofNazareth. We have been commissioned to proclaim the
good news of the Kingdom, bearing witness to the already and not yet of the Kingdom in words and deeds. Vineyard
is a movement distinctively centered in a renewed understanding of the centrality of the Kingdom ofGod in biblical
thought. We view the BCingdom ofGod as the overarching and integrating theme of the Bible. From our beginnings.
Vineyard has been committed to the proclamation of the Kmgdom of God and to bearing witaess to the deeds of the
Kingdom through healing (physical, emotional, and social), doing justice, and delivering those held captive by evil.
Since the Kingdom of God is the future reign ofGod breaking into the present through the life and ministry of Jesus,
we are a forward-leaning movement emphasizing the ever-reforming nature of the church engaging the world in
love.
Experiencing God
The BCingdom ofGod is not a geo-political territory, nor is it the people of God. Rather, the Kingdom ofGod is a
dynamic realm. When one enters the Kingdom she/he experiences the dynamic reality, which exists within the triune
God�Father, Son and Holy Spirit. This means that the experience of the Kingdom of God (and thus, the experience
of God's presence) is central to our faith and Christian life.
Culturally Relevant Mission
The church exists for the sake of those who are exiled from God. We are called to bring the gospel of the Kingdom
to every nook and cranny of creation, faithfully translating the message of Jesus into language and forms that are
relevant to diverse peoples and cultures. We seek to plant churches that are culturally relevant in a wide variety of
settings locally and intemationally. Each Vineyard church is encouraged to reach those in its community not already
reached by existing churches. To this end, we promote a creative, entrepreneurial and irmovative approach to
ministry that is faithful to Jesus and expressive ofHis heart to reach those who are far away from God.
Reconciling Community
Jesus is reconciling humans bemgs to God, to each other, and to the entire creation, breaking down divisions
between Jew & Gentile, slave & free, male and female. Therefore, we are committed to becoming healmg
communities engaged in the work of reconciliation wherever sin and evil hold sway. We seek to be diverse
communities of hope that realize the power of the cross to reconcile what has been separated by sin. This requires us
to move beyond our personal preferences to engage those who are perceived to be unlike us and to actively break
down barriers of race, culture, gender, social class and ethnicity. We are convinced that the church, locally,
nationally and globally, is meant to be a diverse community precisely because Jesus is Lord over every nation, tribe
and tongue. We are not satisfied with the status quo when it doesn't reflect this Kingdom reality, but are eager to
pray for the coming ofGod's Kingdom here and now and to realize this mark of the Kingdom in our midst.
Compassionate Ministry
We lean toward the lost, the poor, the outcast, and the outsider with the compassion of Jesus as sinners whose only
standing before God is utterly dependent on the mercy ofGod. This mercy can only be mily received inasmuch as
we are willing to give it away. We believe that ministry in Jesus' name should be expressed in concrete ways
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through the local church. The poor are to be served as though serving Jesus Himself. This is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of a church expressing the love of Christ in a local community. In all forms ofministry, compassion is
a hallmark of the one who was moved with compassion Himself in the face of human need. This being the age of
grace and "the year of the Lord's favor," compassion should constitute the leading edge of our service to God, each
other and a broken world. As such, we seek to avoid unauthorized judgments of others, realizing that we are all
fellow sufferers and strugglers with the rest of humanity.
Source: Reformatted Source (Vineyard USA 2012, 4-5)
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APPENDIX N
STATEMENT OF FAITH: FOUNDATIONAL STATEMENTS OF
ALL THAT WE ARE
Vineyard USA Statements of Faitii Scripture References
God the King and the Holy Trinity�We believe that
God is the Etemal King. He is an infinite, unchangeable
Spirit, perfect in holiness, wisdom, goodness, justice,
power and love. From all etemity. He exists as the One
Living and True God in three persons of one substance,
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, equal in power
and glory.
Deuteronomy 33:27 � Isaiah 44:6 � Romans 1:20 � Psalm 95:3
� Isaiah 43:15 � Psalm 147:5* Job 11:7-9 � James 1:17 � John
4:24 � Matthew 5:48 � Isaiah 6:3 � 1 Peter 1:15-16 � Psalm
104:24 � Proverbs 2:6 � Isaiah 28:29 � Exodus 33:19 � Psalm
31:19 � Psalm 33:5 � Psahn 89:14 � Isaiah 30:18 � Exodus 15:6
�Psahn 63:2 � 1 John 4:8 � Isaiah 43 : 1 3 � Isaiah 45:5 -1
Corinthians 8:4 � Psalm 42:2 � Psahn 84:2 � Jeremiah 10:10 �
John 1:18 � John 10:30 � John 14:9 � John 14:16-17 � John
14:26 � John 15:26 � 2 Corinthians 3:17-18 � John 1:1 -John
1:14 � 2 Corinthians 3:17 � Matthew 28:19-20 � 2 Corinthians
13:14 � Revelation 1:4 �
Revelation 5:13 � Ephesians 3:14-21
God the King: The Creator and Ruler of all
things�We believe that God's Kingdom is everlasting.
From His throne, through His Son, His etemal Word,
God created, upholds and govems all that exists: the
heavenly places, the angelic hosts, the universe, the
earth, every living thing and human beings. God
created all things very good.
Psalm 45:6 � Psalm 145:13 � Daniel 4:3 � Psalm 93:1-2 � John
1:1-3 � 1 Corinthians 8:6 'Colossians 1:15-16 � Hebrews 1:1-2
� Genesis 1:1 � Psalm 95:3-5 � Colossians 1:17 � Hebrewsl: 3 �
Psalm 103:19 � Psalm 104:24-29 � Psalm 96:4-6 � Psalm 89:11
� Psalm 103:20-21 'Colossians 1:16-17 � Psalm 104:5 � Psalm
103:22 � Psalm 22:28 � Psalm 47:8 � Genesis 1:31
Counterfeit Kingdom: Satan and Demonic Hosts�
We believe that Satan, originally a great, good angel,
rebelled against God, taking a host of angels with him.
He was cast out ofGod's presence and, as a usurper of
God's mle, established a counter-Kingdom of darkness
and devil on the earth.
Revelation 12:7-9 � 2 Corinthians 11:14 � Colossians 1:13-14 �
Ephesians 6:12 � Mark 3:22-26* Ephesians 2:1-2 � 1 John 5:19
The Kingdom in Creation, The Fall, and The
Doctrine ofOriginal Sin�We believe that God
created mankind in His image, male and female, for
relationship with Himself and to govem the earth.
Under the temptation of Satan, our original parents fell
from grace, bringing sin, sickness and God's judgment
of death to the earth. Through the fall, Satan and his
demonic hosts gained access to God's good creation.
Creation now experiences the consequences and effects
ofAdam's original sin. Human beings are bom in sin,
subject to God's judgment of death and captive to
Satan's Kingdom of darkness.
Genesis 1:26-27 � Genesis 1:26 � Genesis 3:1 � Revelation
12:9 � Genesis 3:8 � Romans 1:21' Romans 5:16 � Romans
5:12 � John 5:14 � 1 Corinthians 15:22 � John 8:44 � 1 John
5:19 -Romans 8:20-23 � Psalm 51:5 � Galatians 1:3-5 �
Galatians 4:8-9 � Colossians 1:13
God's Providence, Kingdom Law and Covenants-
We believe that God did not abandon His mle over the
earth, which He continues to uphold by His providence.
In order to bring redemption, God established
covenants, which revealed His grace to sinful people. In
the covenant with Abraham, God bound Himself to His
people Israel, promising to deliver them from bondage
Psalm 24:1 � Psalm 96:10 � Isaiah 40:22 � Hebrews 1:3 �
Romans 9:4 -Ephesians 2:12 'Genesis 17:3-8 � Genesis 12:2-3
� Genesis 15:4-6 � Romans 4:3-5 � Romans 4:16 � Romans4:
20-25 � Galatians 3:6-9 � Galatians 3:13-14 � Exodus 15:3-18 �
Exodus 19:3-6 � Exodus24: 3-4 � Exodus 24:7 � Romans 8:3-4
� Romans 8:12-14 � Deuteronomy 5:1-3 � Deuteronomy30: 15-
18 � Galatians 3:23-25 � Psalm 25:8-10 � Romans 7:7 � John
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to sin and Satan and to bless all the nations through
them. We believe that as King, God later redeemed His
people by His mighty acts from bondage in Egypt and
established His covenant through Moses, revealing His
perfect will and our obligation to fulfill it. The law's
purpose is to order our fallen race and to make us
conscious of our moral responsibility. By the work of
God's Spirit, it convicts us of our sin and God's
righteous judgment against us and brings us to Christ
alone for salvation. We believe that when Israel
rejected God's rule over her as King, God established
the monarchy in Israel and made an unconditional
covenant with David, promising that his heir would
restore God's Kingdom and reign over His people as
Messiah forever.
15:26 � John 16:8-11 -2 Corinthians 3:14-17 � Romans 7:13 �
Galatians 3:19 � Galatians 3:21-22 � Romans 2:1-11 �
Galatians 3:24 � Philippians 3:8-9 � 1 Samuel 8:6-8 � 1 Samuel
8:21-22 � ISamuel 9:15-16 -l Samuel 10:1 � 1 Samuel 10:24 �
2 Samuel 7:llb-16 � Psalm 89:34-37 � Isaiah 9:6-7 �
Isaiahll:l-5 = Jeremiah 23:5-6 � Ezekiel 34:23
Christ the Mediator and Eternal King�We believe
that in the fiillness of time, God honored His covenants
with Israel and His prophetic promises of salvation by
sending His Son, Jesus, into the world. Conceived by
the Holy Spirit and bom of the Virgin Mary, as fiilly
God and fiilly human in one person. He is humanity as
God intended us to be. Jesus was anointed as God's
Messiah and empowered by the Holy Spirit,
inaugurating God's Kingdom reign on earth,
overpowering the reign of Satan by resisting
temptation, preaching the good news of salvation,
healing the sick, casting out demons and raising the
dead. Gathering His disciples. He reconstituted God's
people as His Church to be the instmment of His
Kingdom. After dying for the sins of the world, Jesus
was raised from the dead on the third day, fulfilling the
covenant of blessing given to Abraham. In His sinless,
perfect life Jesus met the demands of the law and in His
atoning death on the cross; He took God's judgment for
sin, which we deserve as law-breakers. By His death on
the cross. He also disarmed the demonic powers. The
covenant with David was fulfilled in Jesus' birth from
David's house. His Messianic ministry. His glorious
resurrection from the dead. His ascent into heaven and
His present mle at the right hand of the Father. As
God's Son and David's heir. He is the etemal Messiah-
King, advancing God's reign throughout every
generation and throughout the whole earth today.
Mark 1:15 � Galatians 4:4 � Romans 1:2-4 � John 1:14 � John
1:17-18 � Luke 1:30-35 - John 1:14 � Philippians 2:5-7 �
Romans 5:19 � 1 Corinthians 15:22 � 1 Peter 2:22 � 2
Corinthians 5:21 � Romans 8:29 � Luke 3:21-22 � Luke 4:16-
21 'Mark 1:14-15 � Luke 1 1:20 � Luke 17:20-21- Luke 4:1-13
� Luke 4:43 � Luke 4:40 � Luke 4:41 � Luke 7:14-17 � Mark
1:16-17 � Mark 3:13-15 � Matthew 16:18 � Luke 9:1-2 � Luke
10:1-17- John 1:29 � John 6:51 � 1 John 4:9-10 � Mark 8:31 �
1 Corinthians 15:3-5 � Galatians 3:13-14 � Acts 3:14-15 �
Hebrews 4:15 � Romans 5:18-19 � 1 Peter 2:24 � Galatians
3:13 � 2 Corinthians 5:21 � Romans 1:18 � Romans 1:32
�Romans 2:12 � 2 Thessalonians 1:6-10 � Colossians 2:13-15 �
Matthew 1:1 � Luke 1:68-72 -Luke 2:10-1 1 � Matthew 9:27 �
Acts 2:24-28 � Acts 2:29-36 � Romans 1:1-4 � Hebrews 1:1-3 �
1 Corinthians 15:24-26 � Ephesians 1:19-23 � Revelation 5:5
The Ministry of the Holy Spirit�We believe that the
Holy Spirit was poured out on the Church at Pentecost
in power, baptizing believers into the Body ofChrist
and releasing the gifts of the Spirit to them. The Spirit
brings the permanent indwelling presence of God to us
for spiritual worship, personal sanctification, building
up the Church, gifting us for ministry, and driving back
the Kingdom of Satan by the evangelization of the
world through proclaiming the word of Jesus and doing
the works of Jesus. We believe that the Holy Spirit
indwells every believer in Jesus Christ and that He is
our abiding Helper, Teacher, and Guide. We believe m
the filling or the empowering of the Holy Spirit, often a
conscious experience, for ministry today. We believe in
Acts 1:8 � Acts 2:1-4 � 1 Corinthians 12:13 � 1 Corinthians
12:4-7 � John 14:16-17 � Romansl2: 1 � Ephesians 5:18-20 �
Romans 8:3-4 � 1 Corinthians 14:12 � 1 Corinthians 14:26
�Romans 12:4-6 � Luke 11:20 � 1 John 3:8b � Ephesians 6:10-
20 � John 14:12-13 � Romans 15:18-19 � 1 Corinthians 4:20 �
Romans 8:9-10 � John 16:7 � John 14:26 � John 16:13-15
�Romans 8:14 � Luke 24:49 � Acts 4:31 � Acts 8:18-19 � Acts
19:1-2-1 Corinthians 2:4-5 � 2 Corinthians 4:7 � 2
Corinthians 6:4-7 � Joel 2:28-29 � Acts 2:15-17 � 1 Corinthians
12:7-11 �
1 Corinthians 14:1 � 1 Corinthians 14:5 � 1 Thessalonians
5:19-21 � Acts 8:14-17 � Acts 19:6 �Mark 1:41 � Luke 6:18b-
19 � Mark 16:18 � Acts 13:1-3 - 1 Timothy 4:14 � 2 Timothy
1:6
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the present ministry of the Spirit and in the exercise of
all of the biblical gifts of the Spirit. We practice the
laying on of hands for the empowering of the Spirit, for
healing, and for recognition and empowering of those
whom God has ordained to lead and serve the Church.
11
The Sufficiency of Scripture�We believe that the
Holy Spirit inspired the human authors ofHoly
Scripture so that the Bible is without error in the
original manuscripts. We receive the sixty-six books of
the Old and New Testaments as our final, absolute
authority, the only infallible rule of faith and practice.
2 Timothy 3:16-17 � 2 Peter 1:20-21 � 1 Corinthians 2:12-13 �
John 14:26 � Psalm 19:7-9 -Psalm 119:30 � Psalm 119:43 �
Psalm 119:89 � Matthew 5:17-18 - John 3:34 � John 10:35 "1
Thessalonians 2:13 � Revelation 22:6 � Luke 24:44 � 2 Peter
3:15-16 � Revelation 22:18-19 � Isaiah 40:8 � Matthew 24:35 �
Matthew 7:21 � Matthew 7:24 � Luke 1:38 � James 1:22-25
The Power of the Gospel over the Kingdom of
Darkness�We believe that the whole world is under
the domination of Satan and that all people are sinners
by nature and choice. All people therefore are under
God's just judgment. Through the preaching of the
Good News of Jesus and the Kingdom ofGod and the
work of the Holy Spirit, God regenerates, justifies,
adopts and sanctifies through Jesus by the Spirit all who
repent of their sins and trust in Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior. By this, they are released firom Satan's domain
and enter into God's Kingdom reign.
Luke 4:5-7 � 1 John 5:19 � 1 Corinthians 15:22 � Ephesians
2:1-3 � Romans 1:21-23 � Romansl: 32 � Romans 1:18 �
Romans 2:5 � 2 Corinthians 5:10 � Ephesians 5:6 � Mark 1:14-
15 � Acts 8:12 � Acts 28:31 � Ephesians 5:5 � John 16:7-11 �
John 3:5-8 � 1 Peter 1:23 � Romans 5:1-2 -Romans 5:9 �
Romans 8:15 � Galatians 4:6 � Ephesians 5:25 � Hebrews
13:12 � 1 Peter 1:1-2 � Acts 2:38 � Romans 10:9 � 1 John 4:13-
15 � Colossians 1:13-14 � Philippians 3:20
The Church: Instrument of the Kingdom�We
believe in the one, holy, universal Church. All who
repent of their sins and confess Jesus as Lord and
Savior are regenerated by the Holy Spirit and form the
living Body of Christ, ofwhich He is the head and of
which we are all members.
John 17:20-21 � Ephesians 4:3-6 � 1 Corinthians 3:16-17 �
Matthew 16:17-18 � 1 Corinthians 1:2 � Ephesians 2:18-19 � 1
Peter 2:9-10 � Tittis 3:4-7 � Romans 12:4-5 � Ephesians 1:22 �
Ephesians 5:23 � 1 Corinthians 12:27
Baptism and the Lord's Supper�We believe that
Jesus Christ committed two ordinances to the Church:
water baptism and the Lord's Supper. Both are
available to all believers.
Matthew 28:19-20 � 1 Corinthians 11:23-26
The Kingdom of God and the Final Judgment�We
believe that God's Kingdom has come in the ministry
of our Lord Jesus Christ, that it continues to come in
the ministry of the Spirit through the Church, and that it
will be consummated in the glorious, visible and
triumphant appearing ofChrist-His retum to the earth
as BCing. After Christ returns to reign. He will brmg
about the fmal defeat of Satan and all of his minions
and works, the resurrection of the dead, the fmal
judgment and the etemal blessing of the righteous and
etemal conscious punishment of the wicked. Finally,
God will be overall and His Kingdom, His mle and
reign, will be fulfilled in the new heavens and the new
earth, recreated by His mighty power, in which
righteousness dwells and in which He will forever be
worshipped.
Daniel 7:13-14 � Matthew 4:23 � Matthew 12:28 � Matthew
6:10 � Matthew 10:7-8 � Matthew 24:14 � Mark 13:11 - John
15:26-27 � Romans 14:17-18 � Mark 13:26 � Acts 1:9-11 � 2
Thessalonians 2:8 � Revelation 19:11-16 � Matthew 25:31-32 �
1 Corinthians 15:23-25 � Revelation 20:10 � 1 Corinthians
15:51-52 � John 5:28-30 � Revelation 20:11-15 � Matthew25:
31-46 � 1 Corinthians 15:24-28 � 1 Timothy 6:13-16 � 2 Peter
3:13 � Revelation 21:5 � Revelation 21:27-1 Timothy 1:17 �
Revelation 7:9-12
Source: Reforaiatted Data (Vineyard USA 2012, 10-12, 14-15)
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APPENDIX O
CINCINNATI AND COLUMBUS, OHIO, CENSUS DATA
People Quick Facts Cincinnati Columbus Ohio
Population, 2012 estimate 296,550 809,798 11,544,225
Population, 2010 (April 1) estimates base 296,950 788,577 11,536,502
Population, percent change, April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2012 -0.10% 2.70% 0.10%
Population, 2010 296,943 787,033 11,536,504
Persons under 5 years, percent, 2010 7.40% 7.60% 6.20%
Persons under 18 years, percent, 2010 22.10% 23.20% 23.70%
Persons 65 years and over, percent, 2010 10.80% 8.60% 14.10%
Females, percent, 2010 52.00% 51.20% 51.20%
Race/Ethnicity Cincinnati Columbus Ohio
White alone, percent, 2010 (a) 49.30% 61.50% 82.70%
Black or African American alone, percent, 2010 (a) 44.80% 28.00% 12.20%
American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent, 2010 (a) 0.30% 0.30% 0.20%
Asian alone, percent, 2010 (a) 1.80% 4.10% 1.70%
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent, 2010 (a) 0.10% 0.10% 0.00%
Two or More Races, percent, 2010 2.50% 3.30% 2.10%
Hispanic or Latino, percent, 20 1 0 (b) 2.80% 5.60% 3.10%
White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent, 2010 48.10% 59.30% 81.10%
Business Ownership by Race/Ethnicity Cincinnati Columbus Ohio
Total number of firms, 2007 26,512 56,957 897,939
Black-owned firms, percent, 2007 18.30% 16.60% 5.80%
American Indian- and Alaska Native-owned firms, percent, 2007 0.90% S 0.30%
Asian-owned firms, percent, 2007 2.10% 3.80% 2.00%
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander-owned firms, percent, 2007 F F S
Hispanic-owned firms, percent, 2007 1.20% 2.40% 1.10%
Women-owned firms, percent, 2007 29.50% 33.30% 27.70%
Business Activity Cincinnati Columbus Ohio
Manufacturers shipments, 2007 ($ 1 000) 6,446,611 11,317,893 295,890,890
Merchant wholesaler sales, 2007 ($1000) 5,749,481 11,029,444 135,575,279
Retail sales, 2007 ($1000) 3,310,468 12,077,018 138,816,008
Retail sales per capita, 2007 $9,932 $16,088 $12,049r r- ^
Accommodation and food services sales, 2007 ($1000) 712,799 1,944,791 17,779,905
Geoerauhv Ouick Facts Cincinnati Columbus Ohio" ' d . �
Land area in square miles. 2010 77.94 217.17 40,860.69^ ' -
Persons per square mile, 2010 3,809.80 3,624.10 282.3L. ZJ 2 �
FIPS Code 15000 18000 39
Source: Reformatted Data (U.S. Census Bureau 2013)
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APPENDIX P
VINEYARD CINCINNATI STATEMENTS OF BELIEF
We believe that there is one Living and True God, eternally existing in three
persons, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, equal in power and glory; and that this
triune God created all, upholds all and govems all.
We believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament[s] are the Word of
God, folly inspired, without error in the original manuscripts, and the infallible mle of
faith and practice.
We believe in God the Father, an infinite, personal Spirit, perfect in holiness, wisdom,
power and love; that He concems Himselfmercifolly in the affairs ofmen; that He
hears and answers prayer; and that He saves from sin and death all who come to Him
through Jesus Christ.
We believe in Jesus Christ, God's only begotten Son, conceived by the Holy Spirit.
We believe in His virgin birth, sinless life, miracles and teaching. His substitutionary
atoning death, bodily resurrection, ascension into heaven, perpetual intercession for His
people and personal visible retum to earth. We believe that in His first coming Jesus
inaugurated the folfiUment of the Kingdom of God.
We believe in the Holy Spirit, Who came forth from the Father and Son to convict the
world of sin, righteousness, and judgment, and to regenerate, sanctify and empower for
ministry all who believe in Christ; we believe the Holy Spirit dwells in every believer
in Jesus Christ and that He is an abiding Helper, Teacher, and Guide. We believe in the
present ministry of the Holy Spirit and in the exercise of all the Biblical gifts of the
Spirit.
We believe that all men are sinners by nature and choice and are therefore under
condemnation; and that God regenerates and baptizes by the Holy Spirit those who
repent of their sins and confess Jesus Christ as Lord.
We believe in the universal Church, the living spiritual body, ofwhich Christ is the
Head and all regenerated persons are members.
We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ committed two ordinances to the church:
Baptism and the Lord's Supper. We believe in water baptism and communion open to
all believers.
We believe also in the laying on of hands for the empowering of the Holy Spirit, for
ordination of pastors, elders and deacons, for receiving gifts of the Spirit, and for
healing.
We believe in the personal, visible appearing ofChrist to each believer, and the
consummation of His Kingdom in the resurrection of the body and the final judgment
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APPENDIX Q
PROCESS EMPLOYED TO MANAGE QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW
RESPONSES AND SUMMARY TABLES
This research project involved a mixed method approach seeking qualititative
information employing ethnographic techniques using a case study method and a
quantitative mass survey approach. The ethnographic method mainly employed
participant observation (experiencing the context), personal interviews (inquiring into
personal stories), and archival research (examing relevant contextual data). The mass
survey is also another form of inquiry into personal lives but rather than face-to-face
contact, the online questionnaire becomes the medium of communication. Such a blend
of techniques is designed to listen to and hear the many voices of the community under
observation. The qualitative research data was derived from the selected 56 worldview
interviews, which contained 3,584 responses for all 64 interview questions, most of
which were not just one or two words, but complete thought expressions.
Data Analysis Discussion
This project generated a large volume of data that required a systematic
approach for it to be manageable for analysis and interpretation. Thus, the Framework
Method of analysis was employed. This method was developed by Jane Ritchie and Liz
Spencer in the late 1980s for large-scale policy research in the Qualitative Research
Unit at the National Centre for Social Research in the United Kingdom. It is a type of
qualitative thematic or content analysis that identifies commonalities and differences
among the data. It aids the researcher to identify and understand data clusters that
generate themes. This approach was chosen over other thematic analysis methods due
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to its ability to systematically process large volumes of data, allowing for analysis
within a case shidy and with other cases. It is also an approach that is compatible with
NVivo analysis software program, a tool used in this project. The worldview cognitive,
affective and moral elements were the analytical framework used.
I asked interview questions related to each of the core research. For example,
there were questions that addressed how leaders defined and understood race and
ethnicity, and there were questions that addressed the cognitive, affective, and moral
aspects of their multiracial worldviews..
The dominant response chosen by leaders is derived by selecting the highest
percentage level of leaders who agreed with that idea. For example, the response to
what it means to be a follower of Jesus from Vineyard Cincinnati (VCinti) is that Jesus
is "Lord and Savior and we need to obey Christ." This statement is what 54% of the
leaders at VCinti thought about that question. Therefore, the data I present reflects
information about what leaders think about a specific aspect of the multiracial church
and how many of the leaders think in the same way. Figure 6.1 is an illustration of how
all the 64 interview questions, 56 select interview transcripts and the data analysis of
3,584 interview responses not just words were used to determine worldview responses
to each interview question.
In Table 5.1 are key terms that is usefiil to throughout the discussion. It is
provided as a usefiil reference for reviewing the findings.
Data Terms and Their Definitions
Terms Definition Scope of Vision
Multiracial/Multiethnic
Worldview framework
All components include: cognitive, affective, and moral
themes.
The Big Picture�includes
all components
Multiracial/Multiethnic
Worldview themes
questions
Specific cognitve, affective or moral group questions that
are a part of the research project design.
Components that make up
the big picture
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Multiracial/Multiethnic
Worldview theme
responses
Specific cognitve, affective or moral responses that came
from the interview process and is part of the research
inquiry
Leader's response to
Worldview Component
Questions
Multiracial/Multiethnic
Thematic categories
A group of common responses labelled by a unique idea.
This is just one ofmany ideas that is offered by leaders to
respond to a specific question.
A grouping of different
ideas that respond to a
specific interview question
Multiracial/Multiethnic
Worldview idea
The label of a specific thought shared by other leaders.
Derived from coding and data analysis and used to speak
about leaders' worldview perspective.
A cluster of similar
thoughts that make up a
category within a
worldview question
Helpful Terminologv for Worldview Data Review
Cognitive Theme How people think
Affective Theme How people feel
Evaluative (Moral) How people judge what is good or normal
Interview Response Response to questions grouped into their respective question category
Vineyard Columbus VCols
Vineyard Cincinnati VCinti
Reported percentages Represent total firequency for that "idea" divided by the total frequency for all ideas given
by leaders for that question.
Combined total count
and percentage
Represents both VCols and VCinti numbers and percentage for that specific "idea."
Highest agreement,
consensus or dominant
idea
The highest percentage of a particular "idea" statement is reported.
121 Face-to-Face Interviews with Church Leaders and Staff
56 Selected Interviews (Based on Location, Race/Ethnic, Gender, Age Diversity)
49 Worldview Interview Responses (Structured by Cognitive,
Affective, Moral themes)
2,744 Specific Worldview Data Coded into a List
of Ideas Per Question
1 Dominant "Leader Idea"
Chosen PerWorldview Question
Based on Cluster Analysis
An Overview ofWorldview Questions, Analysis and Interpretation Process
Helpful Labelling for Worldview Analysis Notes
For ease of reference, each church was given a short label. Vineyard Columbus
was assigned VCols and Vineyard Cincinnati was assigned VCinti Also, each ethnic
group was given abbreviated labels. The following designations were used to categorize
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data along race/ethnic lines. Anglo-American (AA) was used for those self-described as
Anglo-American, mixed-European based, Caucasian and White. Non-Anglo-American
(NAA) was used for native U.S. bom self-descriptions of African-American, Black,
mixed Caribbean-American, and mixed heritage African-American based. Leaders who
described their birth outside the United States were categorized as Intemational (Int).
Additionally, question numbers were given to faciliate ease of reference when
discussing the data. Data reported reflected the frequency count of a specific type of
idea reported by the leaders. Each question had several categories of ideas, reflecting
the range of ideas leaders offered in response to the question. Because leaders
occasionally gave more than one response per question, muhiple ideas were put into a
separate answer "idea" category. For example, if a leader responded to "Who is the
Holy Spirit?" by stating, "God and guide," one response, "God," was placed in the
response category "God" and the "guide" response was placed in a category labeled
"guide." As such, those interviewed frequently offered more than one answer to certain
questions. Thus, the frequency count of ideas was the focus of the data analysis and
reporting. The responses were reported in percentages derived by the total number of
responses to that idea divided by the total number of responses for that specific
question. The frequency count of a category of an idea was totalled and divided by the
total number of responses for that specific research question. Thus, the percentage
indicated the level of consensus leaders had in expressing that idea or thought for that
specific question.
Only the highest frequency count of an idea response for each question is
presented in chapter six. The data reported reflects the highest response given by
leaders for that specific question. Those responses reflect the combined answers from
both churches. Therefore, this data report reflects the combined total from each
question asked from both churches. For example, question V.52, "Who is the Holy
Spirit?" received a combined rate of response from both churches at 24% for the idea,
"God," meaning the frequency of this response represents 24% of all answers given by
all leaders at both churches. A similar idea also received the second highest response at
23%: the Holy Spirit is "the presence ofGod." These percentages come from taking the
total frequency count of that idea from each church (a) and dividing it by the total
responses for that question (b). The answer (c) is the combined response rate and is an
example of what is used throughout this report. This approach attempts to offer a
description ofwhat was the foremost idea in the leaders' minds. Table 1 provides the
caculation process for the data results.
Example of Calculating Combined Church Worldview Response Levels
Affective
Worldview
Question VCinti VCols
VCinti
+
VCols
VCinti
+
VCols
The Holy
Spirit is... AA NAA [Inter] Total
%0f
Total AA NAA [Inter) Total
%0f
Total Total
%0f
Total
Comforter 4 0 0 4 8% 2 2 0 4 4% 8 6%
Friend 2 0 0 2 8% 2 0 1 3 3% 5 4%
**God fa) 8 2 1 11 23% 13 4 3 20 15% 31Ca) 23%[c)
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Guide 2 0 1 3 8% 9 6 0 15 17% 18 13%
Helper 1 0 0 1 8% 0 0 2 2 2% 3 2%
Other
comments 4 0 1 5 8% 6 1 1 8 9% 13 10%
Power of
God 10 0 0 10 8% 5 4 0 9 10% 19 14%
**Presence
of God 9 1 1 11 23% 13 8 0 21 24% 32 Ca]
24%
fcl
Teacher 1 0 0 1 8% 4 1 0 5 6% 6 4%
Total 41 3 4 48 100% 54 26 7 87 100% 135 fb) 100%
There were 65 interview questions: 16 demographic and 49 directly related to the
interview. NVivo thematic software analysis yielded several types of question
responses within each question. While there were two questions that had yes or no
options, for example "Did you experience racial conflict?", most of the questions had
three to seven different types of responses. As a result, most questions had multiple
themes or ideas as answers. Table 1 displays an example of a taxonomy of ideas that
was a typical result from the NVivo analysis. An Excel spreadsheet was used to
tabulate the results. The tabulated data table consisted ofmore than 400 data cell
entries, the equivalent of 39 pages of results. Because of the magnitude of the data,
analysis focused primarily on key cognitive, affective, and moral worldview questions,
and included essential supplemental questions used in the interview process. Although
the data table reported and referenced in chapter six's discussion included results
broken out by VCinti and VCols in race and gender, only the highest combined answers
were presented. Data analysis looking beyond the primary responses goes beyond the
scope of this report. However, whenever VCinti or VCols high response answers
differed from the combined total, they were noted in the discussion. In this manner,
overall similarities of the churches and noticeable differences were presented.
Chapter six discusses interview demographic data, combined VCinti and VCols
worldview results, VCinti and VCols mass survey results broken out by level of church
involvement and race, and Hofstede's national cultural traits.
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Cognitive Worldview Aggregate Results
Cognitive Worldview Results
Cognitive
(Kingdom
ofGod)
Themes:
Follower of
Jesus,
Multiracial
Church,
Evangelism,
Discipleship
and
Missions
Vineyard Cincinnati (VCinti)
Alone
Vineyard Columbus (VCols)
Alone
Both
Vineyard
Churches
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCinti
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCols
Tot %
of
Tot
Ouestions/A
nswers
Frequency
Counts:
A follower
of Jesus
means...Lor
d &Savior,
obey Christ,
and
10 2 1 8 5 13 54% 8 2 3 6 7 11 26% 26 46
%
A follower
of Jesus
means...Chri
St is my
leader
7 2 1 6 4 10 42% 9 7 0 6 1
0
16 50% 26 46
%
Faith aid
interactions
with
others... lead
s to equality
10 1 0 6 5 11 33% 3 3 1 3 4 7 13% 18 22
%
Faith aid
interactions
with
others... lead
s to
relationships
9 3 0 4 8 12 23% 15 18
%
Faith is
useful for
integrations
in multiracial
church... it
aids
relationships
6 1 2 5 2 7 26% 14 5 3 1
0
1
2
22 52% 29
The
multiracial
church
is... fully
engaged
multiracial
ministry
3 2 1 5 1 6 27% 6 3 0 7 2 9 21% 15 23
%
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The
muhiracial
church
is...many
races
represented
5 1 0 3 3 6 27% 12 18
%
Rewards of
Being a
leader...broa
den world
thinking,
seeing and
doing
11 1 0 9 3 12 39% 13 1 3 6 1
1
17 45% 29 42
%
Challenges
in multiracial
church...mis
understandin
RS
5 2 0 4 3 7 24% 7 3 1 6 5 11 23% 18 23
%
Multiracial
church show
to
attenders... ra
cially diverse
leadership
including
staff-to
attract others
11 0 0 7 4 11 44% 7 3 0 7 3 10 21 34
%
Multiracial
church show
to
attenders...w
elcome,
hospitality
and
inclusion-
once get
there.
6 5 2 5 8 13 30% 18 30
%
Traits show
to other
churches...w
elcome,
hospitality
and inclusion
5 1 0 3 3 6 33% 4 3 0 3 4 7 15% 13 20
%
Traits show
to other
churches...m
ultiracial
church is
doable
5 2 1 4 3 8 20% 11 17
%
Traits to
show the
world...welc
ome,
hospitality,
inclusion and
acceptance
4 0 0 1 3 4 21% 7 3 3 3 1
0
13 46% 17 36
%
Traits to
show the
world... unity
,collaboratan
&
partnerships
7 1 0 6 2 8 50% 12 26
%
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Evangelism
means... lead
ing others to
Christ
11 2 1 8 6 14 58% 8 6 2 5 1
1
16 67% 30 62
%
Discipleship 9 0 1 4 6 10 31% 6 5 1 5 7 12 44% 22 37
means...men %
toring and
leading
others to
Christ
Missions
means... cont
ext of
ministry in
daily living-
near or far
8 1 1 6 4 10 43% 5 2 1 3 5 8 32% 18 38
%
*VCinti+VCols total had two equal high responses
+VCols highest response differed from the aggregate
-VCinti hightest response were split one with the aggregate response and one other response
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Affective/emotive Worldview Aggregate Results
Affective/emotive Worldview Aggregate Results
Affective/
Emotive
Themes:
Vineyard Cincinnati (VCinti)
Alone
Vineyard Columbus (VCols)
Alone
VCinti+VCol
s Total
Responses to
the Question
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCinti
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCol
s
Tot % of
Tot
Questions/
Answers
Frequencv
Counts:
The Holy
Spirit
is...presen
ce of God
(24%)
9 1 i 8 3 ii 23% 13 8 0 14 2 21 24% 32 24%
The Holy
Spirit
is...God
(23%)
8 2 i 5 6 ii 23% 13 4 3 il 8 20 23% 31 23%
Holy
Spirit role
in
interracial
interaction
s...
9 2 i 7 5 12 41% 15 7 i 12 1
1
23 33% 35 36%
The Holy
Spirit role
is
important
due
to... aid in
difference
s
9 3 0 9 3 12 36% 13 7 0 12 8 20 40% 32 39%
The Holy
Spirit role
is
important
due to... is
the core
and center
ofmy life
ii 0 i 6 6 11 36% 9 3 2 7 7 M 26% 26 31%
Qualities
person
should
have for
healthy
interracial
relations
in the
church...
character
traits of
love,
humility,
and
empathy
3 0 i 2 2 4 22% 16 7 2 16 9 25 48% 29 41%
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Qualities
should
have for
healthv
interracial
relations
in the
church...
openness
to new
wavs of
thinking
and living
9 0 0 5 4 9 50% 8 6 0 6 8 14 27% 23 33%
Reason to 9 2 i 7 5 11 55% 5 5 0 5 5 10 22% 22 32%
have these
traits...
reflects
the God
we serve
Reason to
have these
traits...
keeps
relational
peace
2 0 i 3 0 3 14% 10 4 2 9 7 16 35% 19 28%
**Notations: AA=Anglo-American, NAA=Non-Anglo-American, Int=Intemational, M=Male, F=Female, Tot=Total
responses for that theme, %)Tot=Total response for that theme divided by all responses for the question at the church
location. Both Vineyard churches-all responses in both churches. % Total=all responses in both churches divided by
total responses for the question.
*VCinti-i-VCols total had two equal high responses or very similar themes
+VCols highest response was either split in two or different from the aggregate response
-VCinti hightest response was either split in two or different from the hightest aggregate response
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Evaluative/moral Worldview Aggregate Results
Evaluative/moral Worldview Aggregate Results
EVALAU
TIVE
/MORAL
Vinevard Cincinnati (VCinti) Leaders
Who Answered the Question
Vinevard Columbus (VCols)
Who Answered the Question
VCinti+VCol
s Total
Responses to
the Question
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCinti
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCols
Tot %of
Tot
Questions/
Answers
Frequencv
Counts:
Racial
conflict or
misunderst
anding
is...having
prejudice,
different
assumption
&
stereotypes
7 0 0 4 3 7 32% 7 5 0 7 5 12 29% 19 30%
Racial
conflict
experience
yes
6 2 1 7 2 9 60% 4 3 1 5 3 8 53% 15 57%
What made
it
racial...ma
king broad
group
statements
about race
5 0 1 2 4 6 27% 5 4 0 4 5 9 38% 15 33%
What
made it
racial...not
knowing
the other
person's
world
3 1 0 4 0 4 18% 6 3 0 5 4 9 38% 13 28%
How to
address
conflict... tr
y to talk it
out
8 0 0 6 2 8 36% 10 6 1 8 9 17 40% 25 39%
How to
address
conflict... ta
ke proper
action.
4 0 1 3 2 5 23% 6 4 0 6 4 10 24% 15 23%
??Notations: AA=Anglo-American, NAA=Non-Anglo-American, Int=Intemational, M=Male, F=Female, Tot=Total
responses for that theme, %Tot=Total response for that theme divided by all responses for the question at the church
location. Both Vineyard churches=all responses in both churches. % Total=all responses in both churches divided by
total responses for the question. *VCinti+VCols total had two equal high responses or very similar themes. +VCols
highest response was either split in two or different from the aggregate response.
-VCinti hightest response was either split in two or different from the hightest aggregate response.
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Ideal and CurrentWorldview Aggregate Results
Ideal and Current Worldview Aggregate Results
Worldview
of Race
Vir evard Cincinnati (VCinti) Leaders
Who Answered the Question
Vineyard Columbus (VCols)
Who Answered the Question
VCinti+VC
ols Total
Responses
to the
Question
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCinti
AA NAA Int M F Tot %
VCols
Tot %
of
Tot
Questions/A
nswers
Frequency
Counts:
Ideal Worldview is . . .
Kingdom
theology of
worldview of
race
5 0 1 4 2 6 26% 14 6 2 1
2
1
0
22 49% 28 41
%
Racial
diversity is a
good thing
7 0 0 2 5 7 30% 3 1 0 3 1 4 6% 11 16
%
Current Worldview is. . .
Is continuous
work
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 8 1 9 9 18 62% 18 40
%
There is
mixture of
success and
challenges
4 0 0 1 3 4 25% 5 2 1 3 5 8 28% 12 27
%
Right vision
struggle with
execution
7 1 0 4 4 8 50% 1 1 0 0 2 2 7% 10 22
%
??Notations: AA=Anglo-American, NAA=Non-Anglo-American, Int=Intemational, M=Male, F=Female, Tot=Total
responses for that theme, %Tot=Total response for that theme divided by all responses for the question at the church
location. Both Vineyard churches=all responses in both churches. %> Total=all responses in both churches divided by
total responses for the question.
Worldview Summary
Worldview
Category
Cognitive
Key Worldview Summary From Both
VCols and
VCinti
All Non-
Anglo- and
Anglo-
Americans
From Both
VCols and
VCinti
Non-
Anglo-
Americans
From Both
VCols and
VCinti
Anglo-
Americans
Cognitive A follower of Jesus is... Christ is my leader & Christ is
my Lord& Savior, I obey Him
92 86 97
Moral How to respond to racial misunderstandings and conflict
. . .try to talk it out and take the proper action
64 54 70
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic evangelism is ...leading others to
Christ
63 79 56
Moral Leader experience racial misunderstanding. . .Yes 57 57
Affective The Holy Spirit is., .presence ofGod & God 47 50 45
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Cognitive Usefulness of faith with ethnic others. ..aids relationship
with ethnic others
42 33 48
Cognitive The leader's reward in multiracial chvu^ch is. ..broaden
my world thinking, doing and seeing
42 25 49
Affective Traits to have for healthy interracial/inter-ethnic
relationships ...
love, humility and fhiits of the Spirit
41 42 41
Ideal The ideal worldview of race for your church. . .the
Kingdom ofGod theology and race
41 36 44
Current
Reality
The ideal worldview of race for your church. . .is a
continuous work
40 56 31
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is important due to... need Him
in helping with differences
39 48 35
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic missions is. ..context of daily
living�near or far
38 29 42
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic discipleship is...mentoring
leading others to Christ
37 44 35
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is. ..an active aid in ministry 36 42 33
Moral Factors that made the issue racial. . .lumping people
together by race
33 28 36
Affective Reason why traits are important. . . keep peace in the
relationship
32 30 34
Affective Racial misunderstandmg or conflict is. . .prejudice
assumptions and stereotypes
30 22 35
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to attendees. ..racially
diverse leadership including staff
30 13 40
Cognitive The leader's challenge in multiracial church
is. . .misunderstandings
24 30 21
Cognitive The multiracial church is. ..fiilly multiracially engaged 23 29 20
Cognitive Traits muhiracial church display to the world...welcome,
hospitality, inclusion and acceptance
22 21 38
Cognitive How faith aids interactions with others. ..see people as
equals
21 17 24
Cognitive Traits multiracial church should display to other
churches.. .welcome, hospitality and inclusion
20 18 21
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APPENDIX R
VINEYARD COLUMBUS (VCOLS) AND VINEYARD CINCINNATI
SUMMARY OF KEY SURVEY RESULTS
Summary of Survey Data by Church Involvement
VCols Church
Survey summary of key results: 749 people
VCinti Church
Survey summary of key results: 248 people
CATEGORY I
BREAKOUT <
AND SIZE OF (
SAMPLE
'astoral
staff
22)
Non-
Pastoral
staff (75)
Small
Group
Leader
(83)
Volunt
eer
(93)
Stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
Pastoral
Staff (15)
Non-
Pastoral
staff (16)
Small
Group
Leader
(25)
Volu
nteer
(49)
Stakeh
older/
memb
er
(137)
INTERRACIAL SOCIAL NETWORKS
Spouse from a
differem Race-
(Not Applicable
Responses)
80% 88% 87% 85% 86% 73% 94% 84% 92% 96%
Children of a
different race�
(Not Applicable) 65% 88% 94% 90% 90% 67% 94% 92%
100
% 95%
In-laws related
through marriage�
(Not Applicable) 60% 84% 84% 80% 80% 87% 88% 84% 92% 84%
Friendships�seen
4-7 times/week 19% 27% 51% 30% 27% 40% 50% 12% 26% 23%
Work-
colleagues/associa
tes-seen 4-7
times/week 14% 22% 24% 26% 23% 47% 44% 20% 16% 17%
SPIRITUAL
LIFE
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am. a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
Personal Bible
Reading-6 or more
times/week 45% 33% 32% 27% 21% 27% 19% 44% 39% 24%
Personal Prayer- 6
or more
times/week 77% 78% 83% 71% 64% 80% 81% 84% 76% 73%
Sabbath Rest (Day
to Rest)- 1-2 times/
week 45% 21% 24% 19% 18% 53% 25% 16% 26% 27%
Small Group
Involvement-2 or
more times/month 48% 42% 34% 39% 28% 33% 44% 68% 39% 30%
Serving Others in
Ministry-avg-.l-2
times/week 38% 19% 30% 31% 13% 33% 31% 40% 47% 25%
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Serving Others in
Ministry-avg- 6 or
more/ week 28% 16% 5% 4% 3% 33% 12% 0% 0% 4%
Social Justice-2 or
more/month 27% 11% 24% 11% 7% 33% 6% 16% 18% 10%
How often fast?
(Not at all) 27% 44% 48% 61% 64% 27% 50% 70% 61% 62%
How often give?-
monthly 64% 49% 49% 42% 42% 40% 50% 29% 42% 48%
Christian growth
satisfaction-
(very+somewhat
satisfied) 86% 85% 84% 80% 63% 87% 75% 89% 78% 80%
RACE AND
ETHNICITY
DEFINITIONS
Race is about
physical traits-
(strongly
agree+agree) 82% 71% 79% 71% 69% 53% 69% 71% 80% 73%
Ethnicity is term
talk about heritage-
(strongly
agree+agree) 82% 81% 86% 84% 85% 93% 88% 88% 92% 87%
MULTIRACIAL
CHURCH
SERVICE AREA
SATISFACTION
LEVELS
(stronglv
agree+agree only)
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
Greeters at the
door 95% 89% 95% 99% 94% 100% 100% 95% 91% 94%
Ushers-give
welcoming
presence 95% 94% 92% 96% 94% 100% 100% 89% 94% 93%
Person in worship
band on stage 100% 95% 98% 92% 92% 93% 100% 91% 96% 97%
Worship music
selection 85% 73% 75% 74% 72% 40% 67% 23% 56% 56%
Media images in
printed lit and
video 95% 90% 90% 92% 84% 80% 80% 77% 83% 78%
Persons in the
live/video
announcements 100% 94% 94% 96% 92% 13% 60% 41% 65% 59%
People leading
communion 76% 89% 89% 88% 81% 27% 40% 32% 42% 43%
Person teaching
the sermon 33% 58% 71% 80% 72% 13% 40% 18% 39% 26%
Personal stories
used in the sermon 76% 65% 70% 80% 72% 47% 67% 18% 50% 40%
Persons leading
bible study and
other classes 52% 53% 64% 77% 50% 60% 67% 14% 43% 37%
Persons involved
in small groups 57% 69% 71% 67% 55% 60% 73% 32% 54% 47%
Persons leading the 19% 31% 49% 75% 48% 40% 40% 23% 39% 22%
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baptism
Persons serving to
pray for others 76% 89% 82% 86% 80% 67% 83% 45% 63% 58%
Persons serving in
other areas of
ministry 95% 77% 84% 90% 73% 80% 87% 45% 67% 66%
MULTIRACIAL
CHURCH
CONFERENCS
(stronglv
agree+agree only)
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
Worship Band
members 95% 90% 88% 84% 82% 87% 93% 93% 83% 84%
Presenters at the
Conference 65% 66% 79% 67% 63% 53% 60% 45% 52% 53%
The inclusion of
topics that foster
unity 80% 84% 87% 79% 84% 57% 57% 41% 52% 54%
OPENNESS TO
MULTIRACIAL
LEADERSHIP
(strongly
agree+agree only)
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
1 am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
I feel comfortable
following a
multiracial leader 95% 96% 92% 88% 90% 87% 10000% 77% 93% 95%
I feel comfortable
leading other
multiracial people 100% 94% 84% 83% 81% 80% 10000% 82% 93% 89%
I feel comfortable
co-leading with
someone of
different race 100% 90% 90% 88% 88% 80% 10000% 86% 98% 92%
I rely on the Holy
Spirit for church
interracial
interactions 86% 86% 81% 77% 84% 67% 80% 68% 67% 76%
I have the skills to
resolve interracial
misunderstanding
and conflicts 85% 69% 76% 66% 66% 80% 87% 73% 63% 74%
Interested in
improving how to
build interracial
relationships in the
church 90% 83% 71% 73% 77% 73% 80% 73% 78% 74%
VCOLS CHURCH
SURVEY SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS:
749 PEOPLE
VCINTI CHURCH
SURVEY SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS: 248
PEOPLE
CATEGORY
BREAKOUT
AND SIZE OF
SAMPLE
Pastor
al
Staff
(22)
Non-
Pastoral
staff (75)
Small
Group
Leader
(83)
Volunt
eer
(93)
Stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
Pastoral
Staff
05)
Non-
Pastoral
staff (16)
Small
Group
Leader
(25)
Volu
nteer
{49}
Stakeh
older/
memb
er
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(137)
STRATEGY I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
I am conscious
aware of cultural
knowledge
Information 94% 62% 65% 67% 61% 73% 57% 48% 54% 62%
I adjust my
cultural knowledge
as I interact 90% 62% 68% 71% 62% 73% 64% 67% 59% 59%
I am conscious
(aware) of the
cultural knowledge 90% 58% 65% 64% 58% 47% 57% 52% 61% 58%
I check the
accuracy of
cultural knowledge
as I interact with
people 76% 62% 62% 63% 51% 60% 50% 62% 41% 52%
KNOWLEDGE
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
I know the legal
economic system
of other cultures 24% 16% 19% 22% 20% 27% 14% 20% 16% 17%
I know the rules
(word arrangement
of other languages 19% 19% 13% 13% 17% 20% 21% 19% 14% 16%
I know the cultural
values and
religious beliefs 38% 33% 26% 28% 22% 40% 28% 24% 21% 24%
I know the
marriage values of
other cultures 28% 30% 18% 19% 19% 20% 21% 10% 7% 18%
I know the arts and
crafts (visible
artwork) 24% 26% 17% 19% 21% 40% 21% 28% 9% 20%
I know the rules to
express non-verbal
behavior 14% 22% 21% 12% 16% 20% 28% 5% 4% 16%
MOTIVATION
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
I enjoy interacting
with people from
another culture 95% 90% 91% 62% 74% 100% 93% 76% 75% 77%
I am confident I
can socialize with
locals 95% 71% 69% 70% 67% 87% 71% 57% 65% 51%
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I am sure I can
adjust to culture
new to me 76% 59% 72% 65% 56% 60% 71% 62% 52% 55%
I enjoy living in
cultures that are
unfamiliar to me 67% 46% 52% 48% 42% 40% 64% 43% 30% 39%
I am confident I
can become
accustomed to
shopping
conditions in
another culture 57% 61% 59% 59% 51% 53% 71% 57% 45% 47%
BEHAVIOR
I am a
pastor
al staff
person
(22)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(75)
I am a
small
group
leader
(83)
I am a
volunt
eer
(93)
I am a
stakeho
Ider/me
mber
(440)
I am a
pastoral
staff
person
(15)
I am a
pastor
staff
person
(16)
I am a
small
group
leader
(25)
I am
a
volun
teer
(49)
I am a
memb
er
(137)
I change my verbal
behavior when in
cross-cultural
interaction 76% 52% 47% 47% 46% 67% 36% 57% 43% 43%
I use pause and
silence differently
to suit different
situations 91% 68% 68% 69% 58% 40% 36% 33% 41% 44%
I vary my rate of
speaking in cross-
cultural situations 90% 68% 68% 69% 58% 73% 57% 52% 59% 55%
I change my non
verbal behavior
when needed 76% 55% 55% 57% 47% 67% 43% 48% 48% 48%
I alter my facial
expressions when
it is required 71% 51% 45% 47% 40% 67% 28% 38% 34% 41%
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Vineyard Columbus (VCols) Racial Groups Key Survey Results
VCols Dataset Grouped by Ethnic Groups
Native
Anglo- Ameri Middl
Americ can/Al Asian/Pacif African e Dual
CATEGORY BREAKOUT AND SIZE OF an askan ic Islander American/ Hispanic Easter Ance;
SAMPLE (558) (3) (22) Black (118) Am (10) n(2) y(19)
INTERRACIAL SOCIAL NETWORKS
Spouse from a different Race-(Not
Applicable) 90% 100% 47% 81% 40% 0% 65%
Children of a different race~(Not Applicable) 89% 100% 94% 89% 70% 100% 94%
In-laws related through marriage~(Not
Applicable) 84% 100% 31% 77% 60% 0% 58%
Friendships�seen 4-7 times/week 32% 0% 40% 28% 10% 0% 20%
Work-coUeagues/associates-seen 4-7
times/week 24% 0% 22% 18% 30% 100% 10%
SPIRITUAL LIFE
Personal Bible Reading-6 or more
times/week 25% 0% 23% 24% 0% 0% 25%
Personal Prayer- 6 or more times/week 71% 67% 50% 60% 60% 100% 85%
Sabbath Rest (Day to Rest)- 1-2 times/ week 18% 33% 24% 25% 0% 0% 39%
Small Group Involvement-2 or more
times/month 35% 0% 38% 24% 30% 0% 21%
Serving Others in Ministry-avg-. 1-2
times/week 20% 0% 33% 25% 10% 0% 21%
Serving Others in Ministry-avg- 6 or more/
week 1% 0% 5% 6% 10% 0% 5%
Social Justice-2 or more/month 11% 0% 5% 9% 0% 0% 25%
How often fast? (Not at all) 62% 67% 73% 44% 50% 0% 35%
How often give?-monthly 47% 33% 30% 34% 11% 0% 45%
Christian growth satisfaction-
(very+somewhat satisfied) 71% 0% 64% 74% 50% 100% 55%
RACE AND ETHNICITY DEFINITIONS
Race is about physical traits- (strongly
agree+agree) 72% 33% 68% 70% 90% 100% 65%
Ethnicity is term talk about heritage-(strongly
agree+agree) 86% 33% 82% 77% 100% 100% 90%
MULTIRACIAL CHURCH SERVICE
AREA SATISFACTION LEVELS
(stronglv agree+agree only)
Greeters at the door 95% 100% 85% 94% 90% 100% 95%
Ushers-give welcoming presence 93% 100% 80% 93% 90% 100%
90%
Person in worship band on stage 96% 67% 95% 85% 90% 100%
95%
Worship music selection 67% 70% 66% 70% 100%
55%
Media images in printed lit and video 7600% 33% 85% 83% 90% 100%
75%
Persons in the live/video announcements 94% 67% 60% 88% 80% 100% 90%
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People leading communion
Person teaching the sermon
Personal stories used in the sermon
Persons leading bible study and other classes
Persons involved in small groups
Persons leadmg the baptism
Persons serving to pray for others
Persons serving in other areas ofministry
MULTIRACIAL CHURCH CONFERENCS
(stronglv agree+agree onlv)
Worship Band members
Presenters at the Conference
The inclusion of topics that foster unity
OPENNESS TO MULTIRACIAL
LEADERSHIP (strongly agree+agree only)
I feel comfortable following a multiracial
leader
I feel comfortable leading other multiracial
people
I feel comfortable co-leading with someone
of different race
I rely on the Holy Spirit for church interracial
interactions
I have the skills to resolve interracial
misunderstanding and conflicts
Interested in improving how to build
interracial relationships in the church
CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE (5,6, 7
strongly agree)
STRATEGY
I am conscious aware of cultural knowledge
Information
I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact
I am conscious (aware) of the cultural
knowledge
I check the accuracy of cultural knowledge as
I interact with people
KNOWLEDGE
I know the legal economic system of other
cultures
I know the rules (word arrangement) of other
languages
I know the cultural values and religious
84% 67% 80% 76% 60% 100% 70%
71% 67% 80% 66% 80% 100% 60%
73% 67% 70% 68% 80% 100% 70%
55% 67% 65% 53% 70% 100% 45%
60% 67% 60% 58% 60% 100% 65%
46% 67% 60% 52% 40% 100% 30%
82% 67% 70% 81% 90% 100% 75%
80% 67% 75% 72% 80% 100% 85%
86% 67% 68% 80% 90% 100% 79%
68% 67% 58% 63% 67% 0% 47%
76% 33% 74% 74% 73% 62% 84%
92% 100% 93% 86% 100% 100% 90%
86% 67% 89% 81% 80% 100% 85%
89% 67% 83% 86% 70% 100% 90%
78% 66% 78% 74% 100% 100% 90%
67% 33% 72% 71% 100% 100% 90%
75% 100% 83% 79% 80% 100% 80%
Native
Anglo- Ameri Middl
Americ can/Al Asian/Pacif African e Dual
an askan ic Islander American/ Hispanic Easter Ance
(558) (3) (22) Black (118) Am (10) n(2) y(19)
61% 67% 88% 72% 60% 100% 68%
62% 100% 76% 72% 90% 100% 79%
58% 100% 71% 71% 80% 100% 74%
52% 100% 6470% 68% 60% 0% 74%
18% 33% 41% 24% 20% 0% 37%
15% 0% 35% 18% 10% 0% 42%
24% 33% 53% 22% 20% 0% 47%
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beliefs
I know the marriage values of other cultures 19% 33% 47% 21% 20% 0% 47%
I know the arts and crafts (visible artwork) 19% 0% 53% 23% 20% 0% 47%
I know the rules to express non-verbal
behavior 14% 0% 35% 19% 30% 0% 42%
MOTIVATION
I enjoy interacting with people from another
culture 77% 100% 71% 92% 90% 100% 84%
I am confident I can socialize with locals 66% 100% 59% 85% 80% 100% 84%
I am sure I can adjust to culture new to me 57% 33% 59% 80% 80% 0% 68%
I enjoy living in cultures that are unfamiliar
to me 40% 33% 53% 65% 80% 0% 63%
I am confident I can become accustomed to
shopping conditions in another culture 49% 33% 71% 74% 90% 0% 58%
BEHAVIOR
I change my verbal behavior when in cross-
cultural interaction 47% 67% 71% 48% 40% 0% 74%
I use pause and silence differently to suit
different situations 45% 33% 70% 44% 60% 0% 58%
I vary my rate of speaking in cross-cultural
situations 64% 67% 71% 56% 70% 0% 68%
I change my non-verbal behavior when
needed 50% 67% 65% 52% 50% 0% 74%
I alter my facial expressions when it is
required 45% 0% 71% 36% 40% 0% 68%
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APPENDIX S
HOFSTEDE NATIONAL CULTURAL TRAITS
Using the latest in computer programming and mobile technology, Hofstede
developed a model tool for the common person to use more effectively when engaged
in cross-cultural relational dynamics. It is based upon the General 5-D Model, a
research based model that explains intercultural differences. This model was derived
from Geert Hofstede, Professor Emeritus in Organizational Anthropology and
Intemational Management at the University ofLimburg, who conducted a longitudinal
study over the course ofmany years with 1 16,000 respondents from 70 countries. He
identified four dimensions to the model. They are power distance (PDI), Individualism
(IDV), Masculinity (MAS) and Uncertainty (UAI) levels. A fifth dimension was
identified by later research in Asia. This dimension is caUed Long Term Orientation
(LTO). Each dimension corresponds to a set of cultural traits that reflect the orientation
of that culture in a business setting. There are high and low ratings for each dimension
and this reflects how different cultures would find meaningful answers in their setting.
Below are the various dimensions, their definitions, and traits.
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Hofstede National 5-Dimensional Traits
This table represents a list of survey participants who provided their nation of
origin data. Hofstede 5-Dimensional traits were collated and presented in the table. The
best approach here is to use the United States as the normal standard. Most
intemationals want to leam about their new nation. From this standpoint, nations were
grouped by the power distance of the United States. The table is a cultural source of
reference. Vineyard leadership can review the table to see how persons from the list
Cultural
Dimensions
Description:
Power Distance
HIGH LEVEL: 51 +
LOW LEVEL: 50 or
less
Power distance can be defined as the extent to which the less powerfiil members of
institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed
unequally. High power distance means people are comfortable with unequal distribution of
power. Low power distance means people strive towards reducing unequal power
distribution. The United States has low power distance at 40.
Individualism vs.
Collectivism
HIGH LEVEL: 50+
LOW LEVEL: 50 or
less=collectivism
Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: everyone
is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate family. Collectivism, as
individualism 's opposite, pertains to societies in which people from birth onwards are
integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people's lifetime continue to
protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. The United States has high
individualism at 9 1 .
Masculinity vs.
Femininity
HIGH LEVEL: 55+
LOW LEVEL: 55 or
less
Masculinity indicates the extent to which the dominant values of a society are "masculine"
(e.g. assertive and competitive). Masculinity pertains to societies in which social gender
roles are clearly distinct (i.e. men are supposed to be assertive, tough, and focused on
material success whereas women are supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned
with the quality of life). Femininity pertains to societies in which social gender roles
overlap (i.e., both men and women are supposed to be modest, tender, and concemed with
the quality of life). The United States is a masculine society with a rating of 62.
Uncertainty
Avoidance
HIGH LEVEL: 60+
LOW LEVEL:60 or
less
Uncertainty avoidance can be defined as the extent to which the members of a culture feel
threatened by uncertain or unknown situations and try to avoid such situations. This feeling
is, among other things, expressed through nervous stress and in a need for predictability: a
need for written and unwritten rules. The United States has a low uncertainty avoidance at
46. The society is more relaxed about the uncertainty of the fiiture. More flexible with
practices and principles.
Long-term vs. short-
term orientation in
life
HIGH LEVEL: 60+
LOW LEVEL:60 or
less
Confucian dynamism or long-term vs. short-term orientation in life. On the pole which
could be labeled 'Long-term orientation' persistence (perseverance) ordering relationships
by status and observing this order by use of shame. On the opposite pole is 'Short-term
orientation,' or personal steadiness and stability by protecting your honor, or 'face' This
includes respect for tradition and reciprocation of greetings, favors, and gifts. The United
States has a low orientation at 26.
national traits compare to the United States' traits. Such comparison aids in how to
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communicate and influence intemational leaders who are involved in ministry. People
from those nations that have similar cultural traits would find it easier to adapt to the
dominant church culture dynamics. Of course, multiracial/muhiethnic churches are
leaming new cultural values from these nations as well.
This resource will aid leaders from the United States in how to disciple and be
discipled by those who are not bom in the United States. For example, an intemational
Vineyard attendee may view power differently. This relates to how a person has certain
expectations about equal/unequal power distribution. People from certain nations may
not feel comfortable with the issue of shared power and low hierarchy, while others
expect uneven distribution ofpower. Since the United States has a low power trait at
40, others who are different may find the Vineyard egalitarian leadership value of "all
get to play" either refreshing or foreign. Making leaders without understanding the
difference in how power is viewed can create unspoken issues that should be addressed.
Knowing an intemational person's power trait, provides an opportunity to probe for
understanding and potentially provide a better way of discipleship. Other traits can be
approached in a similar manner. The masculinity/femininity attribute relates to their
attitude in working together. Masculinity is more aggressive and has a competitive tone
to interactions while femininity is more collaborate and open to building a consensus.
Individualism relates to who is part of a person's group, which would be narrowly
defined as immediate family, whereas collectivism widens the scope of inclusion and
can include extended family and friends. Essentially, this is an understanding ofwho is
seen as the familiar other. Uncertainty avoidance has to do with the level of comfort in
facing the unknown. Moreover, and long-term orientation defines relationship by status.
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A sample list of nations and their traits are provided in Table 6.38. The United
States traits are used as the benchmark. This was done to reflect the reality that the
intemational members at the churches are leaming how to adjust to American life,
work, church and family life. Using the United States as the benchmark reveals; it
power distribution is low at 40; its individualism trait is high at 91; its masculinity is
high at 62;its uncertainty avoidance is low at 46 and long term orientation is low at 26.
Of the four other nations presented as an example, Canada and South Africa has the
most similar rating of cultural traits. Thus, cultural interactions with members from
Canada and South Africa should be much easier than the other nations presented who
have a higher or lower scores in most of their categories. See Table 5.13 for details.
Table 5.13 Sample ofNational Traits
Country Power Distance
Individual vs.
Collectivism
Masculinitv vs.
Femininity
Uncertainty
Avoidance
Long Term vs.
Short Term
Orientation
Canada 39 80 52 48 36
Luxembourg 40 60 50 70 64
United States 40 91 62 46 26
Jamaica 45 39 68 13 N.A.
South Africa 49 65 63 49 34
See Table 6.39 for a listing of intemational members who participated in the
survey and provided their racial/ethnic background. Their cultural scores are presented.
Leaders who have intemational member relationship can used the national traits scores
to provide a general understanding of the people from those nations. The time that a
person has spent in the United States and the degree to which they have assimilated the
values and practices of this nation will influence the accuracy of their native bom traits
disclosed in the table. However, the general guidelines provided is usefiil to initiate
conversations that can lead to more meaningfiil interaction.
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Hofstede National Traits
Country Power Distance
Individual vs.
Collectivism
Masculinitv vs.
Femininity
Uncertainty
Avoidance
Long Term vs.
Short Term
Orientation
Germany 35 67 66 65 83
Netherlands 38 80 14 53 67
Canada 39 80 52 48 36
Luxembourg 40 60 50 70 64
United States 40 91 62 46 26
Jamaica 45 39 68 13 N.A.
South Africa 49 65 63 49 34
South Africa
(white) 49 65 83 49 N.A.
Canada (French) 54 73 45 60 N.A.
South Korea 60 18 39 85 100
Zimbabwe 60 35 40 50 15
Chile 63 23 28 86 31
Peru 64 16 42 87 25
Hong Kong 68 25 57 29 61
France 68 71 43 86 63
Brazil 69 38 49 76 44
Burkina Faso 70 15 50 55 20
Vietnam 70 20 40 30 57
India 77 48 56 40 51
Indonesia 78 14 46 48 62
Ghana 80 15 40 65 4
China 80 20 66 30 87
Nigeria 80 30 60 55 13
Philippines 94 32 64 44 27
Rwanda N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 18
Zambia N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 30
The table is offered as a reference. At the time of the research, there were 1 10 nations
represented in the congregations. Only 26 different nations were logged from the
survey participant response, although there were several entries for most of the 26
nations presented. A comprehensive evaluation can be completed if the balance of the
1 10 nations is made available.
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APPENDIX T
CONSENSUS HIERARCHY OF WORLDVIEW THEMES
Worldview Summary
Worldview
Catesorv
Key Worldview Summarv VCols VCinti From Both
VCols and
VCinti
Cognitive A follower of Jesus is... Christ is my leader & Christ is my
Lord& Savior, I obey Him
91% 96% 92%
Moral How to respond to racial misunderstandings and conflict
. . .try to talk it out and take the proper action
64% 65% 64%
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic evangelism is ...leading others to
Christ
67% 58% 63%
Moral Leader experience racial misunderstanding...Yes 53% 60% 57%
Affective The Holy Spirit is...presence of God & God 47% 46% 47%
Cognitive Usefulness of faith with ethnic others.. .aids relationship
with ethnic others
52% 26% 42%
Cognitive The leader's reward in multiracial church is. ..broaden my
world thinking, doing and seeing
45% 39% 42%
Affective Traits to have for healthy interracial/inter-ethnic
relationships ...
love, humility and fruits of the Spirit
48% 22% 41%
Ideal The ideal worldview of race for your church. . .the Kingdom
ofGod theology and race
49% 26% 41%
Current
Reality
The current worldview of race for your church... is a
continuous work
62% 0% 40%
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is important due to... need Him in
helping with differences
40% 36% 39%
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic missions is. ..context of daily living-
near or far
32% 43% 38%
Cognitive Interracial/inter-ethnic discipleship is...mentoring leading
others to Christ
44% 31% 37%
Affective The role ofHoly Spirit is. ..an active aid in ministry 33% 41% 36%
Moral Factors that made the issue racial... lumping people together
by race
38% 37% 33%
Affective Reason why traits are important. . . keep peace in the
relationship
22% 55% 32%
Affective Racial misunderstanding or conflict is...prejudice
assumptions and stereotypes
29% 32% 30%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to attendees. ..racially
diverse leadership including staff
23% 44% 30%
Cognitive The leader's challenge in multiracial church
is . . .misunderstandings
23% 24% 24%
Cognitive The multiracial church is...flilly multiracially engaged 21% 27% 23%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church display to the world.. .welcome,
hospitality, inclusion and acceptance
46% 21% 22%
Cognitive How faith aids interactions with others. ..see people as
equals
13% 33% 21%
Cognitive Traits multiracial church should display to other
churches. ..welcome, hospitality and inclusion
15% 33% 20%
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APPENDIX U
VCINTI AND VCOLS MINISTRY ACTIVITIES
MULTIRACIAT, rHIIRrH VCols VCinti
MINISTRY DYNAMirs
Average Weekend Attendance 8,600 5,600
Weekend Service Racial Mix 70% Anglo-American/20%
African American/10%
Intemational,
83% Anglo-American/ 17% Non-Anglo-
American, Staff=
Weekend Service Activities
Greeters at tlie door
Muhhacial/muhiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/muhiethnic
Ushers-give welcommg presence Multiracial/muhiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/multiethnic
Person in worship band on stage Multiracial/muhiethnic Muhiracial/multiethnic
Worship music selection Vineyardish+Blend, sometimes
muhiracial/multiethnic choir,
African American dancers
Vineyardish+Blend of different sound
Media images in printed literature and
video
Multiracial/muhiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
muhiracial/multiethnic
Persons in the live/video announcements Multiracial/muhiethnic Anglo-American
People leading communion Anglo-American Anglo-American
Person teaching the sermon Rich Nathan, mostly Anglo-
American , infrequent
multiracial/multiethnic
Dave Workman, mostly Anglo-
American
Personal stories used in the sermon Multiracial/multiethnic Infrequent
Persons leading baptism Rich Nathan, mostly Anglo-
American infrequent
mu Itiracial/multiethnic
Dave Workman, mostly Anglo-
American
Persons serving to pray for others Multiracial/multiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
muhiracial/multiethnic involvement
Classes and Seminars
Person teaching the class Mostly Anglo-American,
infrequent
Mostly Anglo-American, infrequent
multiracial/multiethnic
multiracial/multiethnic
Person participating in the class Multiracial/muhiethnic Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/muhiethnic involvement
Small Groups Mixture ofmono-cultural and
multiracial/multiethnic groups
Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/muhiethnic involvement
Conferences and other Special Events
Worship Band members Muhiracial/multiethnic Multiracial/muhiethnic
Presenters at the Conference Mostly Anglo-American, some
multiracial/muhiethnic
Mostly Anglo-American
Outreach and other areas ofministry
Persons serving in other areas ofministry Muhiracial/muhiethnic Mostly Anglo-American and some
multiracial/muhiethnic participants
Church Planting
Missions local, near and far, intemational Muhiracial/multiethnic Multiracial/muhiethnic
Website/Facebook
Multiracial/muhiethnic Multiracial/multiethnic
Church Newsletters/Blog
Multiracial/muhiethnic Multhacial/muhiethnic
Communitv /Healing Center
Multiracial/muhiethnic Multiracial/muhiethnic
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APPENDIX V
RESOURCE LIST FORMULTIETHNIC DISCIPLESHIP
Resource List for Exploring Multiethnic Discipleship
Resource Purpose Focus
The Bibles connect biblical text with culture. Helps to reveal the multi-colored and multi-cultured kingdom of ScripUire
The Leaming Bible
(NIV)
Pictures and diagrams that explain biblical
culture. Reveal diverse biblical cultures
Includes multiracial/muhiethnic artwork created
over time.
Archaeological Bible
(NIV)
Reveal modem findings that affirm biblical
events.
Arts, crafts, buildmgs and other artifacts that
confirm the historical events of the Bible
The New King James
Study Bible
Gives some understanding of the beliefs
and practices of the biblical communities.
OT and NT faith communities and other
surrounding cultures
Faith In Action Bible
(NIV)
Cultural context in biblical times and
cultural realities for today.
OT and NT diverse cultural truths for then and
now. Co-produced with WorldVision
Books that probe into the Bible and aid our understanding of race and ethnicity
From Every People and
Nation
Traces muhiracial/multiethnic groups in
Old and New Testament. Refutes Scripture
used to foster racism and racial
segregation.
Anglo-American Biblical Scholar J. Daniel
Hays
Post-Racial Church Attempts to dispel the idea that Scripture
created and/ affirms racial bigotry
Bible Scholars Matthews and Park
Biblical Missiology by U.K. Biblical Scholar C.H. Wright
Books that deepen our theological understanding of community
Ministry in the Image of
the Trinity
Links the attributes of Father, Son and
Holy Spirit to leaders and ministry
Anglo-American Theologian Stephen Seamands
Created for Community Anglo-American Theologian Stanley Grenz
Books that deepen cross-cultural skills
Cultural Intelligence by
David Livermore
Anglo-American
The Gospel in Human
Context by Paul Hiebert
Identify the need to do human exegesis as
well as Scriptural exegesis. Anglo-American Christian Anthropologist and
Missionary
Books that provide historical data to tell our understanding ofmultiracial/multiethnic history
How Africa Shaped the
Christian Mind
Theologian Thomas
Oden
Traces early church leadership from
Northem A
Anglo-American Theologian Thomas Oden
Lost History of
Christianity
Review nations in early Christian history Anglo-American Historian Phillip Jenkins
The Next Christendom
by Phillip Jenkins
Current review ofmodem global Christian
movement
Anglo-American Historian Phillip Jenkins
Embrace Oneness Discussion on the need for ethnic unity African American Leader Dr.Tony Evans
History ofMissions A team ofmultiracial/muhiethnic scholars
sharing global Christian historical movements
Perspectives
Books that Deepen the Understanding of the Race and Ethnicitv in the Body of Christ
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Divided by Faith Groundbreaking research reasons for racial
segregation in evangelical churches. Gives
a call for more muhiracial churches.
Anglo-American Sociologists Michael 0.
Emerson and Christian Smith
A Taste of Heaven A range of essays that address
race/ethnicity. Scripture, history and social
sciences.
A multiracial and muhiracial/multiethnic team
of Christian theologians, historians, and social
scientists address foundational issues of
race/ethnicity in the Body ofChrist
Against All Odds African American Sociologist Korie Edwards
The Elusive Dream Reveals white dominant control, even
when in minority positions.
African American Sociologist Korie Edwards
Teens Focus on Teenage understanding African American Sociologist Korie Edwards
Disunity in the Church Explains sociological factors that create
group division in church and give
solutions.
African-American Socio-Psychologist Christena
Cleveland
Christian Life Primer e-
joumal-see Mosaix
Devotional that brings awareness and
movement towards reconciliation
Anglo-American founder ofMosaix Mark
Deymaz and African-American author Oneya
Fennell Okuwobi founder of TranscendCulture
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APPENDIX W
ATTRIBUTES OF THE PRAXIS AND COUNTERCULTURAL MODELS
Attributes Praxis Model Countercultural Model
Altemative Titles Situational theology, theology of the
signs and times, liberation model
Encounter model, engagement model, prophetic
model; contrast model, confessional model.
Basis in Scripture
and Tradition
Prophetic tradition; Do not merely listen
to the word, and so deceive yourselves.
Do what it says. (Jas. 1: 22)
Prophetic tradition; Johannine notion of the
"world"; "Do not conform to the pattem of this
world, but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind. Then you will be able to test and
approve what God's will is�his good, pleasing
and perfect will" (Rom 12:2). Another relevant
text, "but we preach Christ crucified: a stumbling
block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles" (ICor
1:23). IPet 1:1
Tradition Iranaeus, Karl Barth
Tertullian (Carthage, Africa), Letter of
Diognetus, monastic tradition, Anabaptist
tradition, Dorothy Day.
Revelation
Envisioned as God at work in the world,
calling men and women as partners.
Narrative and story; the "fact" of Jesus Christ
Scripture/Tradition Culturally conditioned;
like all human
expressions, incomplete
The "clue" to the meaning ofhistory; complete,
even though human understanding is not; can be
understood more completely through the
understanding of other cultures.
Context
It is good and trustworthy but can be
distorted, should be approach with some
suspicion, can be equal to Scripture and
tradition.
Radically ambiguous and resistant to the gospel;
unequal to Scripture and Tradition. (It is the
universal metanarrative)
Method Practice/reflection/practice
�unending
spiral.
Commitment to Christian story as a clue to
history, use story as a lens to interpret
(worldview), critique, and challenge context.
Analogy to
describe the model
Garden needs to be constantly weeded;
the work never ends; practice makes one
a better gardener
The soil needs weeding and fertilizing, so that
the seeds can be planted.
Positive Benefits
Positive: strong epistemological basis
provides an "altemative vision";
influence on theology.
Strong engagement of context and fidelity to
gospel; relevant in westem context.
Negative
Liabilities
Critiqued for close connection with
Marxism
Danger of being anti-cultural; danger of
sectarianism, tends to be monocultural; danger of
exclusivism.
Source: Reformatted Data, Bevans, 2002 78-126.
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APPENDIX X
CHURCH WITH DISSONANCE AND CHURCH WITH HARMONY
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APPENDIX Y
BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCHER
Mary-Catherine Brown is an Intercultural Studies PhD candidate at Asbury
Theological Seminary and lay ministry leader at Vineyard Columbus, a muhiethnic
megachurch located in Columbus, Ohio, and one of the cites of this research. Prior to
her dissertation studies, Mary-Catherine spent seven years on staff at Vineyard
Columbus, a congregation of 8,600 people which has an ethnic ratio of 70 percent
Anglo-Americans, 20 percent African-Americans, and 10 percent intemationals with
representation from 1 10 nations. Her two positions involve executive level support to
one of five senior pastors and community liaison support to the Vineyard Multiplex
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buildings, which houses a 3,200-seat Worship Center and a Community Center that
serves 10,000 ethnically diverse people per month.
She earned an MBA from the University ofMichigan and a BS in Chemistry
from Notre Dame College. Her marketplace faith experience involving global
technology and business contributed to shaping her Kingdom of God view of global
Christian ministry. Since 1990, she has participated in ethnically diverse ministries as a
lay leader and as a fiill-time staffmember in various parachurch organizations and
congregations. She has attended several small, large, and megachurch ministries whose
leaders were motivated to see the multiethnic church as a manifestation of the Kingdom
of God. These leaders were African-American, Anglo-American, Anglo-Latino, and
Caribbean whose ministries were either striving towards multiethnic diversity or had
aheady attained the 20 percent nondominant ethnic group goal. She became involved in
Vineyard Columbus in 2000 and was a staffmember from 2002 until 2009, when she
resigned to attend Asbury Theological Seminary.
In addition to congregational para-ministry activities, she has participated in
immersion projects that have deepened her understanding of ethnic diversity outside of
North America. Such projects included the Lausanne 2010 Cape Town, South Africa
Global Link project, special training at the Duke Reconciliation Center, and the Tel
Gezer Project, a five-week interethnic-interfaith archaeological expedition located in
Tel Gezer, Israel. The Tel Gezer Project was her second trip to Israel. Her first involved
a three-week tour of Israel, the Sinai, and Eilat, Egypt. This tour was undertaken with
global Chrisfian leaders and 320 ethnically diverse Christians from around the globe.
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In her service as a leader, she is a scholar-practitioner who has been interested
m expounding on the Kingdom ofGod theology as a way of living. This approach
attempts to give room for scripture and the Holy Spirit to infuse theology, the Christian
disciplines, and Biblical ethics as it relates to cultural issues facing the church. Thus,
her theology has been informed by a Scripture-Spirit dyad with the goal of Christian
maturity and human flourishing for all people. Her foundations of theological reflection
about the Kingdom ofGod were formed between 1988 and 1999 when she participated
in an urban Afirican-American church in Cincinnati and a Caribbean ministry that had
ethnically diverse participants with a global outreach. Her involvement with these
ministries and others contributed to the development of a desire for a biblical view of
the muhiethnic church. The ministries proclaimed a Kingdom theology with a praxis
that fostered egalitarian Christian communities. Her involvement with the Vineyard
congregation commenced on January 1 , 2000, and while Vineyard Columbus has been
her church home since 2000, she has sustained relationships and ministry contacts with
other churches and leaders since 2000.
Mary-Catherine's multicultural interests come as someone whose father is
Native American and Anglo-American and whose mother is of African-American and
Central American ancestry. She also has an ethnically blended extended family
consisting of those with German, African-American, Mexican, Lebanese, and Anglo-
American ethnic roots. Moreover, in her Christian joumey, she has developed
meaningful relationships with Christian brothers and sisters with ethnic origins from
around the world.
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